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A HISTORY OF POLAND

CHAPTER I

SLAV ORIGINS AND INSimnaONS

For many centuries the Slavs were diought to have come
from Mesopotamia : citlicr through the Balkan Penin-

sula, or across the Caucasus and round the Black Sea and

so into Europe ; and not until early in the nineteenth

century, when diis theory was shattered by the works

of Dobrowski and Szafarzyk, the greatest of Slav his-

torians, were any more accurate ideas entertained con-

cerning the origin of this race. Modem scientific

research, along archaeological and linguistic lines, has now
fairly conclusively located the source of die Slavs some-

where nordi of the Carpathians. Against the earlier

theory may be mentioned the fact diat there is no hisr-

torical evidence of die presence of Slavs in the Balkan

Peninsula before the fourth century a.d. On the other

hand, Pliny, Tacitus, and Ptolemy unmistakably mention

Slavs as being established north of the Carpathians as

early as the first and second centuries a.d.

The first historic idea of the origin of the Slavs was
introduced in the seventh century a.d. by the anonymous
Chronicler of Ravenna, in the following words : Sexta

ut hora metis Scytharum est patria unde Sclavinorum exorta

estprosapia (i. 12). Similar references occur in the works

of the anonymous Chronicler of Bavaria, in the ninth

century. The conclusion of the early historians finds

9



A HISTORY OF POLAND

ample confirmation in the recent researches of archaeolo-

gists among the prehistoric tombs and monuments of

Western Slavdom, which provide very material evidence

of the existence of the Slavs in that region fiilly five

hundred, if not a thousand years before Christ. The

place-names of Poland, too, demonstrate tire Slavonic

origin of the earliest inhabitants. The river Vistula, for

instance—or Wish, as it is called in the Polish tongue—

was known as the Wisla as fiir back as history can record,

and Wish is a pure Slavonic word. Again, the history

of the Slavs themselves reveals die really remarkable

fact that their expansion and immigration occurred

invariably in two definite directions—southwards or

eastwards. From this curious liabit—which was prob-

ably based on very natural needs-we can hazard more
than a guess at the movements of tliis race and die locality

they were likely to settle in.

No exact knowledge is available of die precise liiTiit:<!

of ancient Slavdom, but it may be said with certainty

that its centre was the territory between the Carpadiians,

the river Dnieper, and the upper reaches of the Vistula.

The neighbours of the early Slavs were—on the norA,
the Balts and Finns

; on the east, the Turco-Tatars and
Irenicians ; on the south, the Trees

; and on the west,

the Gaels. The Germans were at this time confined to

the Jutland Peninsula, and only later, in the course of the

great Euroj^an migrations before and after die beginning

of the Christian era, did they become close neighbours

of the Slavs. The Latin historians, largely ignorant of
the exact confines of the Slav territory, ventured to fix

on the Vistula as the dividing line between the Slavs

and the Germans. This is all that was known of the

geographical extent of the Slavs when their name was
first mentioned in history. Herodotus hints at their
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existence (though he calls them : yo/uaSet Ekv^oi

apoTijpos 'AAafow Nnpoi), but the first historical reference

to them is made by Pliny (in the first century A.D.),

Ptolemy, and Tacitus, all ofwhom speak ofa greatpeople

inhabiting the land on both sides ofme Vistula, and called

the Wends {Venedi, Veneti, Vmdi), Without doubt

these Wends were really Slavs, in view both of the

conclusions reached by sixth-century historians and of

the interesting fact that to this day a section of the Slavs

are known to the Germans as Wends. The name

Wends changed later to Sim, and also to Ants.

From the third century B.C. Central and Eastern

Europe began to be disturbed by continual migrations,

and during this time the Germans, the Danes, and the

Huns, among others, changed their country, passing

firequendy through the Slav territories but never occupy-

ing or obtaining them by conquest. Heir Pcisker, a

German historian, has attempted to show that the Slav

territories were either conquered or inhabited by the

Germans, and later by the Tatar hordes from the South

and East, but his hypothesis is based on philological evi-

dence upon which quite anodier construction may be

put, and which, in view of the ample evidence to the

contrary, is quite unreliable.

The Slavs came later to be divided into three distinrt

sections—the Southern, the Eastern, and the Western.

The Slavs ofthe South extended south ofthe Carpathians,

in the VaUey ofthe Danube, in Illyria, and in the Balkan

Peninsula. There they formed, between the seventh and

the ninth centuries A.D., those nations we now know as

the Bulgars, the Serbs, the Croats, and the Slovenians.

The Eastern Slavs, until almost the thirteenth century,

had not become a nation, but remained in more or less

small groups, without any apparent community of
II
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interest or ideas. Only with the growtli of the princi-

paKty of KieiF, and two centuries later, of tliat of Mos-

cow, together with the external influences ofPoland and

Lithuania during die thirteenth and fourteenth centuries,

began the crystallization of the three great Eastern Slav

groups commonly called Russian—the Great, the Little,

and the "White Russians. This great division or

decentralization of the Slavonic people may be said to

have occurred about the fifth century a.d. During the

succeeding centuries the Southern and Eastern Slavs,

as we have seen, had become reorganized
; during the

same period the Western Slavs had become divided into

three distinct sections : the Serbs (not to be confused

with the modem nation of die same name), who in-

habited the south-west of Prussia and a part of modem
Saxony, and who were soon pardy teutonized by the

Germans
;

the Czech group, including the Slovaks and

Moravians, which became reorganized as a united people

m the ninth century, and setded in Bohemia
; and the

Lech ^up, in which were included the Obodrites, the

Wiltzi, the Pomeranians (near relations of die Poles),

and other tribes who were in the course ofthe succeeding

centuries to form the Polish nation. Of these the

Obodrites and the Wiltzi established themselves in the

country between the Baltic Sea and the lower reaches

of the Oder
; while on the banks of the riven "Vistula,

Warta, and Pflica, and on the upper reaches ofhe Oder,
setfW the Wislanes, the Pomes, the Cuiavians, the

Sifeians, and the Lenczicians—all the varying

which were to mingle and umte in the race afterwards

called the Poles.

In view ofthe generally reliable theory ofthe existence
of the Slavs in Eastern and Central Europe nearly a

13 ^
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thousand years before the Christian era, it may seem

surprising that tlicre are no records until the fiftli century

A.D. ofeven the crudest Slav institution corresponding to

the Greek conception of the State. It must be remarked,

however, that few travellers visited the country, and

the records of the few exceptions leave much to the

imagination in their rough impressions of a widely

scattered people, of whom they saw probably but a

few tribes. The chroniclers Procopius and Maurikos,

Byzantines of the sixth century a.d., and Masudi, Ibn

Rusta, and Muhammed II Idris, Arabians of three

centuries later, all of whom were familiar with the

despotism characteristic of the East, have passed down to

us two impressions of the administration, such as it was,

of the affairs of tlic various peoples inhabiting tire large

and rather vague country which we have called Slavdom.

These impressions may be roughly summarized in two

words, “ Anarchy ” and “ Demoaacy,” words which

these chroniclers employed themselves, for lack ofbetter,

to describe the political state, as it appeared to them

individually, of the people of Slavdom. According to

their narratives, which varied, naturally, according to

which of the many tribes they met during their stay in

the country, diere were, generally speaking, two political

institutions in existence among the Slavs—one whidi

they pretty accurately called “ Democracy,” in which

the whole of the tribe met in public assembly to discuss

and decide its own affain ; the other, less accurately

termed by them “ Anarchy,” in which the tribes were

split up into clans or families, of which the Father or

Patriarch was practically the ruler. Thus in each tribe

where this form of government found fevour there were

many petty rulers.

There were two main reasons why the Slavs, until

13
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comparatively late in their history, did not establish the

centralized Government known in our day as the State.

The first and most natural reason was that they did not

desire it. When unconfined by artificial restrictions the

Slavs seem to have tended rather toward decentralization,

local autonomy, and individual freedom than towards

centralization and collectivism. The fact that they did

in some measure accept the latter in the course ofcenturies

does not afiect our argument, and at this stage need not

be discussed. The omcr and more artificial reason was

geographical, and concerned the nature of the country

and its relative position to the more civilized parts of

Europe. Even to this day, large tracts of that vast and

heavily wooded plain in Nortiiem and Eastern Central

Europe, which we have called Slavdom or Slavonia, arc

litde mote than swamps. As recently as the end of the

e^hteenth century, it was reckoned that under and

around Berlin there were no less than seventy-two lakes

of varying size. In the times with which we arc con-

cerned, Skvdom was certainly almost wholly covered

with forests and dotted with innumerable lakes. The
difficultiesand delaysofcommunication in such a country,

inhabited by tribes many days’ journey apart, may be
readily imagined. Thus Ibrahim Ibn Yakub, an Arabian

traveUer in the tenth century A.D., took three wceb, he

tdl us, to travel from Prague to Cracow, ajourney that

may be accomplished to-day in ten hours. It must be

remembered, too, that the early Slavs were near no great

European highway—whether by sea or land—and that

travmers from Greece and Rome and Byzantium were
rare in regions so frr north of the Mediteiranean. All

thcM influences—some of them rather negative than

positive—hindered the evolution of tie State among the

early Slavs.

4
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The fint Slav State and principality of which we can

find record was that of Samo, founded by a Frankish

merchant of that name, who came from die North of

Germany. The State of Samo endured from 623 to

658, and comprised the territory between the rivers

Hobola and Drawe. The inhabitants were principally

Czechs and Slovaks, who seem to have united imder

Samo to resist the invasions of the Germans. The next

recorded essay in the evolution of a State was that of

Moimir, who, about the year 830, founded Grand

Moravia, comprising the provinces to be known later

as Bohemia and Moravia, and parts of Southern Poland,

Silesia, and Panonia. Grand Moravia survived longer

than its predecessor, and saw three princes succeed

its founder—Rastie (846-870), Swietopelk, or Swato-

pluk (870-894), its third and greatest ruler, and

Moimir II., who was to witness its fall Swietopelk is

best known for having first introduced Christianity

among the Western Slavs. He founded the first Slav

Archbishopric m Moravia, and invited Cyril and Metode,

the great Slav ecclesiastics, to baptize his subjects. Not
long after the death of Swietopelk, Moimir II., who
succeeded him, found liimsclf unable to repel the re-

peated attach of die Magyars and the Germans, or to

ward off the impending dissolution of his principality.

A great Magyar invasion, coinciding with the German
conquest of Bohemia, saw the end ofMoravia.

Farther north the Obodrites, the Welets, and the

Pomeranians combined in separate but rather loosely

organized Grand Duchies in order, presumably, also to

resist the invading Germans ; and with such success at

first as to conquer and commit to the flames the German
towm of Hamburg in 983. Already, however, the

Emperor Otto had succeeded in weakening their strength,

IS
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and nearly two centuries later, in 1150, the great Slav

town ofBrandenburg {Branichor in the Slav tongue) was

surprised and seized by the Margraf Albrecht von Bani-

stedt. It was thus, tlien, that out of the turmoil and

travail of the innumerable petty wars carried on at tliis

time emerged finally the State of Poland, and the small

but for some time comparatively civilized State of

Bohemia.





CHAPTER n

THE BEGINNINGS OF POLAND—MIESZKO AND BOLESLAW

Be chten Maroaro lank is Visle latii, ad be edsten tkam sid

Datia tM theju vaeron Cotton (“ To die east of Maroaro

is Vistuk-land, and eastwards of Vistula-Iand is Datia,

where die Goths live ”). So reads the curious geography

of King Alfred. About die same time an anonymous

Bavarian chronicler refers to Vistula-land under the name

of Vuislanc ; and the same word is used by the author

of the lives ofCyril and Metodc, die Slav apostles already

mentioned. From the writings of Ibrahim Ibn Yakub,

as well as from early Czech, Slav, and German historians,

we get a rough but on the whole consistent idea of the

origin of Poland.

As always, the early clironiclers of Poland could not

refrain from attempting to trace its history in conformity

with Greek, Latin, and Hebrew traditions. In the most

naive and ingenious fasliion dicy interwove early Polish

traditions with their notions ofancient Europe. In olden

times, we are told, three brothers-Lech, Czech, and

Russ (like (he three sons of Noah)—setded in Slavdom

and founded the three great branches of the Slav family.

Afterwards, die tale runs. Lech founded Gniesno, (he

oldest capital of Poland. Later the scene of the narrative

is transferred to Cracow, a town founded by Cracus,

who killed a dragon. His daughter, Wanda, became a

mythical heroine, who killed herself to evade the op>

pression of the Germans. After her death the people fell

(*,838) 17 3
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Upon evil days, and Alexander the Great {sic) seized the

opportunity to invade the country, only to be defeated

by Leszek, the latter, by virtue of his success, receiving

the title of Duke of Poland. After many years the

succession fell to Popiel, grandson of the first Duke, who
ruled evilly and was dethroned. In his place was chosen

a peasant named Piast, of virtuous and valiant character,

and the legendary founder of the dynasty of tlut name

;

a figure who, real or mythical, long remained enshrined

in me hearts of the people. And finally Mieszko, tlic

great-grandson of Piast, emerges from die twilight that

pardy obscures this period as the first historical (as

distinct fi:om mythical) ruler of Poland.

Even modem historians have not hesitated to decorate

the early history of Poland with legends as picturesque

as they arc untrustworthy. Among this category must
be placed one which commonly found credence in the

early part of last century, and which, based apparently

on die accepted fact ofthe early organitadon and govern-

ment of ^e Russians by Norse setders, attributes the

bourgeonings of the Polish conception of the State to die

same influence. Other theories, proceeding firom such
trifling data as the name Lech at first given to the Poles,

attempted very naively to demonstrate that Ae erection

of that at first crude, but afterwards complex, edifice

called the Polish State, was clearly due to outside inter-

vention, conquest, invasion—to anything but the natural

needs of the Poles themselves. The most commendable
theory conimonly held to-day is that the final con-
struction of the Polish State was in itself natural

; the
restdt of several centuries of evolution, of (he needs and
desires of the people.

We know that in the ninth and the early part of the
tenth century the banks of the rivers Od«c and Vistula
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were inhabited by the following tribes : the Wislanes,

the Silesians, the Opolaties, the Masovians, the Len-

czicians, the Cuiavians, and die Polanes. These tribes had

already attained to a higher degree of civili2ation than

their neighbours. Travellen wrote of the wealth of

their communities (the Polanes, we are told, were pos-

sessed oftwenty very rich towns). The frequent German

invasions at this period only gave an impetus to the

gradual combination of aU the tribes for their mutual

advantage and defence, and it would seem that the

Polanes, whether from superior wealth, or numbers, or

intelhgence, finally gamed supremacy among the allies,

each section of whom eventually assumed or became

known by the name of its ally-in-chief.

It seems probable that Ziemowit and Ziemomysl,

respectively the grandfather and father of Mieszko, had

achieved the massing of the sue tribes under the banner

and suzerainty of the Polanes ; so that Mieszko, on his

father’s death, became the ruler of the nucleus of the

future Poland.

The first historic mention of Mieszko I. is the record

of the warfare waged by the latter against Wichman, a

German adventurer, as related by the chronicler Widu-
kind, about the year 963. Thus was announced the

definite arrival of Poland into European history. In the

hght of later events it is not surprising that Polish re-

corded history should begin with a war against the

Germans, or that subsequent centuries should sec many
such wars. They took the form of a definite resistance to

a deliberate German pressure from the West. Since two

impregnable barriers, the sea and the Alps, obstructed

her advance North and South, and the growing strength

of Rrance blocked the way to the West, it was natural

19
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that Germany should seek expansion in die only direction

open to her—the Slav countries in the East. To diis end

the Emperor had fortified the Eastern Markcn or Marches

and entered upon a long series of assaults on the Slav

territories, with such success at fint as to force Mieszko,

in the year 963, to acknowledge his suzerainty in respect

ofthe Polish territory between the German Marclics and

the river Warta.

Until this time Poland had been able to develop and

extend herself freely and along her own lines, for be-

tween her and Germany, her powerfol neighbour on the

West, lay the lands of the Elbian or Polabian Slavs and

of those inhabiting the country known to-day as Bran-

denburg. As the most barren tracts of land arc diosc

immediately bordering and buffeted by the sea, and the

most fertile are to be found a few miles inland, so die

Western Slavs most affected by the influence and attack

of the Germans rapidly disintegrated and lost tlicir

national and racial character, while the Poles, protected

by a natural bulwark from hostile influence or interfer-

ence, had time and opportunity to fortify and progress.

In the times that preceded her recorded history, Poland
was thus able to organize and extend her peoples and
territories. From the sorry experience ofher neighbours

^e learnt how to resist the invaders who were not slow
in appearing

; firom the failure and fall of the Western
Slavs her chieftains leamt that soHdarity, and not dis-

sension, could alone defeat the designs of her enemies.
The Obodrites, divided into four dissentient tribes, could
not muster a defence strong enough to beat back the
whole force of the Emperor and ids allies. The first

thought of the Polish leaders, then, must be to unite the

scaled members of the Polish family into one State,

united and indivisible
; not merely an alliance, like tliat
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oftheObo(irites,mtimeofwar. Secondly, apermanent

military force must be established against all comers.

Mieszko I. had already organized a standing army

corps of about 13,000 men, adequately provisioned and

stationed in the various strongholds of the country.

This corps was perfected by his son and successor,

Boleslaw, and its strength inaeased to 16,000, and

finally to 20,000 men. Such an army, united and dis-

ciplined, at that time represented a very considerable

force. This military organization, however, would not

have sufficed to save Poland from the enaoachments of

the almost all-conquering Teutonic Empire and its aUies.

Subder methods than that ofa counter demonstration of

military strength were necessary, and Mieszko and Boles-

law proved equal to the occasion. The former was fint

among the Slavs to think of achieving a peace between

the Skv princes and peoples. His method—a subtle

piece of ffiplomacy at that time—was to marry Dom-
browka, a princess ofBohemia, in the year 966, and by

this means to secure not merely the neutrality but the aid

and fiiendship of this important Skv nation. His son,

Boleskw, puBued die same policy with regard to the

group of Russian principalities around Kieff. Having

married a daughter of a Russian pretendant to the

throne ofKieff, he helped his kther-in-kw to achieve his

ambitions, thus gaining for himselfa powerful ally on the

Eastern borden of Poland.

The most kr-sighted and successful ofall the actions of

these two brilliant princes of Poland, however, was the

introduction ofehristianity in (he year 967. At that time

no European nation could hope to be counted as civilized

without professing the Christian religion, which alone

was associated with Western culture. The Germans, and
21
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more particularly the Margraves of the West, pretended

to the distinction of conquering the Slavs in order to

convert them. Not always, however, was the Cross

carried with die sword. German missionaries rarely

went among the Poles, and not one is mentioned as

having raised die Cross in Polish territory before the

baptism of the Polish princes. We arc told, it is true,

of the establishment of an archbishopric at Magdeburg,

and of bishoprics at Havclburg and Mcneburg, but their

objects were political radicr than religious, as may be

seen from the memoirs ofThietmar, bishop of the latter

town, and a contemporary of Mieszko and Boleslaw.

Thietmar’s work is curiously full for a Christian bishop

of complacent records of battles and bloodshed. It is

typical ofthe rude and rather rcluaant Christianity ofthe

many half-pagan priests of the period.

Even before the final and fonnal acceptance of Cliris*

tianity by the Polish rulers, its tenets had been introduced

into the country from Bohemia, and, dirougli the Russian

principalities, even firom Constantinople. Also it is more

than probable that in the district ofCracow, which from

the end of the ninth century belonged to Ae Dudiy of

Grand Moravia, Christianity had already gained ground.

It is not impossible, therefore, that the rail of this Dudhy
saw a bishopric established at Cracow. The works

of recent PoHsh historians would seem to demonstrate

that Cyril and Metode, the great Slav aposdes, visited and

made converts among the Poles, and in support of this

contention it is claimed that die early Polish Cadiolics

used the Slav ritual introduced by these missionaries.

However, their influence was never fully established, and

when Mieszko descended into the waters ofbaptism the

priests who supported him on either hand were probably

Bohemian.

22
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Her acceptance ofChristianity at die hands ofthe priests

ofRome defined very distinedy for Poland her line of

evolution. While the Russians through their religious

relations with Constantinople—which was then, almost

as it is to-day, in Europe but not of it, a quite peculiar

citadel of Orientalism on the very flanks of Europe—
while the Russians were entertaining, as it were, and

becoming overwhelmed by the vanguards of Oriental-

ism, the Poles had voluntarily and quite literally become

Crusaden in a special sense; outposts of Christian

culture, of the civilization ofRome and the Latin spirit.

And this heavy charge, then and during die succeeding

brilliant centuries of her history, Poland feithfiiUy ful-

filled, against the influence ofByzantium and die bodily

menace of the Mongol and the Turk.

Her connection with the Church ofRome, however,

gave Poland another and more strategic advantage in her

relations with Germany. The conversion of Poland to

Christianity made possible a direct alliance with those

countries whence mediaeval civflization mostly came, or

flourished most magnificendy—France and Italy. We
have remarked that the Germans fevoured conversion

by the sword rather dian by the Cross, and that few

German missionaries aossed the fi:onticr into Poland

;

and that in consequence it was precisely the French and

the Italians (not to mention the Czechs) who first raised

the Cross in Polish territory. These pioneen of Chris-

tianity in Poland—Benedictine monb. Eremites, and

Cistercians—came from the monasteries ofliige, Clugny,

and Monte Casino, and with them came die light and

leaming of the Western world, and the knowledge of

Latin, men the only medium of sdcnce and letters.

In as real a sense as that in which we mention Charle-

23
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magne and Alfred the Great, Polish history not only

began wiA Mieszko and Boleslaw, but was founded and

created by them. In addition to defining the friturc deve-

lopment of Polish politics, these two nilcrs were re-

sponsible for the first sharp cleavage among the Slavs

ofCentral and Northern Europe, a clavage in whicli die

Eastern sections of that race clung to Oriaitalism, and

the Western sections went over to Rome and the re-

ligion and culture of the West. Also an opposite and

hostile policy was adopted by Poland against both the

powerful neighbours who menaced her well-being ; and

the practice and realization of this policy were made

possible by the success of Boleslaw in uniting under his

rule all the tribes and territories which were to form the

Poland of the fiimre.

In character and appearance both men were enor-

mously different. Mieszko was a diplomat, with an eye

more to the interior administration of his country than

to conquest ; though he was sensible enough to found

the beginnings of a military organization. He thought

it not easy nor even possible to oppose die designs of

Germany ; and though he quarrelled with die Mar-

graves, he respected the Emperor. In this policy he

seems to have been influenced not so mucli by personal

cowardice as by a lack of confidence in liis own power
and diat ofPoland, and being the latest he thought him-

selfperhaps the least of(he European princes converted to

Catholicism. Boleslaw, although he brilliantly fulfilled

Ac task begun by his frAer, Afiered from him greatly

in character and personality. Of huge physical pro-

portions and a redoubtable warrior—he was almost

invariably engaged in war wiA German Margraves,

Russian princes, CzeAs, and even Ac Emperor himself

—Boleslaw seldom knew defeat, and even Aen often
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turned it to advantage. Acknowledging no suzerainty

but tliat of tlic Pope, he liberated Poland from German

influence and intervention ;
achieved, by force or

strategy, die designs of his father
;

strengthened the

defences of his country and her relations with Rome ;

acted as mediator in important questions affecting the

Russians and Bohemians ;
extended his power and

influence even to die Court of the Emperor and the

kingdom ofHungary ; and finally (and first among die

early rulers of Poland) crowned himself king, and peer

of the sovereigns of Europe. Sudi ambition and such

a career, even for those days of royal adventurers and

peasants made kings, had no parallel in the history of

contemporary Europe.

With two consecutive rulers of the calibre ofMieszko

and Boleslaw, therefore, Poland was ably equipped for

her early struggles for separate nationality. As we have

seen, the elder man appears first in history in 963. As

the result of his defeat at the hands of Count Wichman

and the Margrave Gcro, Mieszko was forced for some

time to recognize the suzerainty of the Emperor in

respect of the lands between Germany and die river

Warta. In 966, however, he formed the powerful

alliance already mentioned by liis marriage with Dom-
browka, a princess of Bohemia, and his baptism in the

Christian frith took place shortly afterwards. Only a

few years later he founded die first Polish bishopric at

Poznan, under the authority of the Archbishop of

Magdeburg. The monk Jordm beame the first Polish

bishop.

From this time Poland exercised a potent influence

both in the external and die internal politics ofGermany,

more particularly after the hostflities of the period 967-

972, in which her excellent mflitary organization proved
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her a power to be reckoned with in Eastern Central

Europe. Later, during the interregnums of973 and 983,

the aid of Polish arms successively secured the Imperial

Crown of Germany to the respective pretenders who
appeared. Meanwhile Poland had been subject to attach

from other quarters. Wladimir die Great, Prince of

Kieff, had mvaded and subdued the territory known

as Red Russia
;
while the Czechs had invaded, and for

a short time occupied, the district of Cracow. Mieszko,

therefore, in order to safeguard himselfon the West, allied

himself with the Emperor in expeditions against the

Obodrites in the years 982, 986, and 991. Mieszko died

in 992, having divided his kingdom, after the fashion of

the Slavs, among his sons, with Bolcslaw as their chief.

Not long after, however, Bolcslaw drove out his

brothers and his stepmotha Oda, and reunited all the

Polish provinces under his rule. In or about the year

999 he recaptured Cracow, and succeeded in extending

his frontiers in other direaions.

The policy of Bolcslaw Chobry (the Brave) was that of
federating all the Western Slav races under one rule, and
in its pursuit he conquered all Pomerania between the

Oder and the Vistula, and would have liked even to

subdue the Prussians. Religious differences proved the

principal obstacle to tlie realization of this ambition,

however, though even these he endeavoured to surmount
by converting his savage neighbours to Christianity.

Amoi^ the missionaries he dispatched on this errand
was Adalbert (Wojdech), Bishop of Prague, who was
fin^y martyred (997), and became the patron saint of
Poland. About the year 1000 Poland became one ofthe
^eatest Powen in Europe, as much by reason of the
size ofher territory as ofher superior military organiza-
tion and political alliances. A sister ofBolcslaw (known
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in Scandinavia under the name of Siegfrieda Stavrada)

became the wife of Swen, King of Denmark, and the

mother of Canute of England
;
while Adelaide Belak-

negini, his fadicr’s sister, beanie the Queen of Gcjza of

Hungary and gave birth to a son, Stcphai, who was later

to introduce die Christian feith into tliis kingdom, and

to become its patron saint. The year looo saw die

foundation of the archbishopric of Gniesno, to which

the bishops of Cracow, Wroclaw (Breslau), and Kolo-

brzeg (Kolberg) owed allegiance. This evait finally

estabhslied Poland’s absolute independence of German

influence or authority, and later proved to be one of the

greatest triumphs of die poHcy of Boleslaw, for at that

time the existence of an independent ardibishopric in a

State demonstrated its absolute autonomy in internal

affairs. It is of interest to note that among other States

Denmark and Bohemia only achieved this ecclesiastical

independence many years later.

Meanwhile Otto HI., the Emperor who indireedy

helped Boleslaw to this end, had died, and the German

attitude changed towards the Poles. Tlie latter, who at

tliis time took a prominent part in the affairs ofBohemia,

which country they even occupied during the period

1003-1004, beame engaged ui hostflitics with Germany

which lasted, with but brief intermption, for fourteen

years. Poland’s military prowess, however, finally

forced the Germans to acknowledge her independence,

and even to surrender the provinces ofluzyceand Milsko,

which they had seized some time before. This recogni-

tion was sealed by the Peace of Budziszyn in 1018. In

the meantime, however, Poland had lost ha influence in

Bohemia. She was forced to abandon her projected

subjection of the Polabian Slavs by renewed hostilities

wiA the Russians. Twice Boleslaw invaded Russia,
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in 1013 and 1018, and on the second occasion succeeded

in apturing KiefF (of •which he made his son-in-law,

Jaroskw, Grand Duke) and in reconquering Red Russia.

Thus ended Boleslaw’s last war, and during his remaining

years he devoted himselfmainly to the intenial organiaa-

tion of Poland. In 1035 he crowned himself king, with

the blessing of die Pope, hut in the same year, after but

a briefenjoyment ofhis new dignity, and having liardly

attained middle age, die ashes of this Polish Charle-

magne and real founder of the future greatness of this

country were laid to rest in his chief city of Gniesno.

At the death ofBolcslaw Chobry, Poland had attained

a degree of influence and extent beyond wliicli she was

not destined to rise for several centuries. She had

absorbed almost all the Western Slav States, including

Bohemia
;
and die dead king's sceptre had been wielded

over territory of about 130,000 square miles in area,

and his subjects numbered almost two millions—a not

inconsiderable figure at that period, when the population

of Prance amounted in die first half of the fourteenth

century to not more than ten millions. He had united

all the Poles under his rule and crowned himself King of

Poland, owning no allegiance, spiritual or temporal, to

other than the Pope. As has been said, the crowning

toumph of his reign was the bold establishment of an

independent Polish Church, subject only to the authority

ofRome
;
and this, more perhaps dian any other fiictor,

finally forged and hammered fiist die union ofdie Polish-

speaking populations ofEurope.

As his career makes evident, Bolcslaw was one of the

few vigorous monarchs who have occupied the throne of
Polmd. During his reign the military progress of the

nation was as marked as its commercial prosperity. New
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dries were built
;
trade flourished and foreign merchants

were encouraged to enter the country; and more

important dian all, schools had been established. In the

government and constitution of the kingdom, however,

there was as yet no element of popular or democratic

control. The szlachta had not developed into that tre-

mendous democracy of nobles that controlled the

destinies of Poland during the centuries to come. The

pohtical condition of Poland was that of a military

autoaacy, widi the towns and places of die comitry held

by the king’s castclkns and the king’s men. The frequent

wars fiUed the land with captives, who naturally became

slaves. And over all was the king, widi his council of

princes and bishops.
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MIESZKO n. AND CASIMIR THE RESTORER

Sdcb astounding progress in the union and crystallization

ofpopulations so diffiised, and ofprovinces so difficult of
intercommunication, was too sudden to contin uc. Soon
after the death ofBolcslaw a reaction set in, and signs of
division and disaffection were manifested, of which the

seeds had been sown by Boleslaw himself, in the manner
in whicli he partitioned his kingdom among his sons.

The eldest being illegithnatc, the second son, Mieszko II.,

had been named head of the kingdom
;
but this prince

soon seized his brothers’ territory and proclaimed himself
King of all Poland.

Thus was ushered in a period of incessant turmoil for
the country. Bczprym, one of the brotlicrs whom the
King had despoiled, sought rc&gc hi the principality of
Kififf, where he planned the overthrow of Mieszko

;

while in the meantime almost all die neighbouring rulers
seized the opportunity to invade Poland. The King’s
own cousin, Stephen of Hungary, raided die Slovak
coTOtry, which province was lost to Poland thenceforth.
Subsequendy Mieszko, as a counter-stroke to die -illiarK-p

between the Emperor Conrad II. and Canute of Dcn-
^k, was obliged to come to terms with Stephen, and
by the cession of the Slovak province in 1027 obtained
to ro-operarion in an expedition against the Germans.
Their joint ftirces raided the Emperor’s territory as ftir
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westwards as the river Laba (Elbe), causing great damage

to life and property (1028). The two subsequent cam-

paigns conducted in 1029 and 1030 against Poland and

her Hungarian ally resulted in the defeat ofthe Germans

;

but in the meantime Brzetyslaw ofBohemia had, in the

year 1029, invaded and conquered Moravia, which

country also was never regained by Poland.

The greatest blow to Mieszko’s power, however, had

yet to come. At the instigation of the Emperor and of

the exiled brodiers of Mieszko an alliance was formed

against him by all the neighbouring princes (even his ally

ofHungary deserting liini) and Poland was attacked on

all sides. The Emperor seized Luzyce (Lausitz)
;
and

Canute ofDenmark took Pomerania
;
while to the share

of Jaroslaw, Grand Duke of Kicff, fell the castles of

Czerwien. There remained no option to this harassed

ruler but to do homage to the Emperor and renounce

the territories conquered by him
;
but this bid for peace

was hardly made before his brother Bezprym, ms in-

trigues having at last obtained him a sufficient following,

forced Miesio to flee to Bohemia. The subsequent

death of Bezprym permitted the fugitive to return to

Poland, but he was obHged by the Emperor to share his

kingdom with two German princes, kinsmen ofConrad

;

and as a result of the constant warfere he was obliged to

wage against these intruden—diough he ultimately

succeeded in dismissing them—Mieszko died, laving ms

kingdom in grat disorder.

The meagre records of the time furnish but a poor

piemre of the period following Mieszko’s death. It is

probable, however, that he was succeeded by Casimir,

die child of his marriage with Rycheza (Ryxa), a

daughter ofEzo, palatine ofLorraine. From his motherW 3J i
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rasimir acquired a marked taste for science and a deep

devodon to die Christian faith. His education was

exceptional, his early hfe having been spent with learned

clerics, and from this fra probably arose the legend

dierisW in later yean diat he had himselfbeen a monk,

and had relinquished his religious duties to wear the

CTown of Poland. However this may be, it is certain

that the clouds of conflict whicli had gathered in his

frdier’s rei^ grew to their climax in his. The pagan

element ofdie population, together with die increasingly

important merchant class, rose in rebellion, and in 1037

Casimir fled widi liis modicr to Germany. For a short

time the insurgents had it all dicir own way. The in-

ternal confusion in the country gave one leader oppor-

tunity to proclaim himself indcpnidait ruler of the

province of Masovia ; but die richest spoils of diis

rebellion fell to an outsider, Brzetyslaw, prince of

Bohemia, who raided Poland in I037with such thorough-

ness that die country did not fully recover for a lum-

dred years. Half die kingdom was ransacked by tiiis

Bohemian freebooter
; the largest Polish towns, among

diem Cracow, Wroclaw (Breslau), Gniesno, and Gdecz,

were plundered and destroyed; thousands of die

population were slain and great treasures takai. Tlic

ruin wrought in the town of Gniesno was so complete

that, according to a chronicler writing a century later,

wolves made their lair in the cadiedral, unmolested in

that desert place.

The very success ofthe raider Brzetyslaw, in occupying
a province so near to the German domain as that of
Snesia, gave the Emperor Henry III. reason for wishing

Casimir restored to his throne—a reason supported by
his kindup with the mother of the fugitive. Casimir
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was accordingly furnished with a small force ofGermans,

and made his reappearance on Polish soil—an event

acclaimed (according to a pretty legend of the time) by

the very trees of the forest, so great was the ravage

sustained by Poland at the hands of the invader. Casimir

was indeed welcomed by a considerable section of his

people, chiefly the clergy and other classes imbued with

the spirit of the civiliktion penetrating thek country

from the West. Others of the people supported Maslaw,

Count of Masovia, a personae of some pretensions who
had become prominent in earlier reigns as leader of the

Cenophobes, a party diat sttenuously resisted tlie in-

trusion of foreign culture and custom. Out of this

rivalry arose an internal struggle diat lasted for six years,

at the end ofwhich period Casimir, who in the meantime

had developed valuable qualities of leadership, succeeded

in conciliating the malcontents and overthrowing Mas-

law.

Casimir, as this troublous period revealed, was rather

a statesman than a soldier, and the events which earned

him the tide of Restorer and Rebuilder of Poland were

triumphs of diplomacy and not of arms. Desiring peace,

even at the price of pride, Casimir arranged an alliance

with the Emperor, whereby he secured the latter’s sup-

port against Bohemia, and in return acknowledged Henry

as suzerain, though this tide was never more than a

name. Danger on the eastern frontier was warded off

by Casimir’s marriage with Mary Dobrognieva, daughter

ofWladimir the Great, Grand Duke of Kieff. A friend-

ship thus effected with so important a State permitted

Casimir a free hand in his relations with the troublesome

provinces lying on his eastern borders, and completed

his system of defence against the greed or malice of his

more powerful neighbours.
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This mucli-necdcd respite from the practice of war

afforded the nation a gratefiil breathing-space in which

to leam the neglected arts of peace. As lias been already

remarked, Casimir had rca'ived an education only usual

in those days among clerics, and his early acquaintance

with the monks was now renewed in his patronage of

dieir orders and his concessions to tlieir cause. Ruined

cities were rebuilt, and die wrecked trade of the country

slowly restored, at his instigation ; and tlunigh at his

death in 1058 Casimir left a kingdom reduced in extent,

Poland was stronger for his reign, and more strictly a

unified nation even than in the time of Boleslaw.



CHAPTER IV

m LAST OF THE EARLY KINGS

Casimr’s son and successor, Boleslaw the Bold, unlike

his predecessors on the throne of Poland, was able im-

mediately to assert die full authority of his tide
;
whereas

the previous kings had acceded to a throne to which

there were other and equally powerful pretenders, and

had come into possession of their inheritance more by

force of arms than of argument.

Boleslaw found himself, on his father’s death, and

thanks to his father’s diplomacy, unmenaced by rivals

at home or abroad. Uniting in himself the warlike

qualities of his great-grandfadier, Boleslaw the Brave,

and in a lesser degree ie statesmanship of his fethcr, the

new king proved himself capable of combating either

danger.

On two occasions Boleslaw restored Izaslaw, Grand

Duke of Kieff, to the dirone from which that ruler had

been driven by his insurgent brothers. The Polish king’s

price for this assistance was the province of Red Russia,

or, as it should more striedy be called. Red Ruthenia,

which, however, did not long remain a part of Poland.

Following the same poHcy of profiting by the domestic

dissensions of his neighbours, Boleslaw helped Bela I. of

Hungary and his sons to conclude in their favour a civil

war which was then in progress in that country. The

Slowak province, however, which had been lost by
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Poland in the previous reign, was not eoneeiled to Uoles-

law, as he had hoped, in return ior tiiis aid. More than

once in his reign the ihdish slandard was liorne into

Bohemia, and though from these, as irom the other w.irs

waged by him, no nouhle territoria! aequisitions resulted,

Bolcslaw succeeded in nmking the military power of

Poland recognized and res}X‘ct«l by liis neighhours.

The final test and triumph of' the policy (sf this ruler

was his coronatimi, at the hands sd' the Pope’s legates,

as King of all Poland— a climax which h.ul not been

achieved by any Polish king since Mies/ko 11. To grasp

the full significance of this cerenuniy it must Iv under-

stood that at that time a king rarely had the actual

authority over his dominion which his title claimed.

His supremacy was citlier contested by rivals at home, or

curtailed by suzerains ahro.id. I’he Clrown and its invest-

ment, dicreforc, were real .and valued symbols ofa ruler’s

audiority and independence ; and in the ea.se of Boleslaw

his coronation asserted his independence of all outside

influence or control, even that of the limperor’s self.

In this reign die reverberations reached Poland of the

struggle that was then shaking the fouiubtions of Jiuropc

—a stable, curiously enough, chiefly remembered in

Poland, as in England, for die murder uiuler almost

identical circumstances of St. Stanislaw and of St.

Thomas k Becket. This straggle may be briefly described

as one for supremacy between Clnirch and State, and .as

su^ must he regarded for die purposes of this work
sl^y fi:om the standpoint of its efl’cets on Polisii history,

different as they are from those on that ofEngland.

The Stn^gle of the hvestiture—as it was called from
ite merely nominal issue, that of the appointment of
bishops by King or Pope—reached Poland when the
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Church, here but a century or so old, was in the first

flash of its vigour and influence. The internal dissensions

which diminished its power in other countries had in this

not yet made their appearance ; and stiU the only source

of Latin learning ana Christian culture, it had this im-

mense advantage over the conservative and ultra-

nationalist party which alone in Poland could be brought

to oppose it. The struggle between die Roman Church

and me Polish State resolved itself then into a contest,

as bitter as it was brief, between foreign learning and

native conservatism, between Western culture and

Eastern custom—and the West won. As we have said,

in Ei^land as in Poland, this rivalry reached its climax

(and in Poland its culmination) in the murder ofdie leader

of the clerical party.

Piercing the maze of myth in which the truth of this

event has become entangled, it seems probable that

Stanislaw, the Bishop of Cracow, and at that time the

most prominent churchman in Poland, met his death at

the instigation, if not at the very hands, of the King.

Accordii^ to the general consensus of popular tradition

he was killed in the Cathedral while reading Mass, and

his body cut to pieces by the swords of Bolcslaw and his

courtiers. As a concession to folklore it may be added

that four eagles firom die four quarters of Heaven came

to gather up the martyr’s dismembered body, which

being again united in the semblance of a human being

was reported to have worked many miracles.

The result of this deed naturally was a powerful

reaction ofpopular feeling in favour of Rome. Though
it is not ttue, as some chronicles maintain, that the whole

country was placed under an interdict, it is certain that

Bokslaw was excommunicated, and soon after fled with

his sons to Hungary, where later he died an obscure
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death. His brother, Wkdislaw Herman, was elected by

common consent to occupy die throne.

The administration ofWladislaw did little to amelio-

rate the troubled condition of die country during this

period. Though a cautious and conciliatory ruler, he

succeeded neither in pleasing his friauls nor in placating

his foes ;
and his supremacy was warmly contested by

Sieciech, an able leader of the hostile section. During

this reign the Czechs of Bohemia and the Magyars of

Hungary profited by the internal strife in J’oland to raid

the country with almost uninterrupted success ; the

city of Cracow was seized by die invaders, though not

held for long. On his deadi, in 1 102, Wladislaw divided

the kingdom between his sons Zbigniew and Boleslaw.

The more important part of Poland fell to the lot of

Boleslaw Krzywousty (die Wry-mouthed), whoso reign

is remarkable less for its almost uninterrupted turmoil, its

hardly broken sequence of batdos, dian for the final and

decisive attempt of the Emperor at that period to assert

an active suzeramty over the Poles. The reign also

marked Poland’s complete acceptance of Christian

civilization and Western ideas, and her ultimate over-

throw of the pagan resistance. Bodi dicsc issues, so vital

to the future fate of Poland, were hazarded in die cam-
paigns begun by Boleslaw against Pomerania.

A glance at the map will sliow that die position of diis

State, bordered to the north by the Baltic, to the west by
Germany, and to the south and east by Poland, held

powerful strategic possibilities in regard to die town of
Gdansk, or Danzig—dien, as now, Poland’s only im-

E

ortant port. The hostility of Pomerania could not but
e a source of grave danger to the security of Poland.
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Thus the rivalry between Boleslaw and the Emperor

Henry V. for supremacy in Pomerania swiftly raised

issues of much graver import than the mere tribute of a

petty neighbouring province. The fact that alone among

the peoples kindred to die Poles, the Pomeranians stiD

clung to paganism, added a deeper significance to the

problem confronting Poland : the subjection of this

country meant its conversion to the Christian faith. The

efforts ofhis brother Zbigniew to incite the Pomeranians

againsthim clinched the matter for Boleslaw. He entered

on the first of what proved to be a series of seven cam-

paigns against diat people.

Odier wars followed, or were in progress at the same

time. So incessant were the military activities of this

reign that, so the saying went, King Boleslaw did not

leave the saddle in seven years. The Emperor himself

led two expeditions into Poland : the first returning

without much hurt either inflicted or sustained; the

second achieving more success in laying waste a part of

the country and besieging the town of Wroclaw, but

being finally repulsed by the Poles at Hundsfeld (1109),

a place so called from die fact that the corpses lay there

in such nmnbers diat they could not be buried, and were

devoured by the dogs. It was before this battle, accord-

ing to die dironiclcrs, that an envoy named Skarbek,

being sent by Boleslaw to die German camp, was taken

by Henry and sliown die Imperial treasury. On being

asked by die monarcli ifhe thought the Poles could with-

stand a power so wealthy, Skarbek is reputed to have

cast his own gold ring into the Treasury, with the cry,

“ Go gold to gold ! we Poles will stick to iron.” How-

ever this may be, “ Hab Dank ’’ (Thank you), the reply

with wliich die Emperor is credited on this occasion, is

still the motto of the Skarbek family in Poland.
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Wliere Boleslaw’s policy was purely offensive, how-

ever, the results were less fortunate for Poland. His

meddling with the internal affairs of Hungary, where an

insurrection was in progress against Bela 11. (Boleslaw

supporting the rebels), directly provoked that monarch,

in alliance with Bohemia, into an inva-sion of Polisli

territory which was with difficulty repulsed ;
and Bolcs-

law was forced to abandon his policy of intervention in

Hungary. A war with the Grand Duchy of Kicff, in

connection widi what was now becoming an apparently

interminable dispute over the ownership of Red Russia,

was equally barren of result.

The war against the Emperor and tlie Pomeranians,

bitter and bloody as it was, settled for centuries tlic

contest between Germany and Poland—the one for

dominion, the otlicr for independence, hi tlie treaty

signed at Merseburg in 1135, berween die Emperor

Henry V. and Boleslaw, it was agreed that die latter

should pay tribute and do homage only in respect of

the province ofPomerania, thus ceded to Poland. From

that time, during the whole of her national existence,

no German Emperor could claim to be overlord of

Poland.

In spite of his tempestuous and aowded life it is

neither paradoxical nor untrue to say that the most far-

reaching feature of Boleslaw’s reign occurred at his

death. As we have noted earlier in this history it was the

custom of the Slav rulers to divide their dominions, at

their decease, equally among their sons. The unfortunate

results of this principle had Men experienced by Boleslaw

himself, and in spite of the strength and longevity of the

tradition he determined at least to modify it in respect

of his own heirs. Accordingly he arranged that hence-
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forth, not the eldest member of the senior branch (as is

the Western custom), but the oldest individual member

of the family should, in addition to inheriting the terri-

tory that would ordinarily become his, exercise an over-

lordship over the whole kingdom, and also receive the

tribute due to Poland from Pomerania. As was only to

be expected from such a sorry effort to patch up an out-

worn principle, the scheme was found to be impracticable

as a permanent reform. Only thirty years after the death

of Boleslaw the overlordship fell, under the changed

law of succession, to his youngest son Casimir, who
failed, however, to hold this dignity long.

Thereafter it happened that during the two hundred

years following the death ofBoleslaw III. no single king

reigned m Poland, and the country was divided into a

great number of small States (at one time as many as

seventy-two), each with its own ruler.
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POLAND AT Tllli DEATH OF IJOLESI.AW HI.

Under these early kings and princes the structure of

Polish society midcrwcnt nianifolil changes. The trans-

fonning factors were mainly these : the crystallization

and centralization of the State, and tlic introduction of

Christianity. The patriarchal life of the peasantry now

took on a new shape; social differentiation began ; new

classes appeared. Only a powerful internal organization

rendered possible die union of separate tribes against

invasion and attack, die maintenance of their national

existence, and ultimately the extension of the new

State’s boundaries by the conquest of neighbouring

territories.

The powers ofKing and kingship in those days formed

the jumcial basis of die State. The king was the real

representative of the nation in its collective life, die real

ruler of his people in peace and war. His power was

practically unlimited, his actions accountable to no man.

Thoi^h he sometimes consulted die aristocracy (then

formed of the high dergy and the king’s officers and

courtiers) he was in no wise hound to follow their

advice. AE land and propaty were considered his in

no mere nominal ffishion
;

and he might impose any

tax—either in money or kind, or in military or industrial

service—to maintain wars, as wcE as defray die expense

ofhis own Conrt and administration. Deserving soldiers
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were rewarded widi lands, and with captives to ailtivate

them; nevertheless either might be reclaimed at die

King’s pleasure. The officers charged by die King with

diejoint functions ofjudge, poHceman, and tax-collector,

instead of wages in coin or kind, received often die right

of usufruct or temporary enjoyment of the rent and pro-

duce of certain lands. Li a subsequent period of Polisli

history, however, with the gradual weakening of the

monarch’s power, the persons in enjoyment of these

rights and dimities grew more and more powerful, and

exacted fi:esh privileges and immunities, until dieir serfs

became completely dependent on them.

Administration was facilitated by the division of the

country into towns (grody) or strongholds under the

governorship of castellans, assisted by judges, treasurers,

and bailiffs. Each castellany was subdivided into a

number of wards {opole) administered by an oflScer,

called in Polish zupm. The basis and backbone of the

population were firee peasants, whose liberties were

subject only to the King’s power and pleasure. In ac-

knowledgment of the lands they occupied and cultivated

these peasants paid tribute and rendered any other services

required by the King. They were not bound to a par-

ticular estate or holding, and at their will could leave

one district and settle elsewhere.

The frequent wars of this period, however, caused the

creation of a new class of unfiree persons in the State.

This slave class consisted of prisoners taken in battle,

and were the personal property of the King and his high

officers. Forming thus an object of sale and bargain,

these chattel-slaves were employed either on personal or

public services, and were mainly set to till the soil in the

neighbourhood of towns and military encampments.

The wars of Bokslaw the Brave thus filled the country
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with captives from Bohemia, Moravia, and Lusitsia

;

and dieir already considerahlc number was largely in-

creased by the successful expeditions of both Boleslaw

the Bold and Boleslaw the Wry-mouthed iu Russia,

Pomerania, and Ukraina. These chattel-slaves were of

course entirely dependent on the lords into whose
possession they passed, and only with the permission of

their master could they move frotn one place to another.

These two classes constinued the economic basis of

society. Their occupations were almost exclusively

agriculture, hunting, fishing, bee-keeping, and various

home industries
; and all other classes, with the exception

of the townsfolk and traders, profited fr<un their pro-

ductive labour. Under the incessant menace of retri-

bution at tlie hands of more powerful masters, the serfs

and the peasantry generally remained murmurous but

3

descent
;
but after the death ofMieszko 11., and during

le interregnum of 1034--1040, they rose in an insur-

rection wliich, though directed primarily as a reaction

against the new religion, ended in the slaughter ofmany
ofthe lords and landowners. Churches were looted and

destroyed, towns were ruined, and paganism—always
more deeply rooted in the countryside than in the towns
—was re-established. Order was ultimately restored by
Casimir, variously sumamed the Monk or the Rcbuildcr,

who reintroduced Christianity, brought back into the

national fold those tribes which had strayed outside and
temporarily become independent, and rc-cstablishcd the

hierarchy both of oflEcials and clergy. The ruined towns
and churches were rebuilt, and the country was once
more reduced to order and quiescence by the perpetual
threat of the great garrisons scattered by this ruler over
his kingdom. Finally die rebellious serfs and peasants
were forced to continue in their old obligations.
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Tbe numerous and continuous wars of this era steadily

advanced the power and prestige of the military class.

The latter, recruited partly from the native population

and partly from foreigners, who were attracted by the

opportunity ofbecoming speedily wealthy and powerful,

participated in order ofrank and merit in the mvision of

the spoils ofwar. Thus they acquired large numbers of

captives, whom they would settle on uncultivated lands

granted them liberally by the King. According to the

custom then obtaining in Western Europe, where the

ownership of land was associated with and devolved

upon certain militarv duties, Boleslaw the Wry-mouthed
began to grant landed properties to all the members of
this class—from whom in later days sprang the Polish

nobility [szlachta). Henceforth this class grew steadily in

power and importance, and acquired an increasing share

in the government of the country, hitherto denied to

them. The military class was divided into two sections

—the knights or horsemen, dad in coats of mail, and

receiving their office and dignity direct from die King
;

and the shield bearers or archen, who were foot soldiers.

A part of the army formed die bodyguard of the King

;

the remainder were stationed as garrisons in die towns

and military encampments.

The great nobles and officiab, at the beginning of the

monarchy at least, were not numerous in Poland ; and
being entirely dependent on the King, they had no real

influence on his decisions. The high offidals ofthe king-
dom were generally chosen from among the princes of
conquered tribes. The highest official was naturally the

Commander-in-chief of die army {wojewoda). Other
officials were vested with various Court functions or

occupied admiaistrative and military posts, as for mstance

the castellans. The wars, though they increased the
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King’s doniiiiious and enlarged his impuitancc, at the

same time enridicd the aristocracy. As we have seen,

the autocratic rule of Boleslaw tlie Bold provtiked a

conspiracy ofnobles under the leadership of the irojcwoda

Sieciech, with the intention (sf replacing the King by his

weaker brother, under whom the aristocracy e.xpected to

enjoy more influence. The clergy who, led by Stanislaw,

Bishop of Cracow, were only tots reaily to seize any

opportunity of achieving independence tsf the King,

e^erly joined the conspiracy—with the tragic result for

one at least of them already recorded. The royal

authority did not recover from this onslaught until the

reign of Boleslaw the Wry-mouthed, wlmse military

ardour and many wars hel(H‘d t<s resusre tti kingship its

old dignity. But tlic recovery was in't ior long. Bides-

law’s division of the country between his sons ultimately

undid the monarchical power, and prepared the way for

the new and more powerful nobility.

The Churcli, like other institutions of the State, was

subject to the King, who appointed bishops and granted

them lands and privileges. The creation by B^^leslaw

the Brave of the Arclibishopric at Gnie.suo had reiklered

the Polish Church independent of German)'. With the

mtroduction of Christianity the first seliools appeared

;

and in Poland, as everywhere in the Middle Ages, public

instruction was in the hands of the clergy. The chief

purpose ofthese seliools seems to have been the education

ofnew priests, as the earliest clergy were <ifcourse strange

to the Polish speech and Polish manncB ; and instruction

in such schools was given only in foreign languages.

Nevertheless those in search of real scholarship were

obliged to seek it abroad.

The moral and intellectual status of the priests at this

period was very low
; their Christianity was naturally
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but Hghdy grafted on a pagan stock. The zealous efforts

of subsequent reformers to root out remaining traces of

paganism in Poland were responsible, unfortunately, for

the destruction of many interesting documents which,

might illuminate the social and religious conditions of

early Poland. As against die loss of all copies ofnational

songs and sagas, however, the clergy must be credited

with the fint attempts to create a literature in Poland.

The earhest recorded PoHsh chronicle, for instance, was

written by Gallus, chaplain to Boleslaw the Wry-
mouthed.

In die economic life of the country die influence of

the clergy was rapidly felt. They introduced new and

superior methods in agriculture. Their considerable

properties m land, granted by die King, acated a new
class of peasants, subject only to the Cliurdi. National

and individual customs were refined by the introduction

of Christianity and the influx of gende-mannered and

scholarly priests from Italy and France. The common
rehgion helped still further to bind the separate tribes

into a national body. The influence of the Church on
the hves and conditions of the people was strengthened

by the many religious orders who, at die King’s invita-

tion and under his protection, permanendy setded in the

country.

Although the main occupation of the country in these

early stages ofPolish history was agriculture, towns soon

sprang into being in the neighbourhood of royal casdes

and garrisons. Their inhabitants were generally liable

to military service, but in the times of peace devoted

themselves to trade and barter. In such towns, markets

were estabhshed fiir the sale of foreign commodities,

which provided the King with a new object of taxation

and a fruitful source of revenue. Valuable silb and
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ornaments were brought from abroad by foreign

merchants, who in exchange took from Poland rich furs,

horses, and slaves.

The rising wealth and fertility of the country was

reflected in the court of Bolcslaw the Brave, whose

splendour and sumptuousness astonished even the

Emperor Otto III. on his visit dicrc. As early as the

reign of Mieszko L silver coins were minted in Poland,

and those ofthe reign ofBolcslaw die Brave arc remark-

able for their thickness and weight.

As was natural, the first important towns arose in the

western districts, e.^. Wroclaw (Breslau), Kniszwica,

Gniesno (Gnesen), which towns became prominent in

the eleventh century for dieir support of Bolcslaw the

Wry-mouthed and Zbigniew, but dieir interference and

intervention in politick controversies proved j&tal to

their prosperity, for they were severely punished. After

their decay the centre ofnational life was transferred to

litde Poland, and especially to the city of Cracow.

Prom immemorial times iron-smelting has been one

of the industries of Poland. Many handicrafts (as it

appears from the etymology of their Polish names) were

kown and were practised there from die remotest

antiquity—viz., tailoring, joinery, bakery, carpentry,

smithcraft, weaving, shoemakir^, and coopery. The
earliest Polish dwellmgs were of wood, stone being

introduced with the Christian reHgion. The religious

orders, too, were responsible for the introduction of
such decorative trades as house-painting and glaving.
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CHAPTER VI

THE DOWNFAIL OF THE MONARCHICAL POWER

Althouoh the dying Bolcslaw was careful to preserve

the unity of the country by investing his eldest son with

supreme authority over the other three, the fetal effects

ofthe division could not feil soon to manifest themselves.

The younger princes gradually denied the authority of

their elder brodier in their respective territories, and as the

old tribal differences had not altogether disappeared, such

disputes—now between all four princes, now between

the three younger and the brother named overlord—

became so much the more prolonged and grave. Poland

as such no longer existed
; there remained only the

Pohsh nation.

The various Polish provinces had their separate histories

and dynasties. However unfortunate politically, this

early partition did not arrest the social and educational

progress of the country. Every princely court became a

civinzing centre. From the political standpoint, ofcourse,

Poland had become powerless
;
but nevertheless the idea

and ideal ofunity were still alert and aHve, and they never

feiled to take practical form in moments of national

emergency. The division of the country and the conse-

quent weakening ofroyal and princely power afforded an

opportunity to both lay and ecclesiastic leaders to extort

new privileges for themselves and their femilies, and gain

an ever greater influence m public aJfeirs. The class of
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courtiers and ofiuials naturally iiUToascd with the grow-

ing number of principalities, courts, and princely

retinues. The spirit ot iiule^x'udence penetrated even

the clergy, hitherto the ohedient tool of the temporal

power. The who[e Church was then striving for political

dominance, and with the help of the lay oligarchy the

Polish clergy shook <^fF the ietters of royal autlmrity.

Their influence only grew during the conseqiu'iit Tatar

invasions, when the peril and terror of war sent a wave

of religious piety and devotion even through the most

pagan districts, and rich men g.ave great sums to the pricst-

nood, and poor men turned imvik or mystic. The

martyrdom and subsequent canonizati(W <if the Bishop

Stanislaw furnished the test and became the triumph of

the increasingly powcrfiil clerical ptirty in the State.

At dtc close ofthis period anew political class appeared

in the country, namely, the foreign merch.ints, traders,

and skilled artisans who settled in Poland at the invitation

ofone or airothcr of the princes. This party, which laid

the foundation of future Polish trade, well knew its value

and importance in die young State, and profiting by each

turn of the political tide to seairc new privileges and

concessions, became speedily a powerful factor in the

country, even to the extent, on one occasion, of placing

its own nominee on the dironc of Cracow.

It was not without a struggle that the triumph of the

aiistoCTacy over the royal audiority was finally attained.

Wladislaw E. (1138-1159), die successor ofBoleslaw IE.,

attempted to strengthen the central administration and to

reunite the divided kingdom
; and he planned to expel

his brodiets from their appanages. In free of the fierce

opposition ofbodi lay and clerical aristocracy, however,
he lost the throne of Cracow

; and all his endeavours,
Si
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with aad without foreign assistance, fiilcd to get it back.

Contrary to the "will ofBolcskw die Wry-nioudicd, the

aristoaacy in 1146 elevated Boleslaw die Curly to the

throne of the principality of Cracow. Boleslaw retained

their support so long as he followed their counsel, but

when, on the death ofWladislaw in 1159, he attempted to

restore, the lost power of the Crown, they conspired to

overthrow him in turn and offer the throne of Cracow

to his younger brother Casimir. This plot Med, how-

ever, through the unexpected refusal ofCasimir to accept

the offered dignity
; and Boleslaw the Curly remained

in possession ofCracow till 1173, when he died.

After his death the province devolved to Mieszko the

Old, the eldest member ofthe feniily, and a •wise and able

ruler. The internal poHcy of Mieszko aimed at the

finanrial weakening ofthe aristocracy
; heavy fines were

imposed on unruly nobles, and the posts of chiefadvan-

t^e in the realm were filled 'with the King’s relatives or

fiiends. Nevertheless the nobles seized the first oppor-

tunity ofsurprising Mieszko and forcing him to abdicate

before he could resist or summon aid. In 1177 his

brother Casimir, sumamed theJust, was proclaimed Duke
of Poland.

Casimir, the fifth and youngest son of Boleslaw the

Wry-mouthed, was but an inffnt in arms at his fethcr’s

death, and was not named in the division ofthe kingdom.

Indebted as he was to the clergy and aristocracy for his

aown, he naturally submitted to their demands. At a

Congress of clerics and nobles summoned at Leezyea, in

1180, he granted them many considerable concessions,

exempting their lands fi:om certain taxes and duties, and

renouncing the royal privilege ofjus spdis, according to

which the personal property ofa deceased bishop passed

to the prince. In return it 'was agreed by the assembly
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that the throne of Cracow shouk! he hereditary, and

vested in die family ofGisiiuir—a decision wliich funda-

mentally departed from the terms ofthe will ofBoleslaw

the Wry-mouthed. This Congress of Leezyea laid the

foundations of the Polish .senate.

Having already united under his sceptre the provinces

of Cracow, Sandomir, Great Poland (Pdznan e.’ccepted),

Masovia, and Cuiavia—a triumph attained hy no other

son ofBoleslaw III.—Casimir w.is now able to extend his

territory and influence in the East and particularly in the

provinces ofVolhynia and Red Russia, where lie profited

from the quarrels between the Russian princes. In die

protracted struggle, however, widi his dethroned brodier

Miesako the Old (who during his brother’s absence

ac^y retook Cracow, though he held it only for a

brief period), Casimir was forced to relinquish his

suzerainty over the province ofWest Pomerania.

The struggle for the dironc ofCracow—which practi-

cally involved the ovcrlordship of all Poland—began
with a new force after die deadi ofCasimir in 1

1 94. In

1200 it fell for the diird time into the hands of Mieszko
the Old, but his policy ofstrcngdiening and centralizing

the royal authority won liim many enemies among die

nobility, and he only ruled in Cracow for a year. Later,

however, this clever and tenacious ruler again succeeded

^

Iw reason ofthe mutual hostility ofdie lay and clerical

leaders—in becoming Prince of Cracow, and in die
enjoyment of this tide Mieszko died in 1202.
A new danger arose to threaten the authority of his

sm and suc^sor, Wk^slaw, sumamed longslianks.
The reforms introduced into the Polish Church by Pope
Gregory YU. had been successful, and the struggle for
independence of King and State was now resumed by
the dergy under (he direction of Innocent IIL The
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opposition offered by Wladislaw, and the death of the

paktine Nicholas, his cliief henchman, managed to lose

him his throne, and in 1206 his territory and title were

taken by Leszek the White, son of Casimir the Just.

The new Duke of Cracow promptly made terms with

the Church, and agreed to reaccept his throne at the

hands of the Pope. The reforms of Gregory VII. were

reintroduced into Poland, and henceforth the bishops

were elected by the chapters, and their nomination

depended no longer on the will of die reigning prince.

This voluntary lessening of his authority was inevitably

followed by the breaking away from Cracow ofthe other

Polish provinces, and the temporarily reunited kingdom

was again reduced to division, discord, and impotence.

Leszek’s unsuccessful foreign policy, too, failed to main-

tain Polish influence in me oudying provinces in the

East.

Meanwhile a new and dangerous element had been

introduced mto the young Polish State. The existence

of the Prussians, still a pagan and barbarous tribe, on the

northern borders, had long been a source of anxiety and

danger to the Polish princes ; and in 1225 Duke Conrad

of Masovia invited the Order of Teutonic Knights to

setde in the province ofKuhn or Chelmno (approximat-

ing to modm East Prussia) and to repel their savage

incursions.

The Teutonic Knights were an Order originally

founded in 1191 by the Pope for the protection of the

pilgrims to Jerusalem. They wore a black coat and a

wmte doak with a black cross
; and for weapon bore

a large, plain-hilted sword. Their bed was ofstraw, and

their diet ot^inally only bread and witer. Each candi-

date took an oath on entrance as to his German blood,
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his gentle birth, and his accoptancc of the law of strict

celibacy, Tlic Order had no sooner been confirnicd by

papal authority than forty Germans of noble fnnilies

joined. The Teutonic Knights later assimilated the

Sword-bearers ofLivonia, and finally <leveloped into the

Prussian monarchy that was later to become sueh a swoni

enemy of the Polish Republic.

Bitterly as Conrad was subsequently blamed by Ihdish

historians for the introduction of this alien and dangerous

fiictor into the country, this prince had really to choose

between such a dependence and extermination, for alone

and unaided he could not hope long bear the brunt of

the Prussian raids. The Teutonic Order, which had just

been expelled from Htmgary by Andrew II., did not

hesitate to accept his offer, and its new domicile and

dominion in tlic North were defmitcly established by

the treaty of Kruszwica in 1330, whereby the Knights

were granted sole possession of the maritime district

between Pomerania and Coiirland, and southwards as

fee as Thom—a concession which, as it subsequently

proved, practically deprived Poland of access to the

Baltic. So fer were the Poles from anticipating any

danger from the Order, however, that during the period

1243-iass they actually assisted it to overthrow the

independent Pomeranian princes—then the most formid-

able of the Knights’ opponents. On die pretence of

converting the Prussians to diristianity die Teutonic

Order seems to have endeavoured to exterminate them

root and branch. Savage as diesc wild tribes were, they

were outmatched in savagery by the Knights, who
brought them a sword in the guise of a Cross ; and the

remnant that escaped their ruthless conquerors were

forced to sedc refuge in the remote natural fiistncsses of

their country, in the swamps and forests which were then
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and Still are numerous there. Many towns and strong-

holds were built by die Order for the complete subjection

ofthe country—among them those nowmown as Thorn

(anciently Torun) Elbing, Heilsbcrg, etc.

The loss of Poland’s suzerainty over Pomerania—due

to the internal discord and diversion of die wan of

succession—served to complete the chapter of accidents

and misfortunes experienced during die reign of Leszek

the White. The position and power of Cracow, as the

seat and centre of Polish national life, had already de-

clined, thus furdier decentralizing and dividing the State.

The great prelates of die Church, as we have seen, were

independent of royal and civil authority ;
die great

nobles, similarly unchecked, tended to become rich and

powerful at the expense of their weaker neighbours.

The death of Leszek in 1227, at die hand of Swiato-

polk, a Pomeranian prince, served only to intensify the

incessant internal struggles of the country. The com-

petitors for the throne and province of Cracow were

Conrad of Masovia and Henry the Bearded of Silesia,

and a rivalry began which lasted four years, and ulti-

mately ended (in 1231) in the triumph of Henry, a wise

and prudent ruler. On the deadi of Wladislaw Long-

shanks, Henry inlicritcd Greater Poland and dius became

the most powerful prince in the country.

Henry the Bearded was succeeded in 1238 by his son

Henry die Pious, who had hardly ascended the throne

before the Tatars, having overwhelmed the resistance

offered by the Russian princes, first appeared on the con-

fines ofPoland. In 1241 their terrible hordes, under their

leader Batu, surged over all the country, sweeping it

with sword and fire, and riding rough-shod over aU

resistance. The towns of Sandomir, Cracow, Wroclaw

were sacked and burnt to the ground, and thousands of
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the inhabitants were put to the sword, the remainder

seeking refuge in the mountains of I lungary or the forests

of Moravia. Penetrating to Silesia, Batu overthrew the

Pohsh princes at Liegnitz on April 9, 1241, and here

Henry die Pious, with nearly all his knights, fell on die

batdcfield. After burning all the Silesian towns, Batu

invaded Hungary, where he routed King Bela IV. on

the banks of die Sajo. But here his triumphs ended, and

exhausted and diminished by the stubborn and succc.ssful

resistance of the Moravians at Olmutz, the Tatars re-

turned to their southern steppes, leaving behind diem a

smoking and desolate wilderness. A second and no less

sav^e incursion occurred in 1259, in the course of which

the principalities of Little Poland and Sandomir were

systematically ravaged for the space of three months.

After the retreat of the Tatars the struggle for Cracow

recommenced, to be terminated only by the accession of

Boleslaw die Modest, ofwhose comparatively long reign

(1243-79) the only significant feature was the increasing

power of die clergy in political as well as religious

affairs. The terrible afflictions dirough which the country

had passed naturally produced their populu reaction in

the direction of piety and purity of life, and it is interest-

ing to note that in all the liistory of die Polish Church

no period is so rich in saints as this, hi this period, too,

the parcelling and partition of the comitry had attained

their climax, almost their limit Almost every province

in Poland had become divided and sub-divi^d among
petty princes and princelings. That of Cracow alone

remained one and mdivisible ; but as we have seen, its

power had been severely shaken by the incessant struggles

for its throne—which me lengthy reign of Boleslaw the

Modest merely interrupted.

This turbulmt time now saw the first appearance in
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Polish history of the burgher-dass and townsfolk. In

earher days, as we have already seen, the countryside

was peopled and the soil tilled by captives taken in war.

During me intervening period of internal strife, however,

this class had not only not been increased (owing to the

absence of successful wars) but had actually been con-

siderably depleted by the continual civil wars and

internecine struggles in the State. This depopulation was

naturally only increased as the resiJt of the Tatar in-

vasion
;
and widi the consequently lessened production

of the country the princes and rulers found their re-

sources becoming painfully meagre. A remedy was

accordingly sought in colonization. Seizing the excuse

and opportunity afforded by the lawlessness which

obtained in Germany after the death of Friedrich H.

(Hohenstaufen) the Polish princes encouraged the im-

imgradon ofGerman settlers into Poland, granting them

lan^, autonomy, protection, and other special pri^eges.

The first German colonies were thus established in

Silesia, and subsequent to the Tatar invasions they ex-

tended all over Poland. The estates of both clergy and

nobility were colonized in this manner ; and thus the

foundations were laid of a number office cities in Poland

with a population which, almost entirely German in

origin, formed the custom of referring to the jurisdiction

of meir native country in all matters affecting their own
well-being. At the same time, too, a number of self-

pveming colonies or communes were established on the

Leszek the Black (1279-88), who succeeded Boleslaw

on the throne of Cracow, was principally aided in his

struggle with rival princes by the newly established and

powerful burghers of that dty, and with their support

and that ofHungary he ruled at Cracow till his death—
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except for a brief interruption during a tliird Tatar

invasion in 1287, when he was obliged to seek refuge in

Himgary. A new rivaliy for the possession of Cracow

now arose between 1 lenry (surnanied Probus) of Wro-

claw, tlic most powerful of the contemporary Silesian

princes, and a ruler who for his strong German sympathies

was invited to Cracow by the burgiiers ofthat city ; and

Wladislaw Lokietek (the Dwarf), a brother (^fLeszek the

Black. Lokietek—as this prince is commonly called in

Poland—succeeded in repulsing tlie Silesian faaion at

the battle of Siewierz, and marched into Cracow. Hie

burghers, however, secretly opened the gates of the city

to to supporters of Henry, and Lokietek was forced to

retire. Henry, who was the first ruler to be established on

the throne of Cracow on the initiative and with the aid

of the burghers tlieinselvcs, died childless after a brief

reign, and bequeathed the province to Preniyslaw. This

prince, however, failed to gain the approval of tlic

burghers, and they chose in his stead Wcnceslaus of

Bohemia, who not only expelled Preniyslaw but also

defeated Lokietek at die battle of Sienidz, compelling him

to renounce his claim to Cracow and Sandomir and to

do homs^e fox his own possessions of Brzese, Cuiavia,

and Lecayca.

hi the meantime the expelled Preniyslaw, having

acquired greater Poland and Pomerania by inlicritancc,

hadb^ aowned (in 1295) at Gniesno, widi the Pope’s

permission, as King of Poland and Pomerania ; and

hoped dius to become a centre of gravity for the minor
Polish princes and provinces. He had reigned only

eight months, however, when he was murdered by the

emissaries ofOtto ofBrandenburg, his rival for the throne
of Pomerania. This act ptoritea its instigator hut little,

nevathdess, for both Greater Poland and Pomerania
eo
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were seized by the indomitable Lokietek, who thus be-

came the most powerful prince in Poland, and might

then have succeeded in wresting Cracow and Sandomir

from Wenceslaus had it not been for the serious internal

troubles that threatened to overwhelm him. As it

happened, however, the great nobles, restive and unruly

under his authority, obtained the aid of Wenceslaus (or

Wadaw, as he is called in Polish) and drove Lokietek

from the throne. Wadaw was then crowned at Gniesno

as King of Poland, and under his sceptre all the Polish

provinces, with the exception of Masovia and Silesia,

were again united—not for many centuries to be rent

asunder.

Wadaw was responsible for die aeation of a new

order or dignity—that of the starostas, or Heutenants of

the kingdom, in whom the judicial and executive power

was invested.

Availing himself of the external difficulties soon

experienced by Wadaw—engaged in war with both

Hungary and Germany—Wla&law Lokietek entered

Little Poland and with Hungarian aid successfully occu-

pied a number of towns. He and his supporters were

again outside the gates of Cracow when Wadaw died,

and Waclaw’s son being subsequently murdered at

Olomunec (Olmutz), LoHetek lost no time in making

himsdf master of the jprincipality of Cracow and San-

domir, in addition to his provinces of Brzesc, Cuiavia,

Sieradz, and Leezyea.

The troubles of Lokietek were by no means over,

however. He was still confronted by the hostility, not

only ofthe nobles of Greater Poland, but of the burghers

of Cracow, who suspected him of anti-German senti-

moits. The difificulties thus arising prevented Lokietek

til
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from holding Pomerania, wliicli was lost in this manner.

In response to die appeal from an insubordinate Pomer-

anian family named Schwentr, Waldcinar of Branden-

burg had besieged the town of Gdansk, but retired before

the troops of die Teutonic Knights, to wlioin Lokietek

had addressed a plea for help. The Knights, however,

proved a more dangerous enemy than Waldcmar, for no

sooner had diey driven die latter from behirc the gates

of Gdansk than they treacherously slaughtered the Polish

garrison, and seized die city and the whole province of

Pomerania.

Lokietek was powerless to prevent this .act, having his

hands full at the time widi a burghers’ revolt in Cracow,

under the leadership of Albert, the wojt or bailiff of die

city, the bishop Muskata of Cracow, and the abbot of

Miechow. Ultimately, however, diis rising was sup-

pressed, and Lokietek punished the burghers by widi-

drawing certain of their privileges and ordering their

municipal registers to be written in the Polish instead of

the German tongue. On die deadi ofHen ry of Glogow,

prince of Greater Poland, this province pajised completely

into Lokietek’spossession, notwithstanding the opposition

of die burghers of Poznan. In 1 3 19, with the consent of
the Pope, Wladislaw Lokietek was crowned at Cracow
King of all Poland—a tide hencefordi borne by each

ofIm successors.

Preparations were now begun for the recovery of
Pomerania—which die Teutonic Order stiU held in

defiance of a papal decree. Wladislaw accordingly

sttengthened his position by alliances with Hungary and
lidiuania. The former he effected by marrying his

daughter Elizabeth to Charles Robert, King ofHungary

;

the latter by the union (in 1325) of 1^ son Casimir with
the daughter of Gedymin, founder of the Lithuanian
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State. la die year 1331 Lokietek assembled at Chfciny

a great Diet of princes, barons, prelates, and knights to

di^ss the military measures to be taken against the

Teutonic Knights, who, however, anticipated them by

boldly invading Greater Poland. At the battle ofPlowce

(1331) the Knights were definitely defeated, leaving large

numbers ofskm ; but the Order yet escaped extermina-

tion. Two years later Wladislaw Lokietek died, leaving

the kingdom to his son Casimir III., afterwards called the

Great.

6}



CHAPTER VII

CASIMffi TOT- GREAT AND Till! UNION WITH

LITHUANIA

Casimir hi. (1333-70) was tlic first great Polish states-

mati—in die modem sense of that word. Though he

shunned or evaded no inevitable war, he was a friend of

peace, and his reign was a series of political alliances and

treaties. In the very teeth of all the forces of discord and

disraption a reunion of the kingdom had lately been

effected, and it was vitally important to the welfare of

the nation that so united it sliould remain. Any projects

for the internal reorganization of the country, die re-

building of her ruined towis and villages, the recom-

mencement of trade and agriailturc—demanded at die

outset some kind of security against civil or foreign wars.

Casimir accordingly entered upon a scries of astute

pohtical bargainings. By die final cession of Silesia, in

treaties signed in 1335 and 1355, he secured die with-

drawal of certain Bohemian pretenders’ claims to the

Polish crown. In spite ofhis fiithcr’s dcadi-bcd injunction

Casimir did not attack the Teutonic Knights
;

pardy

beause, for the reasons given above, he ^d not want

war then
;

pardy because war at any time with die

Knights was a difficult and dangerous matter, powerfully

Sorted as they were by the Emperor. Instead he

avoured to arrange the dispute without recourse to

the arbitrament of arms. A tribunal was assembled to
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discuss die matter, and it decreed that the territories of

Pomerania, Cuiavia, and Dobrzyn must be surrendered

by the Order. The latter, however, refused to accept this

judgment and lodged an appeal, in the meantime holding

firmly to the lands in dispute. Finally, under the treaty

signed at Kalisz in 1343, and ratified by the Polish nobles

and burghers, it was agreed diat the Knights should

retain Pomerama, but restore Cuiavia and Dobrzyn to

Poland.

Casimir now directed his attention and energy to die

conquest ofRed Russia—in which design he found him-

self confronted with the competition of Lithuania, wliich

State also claimed rights in this province. In the end

Casimir was victor, and several long wan culminated

in a treaty, signed in 1366, by which the western part

of Volhynia was incorporated in Poland. About the

same time the province of Podoha was also subdued and

compelled to acknowledge Polish suzerainty.

The force that fused the old elements and die new into

one composite State was of course the Latin culture and

rel^ion. The principles of Cathoheism were zealously

carried, by the Dominican and Franciscan monks, into

the newly acquired territories. Cadiolic bishoprics and

an archbishopric (at Halicz) were established, though the

Eastern Church already existing there was in no wise

interfered with, and enjoyed equal rights widi the new-
comer. A yet closer bond of intimacy was created by
the numerous Polish setders who were attracted to these

lands by the King’s offer of local autonomy and other

privileges. In the maturing of these designs ofexpansion

towards the East, Casimir came graduahy to relinquish

the idea of attempting to recover Pomerania and Silesia.

In the meantime the internal condition of the country

had occupied his attention. Tendencies toward separa-
(MM) 65 s
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tion had to be met and overcome, lawlessness checked,

and order and organization, based on positive, undeviat-

ing, and national laws, firmly established. The all-

important, die fundamental necessity, of course, was that

of just law and jurisdiction ; and the foundations of

these were laid at a famous Diet of bishops, palatines,

castellans, and magistrates convoked by Casimir at

Wislica, in the year 1347. The so-called Code or Statute

of Wislica, which constitutes die first monument of

Polish jurisprudence, first fixed and elaborated the un-

written laws and customs of die country, and is divided

into two parts
:

(i) that dealing wida Litdc Poland,

which was actually enacted at Wislica ; and (2) that

dealing with Greater Poland, which was subsequendy

enacted at a separate Diet at Piotrkow. The statute

contained a number of enactments relieving the lot of

die peasant (whose unhappy condition at diis period will

be discussed in a subsequent chapter). The two sections

were combined into one Code in 1368.

Casimir also set himself to weaken die influence of the

German burghers and colonists in Poland, and to break

their bonds of intimacy widi their country of origin.

This he effected by die establishment of Polish courts of

jurisdiction and the aboHtion of the setders’ custom of

appealii^ to the German High Court at Magdeburg.
Ftither influences at work to die same end were those of

intermarriage and the influx of Polish artisans into the

towns. Considerable improvements were made, too,

in die status and condition of the Jews. In 1334 was
enacted the femous statute which fireed them fi:om all

dvil and commercial disabilides
; and this was followed

in 1357 by another statute called pivihgia judesonm. In

dus connection there is a story, which has gamed some
credence thougji denied by the historian Caro, to the
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effect that the fiivour shown by Casimir for the Jews

arose out of his affection for a Jewess named Esther—

a

tale recalling a ffmous Biblical episode. However this

may be, the fiict remains that from this monarch’s re^
dates the important influence exercised by the Jews in me
social and economic life of Poland.

The peasants and serfe (adscripti, servi £leb<e) were

afforded protection from the most crying evils afilicting

them by the better administration of law and justice

;

some ofthem managed to share the autonomy and other

privileges already referred to in connection with the

German colonies ; and the colonization of Ruthenia or

East Galicia provided others with opportunities denied

to them in their native provinces. So highly, indeed,

did the contemporary and succeeding generations of

peasants hold this monarch, in virtue of me reforms he

instituted on their behalf, that he was generally called the

Peasants’ King {Krol Cblopkow).

Possessed of large personal property in land, Casimir

was from the beginning of Hs reign not only king m
name and fret, but also the richest and most powerful

prince in Poland, and the royal revenue was practically

independent of taxes voted by the Diet. Thus he was

able, m a manner and measure denied to his predecessors,

considerably to raise the power and prestige of the

throne. The general lawlessness and predatory habits of

the nobility, the insubordination and defiance of the

clergy, Casitrdr firmly repressed. Conceiving law and

justice to be the only stable basis of society, he exerted

himself to establish them, and to establish himself as

their steward and champion. To this end he aeated a

new administrative force representing the royal authority.

He constituted his most eminent officers as a real Ministry,

sitting frequently to discuss the weal ofthe realm ; while
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in the provinces tlic stmstas tuici under them the hr-

ffaves administered die new laws. To encourage die

study of Law, Casiniir founded, in the year 1364, an

Academy at Cracow with this as its chief object. This

was, after that of Prague, the second Academy or Uni-

versity to be founded in Central Europe.

The restoration of law and order and die partial sub-

jection of die nobihty, however, were not acliicvcd

without friction. The nobles of Greater Poland, restive

at royal interference widi their prerogatives of disorder

and pillage, rose in rebellion in 1352 under the leadership

ofMacko Borkowicz, wojewoh of Poznan. Ncvcrdic-

less Borkowicz was captured by the King’s men and

thrust in prison, where he subsequently died ofstarvation.

When Casimir overrode die clergy’s claim of exemption

and privilege, and resolutely levied taxes on the lands

of the Church, the bisliop of Cracow, Bodzanta, ex-

communicated him (dioiigh another but less trustwordiy

story is that this step was taken, all odier remonstrances

having failed, as a protest against die King’s personal

licentiousness). Baryezka, the unforttmatc priest who
bore the writ of excommunication to Casimir, howeva,

was thrust into a dungeon and during the night dirown

into the Vistula.

The fruits of the vigorous social policy pursued by

Casimir were soon seen. The general security, the

rigorous justice, the moderate taxation, the construction

and improvement of roads and bridges—all encouraged

industry and prosperity. Agriculture flourished again,

and the new and oudying territories acquired were soon

covered with small firms. Though the existence of the

Teutonic Order prevented Polisn access to the Baltic

its^ Poland was traversed by the great trade routes from
Asia into Europe and from the Baltic to the Blad Sea,
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and in consequence such towns as Cracow, Poznan,

Lwow (Lemberg), Sandomir, and Lublin became the

centres of great international markets and feirs. Trade,

handicrafts, and mdustry were carefully fostered by the

King, who established new markets and granted new
concessions to the merchants. Everywhere new towns

sprang up whose sole obligation, in acknowledgment of
the privileges and protection bestowed by the monarch,

was that of raising a fixed number of armed men in the

emergency ofwar
; and churches, casdes, and fortresses

were built—stone at this period replacing wooden
dwellings. Inacasing attention, too, was paid to educa-

tion, and numbers ofschools were founded in this reign.

Polish students journeyed to Paris, Prague, and Bologna

to study at the universities there. As was usual in

Western Europe in this era, the whole literature of
Poland—comprising the legal codes, the decisions of the
courts, the chroniaes of the historians and the lyrics

and ballads of the minstrels—^was written in Latin. To
sum up, the reign of Casimir the Great saw the dawn of
the future splendour of Poland among the nations of
Europe.

The court ofCasimir was renowned in Central Europe
for its luxury and ostentation. John of Czamkow, the

archdeacon of Gniesno, has left a faithful picture of the

brilliant scenes witnessed at Cracow in December 1363,

when the King, together with Duke Boiko of Schweid-

nitz, acted as umpire in a dispute between the Emperor
Charles IV. and King Louis of Hungary. Charles

consequently married Elizabeth, the granddaughter of
Casimir, and his wedding festivities were celebrated at

Cracow, when no less than an emperor, four kings, and
numerous princes and their trains filled this picturesque

old Polish dty.
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In his own matrimonial alliances, however, Casimir

appears to have been indisaect, or at least imfortimate.

His fether Wladislaw had arranged his marriage with

Anne Aldona, the daughter of Gedymin of Lithuania.

"When she died, without leaving male issue, Casimir

contracted a marriage widr Margaret, daughter of the

blind King John of Bohemia, who fell at the battle of

Crefy. Before the union was effected, however, she

died—out of grief, it is said, at the approacliing intimacy

with a manwhom she disliked. In 1341 Casimir married

Adelaide of Hesse—a woman of so little personal attrac-

tion that the King soon banished her to the Castle of

Jamowiec, where she lived for fifteen years widiout

seeing her husband’s fiicc. His tliird wife was Jadwiga

of Glogow.

On die 3rd of November 1370, Casimir fell from his

horse while hunting near Cracow, and was killed. His

tomb, which is of red-brown marble and faithfiilly

portrays his appearance and features, appears among the

other royal monuments in the fine cathedral of Cracow.

In this his last rest in liis apital dty, scene of so many of

his splendoun and successes, the monarch is ^presented

as lying under a baldachin or canopy, supportedby pillars

;

he is (taped in his royal mande
;

liis crowned head rests

on a cushion
;

his hand holds the sceptre and die globe,

and a Hon is at his feet.

Foreseeing the imminence of a fresh conflict between
Poland and the Teutonic Knights, Casimir had planned to

secure the aid and strong arm ofHungary, then a formid-
able power in Central and Eastern Europe. He purposed
therefore—having himself no male heirs—^to bequeath
the throne ofPohind to Louis of Hungary, and this was
consequendy arranged with die accord of the Polish
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nobility. The latter, however, as the price of their

consent, exacted a number of concessions and privileges

from the prospective rula
;
and at die treaty signed by

Louis and Casimir in 1339, on the death ofthe latter’s first

wife, Louis undertook to respect Polish laws and customs,

not to introduce new taxation, and to appoint only

native officials to the administrative posts of the realm.

In 1355, at a subsequent congress at Buda, Louis further

promised, in the event of his becoming King of Poland,

to abolish all the taxes recendy imposed on the clergy, the

nobihty, and the burghers by Wladislaw Lokietek and

even by Casimir the Great ; to relinquish all claims to

the shelter and hospitahty of the clergy’s and nobility’s

estates, on the occasion of his visits to Poland
;
and to

reimburse to those undertaking them all the cost of

military expeditions without the Polish frontiers. Only

at this considerable sacrifice of the monarchical power in

Poland did Louis attain the Polish throne.

After his accession in 1370 Louis, ofwhose vast empire

Poland formed but a small part, continued to reside in

Hungary and entrusted the government ofPoland to his

mother Elizabeth, a daughter of "Wladislaw Lokietek.

Louis held the throne in spite of all opposition mainly

by the support of the nobles of Litde Poland, whom he

won by special concessions to oppose those of Greater

Poland—a policy which natunJdy fostered the very

separatist tendencies from whose hold Poland had been

painfully struggling free. A further bribe was necessary

to secure the kingdom to the female descendants ofLouis

—and this bribe was contained in a pact signed at Koszyee

in 1374. in which the nobility were exempted from almost

all duties and services to the State, and Louis pledged his

bond never to restrict their prerogatives. This agreement

of Koszyee, in which the nobles appeared for the first
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time in Polish history as a united body (liithcrto all privi-

leges had been granted to individuals and parties) was

destined to have important consequences. By the ex-

tension of sucli wide privileges to the entire class of lords

and nobles, the szlachta, or landed gentry, were suddenly

elevated to a new and almost all-jiowerful authority in

the affairs of the reahn. Tlicir exemption from tribute

or taxation, and the consequent depletion of the royal

treasuries, made the king dependant for monetary aid

on their bounty and good-will. His impotence to

tax them without their consait made it necessary for

him to convoke assemblies—foundations of the future

Parliament—at which to ask and obtain such consent,

and at every assembly thus convoked, and for all revenue

thus obtained, the szlachta never failed to extort further

substantial privileges. The reduced sources of revenue

rendered it impossible for a king to maintain an adequate

standing army
; and on occasions of emergency the

monarch became obliged to resort to the levee en masse

(pospolite mzenie) or call ofthe nobility to arms, with the

result, of course, of still further establishing the nobility

as the real rulers of the realm. The grave feet remains,

therefore, that this pact of Koszyee rudely shattered

the social equilibrium, the common prosperity, and the

sound system of law and justice introduced in the reign

of Casimir the Great.

In spite ofhis many concessions to the Polish nobility,

the arbitrary actions of Louis did not feil to provoke
disaSecdon and revolt. In Cracow the mob fell upon
and Idlled a number of officers and courtiers in die train

ofElizabeth
; in Greater Poland, the nobles rose in open

insunection. Two unjustifiable actions on the part of
Louis had given them a sufficient incentive and excuse :

the appointment of offcers from Little Poland to posts
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in the larger province ; and the violation of Polish

integrity offered by his incorporation of Red Russia in

the kingdom of Hungary (1378). The rising in Greater

Poland had hardly begun, however, before Louis died

(in 1382), and two years of mterregnum followed,

attended by all the internal strife and struggles for

supremacy to which we have become accustomed in

studying Polish history.

The most prominent figure among the contesting

nobles, and the principal claimant to the throne, was the

Duke Ziemowit ofMasovia, the northernmost province

of Poland, which had still managed to exist as an inde-

pendent principality. Ziemowit proposed to marry the

princess Jadwiga, a girl thirteen years of age, who as the

daughterofLouis and the great-granddaughterofWladis-

law Lokietek had an equal right, by inheritance, to the

thrones ofboth Hungary and Poland. By an agreement

with the queen-mother ofHungary at Kassa in 1383, the

Polish nobles, led by the Little Poland section, finally

placed Jadwiga on the throne. Fear of approaching

trouble with me Teutonic Knights induced them to seek

protection in an alliance with Lithuania, which State

was also menaced, and accordingly the girl queen,

although already betrothed to Duke William of Austria,

was married to Jagiello, Grand Duke of Lithuania, and

the latter was aowned King of Poland at Cracow on

March 4, 1386, under the title ofWladislaw II,

The Lithuanian State, which extended fi:om the Baltic

to the Black Sea, and formed a great barrier between

Poland and Russia, was only in part Lidiuanian. Mostof

its territory and population were properly Ruthenian,

and had merely been subdued and governed by the more

warlike Lidiuanians. Although subdued and practically
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enslaved, however, tlie Ruthenians, who constituted the

civilized element in die State, had exercised a powerful

influence on the religious beliefs and social customs and

even the speech of tlieir conquerors, with the result that

die latter were gradually accepting the Ruthenian

language and abandoning their paganism for die ordio-

doxy of their serfs.

The origin of die Lithuanians, or Litwini as the Poles

call diem, remains to this day an interesting but un-

fediomable mystery. They were first found inhabiring

die forests and marshes ofthe Upper Niemcn, and thanks

to the superb natural defences of their country they were

able to preserve their original savagery for a much longer

period than any of dicir neighbours. This savagery,

together with their indomitable hardihood and valour,

made them a people formidable to all in their proximity.

The Russians, themselves notable warrion, are said to

have fled at die sight ofdiem “ like hares before hunters.”

The livs and Letts fell victims to their ruthlcssness as
“ sheep axe the prey of wolves.” German chroniclers

unite in calling them the most terrible of all the bar-

barians.

Their first entrance into recorded liistory followed the

setdement ofthe Teutonic Knights to the north ofPoland.
The terrible fiite suffered by the wild Prussians at the

hands of this Order roused die Lithuanians to a sense of
their own danger and forced them to combine in their

own defence. It was at this time, therefore, diat they

abandoned their communal habits ofHfc for die safer, if

less free, monarchical system of government. Happily
the urgent need of the hour called for and created a series

of successive rulers, who were certainly great in their

own day and way.

Among them must be mentioned Mendovg (1240-
76
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63) who, for reasons of State policy, accepted the

Christian 6ith, countered the encroachment of die

Teutonic Kn^hts by cleverly asking and obtaining the

protection of the Pope, and annexed the principahty

ofPlock to his extensive domams, which already induded

Black Russia ; and a greater prince still, Gedymin

(1315-42), who introduced Western dvilization and

foreign traders into thecountry, built towns, and tolerated

all rehgions—a notable advance in that age. Gedymin

further added Kieff, Chemigofif, and other Russian

duchies to Lithuania.

The union of Poland and Lithuania as separate States

under Wladiskw Jagiello had been achieved by didr

mutual fear ofthe Teutonic Knights. After die death of

Gedymin in 1345 his son Olgierd had been placed on the

throne of Lithuania, and this prince, together with his

brother Kiejstut, still further enlarged the Lithuanian

territories—mainly by inroads on Muscovy and the Tatar

steppes. Kiejstut governed the western part of the

country, where he maintained the resistance against

the enCToaching Knights ; while Olgierd was mainly

occupied in the south-east, where he succeeded in

forcing the Tatars to seek refuge in the Crimea. It was

in this reign that die southern borders of Lithuania

touched the Black Sea, embracing all that tract of lanrl

between the mouths ofthe Bug and the Dnieper.

In 1377 Olgierd died and was succeeded by his son

Jagiello, leaving Kiejstut in possession of Saniogitia,

Troki, and Grodno. The Teutonic Order, however,

managed to effect an estrangement between uncle and

nephew. On the 15th of August, 1382, die elder prince

was assassinated at Kxewo, by the order of J^ello.

The sequel was as the Knights had foreseen : three weeks

later Jagiello was forced to cede Samogitia, as for as the
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banks of the Dubissa, to the Teutonic Order. The
latter now attempted to set up Witowt, son of the

murdered prince, against him, but Jagiello wisely fore-

stalled a further division of the country by conciliating

his cousin and restoring to him his father’s territory.

As a final measure of security against the designs of die

Order, he effected die previously described marriage with

Jadwiga ofPoland and the consequent union of die two
States.

The Act of Horodlo, in whidi this notable union of

the two kingdoms was subsequently confirmed, was

promulgated in 1413, and was itself hardly less note-

worthy. Its preamble conmined the following liigh

invocation

:

“ Nor can that mdurc which has not its foundation

upon love. For love alone diminishes not, but shines

with its own light, makes an end of discord, softens the

fires of hate, restores peace in the world, brings together

the sunderci redresses wrongs, aids .all and injures none.

And whoso invokes its aid shdl find peace and safety and

have no fear of future ill !

”

Inview ofthe absence ofreliable and really informative

records of this period, it is diffiailt to fonn any adequate

conception of the state of Poland during the first four

centuries of her existence. One can but gam here and
diere a hasty glimpse of the political conditions of the

country, of the gradual rise of the nobility, the gradual

enslavement ofie peasantry, and the decreasing power
of the king. The one sure and unsliakable fiibric m the

kingdom, in this as in a later period, seems to have been
the Polish Church, whose beneficial influence cannot be
over-estimated. During the disastrous partitional period,

when every noble’s hand was against his fidlow, when
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courts and castes were established in bewildering pro-

fusion everywhere in the country—the Church was the

only fiictor ofunion and stability. To say nothii^ ofthe

labours of the Cistercian monks as colonists and church-

builders, or of the missions of the Dominians and Fran-

ciscans, the frequent ecclesiastical synods, which repre-

sented, as no other institution could, the whole of

Poland, maintained the national spirit and solidarity in

these times of discord and division. Not a Httle of the

development of the land and the political organization

of the country, moreover, owed its origin to the efforts

of the Church. In the thirteenth century alone no less

than forty-nine papal legates visited Poland, and thirty

provincial synods were held by them to regulate ecclesi-

astic affairs and promote good government. To their

eternal aedit it must be said that the clergy consistendy

proteaed the lower against the tyranny and enaoach-

ments of the upper classes.

The growth of towns and dvil institutions, of which

a premature outcrop had appeared in the reign ofBoles-

law the Brave, had suffered severely during the internal

troubles. In the eleventh century Kruszwica, the old

Polish capital, and Gniesno, the metropolitan see, had

actually achieved some considerable importance, and had

become prominent in the political life of the country

;

but in the following period of partition both cities were

ruined, and the centre of national life was transferred

from Great Poland to Litde Poland, where Cracow, from

the advantage of her position, soon became the seat of

the monarchy and one of the most influential cities in

Europe. By the end of the fourteenth century all the

great trade guilds had been established there, and the

cloth manufectured in the dty was femous from Prague

to Nijni Novgorod. At last Casimir the Great—so
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lujoirious had the habits and so sumptuous the dwellings

of its citizens become—thought it prudent or necessary

to impose some restriction on the extravagance of tltis

city. By this time the Polish towns and burghers—as

we have had occasion to remark in the history of the

struggles of Wladislaw Lokietek for the throne of

Cracow—attained a considerable degree of political

influence, and their deputies sat with the nobles and

clergy in die King’s couneik, a right formally conceded

to them at Radom in March, 1384.

The leading feature of die political organization of

Poland in the diirtecnth ccnniry was the almost universal

recognition of die rights of local and provincial auto-

nomy. This autonomy varied according to the nature of

the concessions which, bestowed by the king unequally

over die country, had divided die nation geographically

into groups or castes, each enjoying a different degree of

privilege and self-govcmmeiit. This group-organization,

as we shall observe later, endured to the cud of Poland

as an independent state. The following are the great

orders or classes into which the population was divided

:

Great Nobles and Prelates.—^During the anarchic period

these enjoyed die preponderance in the government of

the count^, composing the collociuium convoked as the

occasion arose by the reigning prhice. Tliis body, wliich

subsequendy became the Senate or Upper House of die

Polish Parliament, decided all questions of foreign policy

and exercised legislative and judicial powers. No im-

portant measure could be promulgated without its

consent.

The Szlachta, or Gentry.—This class was created chiefly

by the disbanding, on the cessation ofwars of conquest,

ofthe armed forces in the military encampments and the

garrisons in the fortified towns. According to their
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military rank the soldiers thus liberated were rewarded

with hereditary estates in land, immunity from certain

taxes and services, and the right ofjurisdiction over their

tenants and of levying taxes on them in the prince’s

stead. These privileges were called jus militare, and in

return their possessors were ohHged, at the king’s sum-

mons, to muster a fixed force of armed men for the

emergency of war. A class of minor gentry enjoying

fewer priweges were called scartahelli or Wolodyhi.

Burghers—The rise to power and importance of the

townsmen and merchants has already been described,

together with the part they played on several occasions

in the making and unmaking of Polish kings.

Seifs.—The greater part of these were settled on the

land, which they cultivated and on which they raised

the com and kine aud other products required ofthem as

tax or tribute. They were obliged to perform penonal

services for the szlachta, their masters, and enjoyed practi-

cally no individual liberties. With die weakening ofdie

monarchy and the growing concessions to the szlachta

diey gradually lost the protection of the Crown and

became mere chattel-slaves.

Free Peasants.—These had no personal duties or obliga-

tions to their landlords, and only paid rent and taxes

in respect of their holdings in land. By the end of the

thirteendi century, however, they had passed, together

with the serfr, under the immediate jurisdittion of the

szlachta
; and their lot grew gradually worse, and their

libehies fewer.

There was another class of peasants who lived under

German law. These were immigrants from Germany

who had founded or settled in Polish villages and had

been granted local autonomy and temporary immunity

from taxation. Any Polish noble, widi the permission
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of his sovereign, might invite German colonists to settle

in diis manner on untillcd lands within his jurisdiction

;

and such colonists generally retained their German laws

and customs, 'with the tight of appeal to die German
Court at Magdeburg.

Jews.—In consequence ofthe penccution to wliich they

were subject at the time of die Crusades, a very large

number ofJews had left Germany and settled in Poland,

with the goodwill and even the patronage ofdie reigning

prince. Their occupation was almost entirely that of

trade and usury.
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THE FIRST JAGIELLO

The accession ofJ^ello to the throne ofPoland and the

consequent union of the two countries was not effected

without a further notable recognition of the political

power of the nobles. On his marriage with Jadwiga the

new king signed a charter at Nowe Miasto Kozcayn

which confirmed and developed the terms ofthe Treaty

of Koszyce, and in virtue of which Act the military

strongholds and administrative posts in Poland passed

into the exclusive control of the nobility. This con-

cession, naturally, prevented for ever any attempt at

theestablishmentofaroyalautocracyinPomd. Further,

the royaljudges were removed fi:om the aiminal courts

;

and themg confirmed the rescindment ofthe monarch’s

right to call upon the nobility to perform free military

service abroad. Finally, all the territories and possessions

of Lithuania were thenceforth united to the mgdom of

Poland, and the subjects ofthat country were to subscribe

to the Catholic faidi.

The last-named pledge Jagiello—who in baptism into

the Christian Church took me name and title ofWladis-

law EL—achieved by measures partly pacific and partly

coercive. For the most part the Lithuanians were found

ready to yield to the persuasion of their own prince, more

especially in consideration of the privileges and im-

munities with which his converts were rewarded, and also
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of the summary fate of two refractory barons or hoyars.

At Wilna, tlic capital of Lithuania, Wladislaw founded a

bishopric.

Subsequently Jagiello consigned the govcrunicnt of

tliis country to the hands of his brother Skirgiello, and

proceeded to Red Russia, for possession of which

province his queen and the nobles of Little Poland were

contesting wii Hungary. At Lwow (Lemberg) Jagiello

received the homage of the Hospodar of Moldavia, who
souglit his protection against the encroachments of

Hungary. This voluntary submission on the part of

the Moldavian prince tlius extended Polish influence to

the shores of the Black Sea.

As he had begun, Jagiello continued his policy of

conciliation towards the PolLsli nobility. Honours and

offices were lavishly distributed among them
;

and to

the nobles of Little Poland in particular, being indebted

to them for his crown, he made grants of extensive

territories in Little Russia or Rutlienia. The consequent

colonization of this region—due principally to the large

numbers of Polish immigrants who settled there, build-

ing towns and villages and introducing new mediods of

^culture—gradually brought tlic Ruthenians into the

ever-widening world of Latin civilization.

The union of Poland and Litlmania and the latter’s

acceptance of Christianity definitely destroyed the

ostensible mission of die Teutonic Knights. Originally

established on the Baltic shores for die express purpose

of taming and converting the savage natives of diat

r^on, die Order had now lost almost all its religious

character and had become a rudiless and formidable

mihtary outpost of Germany, occupying the territory

between Pomerania and the Niemen and thus excluding
the western Slavs fi;om the sea. But although the
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coronation of Jagiello as the Christian King Wladis-

law H. put an end to their existence as a mission in

partihus, the Teutonic Order as a powerful military

organization still menaced the security of the joint

kingdoms. In the arts ofwar as in the arts of diplomacy

the Knights incomparably had the advantage. Their

ranks were recruited from the most polished feudal

chivalry of Europe ; their treasure-chest seemed in-

exhaustible ;
their wits were sharpened by long experi-

oice of political bargaining. It was no wonder, dien,

that for the twenty years following the Union the Teu-

tonic Knights more than held their own.

Their fr:st opportunity for attacking the foundations

of the Union was afforded by the Jealousies of the two

States, emphasized by the personal enmity between

Jagiello and his cousin Witowt or Witold, with whom
the Order had more than once intrigued to their own
advantage. Witold was induced to foment rebellion

in Lithuania, and as a result of dvil strife which made

of Lithuania a smoking shambles and gave the province

of Zmudz or Samogitia, the original seat of the Lithu-

anians, into the hands of the Knights, Jt^ello consented

to depose Skirgiello and invest the government of

Lithuania in the insurgent Witold. By die compact of

Wilna, of January i8, 1401, confirmed at Radom on

the following March loth, the Grand Duchy was accord-

ingly surrendered to Witold on the understanding that

the two States should have a common poHcy, that on the

death of Witold Lithuania should revert to Jagiello, and

that subsequendy no new ruler of the joint kingdom

should be chosen without the concurrence of both

nations.

In the meantime, Witold, who aspired to royalty and

independence, had planned the conquest ofMoscow and
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the overthrow of die Tatars who overran the soudiem

plains of Russia. He actually subdued Sniolcusk and

compelled the allegiance of the republics of Novgorod

and Pskoff, but his ambitions were finally shattered at

VoBkla (1399) where he suffered a crushing defeat at

the hands of die Tatars. The campaign, ill-conceived

and Ol-fetcd as it was, had the happy result however of

bringing Lidiuania and Poland mrain into interdepend-

ence and union ; and die Teutonic Knights, abandoned

by their ally Sigisniund ofLuxemhurg, King ofHungary,

who had opposed Poland over tlio lo-ss of Red Russia

but was induced to sue for peace at the imminence of a

conflict between Hungary and the Turks, were glad to

come to terms at Raciaz in 1404. By this treaty the

territory ofDobrzyn was restored to Poland in exchange

for a certain sum of money.

Neverdieless a decisive war was still imminent, and

the struggle was precipitated by Witold’s eager efforts to

recover die province of Zmudz thus lost tlirough his

ambition. On July 15, 1410, die Polish forces led by

Jagiello, together with a great army of Lithuanians,

Ruthenians, and Tatars under Witold, and a number of

Bohemians under Zizka, gave battle to the Teutonic

Order at Griinwald (in Polish Zklone Pole) near

Tannenberg in Prussia, and won a great victory. Ulrich

vonJungingen, the Grand Master of the Order, was slain

vrith a host of his knights.

But though the menace of the Order was definitely

destroyed by this defeat, Jagiello was prevented by the

withdrawal of Witold and his army from die field from
reaping the full fimits of the victory. Even his second

,
success over the Knights, won sitisje-handcd at Koza-
nowo, dH not avail him against me city of Malbork,
their capital and chief stronghold. The year following
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his victory at Gruawaldjs^iello—threatened in the south

by Sigismund of Luxemburg, who had added the

Empire of Germany to his already extensive Hungarian

territories, andwhose army hadnowentered Little Poland

—made peace with the Knights at Thom. By this treaty

the disputed province of Zmudz was surrendered to

Poland, and a considerable indemnity paid by the

Order.

In one of these campaigns against the Order, it is

interesting to remark, no less a person than Henry

Bolingbroke, afterwards Henry IV. ofEngland, took an

active part. Chaucer, it may be remembered, says ofhis

knight

:

“ Full ofte time he had the herd bygonne

Aboven alle nadouns in Pruce

;

In Lettowe hadde he teysed and in Ruce.”

Jagiello’s own rudcly-saawled messages to his wife and

to the Bishop of Posen, written on the day after the

victory at Griinwald, are still preserved.

The immediate results of the last successful campaign

were manifested in the Act of Horodlo (October 2,

1413), which, as we have seen, consummated and finally

confirmed the union of Poland and Lithuania. Both

countries were organized on the same basis, the ad-

ministrative system ofPoland being extended to the sister

country ; Palatines and Castellans, as in Poland, were

appointed at Wilna and Troki ; and those Lithuanian

nobles who accepted Cathohcism were admitted to the

privileges enjoyed by their Polish peers. It was even

decided, if necessary, to hold parallel national assemblies

at Lublin and at Parczew. All the chief ofiSces of State

were consequently duplicated : for instance, the hetmtm
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ivielki koromy (Grand Hetman of the Crown) as the

Pohsh Commandcr-in-chief was called, had his

counterpart in Lithuania, who boro the title of wielhi

hetman litemki (Grand Hetman of Lithuania), and so on.

Thus began the process of uniting and equalizing the

internal life and organization of die two countries.

Possessed of the idea ofstrcngdicning Lidiuauia by the

means of a common religion, Witold converted pagan

Zmudz to die Cathohe faidi, founding a bishopric at

Miedniki. In order to free die Rudicnian Orthodox

Church from dependence upon Moscow—a subjection

that naturally had reacted politically in fevour ofMusco-

vite domination in Rutlxcnia, Witold summoned a

Synod of the Ordiodox Clergy at Nowogrodek, where

it was decided in future to recognize only die authority

of the MetropoHtan of Kieff and the Patriarch of Con-
stantinople (or Tsarograd, as it was called in Russia).

Witold even dreamt of a union of the Greek and Latin

Churches in Lithuania, and to tins end dispatched

Gregory Zemblak, the new Metropolitan of Kieff, with

nineteen suflBragan bishops to the Coimcil of Constance.

During the remainderofthe reign ofWladislawJagicllo

the Teutonic Knights frequendy gave trouble. Unable

to become reconded to the loss of Zmudz, they forced

several small wars on Poland, and only definitely re-

linquished all claim to the contested territory in a treaty

signed at the Lake of Melno in 1422. Thereafter their

hostility to Poland was confined to diplomatic intrigues

at the Papal Court at Rome.
The first fiaut of this diplomatic warfare was a con-

spiracy between the Knights and the Emperor Sigismund
to detach Lithuania from Poland as an independent

kingdom. Thoi^h this plan almost succeeded, and
ihot^hJ^iello unwillingly consented thereto at a meet-
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ing at Luck (1429), the bitter opposition of the Polish

nobiHty and the death ofWitold himselfcaused its failure.

Notwithstandmg die harshness of the picture the his-

torian iEneas Sylvius has left us ofthis Lithuanian prince,

Witold seems honestly worthy of the tide “ Great,” as

warrior and as statesman. From the darkness which

obscures the more personal and intimate side of his life

no particular instance is evident of the cruelty ascribed

to mm ; though he certainly did not shrink from acts of

treachery when the occasion arose. For his period he

appears to have been a fairly accomplished linguist,

speaking not only Lithuanian, Russian, and German,

but probably also Polish and Latin.

Witold was succeeded by Swidrigiello, who also

attempted, with the support of the Emperor Sigismund

and the Hospodar ofMoldavia, to free the Grand Duchy

of dependence upon Poland. His ambitions ended un-

fortunately for mm, however, for in 1432 he was de-

prived of his lands and dignity and replaced by S^-
mund, the brother of Witold. The disaffection among

the Ruthenian population of Lithuania was subsequently

overcome by the Act of Grodno, which placed the

Ruthenian and the Pohsh nobility on an equal footing

and recognized the equal rights and liberties of Polish

or Lithuanian Catholics and Orthodox Ruthenians. A
later treaty, signed at TroH not long before the death of

Jagiello, ftirther defined the power and position of the

Grand Dukes of Lithuania, who were to hold their tide

by the consent and at the pleasure of the Kings ofPoland

and to renounce all chum to the provinces of Volhynia

and Podolia. The Teutonic Knights made only one

more attempt at the detachment of Lithuania from

Poland, and after suffering defeat at the batde of Wil-

komierz, pieced themselves, in an agreement signed at
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Brzesc Kujawski in 1435, never again to intervene in

the relations between the two countries.

Wladislaw II. died at Lwow in 1434, at die ripe age

of eighty-tbrcc, and was succeeded by his son of me
same name. His Queen Jadwiga, a woman of beauty

and spirit, held in great affection by her subjects, had

predeceased him in 1399 ; and JagicUo married three

times after her death. His second wife was Anna ; his

third Elizabeth, a widow ;
and the fourdi Sophia, a

princess of Kieff. Although he had strictly forfeited the

CTOwn ofPoland on the death of his first wife, m whose

right he held it, his reign had been so successful and the

union of the two countries so ardently desired that the

Poles unhesitatingly confirmed and continued him in his

position.

JagieUo seems to have been a man of kindly, if rough

manners, and of inconsiderable stature. A ftddiful and

graphic portrait of him is afforded by his monument in

the Cathedral of Cracow. During his long reign of

forty-nine years Poland had slowly but certainly won her

place among the leading States of Europe, a triumph

almost entirely due to me statesman-like qualities, ^
fores^t and ss^acity and untiring patience ofJ^iello.

h to period Poland met and passed the tumii^-point

in her history. Her triumphs over the Teutonic fciiehts

and their ally the Emperor had not been without their

due effect on the nationalities then under German

domination. And these in turn, in their endeavours to

free themselves of dependence on Germany, looked to

Poland for succour and support, as a kind of racial

centre and rallying-poiat of the Western Slavs. JagieUo

had at first encouraged the Hussite or revolutionary party

in Bohemia ; in return Hussites had fought on the Polish
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side at Griinwald. These relations with Bohemia in-

directly afforded the Polish nobles occasion for disputes

with die clergy, who at this period, by reason of the

recent conversion ofLithuania and Zmudz,- enjoyed their

greatest influence. Deep discontentwas manifested at the

many temporal privileges claimed by the Church, like

the right ofjurisdiction in some cases over laymen, the

receipt of certain tithes, etc. Also the bishops had an

undue preponderance in the Senate, to the disadvantage

of the more numerous nobility
;
and in the hands of the

Senate, Jagiello, who was unenlightened on many internal

questions, proved but a docue and easily-influenced

monarch. The mediaeval spirit, in Poland as elsewhere,

manifested itself in the sources ofeducation of that day.

The University of Cracow, revived in 1400 by the aid

of a grant from the Queen Jadwiga, became one of the

chief strongholds of Cathohdsm in the country.

MeanwMe J^iello, at the instigation of the powerful

ecclesiastic Zbigniew Olesnidd—a Polish parallel to our

own Wolsey, and a figure particularly prominent in the

subsequent reign—had refused the aown of Bohemia

when offered him by the revolutionary Hussites. He
took this attitude partly from fear of offending the

Church, which was naturally hostile to the heretic

Hussites, partly from fear of the Emperor Sigismund, to

whom Bohemia owed vassalage. However this may
have been, the refusal definitdy shattered Polish and

Bohemian hopes ofa union ofthe Western Slavs, a strong

empire between Germany and Russia.

hi 1421, Witold ofLithuania—to whom the Bohemian

aown had been offered in turn—actually sent Sigismund

Korybut as emissary to Bohemia, but lata, at a meeting

between the Emperor, Jagiello, and himself at Kezmark,

he agreed to recall Korybut and refuse the offa. In
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return die Emperor Sigisiimnd promised to withdraw

liis support of die Teutonic Knights. Subsequendy Sigis-

muiid succeeded in obtaining the crown, though his

treacherous seizure ofthe heretic John Huss at the Council

of Constcaicc provoked a sanguinary insurrection in

Bolicmia diat repaid him dearly for the reformer’s death.

In 1424 a flirdicr blow at the progre-ss of Hussitism in

Poland (directly proceeding from the presence of a large

number of Polish students at the University of Prague,

then die source and centre of the new doctrines) was

aimed by the Edict of 'Wielmi, which ordered all the

Poles in Bohemia to return to Poland, and enacted that

those suspected of heresy should be tried by die Church.

The reign of Jagicllo had seen a further series of

triumphs for die nobility. Since die pact of Koezyee the

diets convoked by the king for die confirmation ofnew
taxes load become customary. In 1404, after die holding

of a number of provincial diets, the first general council

of nobles, assembled at Nowc Miasto Kozczyn, had

resolved to levy a tax amounting to 12 groschen per ku

ofland (as mudi as one man can plough in a year) for die

recovery ofthe province ofDobrzyn. In 1406 and 1407,

independendy and without the participation of the king,

the nobles met at Piotrkow and took measures to protect

their interests gainst the cnaoadiments of the clergy.

In reply to the Synodal statute of Mikolaj Traba (1420)

the nobles prohibited laymen from applying to or

accepting the jurisdiction of the Churcli.

At this period local parliaments or diets began to be

formed. These, composed generally of nobles and

gentry, became centres of provincial government, and

not only levied new taxes but appointed tax-gatherers

responsible direedy to the Diet. The gradual rise ofthese
institutions in power and responsibility naturally weak-
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ened the central government of die country, menacing

and undermining not only die monarchy but the great

lay and ecclesiastic leaders and princes. The crowning

triumph of the nobility was secured in 1422, at Czer-

winsk, on the eve of battle with die Teutonic Knights.

Here Jagiello conceded to the nobles die eagerly sought

protection of hereditary possessions from confiscation

without previous judicial trial. Further, he renounced

the royal prerogative of issuing new money without die

consent of the prelates and princes ; and pledged himself

to maintain the laws instituted by Casimir the Great. In

1430, as die price of the nobles’ acceptance ofJagiello’s

son Wladislaw as his successor, a charter was granted at

Yeohio and confirmed at Cracow in 1433 warranting

the liberty and inviolability of the individual {Neminem

captivahimus nisi jure victutn). These concessions, recog-

nizing for the first time in Polish history the security of

person and property alike, became the most precious

prerogatives ofme Polish nobihty.
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THE DESCENDANTS OF JAGIEUO

At the dcadi ofWladislaw II., the fintJagicllo, his heir of

the same name was a child of nine, but his right to be

elected king does not appear to Iiavc been disputed by

the Polish nobles of the period. The country was

governed by the Queen and a Council of Senators for

some years
;
and the actual reign of Wladislaw belongs

rather to the liistory ofHungary dm to diat ofPoland.

After emerging from his period of tutelage, Wladislaw

became involved in the affairs of the former kingdom

owii^ to his friendship with John of Hunyad. At this

time Albert II. of Germany, who was also King of

Bohemia and Hungary, died leaving no heir to the

dirone, though his widow Elizabeth was expectant of a

posthumous child. John of Hunyad, and the powerftil

body of Hungarian nobles who supported him, feared

the prospect of a long regency during the minority of

the heir—should the child prove a mrdc—and contrived

the election of Wladislaw to die throne, the customary

condition of his marriage to the former queen being

imposed. To this Elizabeth agreed, but when a boy-

child was bom to her, she withdrew her consent and set

up her son, who was christened Ladislaus Postumus,

as a claimant to the aown.

With a powerful body of nobles she withdrew to

Stuhlweissenburg, where the boy was crowned king
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by the Archbishop of Gran. A disastrous civil war

ensued, and the Pope, who was anxious to initiate a

crusade against the Turb, sent Cardinal Julian Cesarini

to Hungary to conciliate the opposing parties. A meet-

ing between Wladislaw and Elmbeth took place in 1422,

and a peace was made, the terms of which have never

beendmosed. It is generally assumed that they arranged

to marry, but the death of Elizabeth followed very

quickly—the ause has been often ascribed to poison—

and Wladislaw was left in undisturbed possession of the

throne.

He now busied himselfwith the details ofthe crusade,

which excited no interest outside Hungary, The ex-

pedition left Buda in July 1443 ; and after some heavy

fighting was repulsed by die Turb at the pass of Slulu

Derbend. Sudi heavy losses were suffered by the

infidel, however, that the retirement of the crusaders

into winter quarters was practically unopposed. So

impressed was the Sultan Amurath widi the fighting

qualities of Wladislaw and his knights that he was glad

to make peace. Wladislaw accordingly signed the

Treaty of Szegedin, bindir^ himself to keep die peace

for ten years and accepting certain concessions. This

treaty was made in June 1444.

Christendom was gready moved at die success of the

fint operations against the formidable Turk
; for the

Hungarian force was only a small one, composed ofbut

30,000 men. From all quarters came messages encourag-

ing Wladislaw to break the peace. The Pope absolved

him from his pledge, and help was promise on every

side. Only Poland, invariably and honourably averse to

aggressive and unnecessary wars, advised and implored

restraint. There was no valid excuse for the breach of

frith, but Wladislaw had just arrived at manhood and
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his head was turned by the stir he had created. He set

off on another expedition, and in November 1444

encountered the Turks at Varna. Tlic Crusaders were

practically exterminated, and Wladislaw and the Cardinal

Julian both fell upon the field of battle.

An interregnum of three yean followed the deadi of

Wladislaw 111 . This interval, met 'with fiiirly frcquaitly

in PoHsli history, was occasioned by several causes, the

first being the unwillingness of the Senate to credit the

account of die king’s deadi, whicli only readied Warsaw

some months after it acuially occurred. Finally, courien

were sent to satisfy the Senators that the report was true

;

and having confirmed this, they offered die cro'wn to

Casimir, Grand Duke of Lidiuania and brother of the

dead king. Casimir’s first impulse was to refuse, and in

this he was sustained by the advice of the Lithuanian

nobles. The union of the two kingdoms was of too

recent date to have promoted a perfect undemanding,

or settled the many differences, between Poland and

Lithuania. The appomtnient of Casimir as Grand Duke

had been desmed as a concession to the pride of the

Lithuanian nobles, and was welcomed by diem as pro-

viding a special representative and diampion of dieir

interests and privileges. Naturally they did not look

with any fiivour upon the proposal to elevate him to the

throne
;
and under their influence Casimir declined the

proffered honour.

The difficulty of obtaitiing a substitute, however, was

not easily overcome, and when the interregnum had

become inordinately prolonged, Casimir yielded to the

entreaties of Queen Sophia, die widow of die first

JagieUo, and accepted the aown. He announced his

decision at a moment when the nobles of Poland had
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decided to offer the honoirr to Boleslaw, Duke of

Masovia; and some irritation was displayed at his

change of mind. His relation with the sister kingdoms

was 3so prejudicial to him ;
for the Poles regarded him

as unduly well disposed towards Lithuania, and the

Lithuanians were convinced that their own country had

a less share ofhis attention than Poland. It soon became

necessary to placate both peoples, for Casimir was in-

volved in the early years ofhis reign in a long-protracted

straggle with the Teutonic Knights.

Ibe latter had degenerated into a drunken and

licentious Order
;

their Grand Master, Conrad Wallcn-

rod, only setting them an in&nous example in profli-

gacy. To hold them in check a counter organization

had been formed under the title of the Knights of the

Lizard, but these, finding themselves overmatched by

the military power and prowess of the Teutons, now
applied to Casimir for aid. He consulted his Senate, and

promised assistance. But he had neither armynor money,

and to raise both was forced to go to each of the local

Diets ofPoland in turn. There were five ofthese Diets,

and each made and obtained its own demands before

granting him money. Their suspicion of Casimir was

so fer justified in this, that he was prominently identified

with Lithuanian interests, and preferred for many years

to live at Wilna, the Lithuanian capital. The demands of

the nobles upon the king were therefore based upon a

very natural fear that dieir rights and privileges might

suffer at the expense of their former enemies, me lithu-

ankns. Hence Casimir was forced to fiice a demand for

confirmation of the ancient rights and privileges of the

Polish nobles at each of the five sejmiki or local Diets.

Three of these were held in Great Poland, one in Little

Poland, and the fifth in Poznan, or Posen.
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Particular importance was attached to the pledges he

made at the Diet of Piotrkow, which were later exalted

into the Statute of Nics2awa (1454), and held by the

nobles as a sort of Magna Charta of their rights. They

repaid the king with small money grants and with

personal service ;
the latter, however, proving of no

great value at first, for no headway was made against

the Teutonic Knights. Casimir himself had still much

to Icam of die art of war, and his army dwindled away

so sadly in the winter season—the Polish nobles could

not be induced to serve in the field during this period

of die year—that the war dragged on for fourteen years.

Eventually die Knights were reduced to submission, and

were glad to accept the terms of the Treaty of Thom,

made in 1466. This pact bound them to evacuate

Western Prussia and to occupy Eastern Pnissia as a fief

of die Crown ofPoland, die Grand Master of the Order

doing homage as Holdownik, or vassal of die King of

Poland. The historical importance of this need hardly

be emphasized ; for this fiefdom was the beginning of

the kingdom of Prussia, and so of die German Empire

of to-day. The right ofhomage was on a later occasion

mortgaged by Wladislaw Wasa, and was finally wrested

firom IQng Augustas by the Grand Elector of Branden-

berg in 1(566.

Poland gained all Pomerania, and a number of im-

portant cities, including Thom and Danzig. The access

to the Baltic and the possession of so excellent a port as

Danzig were most important acquisitions. Poland dien

comprised most of the best wheat-growing land of

Central Europe, but until now had enjoyed no oudet

for (he export of (he grain. Henceforth the Poles began

to pay more attention to wheat-growing for export,

and found ready markets in Western Europe, ijnd-
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OTwning became a privilege vpliich the nobles, as the only

landowners, naturally desired to monopolize. This

desire, and the increased demand for agricultural labour,

had a most vital effect upon social conditions and legis-

lature in Poland, as shall presently appear. The wesdth

of the nobles gave them a new interest in the government

of the country, and they began to watch jealously over

their rights and privileges at the local Diets or sejmiki.

They established the custom of being represented by

deputies {posly) at these assembUes, when persond

attendance was inconvenient or impossible
;

and their

common class interests fiicilitated their domination of the

Diets.

Casimir married Elizabeth of Austria, who beame
known as the Mother of the Jagiellos, for she bore him

six sons and seven daughters. The eldest of these,

Wladislaw, Casimir established as King ofBohemia and

Hungary. Three other sons succeeded him on the throne

of Poland ; a fifth became cardinal
;
and a sixth was

subsequently canonized as a Saint. Of the daughters,

one married John of Sweden and founded the Wasa
line of kings of Poland. In 1492 Casimir IV. died at

Troski, and his son John Albert was elected King of

Poland in his place. This election caused a wider differ-

ence with Lithuania than before. The Lithuanians also

held an election, and determined to choose for their own
king, Alexander, Grand Duke of Lithuania, and brother

ofJohn Albert. Throughout his reign the Lithuanians

maintained their contention of a separate kingdom.

John Albert was a warrior at heart. His interests were

largely centred upon an expedition against Stephen, the

Hospodar of Moldavia. He found that, as usual, no

money was available, and that the nobles were only
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prepared to concede personal service in return for

extensions of their privileges. Their first step was to

obtain a revival of the sejm or general Diet of Poland.

This first met at Piotrkow in 1493, the year following

John I.’s ascciLsion to the throne. Tlierc lie signed a new
Constitution of twenty-four articles, prominent among
whicli was one exempting the szlacbta from paying tolls

on their imports and exports. This involved practically

the whole trade of the country, since each noble was his

own merchant and tlierc was little commerce otherwise.

Another article was designed to prevent the encroach-

mait of burghers on die landowning privilege, and

established the law diat no extra-mural estates were to be

held by this class. This restriction was confirmed in a

more drastic shape at the next Diet, held in 1496.

By dint of such concessions, John Albert gathered a

force of 80,000 for his expedition against Moldavia,

wliich resulted, however, in disaster. The remainder of

liis reign is wrapped in some obscurity. There appear to

have been compLaints of the influaice exercised over him
by his adviser and former tutor, the Italian Buonaconi

;

diough Bain in his able work, SJauonic Europe, holds

that the King’s popularity and influt'iicc increased rather

than diminished in the latter years of his reign, in spite

of the feilure of his military ambitions. Jolm I. died of

apoplexy in 1501, and the breach with Lithuania was
pa«ly healed by electing Alexander to die throne of die

joint kingdoms. It was further established that hence-

forth the king ofPoland should be, ipsofacto, Grand Duke
ofLithuania.

In the latter capacity, Alexander had been engaged in

a dispute with the Muscovite Czar Ivan, who defeated

him at the battle of Wiedrosza. Ivan claimed the tide

and privilege of “ Gosudar of all Russia,” which was
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stoudy contested by most of the Russians themselves.

The influence subsequently exercised by Muscovy upon

the history ofPoland renders it necessary at this juncture

to give some aaount of this Grand Duchy, and of its

position in Eastern Europe. Muscovy was located in the

centre ofwhat is now European Russia
;
to the North of

the Grand Duchy was the Republic ofGreat Novgorod

;

and stiU ferther North, the Republic ofPskoff. Around

it were several principalities, including those of Tver,

Rostoff, and Ryazan, all dominated in the time of King

Alexander by Muscovy. The steppes of the South were

still in the hands ofmasterless Tatan, whom the principle

of natural selection drove ferther and fiirther West in

their raids. With Muscovy these Tatan were indincd

and destined to make common ause.

The Western boundary of Muscovy was Lithuania,

mainly inhabited by the same branch ofthe Slavonic race

as the Muscovites themselves. It is interesting, in these

days of the contested rights of nationalities, to consider

how many Russians were at this period tinder Polish

rule. The inhabitants ofRed Russia, Little Russia, and

White Russia at least, were of the same race and fliith

as the Muscovites ; and the incessant contention between

these two dominant powers—Muscovy and Poland-

had its root in a sentiment more deep-seated than the

mere ambition of a dynasty, or the territorial aggression

of the strong over the weak.

Ivan HI., me able and ambitious Czar ofMuscovy, had

soon brought the outlying principalities under his sceptre.

His attempt to establish supremacy over Great Novgorod,

eventually successful, had already brought him into

collision with King Casimir, whose army, under the

leadership of the warlike John Albert, defeated (he Mus-

covites at Loposzlyna in 1487, and iverted the enemy
lOI
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from his designs on Lirluiania. 'I'iic quarrel was revived

during Alexander’s reign as (Irand 1 )uke of Lithuania,

but was settled, for the time at le;Lst, by the marriage of

Alexander to Ivan’s daughter Elena.

One condition of this union was that Elena should

be left free to practise the orthodox faith, and to this

Alexander consented readily enough. A Greek Church

was built for her at Wilna, die capital of Lithuania, and

but for the interference of the l’<ipe, the excellent in-

tentions with which Alexander contracted die marriage

might have been fulfilled. Elena’s mother was Sophia

Palcologa, and bodi she and the Czar Ivan .seem to have

desired, for political reasons, that dieir daughter sliould

provide die subject for a religious dispute. There appears

to have been an excellent undentanding between

Alexander and his Queen
;
and the interference with her

religious freedom was never more dian nominal. But

it was tortured by Ivan into a cause of quarrel, and

involved the king in a war with Muscovy which his

parsimonious Diets and Ms own extravagant habits

prevented him from prosecuting.

Alexander inherited an estate sadly reduced and

burdened by the Ubcrality and ambition ofJohn Albert.

His poverty and his easy nature made him the playdiing

ofhis Senate and his nobles. Tlic political history of his

reign is one of concession after concession, wrung from

him in return for mere pittances, or granted in the hope

of funds wMch were not supplied. His first Diet de-

manded his signature to facta conventa limiting Ms right

to distribute offices, and ^priving him of die control of
the Regalia and the Royal Mint. Senators were also

exempted fixim prosecution in the king’s courts. He
signed these Articles ofMiebik, as they were called, and
found they were only a prelui to the Constitution of
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1504, which estabhshed a Council of twenty-four

Senators for his guidance. These were to serve in rotas

of six, for six mondis at a time. By the same act he was

deprived of the right of mortgaging the royal estates,

except with the consent of the Senate, given during the

sitting for the sejm or Diet. It was further provided that

the Grand Chancellor and the Vice-Chancellor must not

be appointed except with the consent ofthe Senate during

the sitting of the sejm.

In the following year, at the Diet of Radom, was

enacted the Statute o(Nihil Novi for the further safeguard

ofthe privileges of the nobles. It provided that the king

should not dter the Constitution, or enact any new

Statute, except with the consent of the Senate and the

sejm. At the same Diet was propounded and accepted

the guiding principle of Polish poKty that all legislation

must represent, not the will of a majority, but the

unanimous wish of the Diet. On this principle was

afterwards based the right of exercising the veto. A
century and a half later all legislative action in Poland

was to be stultified by the exercise of this privilege of

Libenm veto.

Alexander died in 1506, leaving to his brother Sigis-

mund a legacy of debt, and a number of undecided

quarrels, with others looming on the horizon. He was

probably the least capable ofdie line ofdie Jagiellos.
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CHAPTER X

THE RISE OF THE NOBILITY

It will be convenient—indeed it is necessary—here to

examine the changes brought about in the social and

political conditions ofPoland by the amtinual aicroacli-

ments of the noble class upon the rights aid liberties of

the remainder of the nation. Their own privileges, we

have seen, they safeguarded from a possibly aggressive

monardi by the Statute of Nieszawa in 1454. The king

it was their prerogative to elect was in very fact nothing

but their own leader and mouthpiece. His functions were

jealously restricted to the appointment of officials of

State, the distribution of the revenues from the State

domains, and the administration ofjustice.

The elective system ofmouarcliy was common enough

in Northern and Eastern Europe in the diirteenth and

fourteenth centuries, but its inconvenience, and the

dynastic claims of strong royal frmilics, caused it to die

out elsewhere at the very time when die Poles began to

attach the utmost importance to its preservation. Their

sentiment on this subject was due in the first place, per-

haps, to the manner in which the ancient enmity between

Poland and Lidiuania had been extinguished, and to die

bowledge that the ruling family of the JagieUos was

bound, by birth and sympathy, to the interests of

Lithuania. That fret will at least serve to explain the
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emphasis laid upon their elective privileges while the

descendants ofJagiello occupied the throne.

The Poles of noble extraction constituted, at the out-

side, less than five per cent, of the population of Poland.

In the latter halfofthe fifteenth century and the first half

of the sixteenth, by combining on terms ofunexampled

equahty, they contrived to exclude the other ninety-five

per cent, ofPoles from all share in die government ofthe

country, to make the freemen ofthe countryside nothing

better than serfs, and to deprive the burghen of every-

thing but some poor municipal rights. Their attack on

the freedom of me peasants began in the reign of Casi-

mir IV., and was the direct consequence ofthe war upon

the Teutonic Knights. The result of that war, it will be

remembered, was to give Poland, among other things,

possession of the Baltic port of Danzig. The acquisition

of this new oudet for Polish agricultural products, and

the demand for them in Western Europe, caused an

agricultural revival in Poland. The richest wheadands

of Central Europe were held by the Polish gentry, and

the most accessible timber areas by those of Lithuania.

With a good and convenient channel of export, trade

grew by leaps and bounds, and unprecedented prosperity

filled the pockets ofa community hitherto primitive and

simple in its tastes.

Naturally, more and more land was cultivated and put

under crops, and naturally, the demand for ^cultural

labour grew in proportion. Thereupon lie nobles

sought to secure the servitude of formerly free peasants

by force ofcoercion and fraud. No justification, legal or

moral, could be found for the contention they raised that

the Polish peasant was lie property of the landlord, or

by any other means or manner tied to tie soil, except in

virtue of his occupation of it. Indeed, die history ofdie
lOJ
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peasant ill Poland exactly inverts that of otlier countries

at die same period. While elsewhere in Europe the

peasant was freeing himself from the impositions of

villeinage, in Poland he found himself becoming more

and more deeply sunk in dicir bondage. Towards the

end of his reign Casimir consented to a legal enactment

making it an offence to harbour a fugitive serf. His

successor, John Albert, went a great deal fiirdicr in die

direction of binding the peasants to die soil. Of a family

ofpeasant diildrcn, only one might leave die estate where

he was bom and go to die cities ; to another estate none

might go. And an only child was forbidden to leave die

land, but must pass into the serfdom of its parents. The

right to own land was sedulously denied to persons of

plebian birth, and consequently Poland was denied for

ever the stubborn strength of a yeomanry growing

gradually, as in England, from century to century.

Aldiough die nobles were die sole landowning class,

not all die nobles were landowners. Many ofdiem lived

in dependence on the estate of a fellow noble, widi no

other income than that which might accrue to a soldier

of fortune in a warlike age. But neither wealth nor

poverty affected the equality of condition among the

nobility ; all were equal in a demoCTacy of nobles which

has had no parallel in the history of the world. Their

trading privileges they guarded as jealously as dieir

rights to the soil A law exempting the whole class from

toll on either exports or imports had the effect that might

have been expected. It hanpered commerce in Poland

to the extent of killing it altogether. The noble who
could import and export free of duty was his own
machant. No trader who paid duties could expect to

compete withhim. Customas among the peasants could

not be found
;
they had no money to spencl and no goods
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to sell ;
and indeed nothing in the world but a barren

and meagre existence. Eventually there were no

merchants in the community of the noble class. The

latter had decided that trade was dishonourable and a

disqualification ;
the noble who indulged in it lost his

nobility by the act.

No special efibrt is required of the imagination to

grasp the consequences of such restrictions upon trade.

One of them might be seen at the port of Danzig, where

for two hundred yean foreign traders ofevery nationality

swarmed, profiting by the commercial inexperience of

the Polish gentry. Every outgoing cargo of wheat and

timber meant b^ profits for some Swedish or English

merchant. Every incoming vessel brought commomties

which had been bought at ridiculous prices for Polish

consumption. The trading profits went out of the

country, instead ofbeing retained to build up permanent

manufacturii^ industries. To the very end of her

national existence, Poland remained an undeveloped

country. Other nations profited by the wealth and the

luxurious habits ofher nobles ; only the most primitive

manufactures ever sprang up in her great cities. Her

imports always gready exceeded her exports in value,

and the bulk of the population eked out a wretchedly

poor and primitive existence. The wealth derived from

the land and the forests was spent by the nobles on

luxurious living and ostentatious display. Nowhere in

the world could there be seen more sumptuous apparel

and more elaborate appointments and retinues thm at

the great Diets assembled at Warsaw for the purpose of

electing a Polish king. Even the penniless nobles con-

trived a great deal ofexpensive elegance in dress, for each

of them possessed a vote ; and when, in the seventeenth

and eighteenth centuries, the monardbs of Europe came
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to Warsaw to outbid one another for the crown of the

kingdom, a vote was always worth the price of a rich

cloak and a gold chain.

The privileges of the city burghers were clipped as

closely as those of the peasants. In course of time the

privilege of ovraing extra-mural land was denied them,

and in the reigns of Sigismund die First and Second, a

movement was inaugurated which finally deprived the

cities ofrepresentation in the Diets, bodi local and general.

A law of die reign ofJohn Albert forbade any burgher

or peasant to hold any high ofike in the Church, and in

the same reign a peasant was permanently disqualified

from holding land. In Poland die king was the soura

and sword of Justice, and the royal courts were main-

tained diat equal justice might be dealt to all men. The

peasant, however, was deprived of access to dicse courts

by a statute of the reign ofJohn Albert, which made all

peasants subject to a tribunal composed of their own

masters. Therein lay the absolute denial ofjustice to die

peasants as a class, and from that statute dates their

decline into die most abject serfdom.

The final wrong done to die burghers was to bring

them also into legal subjection to the nobles. The ease

of an armourer of Cracow is preserved as an illustration.

This man had made a suit of armour for a noble named

Tenezynski, who proffered him but one-fourth of his

charge for the service. In die dispute that followed

Tenezynski drew his sword and slew the unfortunate

tradesman. The exasperated burghers of the city took

the law into their own hands, and pressed the pursuit of

the noble so hotly that he took sanctuary. But that did

not avail him, for they slew him in the sacred building

itself *, or they were elmged with doing so by his fellow-

nobles. The burghers so charged were tried—not in die
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royal court, as they claimed was their r^ht, but m a

court where they were judged by nobles, who ordered

three of them to be hanged and three others imprisoned

for life. Sigismund the First was constrained to consent

to this course, though it was an abrogation of his o'Wn

prerogative as chiefjudge of the realm.

This constraint upon the kings ofPoland was exercised

by the Polish nobles in virtue of the hold they possessed

upon the purse-strings of the country. The revenues of

Poland were derived from export and import duties, from

which the nobles, who were practically the only im-

porters and exporten, contrived exemption. There were

also taxes upon land, from which the clergy, who were

important landownen, were exempt. A hearth tax was

another source of State income, but at no time was the

revenue of the State in any way adequate to meet the

demands made upon it. As a consequence, the king who
wished, or was forced, to prosecute a foreign war

found himself dependent not only upon the personal

service of the nobles who constituted die army of

Poland, but upon their goodwill for money with which

to carry it on. This they only granted at the price of

some encroachment upon the royal prerogatives, or on

the rights and privileges ofhis humbler subjects. Another

alternative offered itself to the monarch
; this was to

approach a single wealthy noble, or a family or group of

wealthy nobles, for the money whi<h was so parsi-

moniously doled out by the Diets. This latter course was

not infrequendy taken, with the inevitable result that

there grew out of the noble class an order of great nobles

who were rewarded by appointments as Senators, and

even such h^h state offices as Chancellorships. But, as

shall presendy be seen, even the will of the pans, or great
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nobles, shattered itself against the extraordinary strcngdi

and unity that existed among tlie sMila, or great body

of the nobility.

These were not only all-powerful in Poland, they were

Poland itself. Each one of them, landless squire or

landed noble, could say and did demonstrate ; iVtat,

cest woi ! To them came in turn king, magnates,'

clerics, Jews, merchants—everybody, m the bitter words

of a Polisli writer, with any favour to beg or any pre-

tensions to political position, bareheaded and bribe m
hand to soHcit the good graces of the many thousand

autocrats who constituted die Polish aristocracy. This

body, continues die same critic, had all the vices of a

crowd. It was impulsive, lacking in large vision, in-

capable of comprehending the national needs, egoistic,

partisan, driven inccssandy to social and even intcUectual

distraction, easily deceived by splendid but unrcahzablc

dreams.

And the tragic fact remains that until die kingdom of

Poland was mtimately extinguished, every odier con-

sideration was subordinated to die interests of this class,

and the amazing privileges dicy conserved with such

tenacious unandmity and such jealous care.
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CHAPTER XI

THE LAST OF THE JAGIELLOS

SiGiSMUND I. was forty years of age when he came to

the throne. A tall, soldierly man, he had spent his early

manhood in administering the affairs of the unimportant

Polish Duchy of Glogow. Ten days after his brother’s

death, in 1506, he was elected Grand Duke of Lithuania,

and in 1507 was aowned King of Poland at Cracow.

Notwithstandittg the deep disorder in which his extrava-

gant brothers had left the finances of the kingdom,

S^ismund courteously began his reign by an attempt at

reform. He enlisted the aid of some of the bankers of

Cracow, and, among other things, actually derived a

profit firom the Mint.

The situation of Poland, however, effectually pre-

vented any king fi:om paying too exclusive attention to

internal affairs. S^mund was soon confronted with a

source of grave danger and disloyalty in Lithuania. The

trouble lay in the personaHty and ambition of Michael

Glinski, a wealthy and influential noble who had been a

loyal servant of Alexander and had served this king so

well that he had been granted possession of half the

territory of Livonia, where he now commanded a stroi^

following.

Recognizing the danger, Sigismund took an oppor-

tunity of depriving Ivan Glinski, the brother of Michael,

of an appointment whidi had been provided for him,

and so forced from Michael a demonstration of his
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disloyalty. The result was that Glinski, in hot anger,

betook himself to the Court of Vasily III., tlie Czar of

Muscovy, and for the next ten years furnished a fruitful

subject ofcomplications widv that monarch. In 1511 the

Czar provided a force which enabled Glinski to lay siege

to Smolensk, but the fortress held out, and was eventually

relieved. Another siege followed in 1513, but the

Muscovites were again tlirown back. Tlic third siege,

in 1514 was successful, and Sigisnnmd lost dais important

fortress. In dac open field, however, die Poles were

superior, and a decisive battle at Orsza in 1514 gave them

such an advantage that dac Czar was glad to discuss

ternas of peace. The territory iia dispute, besides the

fortress ofSmolensk, was the inheritance of St. Wladiiaair

—Polock, Kieff, aiad odaer towns—aiad the Czar claimed

them all as Graiad Duke of all dac Riassias. The war

dragged on, diercforc, till 1522, when a five-year truce

was arranged.

At this period Sigisiaaund found himself in urgent need

of a free hand, for dac Grand Master of dae Teutonic

Knights was attempting to darow off the homage which,

under the terms of the Treaty of Thorn, he owed to

Poland for Prussia. Poland had now incurred the sus-

picion and distrust of Austria, for Sigisiaaund had married

Barbara Zapolya, daughter of dae most powerful mi^-

nate in Hungary, and me Eaaapcror feared that he aspired

to the Hungarian aown. Thus the Grand Master

received Austrian support, and Sigismund was forced to

resort to diplomatic measures of defence. He conciliated

Austria by two alliances. His son was married to the

Archduchess Elizabeth, and he himself, having lost his

Hungarian queen, wedded Bona Sforza, daughter of the

Austrian Duke ofMantua. He was able then to give the

Emperor satisfiictoty assurances of his innocence of
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designs on Hungary. Having thus freed his hands in the

south, Sigismund gathered men and money to deal with

his rebellious vassal. In one fierce campaign he drove

him over the Vistula, and in the following year broke

his power so effectually that the Grand Master Albert

came humbly to Cracow and did homage in public in

the market-place. Having become converted to the re-

formed faith, however, and most of his Order with him,

it was not as Grand Master, but as first Duke of Prussia,

that Albert bent before his suzerain lord. King Sigismund

ofPoland.

In Si^ismund’s reign Poland came first into actual

conflict with the power of Turkey. Turkish conquests

in Moldavia and the Crimea had made the boundaries

of the two Powers coterminous, and Poland, after an

interval of several hundred years, again knew the terrible

experience ofTatar raids. In 1510 Sigismund sent out a

force to repel one ofthese inroads, and defeated the raider

with great slaughter at Wiesnowiec. But usually the

Tatars were so sudden and s\^ in their attack that they

had withdrawn with their prisonen and plunder before

the arrival ofa punitive force. Thus in 1516 they effected

a great raid into Poland and succeeded in carrying off

50.000 captives and immense booty unhindered. In 1 519

they annihilated the force—inadequate enough—of

5.000 Poles sent against them, and did immense damage.

In 1527 they came almost to the walls of Cracow itself,

but were routed at Kaniow, where 80,000 Pohsh captives

were recovered. Their many successes, however, were

sufficiently galling to Sigismund, who well knew that

they might have been prevented, and knew how to

prevent their repetition. His supreme difficulty was to

move his Senate and Diet
(4.888) 113 8
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His scheme of defence was one eminently practical for

a community like that ofPoland, where the profession of

arms was traditional and hereditary to some hundreds of

thousands of nobles. He desired to divide the kingdom

into districts and circles, and to delegate to each circle

the defence of the country for a certain period of the

year. The plan was discussed with great interest both in

the Senate and the Diet, and the former approved it

highly. But the Senate represented the great landowners,

the chief sufferers from diese raids. The Diet represented

the szlachta, the nobility upon whom would devolve the

personal military service. In the end the scheme was

rejected by the Diet.

A chain of strong frontier fortresses in the Ukraine, the

border territory through which these incursions were

made, would certainly have provided an efficient pro-

tection. An object lesson of the kind existed at Bar,

where a fortress had been built which formed a nucleus

of effective resistance to the raiders. There a flourishing

community had arisen, and lived in some sort of im-
munity, the Tatars learning in time to avoid so dangerous

a fighting centre. Other forts of the same kind might
easily have been established, but for the parsimony of tlie

Diets, and their tight hold upon the necessary money.
Later, as shall be shown, the task ofborder defence largely

devolved upon the Ukrainian Cossacks, who were
alternately miven by the oppressiveness of the great

Polish nobles into an alliance with the raiders.

Sigismund’s struggles to procure money for necessary

works of administration and defence were naturally

hampered by exactions imposed by the Diets. At this

period in Polish history the szlachtawere chiefly concerned
in limiting the rights and privileges of the burghers.

There are several instances recorded of the exclusion of
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dty representatives from the local Diets. In Cracow itself

a quanel betwem a noble and a tradesman (already

described in detail) was followed by a very grave mis-

carriage ofjustice in which Sigismund acquiesced. But,

in his behalf, it must be said liis difficulties with the ring

of enemies around Poland were so acute that he was

continually, and against his will, obliged to concede new

privileges to die nobles, generally to the disadvantage of

the rest of the nation.

Sigismund’s queen, the Mantuan Bona Sforza,

furnishes one of the most picturesque figures in Polish

history. She had great beauty and keen wit, and these

gave her unexampled success as a woman ; her masterful

instincts, her proud spirit, her indomitable ivill compel

her comparison to Elizabeth or Catherine as a great

queen. But besides these she had the evil genius, the

greed, the unscrupulousness associated with many Italian

noblewomen of^ period, and her reputation for these

has obscured the meaning of her better quahties. hi her

own day scholars lauded her Latinity, poets praised her

wit, and artists outrivalled each other in endeavouring to

convey her rare beauty to canvas. It was due to her

efforts that an afterglow of the ItaHan Renaissance

illumined the Court of Poland, leaving traces of tender

and graceful influences that may be discerned to this

day.

The king himself was a generous patron of the arts,

and the best architecture of Poland owes its existence

to the interest he took in building, and the encourage-

ment he showered on talented architects of all races.

But now he was growing old, and his strei^ was

waning. The last years of the kings of Poland were

usually embittered by the question of the succession, and

the doubt of securing the throne to their heirs. His own
nj
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difficulty was enhanced by the hostility of the queen

to his only son. He was sorely tried, too, by the growing

dissensions caused by tlie advocates of the reformed

rel^ion, against whom, as we shall see later, he thought

it necessary to take extreme measures. He died at the

age of eighty-one, on April i, 1548 ; and his beautiful

but rapacious queen carried off her immense treasure

ofPoM gold to Italy, there to end her days. His long

reign had resulted in much good for Poland. He had

foiled the treasonable designs of Glinski in Lithuania,

which might otherwise have divided the kingdom.

He had secured the way to the Baltic and Danzig

in the face of opposition from Prussia. He had ended

for the time the enmity of Austria. And he had kept

the ambitious Muscovite in check.

His son, Sigismund H., had a penonal batde to figbi-

when he ascended the throne. He had secretly married

Barbara Radziwill, daughter of the Lithuanian noble
“ Black ” Radziwill, one of the wealthiest and largest

landowners of the Grand Duchy, but a Calvinist whose
zeal had turned to tyranny. Lithuania was a stronghold of
the Greek Church, and Michael Radziwill was abhorred
there for his religious views. The news of this match,
announced by Sigismund to the Diet of Lithuania after

hk fether’s death, was received in respectful sdence. The
Lithuan ian s would not question any act of their Grand
Di^, though they had their own unfavourable opinion
of it. But the Poles were different. The Diet of 1548
called urgendy upon the king to put away his wife

;

and this he stubbornly refused to do. In the painful
scene that followed he reminded them that the word of
a king had been given, and that he would not retract
it. Two years later Barbara was crowned at Cracow
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by the Primate himself, who had been the very head and

font of die opposition.

Shortly afterwards the long struggle for Livonia began.

This Baltic province, which contained the important

port of Riga, was held by the Order of the Knights of

the Holy Sword. Its value as a trading centre drew

thither merchants fom all the West : timber, grain,

cattle, furs, and metal being the chief exports. The

Knights, like their Teutonic contemporaries, had long

outlived the purpose for which the Order had been

founded, and had degenerated into a simple band of

robber barons. Their province was coveted by Muscovy

and Sweden, as well as by Poland, but was easier ofaccess

to Poland than to either ofthe former, hi 1556 Wilhelm

von Furstenburg, Grand Master ofthe Order, quarrelled

widi William ofBrandenberg, Archbishop of j^ga, and

the latter appealed for help to Poland. The king sent

an embassy to von Furstenburg,who detained the envoys,

and eventually aused one of them to be put to death.

This was good cause for dispute, and Sigismund sent an

army of80,000 men aaoss the border into South Livonia.

At tie same time the Knights of the Holy Sword had

reason to fear the enCToachments of Muscovy, and to

escape these chose to make friends with the Poles.

An alliance was accordingly arrived at between the

Order and Poland, and when Ivan ofMuscovy invaded

Livonia in 1558 he found himself resisted by the Poles

as well as by the Knights ofthe Order. In the next year

thenew Grand Master, von Ketder, placed Livonia under

the protection of Poland, ceding the provinces of Cour-

land and Samogitia. This involved me Swedes as well,

and in 1560 they invaded Esthonia, while Ivan devastated

all Livonia. As Poland was now definitely committed

to the defence of the country, it was incorporated in the
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kingdom, von Kettler taking the tide ofDuke of Cour-

land in 1561. In the struggle wliich followed with

Muscovy the constituent parts of the loosely-knit

kingdom of Poland were drawn more closely together.

The alliance with the Order was effected by Sigismund

in his capacity as Grand Duke of Lithuania, the Polish

Diet remsing to undertake the initial responsibiHty.

When, however, the Muscovites invaded not only

Livonia, but also Lithuania, both Poles and Lithuanians

united in mutual defence.

At this time, moreover, death removed die principal

anti-Polish influence in Lithuania, Black Michael Radri-
wiU ; and Sigismund enjoyed a greater influence there

than any Polish king since his grandfether, Casintir IV.

He induced the Lithuanians to send delegates to the Diet
winch met at Warsaw (1563-64), where terms of a real

union between the sister nations were discussed. Five
years later, at the Diet ofLublin (1569), die actual union
WM accomplished. Lithuania was given the same laws,

privileges, and government as Poland. It was arranged
that the Diets should meet at Warsaw, in the territory of
Masovia, which was then comparatively neutral ground,
Masoyia having only been incorporated with the king-
dom_ in 1526 by the death of the last Grand Duke. The
old independence of Lithuania was commemorated by
Ac preservation oftwo offices—^the Grand Hetman and
tMVi^Hetman in Ae joint Senate. This master stroke
of^licy was but one ofAe many consolidating acts of
Sigmund II., Ae last ofAc Jagiellos. His wisdom, tact,
and toresi^t, coming as a sequence to Ae prudent
courage of his &.Aer, made Poland Ae chief power of
Central and Eastern Europe.

h is cunom, when estimating his achievements in Ae
light oflater history, to consider Ae opinion held ofhim
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by his own subjects, and by bis contemporaries, at the

time ofhis accession to the throne. He was brought up

by his mother, the talented but corrupt Bona Sforza.

He was educated by priests and women, and the chroni-

clers of the period do not hesitate to say that his mother

had deliberately attempted the corruption of his youth,

in order that he might be an instrument in her hands

when he came to the throne. In appearance he was

slight and effeminate, in strong contrast to his gigantic

fedier, who to the end of his eighty years bore hhnself

as a half-barbaric warrior king. His speech was soft and

deliberate, concealing a tenacity ofpurpose that was first

revealed to the great nobles of Poland in the contention

which arose over his marriage with Barbara Radzivnll.

He had acquired the culture of the clever and witty

women and the diplomatic priests with whom his youth

was surrounded. His knowledge ofmen and his science

of kingcraft extended beyond contemporary limits.

Only such a king could have preserved Poland from the

great religious wars that were then weakening every

other power in Europe, and had indeed made a mere

bloody shambles of most of the kingdoms west and

south ofPoland for nearly half a century past.

The first signs ofreligious friction appeared in the reign

of Sigismund L, though they had been foreseen and

threatened nearly a century before. Thus in 1424 it was

necessary to issue the edict ofWielun gainst the Hussites,

five ofwhom were burned in the market-place ofPosen.

But it was not until the reign ofS^mund the First fhat

die Lutherans made their influence dangerously felt in

Poland
; and they came by way of Prussia. Education

in Poland, controEed by the Church, had once been

exceUent, but had long remained at a standstiE. The
119
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teaching at the University of Cracow, the chief educa-

tional establishment in the kingdom, was old-feshioned,

pretentious, and inadequate. The clergy did not realize

the accessibility of the new influences to the youth ofthe

country. But in Prussia, where die preachers of the

reformed feith had gained so strong a hold, there were

new and good schools, and to these the sons of the

Polish nobles flocked. Hie best and most enterprising

young men of the nobility, therefore, were being

educated in the reformed faith, and were returning and

spreading their views in Poland. At Konigsberg they

set up a printing press, and flooded die country with

pamphlets and with extracts from the Lutheran version

of the Scriptures. At the same time the Calvinists had

gained a hold in lithuania, where the most influential

man, after the departure of Michael Glmski, was the

Calvinist noble Michael Radziwill. From die south also

ame a wave of reformed religion, spread by the Bohe-

mian Brothen, whose preachers invaded die kingdom of

Poland in great numbers.

Sigismund the First was freed with dangers on all sides,

and depended on the support of the Pope for the very

existence of his kingdom. He was himself a staunch

Catholic, and the only other religion he was prepared to

tolerate in Poland was that of the Orthodox Greek

Church, to which the bulk of his Lithuanian subjects

adhered. He issued the most severe edias against heresy

in every shape and form, and infringements of these

edicts were attmded with rigorous penalties. There were

frequent hangngs of heretics, or <hssidents as they came
to be called, in the reign of Sigismund the Pint. But,

as is usual with persecuted friths, the reformed religion

throve everywhere, and die younger Sigismund frund
on his accession diat it threatened to involve Poland in

uo
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the very welter ofbloodshed that was overwhehning her

neighbours to the west and south. He was personally

involved in the religious differences by his marriage with

Barbara Radziwill, and though he was liimself a loyal

Catholic, there seemed no clear path out ofhis diffiadtics.

However, the strenuous fiDreign situation which his fether

had had to fece, and which had abated only by reason of

the fint Sigismund’s cool courage and skilful diplomacy,

was not present to harass him. He had time and oppor-

tunity to settle the religious differences of the country,

however difficult and delicate they were.

His poUcy seemed at first no poHcy at all. Until the

clergy consented to crown his queen, Sigismund

temporized. He took no active measure to force their

hands, and his mere inactivity finally overbore their

opposition. Five days after his wife had been crowned

by the Primate, the king issued a proclamation that he

would preserve the unity of the Church by strictly

enforcing the laws against heretics. Thus encouraged,

the Churchmen took matters into their own hands and

at once summoned dissidents to appear before the

ecclesiastical courts. The effect of this step was probably

calculated by the politic king. It aroused die whole

body of the szlachta against die clerics. The Church

had grown to a position of great wealth and influence

in Poland, and enjoyed exceptional privileges. Its large

holdings of land were free of taxation, and the clergy

themselves, of course, were exempt from the other

public burden ofmilitary service. On the other hand, the

bishops sat in the Senate, and took an important part in

legislation. The view of the szlachta was that they

neglected their responsibilities in regard to national

eduation, as well as their even more important spiritual

duties. In this view they were so ftr justified that the
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influence of Queen Bona had corrupted the clerics to a

degree never before or afterwards recorded in the history

of Poland, and some notorious evil-livers at that time

held high office in the Church. The minor nobility, and

especially the squires of Masovia, had profited by the

opportunities for cheap and good education afforded in

the reformed countries beyond the Polish borders. Some

of them who possessed haiefices had actually conferred

them on preamers of the reformed faith. There were

even cases of Catholics being deprived of their livings at

the expense of dissident preachen. Thus there were two

reasons for the opposition of the szlacl^ta to the clergy—

theic undue privileges and the leaven of dissidcnce.

The Diet ofPiotrkow in 1552 saw Catholic and dissi-

dent nobles united gainst the attempt to try members of

the szlachta before ecclesiastical courts. The storm broke

in a fierce attack upon the bishops, before which the

clerics quailed. They were even glad to accept the pro-

posal of the king that the question of the jurisdiction of

the clerical courts should remain in abeyance for twelve

months. This period he contrived to have extended,

on one pretext or another, year after year, until the

da^er had passed.

The Church in Poland was now on its defence. Every
Diet brought strenuous demands for its cleansing, and
these demands came fi:om the most respected and culti-

vated of the Catholic nobles. Rome became alarmed,

and sent its most talented sons as Nuncios to regenerate

the Polish Church. The foremost of these, the Nuncio
Berar^ at once grasped the weakness of the position of
the bishops. The former grievance of die nobles, that

the Churdh did not bear its share ofthe responsibilities of
landowning, was tactfiilly overcome by a levyon Church
property

j and all appearance ofpersecuting the dissidents
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was sedulously avoided. Meanwhile die dissidents, no

longer united, as in other countries, under the common

bonds ofoppression, began to quarrel among themselves.

The king addressed a reproof to them at the Diet of

Piotrkow in 1559, beause of their violence and the

trouble caused by their disagreements. Deprived of the

stimulus of opposition, the dissident movement in

Poland became commonplace and uninteresting. Un-

encouraged by coercion or proscription, it simply

assumed its due proportions in the country.

The political vtisdom of Sigismund H. was revealed

in one matter where personal inclination, and even the

interests of his dynasty, were opposed to the claims of

policy. Like Henry VIII. of England, he wished to be

divorced, but for a better reason. When his wife

Barbara died, he had married Catherine of Austria, who
proved to be a confirmed invalid. The last of the

JagieHos was approaching middle age, and still there was

no heir to the crovm of Poland. Had he pressed his

scheme for a divorce, and re-married, it is probable that

Poland, like England, would have come under the ban

ofthe Pope’s excommunication. But he allowed himself

to be persuaded by the Nuncio who succeeded Berard,

the legate Commendone, and the contemplated divorce

was abandoned.

The end of the ecclesiastical courts came in 1562, when
the king had to obtain money fi:om the Diet of Piotrkow

for his Muscovite war. He attended in the garb of a

typical Masovian country squire, with a grey coat of

fiieze and all the other trappings of the rund gentry of

Poland. As usual the Diet demanded concessions, and

on this occasion the kiii^ paid their price by abolishing

tile jurisdiction of the ecclesiastical courts. Then, fi:eed

fi:om the fear of clerical oppression, die Catholic nobles
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fomed a party in the Diet. The poHcy of the king, and

the wisdom of the representatives of die Holy See, had

saved Poland from the bloodshed caused elsewhere by

religious intolerance. In 1565 Sigismund introduced the

Jesuits, who formed establishments at Pultusk, Posen,

Wilna, and other places, and redeemed the Church from

the reproach of neglect of education. The reproach of

religious intolerance, if it lay anywhere, lay at the door

of die dissidents themselves, who quite Med to setde

their own differences ; and when they applied for re-

cognition, laid themselves open to the king’s retort that

when they had quite decided among themselves on the

tenets ofmeir frith, they might approach him again.

His toleration extended to the Jews, whom the Polish

laws protected as in no other country of Europe save

England. They became the chiefmerdants and traders,

content to be deprived of their rights as citizens in the

shelter they fiiund, and in die protection given by a

liberal country to their wealth.

Sigismund died when Poland was at the zenith ofher
power and prosperity. His desire to leave an heir behind

him. was shared by his subjects ; and with the promise

that any child of his would be made legitimate, he took
to himself mistresses for the most worthy object that

could be advanced for such irregular alliances. Too late

death freed him from his infirm wife. “ By God !
” he

shouted from his death-bed, “I will marry again.”

Soon afterwards the breath left his body. The last and
best-loved ofhis frvourites plundered his private treasury,

and even his corpse, so eflfrctually that some difficulty was
experienced in procuring for him even a decent burial.

So ended the great Jagiello line ofKings ofPoland.
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CHAPTER Xn

THE coNsnrtmoN of pound

In a previous chapter have been traced the steps by which

the noble class excluded the burghers from political Hfe

and reduced the peasants to hopeless serfdom. It is now

necessary to explain how diey exerted the powers of

government which they thus monopolixed
; how they

made ofthe principle of equality a fetish which paralysed

all administrative effort
;
how they directed that principle

against the king himself, and rendered ineffecdve the

best efforts of die wisest rulers to lift them out of the

state of anarchy into which the kingdom eventually

drifted.

Originally Poland was governed by a u/iece or council

ofnobles, over whom the king presided. Some of these

nobles were landowners on a krge scale, and maintained

establishments that were in themselves small kingdoms.

A great noble might have, attached to his household in

some capacity or other, fifty or a hundred of the petite

noblesse, men also of noble birth but dependent on the

great lord. In other countries at the same period they

would have owed him feudal allegiance
;
in Poland they

were theoretically his pohtical equals. They were not

responsible to hirn in any way for their actions, but only

to die State.

The nobles had made property in land a privilege

appertaining to their class omy. Every one of diem
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wished above all things to exercise this privilege, and the

consequent growth ofa class of small landed gentry was

as inevitable as the circumstance that they should unite

to retain their peculiar advantages. Anodier privilege

they monopolized was that ofbearing arms
;
they were

the only defenders of the country. In the earlier days

each great noble collected his band ofadherents and went

out to fight as a natural thing ; but with the growth of

a squirehood, it was not so easy to collect an army. The

squires, the szlachta, would not go unquestioningly out

to%ht.

Every government must have a head or leader, and

the original republic of nobles in Poland chose one of

thek number to act in that capacity, with the title of

king. The anomalous dtle and position of this leader

were defined, with much subtlety and adroitness, by the

Bishop Piasecki, a chronicler contemporary with Skis-

mund m. and '^dislaw IV. “ The King of Poland,”

he commented, “
is in his public functions like the queen-

bee, who merely furnishes honey to her subjects. He
alone discharges all the many responsibilities of the

Republic. So bountifully does he dispense ofhis treasure

that in all his wide domains and among all the nations

under his sceptre, there is no squire or soldier without his

slave. The clerics receive rich abbeys firom him, and
aU the royal authority is based on his power ofpurchasing
by sudi means all who aspire to positions of dignity or

wealth. . . . But the lives, the liberties, and the estates

of the nobility are altogether removed fi:om the King’s

reach or rule !

”

The king s fiinctions, as we have seen, were to appoint
the State ofiSdals, to administer justice, and to distribute

Ae revenue of the State. The officials were constituted

in theMowing classes : Bishops, to govern the Church

;
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Palatines, to govern the provinces ; Castellans, to com-

mand fortresses and royi cities ; and Starostas, to ad-

minister justice in the towns. Having once made these

appointments, the king could not revoke them
;
every

official was appointed for life, or for the period of the

king’s reign.

The Wiece, or great Council, in time developed into

the Senate, or Upper House of legislature, over which

the king presided in person. It was composed of 135

members, namely, 2 archbishops, 15 bishops, 33 palatines,

and 85 castellans. The king had also a Ministry oftwelve

members; namely, the Hetman or Field-marshal of

Poland, the Hetman ofLithuania, the Grand Chancellors

of Poland and Lithuania, four Chancellors, the Lord

High Treasurer, and the Marshal of the Royal House-

hold. These had seats in the Senate, but took no part

in the discussions.

The growth of a Lower House of legislature was

coincident with the assertion by the lesser gentry oftheir

rights. They assembled first in local Diets, or sqmihi,

to which the burghen were also admitted. Soon the

szldihta not only dominated these assemblies, but exalted

diem into meetings of national importance. When the

nation was at war, the sejmikt would consider the

situation, and the szlachta would decide to fight or not

to fight, as they pleased. Thus Casimir IV., when con-

fironted by the power of the Teutonic Knights, was

ob%ed to go firom one s^miki to the other for men and

money to carry on a war against the enemies ofPoland.

The szladita made the functions of these assemblies so

vital to the State that they merged into a general Diet,

die deputies for which were selected by die sejtniki.

As the szladita controlled the symki, no one not of

noble birth was ever sent to the s^m, or general Diet.
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At one sejm, that which elected John Albert as king,

the cities ofThom, Cracow, Lwow, Danzig, and Posen

succeeded in being represented, but the szlachta were

careful that it should not occur again. They further took

steps, as has been shown, to exclude the cities from

representation even on the local Diets.

The sejm commenced its career in a very strong

position; it controlled the national purse, and repre-

sented and controlled the army. Without money the

king could not hire soldiers, and had only the nobles

to rely upon. The szlachta could refuse money and per-

sonal service in the same breath, and render the kingdom

impotent and defenceless. When John Albert, who was

an extravagant soldier, asked for both money and men,
we have seen how the szlachta exacted concessions from

him in return for supplying these. At the Diet of

Radom they exalted their dieory of equality into a

legislative principle. That is to say, they decided that

no law should be passed unless it was ostensibly the

expression of the unanimous wish of the Diet. This

theory was opposed to that primitive if unfortunate

principle of human nature that the strong can always

enforce his will upon the weak. In the earliest times the

inconvenient minority, by insisting too strenuously upon
the theory of equality and the right of obtaining an

unanimous decision, was likely to encounter personal

violence which either changed its views, or caused their

suppression. But in a more sophisticated era the minority

in the Diet was able to exercise an enormous negative

influence. The simple utterance of the phrase nie posz-

walam (“ I protest ”) not only put an end to further dis-

cussion of die subject that elicited the protest
; it ended

the session of the Diet An entirely new Diet had to be
elected before the legislative work of the country could
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be continued. This right of a small minority or even

of a single member thus to prorogue a Diet was intro-

duced at the assembly of 1652 by the deputy Sicinski at

the instigation of Jan Radziwill, and was subsequently

erected by the szhchta into a constitutional principle of

Poland, and under the tide ofdie Liherum veto contributed

in a very marked degree to die decline and final extinction

ofthemgdom.

Another custom imparted into Polish constitutional

procedure was the right of confederation, which may

best be described as a legislation of revolt. An instance

will presendy be given of an attempt made by Sigis-

mund in. to reform the Polish Constitution, which was

met by a Confederation organized by one of his nobles

named Zebrzydowski. This man, in company with his

confederates, actually rose .in arms against the king and

the rest of the nation, and by tins expedient defeated the

wish of the majority and escaped punishment for his

rebelHon. Towards the end of the existence of Poland

it was not unusual for a Diet to form itself into a Con-

federation to defeat the few malcontents who would

otherwise have stultified its effectiveness and dissolved it

by the appHcation ofthe Liberum veto. The actual reform

of the Constitution was finally achieved by this means,

though on this occasion a small minority prompdy

formed a counter Confederation against the main Con-

federation in order to assert their adherence to the old

Constitution.

It is dfficult to render a system so complicated, even

chaotic, more comprehensible to the general reader. It

must be remembered that the Polish Constitution was

not a written one, but the result of the szUchtas transla-

tion of customs that were convenient to them into

inalienable rights. At the period we have now reached
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in Polish history—the end of the dynastic line of the

J^iellos—the nobles had succeeded in monopohzing the

legislature of the country, in addition to me right of

owning land and bearing arms. The old custom of

electing a king now gave them an excellent chance of

increasing their power. Two hundred years of firm and

able government had made Poland the first power in

eastern Europe. It was the szlachta who arrested her

progress. Their vanity was encouraged by a spectacle

so unusual as that of the great princes of Europe coming

hat in hand to sue for their suffrages, to appeal for election

to the vacant throne. Their one consideration now was

to escape the light burdens imposed on them by the

rulen of the house of Jagiello. Would the new king

build and maintain a fleet at his own expense ? Would
he pay such a sum into the treasury as to relieve them of

the small taxes they had to pay on their holdings ofland i

Would he s^ away his prerogatives
; marry the bride

they chose
;

still further extend their wide privileges ?

On these conditions, then, any prince, native or foreign,

might be King of Poland
; and thus they added to their

unfortunate constitution the fatal custom of extorting

class bribes before they would elect a king. In timp the

class bribes became personal bribes, and there was still

none to protest.

Naturally all the foreign Powers intervened in the

elections of the Polish kings
; in time they were able to

intervene unchecked in the internal afiairs of Poland.

Each new king subscribed to the pacta conventa dictated

by the szhdita. What could be done against a hierarchy

of great nobles who controlled the purse, the miliria,

and the ^ht of making war or peace
; and controlled

the election of the king as well i We shall see that the

first of their fore^ kings was glad to escape fi;om his
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throne after a brief year’s enjoyment of the doubtful

honour. The second used his own troops and his own
money to fight Poland’s battles, and got small thanks for

it. The next recoiled from an unsuccessful attempt to

reform the Constitution
;
and his successor, Wladislaw

Wasa, after so limiting his rights at his coronation that

he was powerless, planned a coup Skat which his sudden

death alone prevented from being realized. His brother

succeeded him, to resign in disgust after striving for years

to extricate Poland from the slough into which she had

fallen. John Casimir saw his best generals perish on

warlike expeditions made hopeless by the inadequacy of

their forces, and the meagre supplies doled out by the

parsimonious szlachta.

“ Magnanimous PoUsh gentlemen !
” he said in his

farewell speech to the Diet in 1667, “ you are a glorious

repubhc, and have Nie pozwalam and strange mediods of

business and behaviour to your kings and others. We
have often fought together, been beaten together by our

enemies and ourselves ; and at last I, for my share, have

had enough of it. I intend for Paris, reHgious literary

pursuits, and the society of Ninon I’Enclos. I wished to

say before going, that according to all record, ancient

and modem, of the way of God Almighty to the world,

there was not heretofore, nor do I expect that there can

henceforth be, a human society that would stick together

on those terms.

“ Believe me, ye Polish Chevaliers, without superior,

except iu heaven, if your glorious republic continue to

be managed in such manner, not good will come of it

but evil. The day will arrive, and the day perhaps is

not far off, when this glorious republic will get tom to

shreds hither and thither
; be stuffed into the pockets

ofcovetous neighbours, Brandenburg, Muscovy, Austria,
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and find itself reduced to zero, and abolished from the

face of the world. I speak these words firom the fullness

of my heart and on behest of firienddiip and conviction

alone, having the honour at this moment to bid you and

your republic a very long farewell. Good morning for

the last time !

”

In the reign of this king the principle of the Liberum

veto was stretched so far mat in 1652 one member dis-

solved the Diet by his voluntary withdrawal. The local

Diets began to elect their deputies with instructions that

they should explode the Diet if certain local demands

were not met. Later, in the reigns of the Saxon kings,

Augustus n. and III., Diets were exploded by members

in me pay of foreign governments. Between 1695 and

1762 no less than twelve Diets were dissolved before

even the Marshal had been elected to preside over their

dehberations. Such were the effects of the constitu-

tional procedure so jealously guarded by the Pohsh

nobility.

A time came when other Powers forced the prince of

their choice upon the Poles by force of arms, and drove

the ruler actually elected by the Poles into exile and the

fear of death. And this was but the prelude to the ex-

tinction of the kingdom. Until the dismemberment had

actually begun, the szUchta still clung tenaciously to their

right of impeding all pubhc business, and of playing

traitor to the State without incurring any legal punish-

ment. In such a country the administration of justice

was necessarily a ferce. Personal administration by the

king ended in the reign of Stephen Batory. The Courts

of the Starostas were notoriously ill-conducted. “ As
disorderly as a law court ” was and is still a proverbial

saying in Poland. Corruption and other forms of

venality prevailed
; the people had no faith in their
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judges. The paralysis that afflicted the head of the

government extended to all its limbs.

Even amidst the disorders of the e%hteenth century,

the riotous election assemblies, the factions, the cynical

corruption, the nation was not without voices ofwarning.

In 1734 King Stanislaw Leszczynski issued an urgent but

vain appeal to the nobles to rally in defence of a Poland

in imminent danger. “
I reflect with dread,” he told

them, “upon the perils which surround us. What

forces have we to resist our neighboun ? Do we trust

to the faith of treaties ? How many samples have we of

the frequent neglect ofeven the most solemn agreements.

We imagine that our neighbours ate interested in our

preservation by their mutual jealousies, a vain prejudice

which deceives us, a ridiculous infrtuation which formerly

lost the Hungarians their liberty, and will surely deprive

us of ours, if, depending on such a frivolous hope, we
continue unarmed. Our turn will come, no doubt

;

either we shall be the prey of some femous conqueror,

or perhaps even the ne^hbouting Powers will combine

to divide our States.”

As it happened, Poland became, on various occasions,

a victim to both the eventualities so shrewdly foreseen by

Stanislaw. Nevertheless the King’s presentiment passed

unheard. The gradual decadence of the country had

begun with the deprivation of the rights of the plebeians

in the reign ofthe later Jagiellos. At the period we have

now reached in Polish history this decline was enormously

hastened. In another hundred and fifty years it had

achieved its terrible climax and tr^ end.
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The death of the last of the Jagiellos had been awaited by

an expectant Europe. The position in Poland was per-

fecdy well understood in every Court on the Continent

;

the ancient line of kings was about to end, and the crown

of the most powerful State in eastern Europe was to be

thrown open to competition. For years ministers had

been intriguing on behalf of ambitious monarchs, and

all kinds of candidates had been suggested by interested

persons. The single possibOity which did not present

itself—the fact seems hardly credible—was that a Pole

should be chosen to EE die throne when it became

vacant. There happened to be no noble with any pre-

taisions to succeed the last of the Jagiellos. Yet had

there been one, and he suffidendy eminent, there is no

reason to suppose that the jealousy of his feEows would

have permitted him the crown.

But from ever}' part ofEurope there were forthcoming

candidates whose power and importance flattered the

vanity ofthe Polish nobles, as the wealth ofsome ofthem

aroused their cupidity. The Qm of Muscovy, the

Emperor Maximilian, John the Third of Sweden, Henry

of Valois, brother to the King of France and heir to the

throne, the Archdukes Ernest and Ferdinand, and the

Duke of Ferrara were all anxious to assume the mantle

of Sigismund E., when he should die. The number of
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rarx^iAttes did not exceed tke number of conflicting

interests represented in Poland. Those parts ofLithuania

in which the Greek Church flourished, favoured, natur-

ally perhaps, the Muscovite Czar. The dissidents, led

by Jan Firkj, the Grand Marshal, were determined to

perpetuate the religious tolerance which had been won

in ^ reign of Sigismund. There was an anti-Austrian

party led by Jan Zamoyski, a man with great influence

among the general body of the szlachta. John III. of

Swedoi, who had married a princess ofJagiello blood,

had a sentimental following, ifno more. It was reported,

too, that young Henry of Valois was willing to reHeve

Poland and her nobles of many of the burdais and

expenses of administration if he were elected to the

vacant throne. This tale was sedulously fostered by

Montluc, the French Minister at the PoM Court, who

was lavish ofpromises in public, and did not stint French

gold in private.

Confusion as to precedent caused the Primate, as

Interrex, to make an unfortunate mistake at the outset.

He called a meeting of the Senate to consider procedure,

and ignored the great body of nobles. The protest that

followed was loud and efieaivc. The procedure was

altered, and a general convocation was summoned at

Warsaw to decide how the election should be conducted.

At that Convocation several important questions were

discussed, one of them being the method of election.

Eventually it was decided that this should be public,

the whole of the nobles being assembled that their voices

might be heard ; and as a consequence the kingdom was

conunitted to the riotous and sanguinary scenes that

marked all future elections.

The convocation also drew up a set of conditions to

which the new king must subscribe ; they are now
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femous in Polish history as the Henrician Articles. The
elected king (they declared) should have no voice in the

election of hi successor
; he must adhere to the terms

granted to the dissidents ; no war must be declared, and

no mihtary expedition undertaken without the consent

ofthe Diet ; no taxes must be levied without the consent

of the Diet ; the kmg must appoint a permanent council

of five Bishops, four Palatines and eight Castellans
; this

council was to be changed every year and elected by
the Diet ; the Diet must be summoned every year and

oftener ifneeded
; it must not last longer than six weeks

;

no foreigner must hold any public ofiSce
; the king must

neither be married nor divorced without the consent of

the Diet.

When the election Diet actually assembled, sufficiently

extraordinary scenes were witnessed in Warsaw. The
nobles, 40,000 in all, came to the Diet from all parts of

Poland, and all of them armed to the teeth. Their

retainers brought the number up to roo,ooo. The im-

mense assembly met on the great plain without the city

walls, and it became obvious from the opening of the

proceedings that Henry ofValois was likely to be elected.

The circumstance that principally mitigated against his

chances among the dissidents—^namely, the recent

Massacre of St. Bartholomew—Montluc was able to

explain away to his own and to the general satisfaction

as an outbreak of rehgious fanaticism among the citizens

of Paris, for which the king would inevitabfy punish the

ringleaders. A decision, therefore, was taken in favour

ofHenry of Valois. The usual pacta conventa were then

prepared, and were si^ed by Montluc on Henry’s behalf.

He engaged that the king should marry the Krolewna
Anna, sister of S^ismund H.

; and should confirm the

Warsaw compact.
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These liberal undertakings by Montluc on his behalf

were afterwards confirmed by Henry in every respect

save one ; he refused to marry the Princess Anna. He

pointed out diat the lady was forty, and he himself

twenty-two years old, and pleaded to be excused on the

score of this disparity of age. After a great deal of dis-

cussion his plea was admitted, and he was crowned at

Warsaw without being obliged to comply with this

arduous condition of royalty. Henry soon dissipated,

however, any satisfiiction the Poles may have experienced

in their choice. He introduced a new standard of

profligacy into Warsaw, as might have been expected

of the product of a court so abandoned as that in which

he was reared. He made no attempt to disguise his

dissatisfiiction with his first Diet, in which there was a

powerful minority of dour dissidents. The deliberations

of the Senate, over which he presided, were prolonged

for seven hours a day, and were hardly inspiriting to a

young stranger from Paris. He soon took up his resid-

ence at Cracow, frankly avowing his reason : it was

so much nearer Paris than Warsaw.

A year after his election the news reached him of the

death of his brother, Charles DC. of France. He ap-

peared in the Senate dressed in royal purple, and begged

to be allowed a time of solitary mourning. Apparently

he had planned to ask for permission to visit France, but

with characteristic cowardice he shrank from taking

this constitutional step. He aused it to be announced

that he would remain in retirement for some days ; then,

in plain English, he fled, h natural indignation at this

insult the Poles sent a deputation to Henry, demanding

his immediate return. He was found dancing in com-

pany that was fiir from staid. The necessary inter-

r^um was extended to permit of his arrival ; but this
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consideration was of no avail He never came back to

Poland.

Once more, therefore, the aown ofPoland was offered

at auction to the highest bidder ; and once more, un-

fortunately, the nobles sought the penonal advantage

of their class, and of particukr sections of their class, in

disposing of it. Again an ostentatious display of force

marked their meetings ; some of the Palatines were

accompanied to the Wanaw Diet by as many as i,ooo

retainers. It soon became apparent that the magnates, or

great nobles, had decided to appoint the Emperor

Maximilian. But they had to reckon with the opposition

ofthe large class oflesser nobility, led by the anti-Austrian

Jan Zamoyski. The emperor’s name was greeted at

die Diet with cries of “ We will not have a German !

”

and feeling grew to fiiry as one day succeeded another

and there was no choice made. The Diet began on

November 7, 1575, and on loth December the Senate,

which had its separate place of assembly, decided to elect

die emperor. The following day 7,000 nobles met in

protest, and at that meeting the name of Stephen Batory,

Prince of Transsylvania, was first favourably mentioned.

A deputation of Senators was sent to the emperor to

advise him of his election. Zamoyski and his following,

however, stood firm, and on January 18, 1576, the izba,

or lower assembly of the Diet, elected Stephen Batory as

king.

This prince was the foremost warrior of his time, and a

man of gigantic stature and dignified presence. His

qualities of mind were equal to his physical attributes

;

he was a great orator, a master of stetecraft, and an able

leader of men. The only circumstance considered to

(Esqualify him for the Polish crown was his connection
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with the Sultan of Turkey. He held his principality in

fiefihip from the infidel, to whom he did homage. But

rather than tolerate a German king ofPoland the szJachta

were willing to overlook even this disadvantage. So it

followed that when the final Diet assembled on January

i8, 1576, Stephen Batory was elected (in his absence)

as King ofPoland, the sole condition being that he should

marry AnnaJagielonczyk. He was advised ofhis election

by sw couriers, and at once set out from his capital of

Stuhlweissenberg to enter into enjoyment of hiis new

dignity. The emperor, however, had not relinquished

his ambition or has hope of success, and mustering an

army, he also set out for Warsaw. The imminent con-

flict was averted by a message from the Sultan ofTurkey,

who warned die emperor that Ttanssylvania had been

under his protection for 130 years, diat he recognized his

vassal and ally, Stephen Batory, as King of Poland, and

that he would regard Austrian interference as a reason for

war. The chief external advoate of the Emperor

Maximilian had been the Papal Nuncio Laureo, who
fled to Rome without waiting for the coming ofBatory.

Nevertheless the new king was anxious to convince the

Pope that he was a staunoi CathoHc, and that his con-

nection with the Sultan had been a matter more ofpolicy

than of personal inclination. He succeeded in effecting

this by a judicious letter, and as he showed no animosity

against the Nuncio, the latter returned to Poland and

was soon on excellent terms with Batory.

The new king made an imposing entry into Cracow

for his coronation, which took place on 7th May. He
was accompanied by his nobles, who made a brave show

in silks andjeweb ; and by his bodyguard ofa thousand

veteran warrion. But die most prominent and even

picturesque fgure in the procession was the king himselfi
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whose great size and dignity of countenance are said to

have impressed all spectators. He wore regal attire ; an

attila of scarlet damask thrown aaoss his shoulden, and

a mande of crimson embroidered with sable. His hose

were grey and his buskins yellow
;
and he rode a huge

bay hone like a soldier. Behind him were led two more

great war hones, all caparisoned in gold and jewels, and

occasionh^ much astonishment and admiration among

the citizens of Cracow. In diis manner Stephen Batory

came for the fint time among his subjects.

He was not slow in displaying his considerable qualities

of diplomacy and generalship. The Tatan were dis-

pened, and the hos^ty ofAustria was turned to friend-

ship. The latter success was achieved through the

Nuncio Laureo, whom he had effectually conaliated,

and whose good offices were obtained in making a

defensive alliance with the emperor. "When Danzig,

the wealthy port on the Baltic, ventured to object to the

new king, Stephen at once set out for the place, and

before the citizens had time to organize an efective

resistance, he was under die walls. The dty was quickly

reduced, and made no further show ofhostility. Then he

turned his attention to Muscovy, whose designs on

Livonia had been gradually maturing ever since the open

breach with King Alexander. Batory’s message to the

Czar was direct and to the point ; the Muscovites were

ordered to evacuate Livonia. He was now dealii^ vrith

Ivan IV.—Ivan the Terrible—and it supposed no especial

imagination on Stephen’s part to foresee the reply he

would receive. His demand was ignored by diis

monarch, who had already become indifferent to the

power of Poland, having been permitted by the latter

to pursue his aims for some years without check or

protest.
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From the outset of his reign the king had had to con-

tend with the opposition of the great nobles, but he was

in a better position to wage war on Muscovy than many

of his predecessors. In the first place he had brought

with him to Poland from Transsylvania a force ofveteran

Czech warriors, whom he knew and could trust. In

the second place his staunch supporter Jan Zamoyski,

now Chancellor and a noble ofgreat wealth and influence,

ensured him support both in men and money. He

accordingly carried the war mto Muscovite territory and

in 1579 captured Polock. In the following year he won

the battle of Toropetz, and again retired to winter

quarters. In vain he tried to induce Ivan to discuss terms,

or even to meet him in the open field. The message he

addressed to the Czar was direct to the extent of disdain,

bnuding him as a “ sneaking wolf,” and a “ vile, veno-

mous cur.”

“Why dost thou not come forth and meet me m the

open field ?
” he wrote. “ Why dost thou not defend

fbinfi own subjects > Even a poor little hen covers her

chickens with her -wings when a hawk hovers in the air

above her
;
but thou, a two-headed eagle forsooth, for

such thy seal proclaims thee, dost nothing but skulk away

and hide !

”

Even this challenge could not move the Czar to engage

the Poles openly in the field ; and encouraged by his

enemy’s inactivity, Stephen embarked a year kter on an

even bolder venture. He penetrated as fiu into the

domains ofthe Czar as the important city of Pskoff, and

to that formidable stronghold proceeded to lay siege.

The magnitude of the task might well have appalled

a lesser man ; it certainly struck fear into the hearts of

the Poles who took part in it. Their assaults had fiiiled

in the foce of the strong walls of the fortress, and the
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venture bade fiir to end in disaster, when suddenly Ivan

surrendered. Terms of peace were made in the Treaty

of Zapolsk, which gave to Poland all Livonia, with

Polock and Wieliz—a notable virtory for the Kmg of

Poland. He returned in triumph to Warsaw, only, how-

ever, to meet a sullen and thankless Diet. The nobles

were hardly reduced to a sense of shame by his loyal

supporter ZamoysH, who in a speech ofthanks deplored

the attitude of “ this ungrateful people.” But the king

was not greatly concerned about their bearing to him.

He had cut off Muscovy’s access to the sea, and was

contentwith the security he hadobtained for his northern

provinces and his valuable port ofDanzig.

An incident soon occurred which demonstrated in a

striking manner tbt no man in Poland, however great

his name, or powerful his connections, was secure from

the justice rigorously administered by diis virile and able

king. The most powerful fomily in Poland at die time

were the Zborowski
;

and a member of this femily,

Samuel Zborowski, was accused of murder, another

member of the fomily being charged with complicity

in the crime. The femily exerted all their immense

influence to shield the culprits
;
but with the aid of the

Chancellor Zamoyski, the king brought them to trial

After a scrupulously fiir hearing, the murderer was con-

victed and executed
; and his brother, who had been the

accomplice, was exiled. It says mudh for the great power
and prestige attained by Stephen Batory that none ofthe

great noblw dared manifest the resentment they felt at

this act, which met with approval only among the lesser

nobility and gentry.

In religious matters, the king followed the policy of
his predecessor Sigismund H., respecting die established

liberties of the dissidents. He was him^lf however, a
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whole-hearted Catholic, aod always aimous to impress

the Holy See at Rome with a sense of his orthodoxy.

Failing to obtain the reform he sought in the obsolete

educational methods of the University of Cracow, he

extended the encouragement given to the Jesuits in the

reign of Sigismund, with the result that excellent schools

were soon established in all parts of the country, and tie

growing exodus ofPolish scholars to other countries was

stayed. The trouble from raiding Tatars, which he had

been called upon to quell upon his accession, and which

periodically threatened the property and the safety of

the landowners of the south, also engaged bis attention.

He first employed die Cossacb of the Utraine against

these marauders, adding a force of 6,000 of them to the

Polish army, and giving them pay as well as recognizing

the Hetman they appointed as their representative.

His overtures to the Pope were a part ofa policy that

he attempted to mature in the last years of his reign.

Although he had been the Sultan’s vas^, henow planned

to drive him out of Europe under the coercion of a

combination of the great Eastern European Powers.

To unite Muscovy, Hungary, and Poland against Turkey

was no easy task, but be hoped widi the aid of the Pope

to accomphsh it. He, better than any other contemporary

ruler, knew the power of the Sultan, and the nature of

that monarch’s plans and ambitions. He recognized that

his very existence in Europe was a standing menace to

Christendom. He had hardly contrived to influence the

Pope with these ideas, however, and his schemes were

but on the brink ofrealization and possibly success, when
suddenly he died, leaving Poland a prey to the fiictions

which broke out immediately upon his death.
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THE WASA KINGS

The successor chosen to Stephen Batory was Sigismund

Wasa, heir to the throne ofSweden. He was also nephew

to Sigismund R, and so ofJagiello descent. From the

very day of Stephen’s death, the election promised to be

an exdtii^ one, because ofthe rivalry between the Chan-

cellor Zamoyski and the powerful family ofthe Zborow-

ski. In the preceding reign justice had been done to two

memben ofthis famdy, owing to the courage ofZamoy-

ski and the firmness of Stephen. The Zborowski fimily

seized the opportunity now afforded by the king’s death

to assert themselves, and so far dominated the Convo-

cation Diet ofMarch 1587 that they succeeded in getting

all the memben ofBatory’s fimily banished fiom Poland

until after the election.

The election Diet was fixed for 29th June, and the

Senate, to prevent possible disturbances, had limited the

number ofMowen for any one noble to fifty, and had

also forbidden the arming of these attendants. This

restriction was completely i^ored, and every powerful

man brought as many retainen as he could muster to the

Diet. The worst offender was Zamoyski himself, who

came attended by 6,000 men under arms, and even with

artillery and all the other adjuncts ofan army.

There were two camps at the Diet, one knovra as the

Chancellor’s and the odier as the General’s. The latter
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was the centre of Zborowski influence, and firom it

demands for the return fi:om exile of the members for

the fiunily who had been banished were pressed. Finally

the Zborowski declated a rokosz, a formal revolution

recognized by Polish and Hungarian custom. There was

nearly a pitched battle before the demand was withdrawn,

and die business ofthe election was continued.

The Zborowski supported the Emperor Maximilian

;

the Lithuanians wished to elect the Czar
;
and Zamoyski

proposed Sigismund of Sweden. In the Chancellor’s

camp Sigismund was declared elected, and at the same

time Maximilian was hailed as king in the camp of the

General. Sigismund was elected on August 19, 1587

;

he landed at Danzig on 7th October; and he was

aowned at Cracow as Sigismund HI. on 27th December.

Maximilian had not yielded without a fight. Before

the coronation, Zamoyski defeated him under the very

walls of Cracow
; but he came again the next year,

supported by Zborowski, only to be defeated again at

Byczyna.

Sigismund was a young man of twenty-one, and the

product of the highest culture that Europe afforded at

that time. He was well-read, a fine musician, and had

die grand manner. From the outset it was easily seen

that he was about to come into serious conflict with the

Chancellor who had done so much for him. He was

disposed by instinct, by religion, and by reason to a

fiiendliness widi Austria. His marriage with die Arch-

duchess Anne strengthened this disposition. Zamoyski’s

one political creed was to keep Poland firee from Austrian

influence. These differences of opinion reached the

extreme length of Zamoyski convoking an Inquisition

Diet to consider the “ plots with Austria,” as he termed

them ; but peace was made by a tactful woman, the
(4|08S) 14^ JO
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mother of the newly-wedded Queen. Zamoyski and

Sigismund were reconciled, and when Sigismund wished

to travel to Sweden to assume the crown of his dead

fether, the tardy permission he received was due to

Zamoyski’s good offices.

Sigismund went to Sweden in 1592 and was absent for

one year. In 1598 he went again, but his aspirations

encountered grievous disappointmait at the batde of

Linkoping, where he was utterly defeated. He returned

the rejected and uncrowned king ofthat country, though

even now unwilling to admit it. The rock on which he

had foundered was his own ardent Catholicism, made

keener by the religious zeal of his wife. His attempt

to enforce his foim upon the Protestant Swedes was

bitterly resented. He was accused of having accepted a

large gift from the Pope on condition that he introduced

religious compulsion ; and he returned to Poland with

very harsh opinions of his native country. Shordy after

his return his wife died ; and he married her sister in

1602, again estranging Zamoyski, who retained all his

anti-Austrian prejudices. In 1605 Zamoyski died, and

his place was taken by Nicholas Zebrzydowski. Politi-

cally Poland was now at the parting ofthe ways
; scenes

of obstruction in the Diets prevented all business from

being accomplished
; and it was becoming impossible

to administer the affairs ofthe country. The fetal theory

diat all business must be done unanimously was wrecking

the possibility of transacting any business at alL

Ife 1606 Sigmund had the courage to propose a reform

ofme Constitution which would establish the principle

that the will of the majority should rule. This proposal

alarmed ZekrTydovrski
; he at once instituted a con-

federation to protest that this proposal was calculated to

destroy personal liberty. As die king showed signs of
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persisting with his proposals the confederation declared

a rokosz, and proceeded to discuss the dethronement of

the king and the election ofBocskay to the monarchy.

Finally the king was driven to arms. He called in the

Quartians, or guards ofthe border, and issued a manifesto

condemning the rokosz. Then he saUied forth and

crushed the rebels at Jamowiec. The Diet, on being

convoked, displayed its customary aversion to any

decisive action. A resolution was passed which referred

to “ malpractices by the king ” and threatened that if,

after three warnings, they were repeated, the people

would be absolved from their allegiance, and a new king

would be appointed. Meanwhile the rebels were still

under arms
; and though Sigismund again defeated them

at Guzow in 1607, and in 1609 a general amnesty was

declared, the right to revolt was in this manner added to

the other rights which precedent permitted to the Polish

szlachta.

Sigismund’s external enemies included his own people

of Sweden, who invaded the Polish province of Livonia
in 1600. Two years later, Zamoyski, with but a small

force, gave them batde, and they suffered so badly that

Charles IX. offered to renounce all claim to the province

if Sigismund would abandon for ever his own claim to

the crown of Sweden. This the Polish ruler refused, and
the war dragged on. In 1604 the Swedes were defeated

at Weisenstein, and at Kirchholm in 1605 ; but it was not

till 1630 that the province was returned to Poland by the

Treaty ofAltmark.

The claims raised to the crown of Muscovy by the

various impostors who posed as the actually murdered
Demetrius gave Sigismund an opportunity ofmaintaining

Poland’s eternal quarrel with the Czar, and of carrying

the war into Muscovite territory. In 1610 the great
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general Zolkiewski defeated the Muscovites at Kluszyno,

and captured the upstart Czar Vasily Shuisky. Wladislaw,

the sixteen-year-old son of Sigismund, was crowned

Czar
;
and in the next year the strong border fortress of

Smolensk was taken by the Poles. This they retained

when peace was made at Deulino, Wladislaw in the

meantime having had to leave liis throne at Moscow in

some haste.

Sigismund died in 1632, havmg, through no fiult of

his own, failed to establish the power of Poland and

consolidate the kingdom by force of arms. His reign

produced the greatest generals of the day
; among them

Zolkiewski, Ciodkiewicz, and Koniecpolski, each of

whom achieved astonishing success with tlie most

inadequate forces. The miserliness of each successive

Diet prevented the cstabHshment and equipment of any

substantial army, however, even for the defence of

Greater Poland itself. Pay was not forthcoming for

the small armies these leaders were able to muster, and

it became impossible to follow up even the most brilliant

victory. Sigismund was equally unfortunate poUtically.

His attempt to reform the Constitution rebounded on
himself, and with even greater force upon his successor,

from whom the nobles exacted still further curtailment

ofdie attributes of the Crown.

Hie Crown devolved quite naturally upon his son

Wladislaw. There was no long interregnum, no excitii^

election, no division ofdie nobles into two camps. They
were agreed as one man that Wladislaw was the only

possible king. He was popular, and ofan agreeable and
generous disposition

; and accordingly they prepared

the pacta conventa for him to sign, expecting they might
exact much from so frcile a nature. Their anticipations
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were justified, for on bemg crowned he swore, among

other things, never to declare an offensive war, nor form

alliances, nor hire mercenaries, without the consent of

the Diet or of the Senate. He promised also to relieve

the nobles of the land tax and the hearth tax, and to fill

all the vacant offices of State within a certain time.

The land tax and the hearth tax were the only taxes

formerly demanded firom the nobles. They now ex-

plained that they wished them removed, as they savoured

of servitude. As the nobles owned practically all the

land ofPoland, it is easy to see how these remissions cur-

tailed the ordinary revenues of the State—always in-

sufficient. But "Wladislaw needed help to resist his former

subjects, the Muscovites, who were now laying siege to

Smolensk. Therefore he agreed to all that was asked

ofhim. When he asked his first Diet for money to arm

against the Muscovites, he was refused. The case was

urgent *, he pawned his aown, and sold the Elector of

Brandenberg an exemption fiom homage for East

Prussia, and so gathered together a force of some 15,000

men. With these he relieved Smolensk, and made with

the Czar the treaty ofPolanowo. Then he turned on the

Turb, and these now proving placable, he returned to

Warsaw in triumph.

One among the many things every Polish king was

made to promise on coronation was to maintain at his

own expense a fleet in the Baltic. Wladislaw attempted

to carry out his promise. He bought some ships, and

established two naval bases near Danzig. When the

Swedes owned the Baltic provinces, they drew a large

revenue firom port tolls at Pillau and other places.

Wladislaw now proposed to maintain his fleet with

money obtained in the same way. The Senate gladly

endorsed the proposal, but the port of Danzig refused

U9
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to pay. "When the new fleet was sent to bring them to

reason, the burghers of Danzig called in the Danes,

who destroyed the vessels. Nor could Wladislaw in-

duce his legislature even to punish the people of

Danzig for this outrage on the first and, for about

three hundred years the only Polish fleet.

Sheer despair at his Diets and his Senate appears to

have driven Wladislaw to contemplate an absolute

monarchy. That was only possible if he were backed

by a strong army of mercenaries ; and for this purpose

he designed the Cossacks of the Ukraine. The Ukraine

was the debatable land about the mouth of the river

Dnieper, and here, as at the mouth of most of the large

rivers, a community of Slavonic backwoodsmen had

settled. The Ukrainian Cossacks occupied a peculiar

position in respect to Poland, since they helped to guard

the border. They comprised men ofm kinds and con-

ditions—knights who had been outlawed, or who loved

adventure ; and serfi who had tired of servitude. They

had fortified the mud islands at the river’s mouth and

made them almost impregnable ; and they firequendy

went on plundering expemtions in their wooden skiffs,

victimizing the Turkish ports for preference, and selling

their plunder to the merchants of Poland Stephen

Batory found them excellent soldiers, and added six

regiments of them to his army. They were infantry

exclusively at first, but he mounted two thousand of

them, and they developed a genius for cavalry fighting.

They also improvised defensive camps with their wagons
(presumably on the lines of the Boer laager), and in

toese tahors they proved invaluable at covering a retreat

or fighting a rearguard action. Batory had given them
rights and privil^es ; the town of Tretechimorin as a

capital
; the right of electing their own Hetman ; and a

IJO
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flag, a horsetail, and a mirror as signs of their worth.

They had their own elective council, to which alone they

owed allegiance
;
and as they drew pay fom the Polish

Diet as soldiers, their independent position disturbed the

Polish nobles not a htde. Whenever possible the Diet

withheld their pay, and otherwise treated them with

surprising lack of consideration. They were first-class

fightii^ material, and better disposed to the Poles than

to the Tatars, whose border rai^ they repelled, or the

Turks, whose seaports they plundered for the benefit

of the Polish merchants.

Among this people there now arose a man with a

grievance, Bohdan Chmielnicki. His farm had been

burned and his in&nt son slain by a Polish noble ; and

he could obtain no redress. Before the king himself

it had been shown that he had no right to own land

;

and the king was not able to help him. But Wladislaw

put a sword in his hand, and told him, “ You are a soldier

now,” and Bohdan served in his army. Later he joined

the Cossacks, and became their Hetman, and a diom in

the side ofthe Turks. The relations that existed between

this man and the king can with difficulty be defined. It

is established that 'V^dislaw in the later years of his

reign received emissaries firom the Cossadcs, and diat the

sudden junction ofBohdan and a band of Tatars did not

disturb the king as seriously as might have been expected.

Potocki marched out to meet them, and was defeated at

Koisun in 1648 ; and the news had hardly reached

Poland when Wladislaw died. In 1650 another victory

was won by Bohdan at Pilawice, during the reign of

John Casimir.

Then began a reign of terror in the Ukraine. The

Cossacks showed by unimaginable cruelties how real was

their hate for the Polish nobles. The latter sought refuge
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in their strongest castles, and humbler folk fled as fer into

the interior as they could penetrate. Whatever may have

been the plans of Wladislaw, John Casimir was in no

way privy to them. He undertook personal negotiations

with the firebrand Bohdan ;
but while these were pro-

ceeding, Jeremiah Wisniowiecki fell upon the Cossacks

and defeated them with great slaughter at Zbaraz. A
peace afterwards made at Zborow was not observed, and

Bohdan, defeated at Berestesko, turned to the Czar for

help.

In 1654 the Muscovites invaded Lithuania, and

Charles X. of Sweden considered it a good opportunity

to attack Poland. He swept through Pomerania into

Great Poland and entered Warsaw in August 1655

;

and by the end of October Cracow was in his hands.

As a matter of expediency he was offered the Polish

crown under the customary constitutional conditions.

His reply was to proclaim hunself king ofthe hereditary

monarchy ofPoland ; and to emphasize his meaning, he

exacted heavy levies of money firom the nobles, and

showed his distaste for Catholics by actual persecution.

Soon, however, the affairs of his own kingdom recalled

him to Sweden, and John Casimir seized the chance to

form a confederation in the Palatinate of Belz, among

its members being John Sobieski. When Charles re-

turned he found that half Poland was already lost to

him, and an encounter with John Sobieski did not bring

him much consolation, as his forces narrowly escaped

disaster between the Vistula and the San. Then he kid

siege to Danz^ ; while John Casimir, with a strong

force, recovered Warsaw. Charles did not leave him
loi^ in possession of the capital, and in the first flush of

his success proposed a partition ofthe conquered territory.

The Czar, the Elector of Brandenberg, and Rakoezy,
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Prince of Transsylvania, were invited to share the spoils

with him.

But at thisjuncture Denmark declared war on Sweden,

and Austria also prepared for attack. Poland lost its

attractions for Charles, and inJune 1657, he abandoned the

country, to the great reliefof the king. At the same time

death freed John Casimir of another awkward adversary

in the person of the inveterate Bohdan. The Cossacks

lost their spur to enmity, and subsided into comparative

quiescence. John was dbo able to make peace with the

Grand Elector of Brandenberg by forfeiting his claim to

suzerainty (1658), and in 1660 made peace with Sweden

by the Treaty of Oliva. Hitherto John Casimir, who
like an earlier king ofPoland, had left a monastery for the

throne, had managed by great good fortune to maintain

his position. But he still had the ruler of Muscovy to

face. Soon the Czar Alexis invaded Lithuania and

captured Wilna, the capital Potocki and Lubomirski,

going out to meet him, found the Muscovites encamped

at Cudnow, where they awaited reinforcements of

Cossacks. The Polish generals turned aside and suc-

ceeded in overwhelming the latter at Slobodyszcza

;

then returned to Cudnow, where they surprised and

captured the main Russian force.

For the first time Poland had a real breathing-space.

It was occupied, however, in intrigues of the most

ruinous kind. The first was a plot to provide a French

successor to John Casimir, and was engineered in the

first place by his queen, Louise Gonzaga de Nevers.

The chosen candidate was the young Due D’Enghien,

and the method employed was the customary one of

corruption. First the Senators were suborned with

bribes—^to the great anger of the lesser nobility, who
found a champion in Lubomirski, the Grand Marshal
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Lubomirski’s protest was entirely justifiable, since the

plot was unconstitutional, but ms action ended in his

exile. The victorious army had also a grievance in the

matter of anears of pay, which the Diet refused to

remedy. The army pointed to the wealth ofthe Church,

and brought down upon themselves the enmity of the

clerics. Sobieski came to the rescue, and paid enough

firom his private purse to induce the army to renew me

defence gainst the aggressive Muscovites.

A more serious dmger than the Muscovite now

threatened, however, for the Cossacks had joined forces

with a Tatar horde numbering quite 100,000, and were

invading the southern provinces of Poland. Sobieski

agam hastened to the rescue, and inflicted an

exemplary defeat on the Tatars at Podh^ce, while the

Cossacks were glad to make peace. Then, in 1668,

John Casimir decided to return to his cloister, and accord-

ingly relinquished the throne.

The consequent interregnum lasted nearly two yean.

It would be idle to recapitulate all the candidates for the

vacant throne. Among them were :

(1)
The Prince of Cond6, the hope ofFrance, who was

supported by the French wife of John Sobieski, and in

consequence by Sobieski himself.

(2) Charles of Lorraine, openly supported by Austria.

(3)
Philip William of Neuberg, the candidate oflfered

by both France and Austria by way of compromise.

(4)
The son of the Czar, in support ofwhose interests

80,000 Muscovites were massed on the Polish frontier.

The customary lavish expenditure ofmoney preceded

the election, and the sittings of the Diet were marked

by the usual display of force. At the most exciting

moment somebody raised the cry of “ A Piast,” and the
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Poles gave expression to their customary dislike offore^

princes. The candidates, who had been assiduous in

intrigue and bribery for two years, were promptly

abandoned, and Michael Wisniowiecki was produced

from an obscurity he appeared to covet. With teaK

he protested that he had not sought this honour ; but

the Poles shouted “ Long live I^g Michael Wisnio-

wiecki,” and the election was over.

Patient research reveals no reason for this remarkable

choice. The new king was in no way distinguished;

he was not wealthy, and he hated the first man m the

kingdom, John Sobieski. His father was that Jeremiah

Wisniowiecki who had routed the Cossacb, and the

very name was loathed in Ukraine. The first result of

the election was to bring down the Tatars and Cossacks

in swarms upon Poland. They were encountered by

Sobieski, who drove them out, but recommended that

concessions be made to the Cossacb. The king took

the opposite view, and when the matter came for con-

sideration before the Diet, he found a pretext for dissolv-

ing the assembly.

King Michael had been betrothed to the daughter of

Sobie^’s sister ; but an Austrian intrigue was now in

progress with the object of uniting him to Eleanor, the

daughter of the Emperor Leopold. This marriage suited

the king for political reasons, and he entered into it

without consisting the Diet, an unconstitutional step

which made him more unpopular than ever.

Meanwhile his obstinacy in refusing to conciliate the

Cossacb had borne finiit. Bohdan’s successor, a man

named Doroszensko, paid a visit to the Sultan, who
granted him protection and made him Hospodar of the

Ubaine. A swarm of Tatars was sent gainst Poland—

and though the suspicious king alleged and perhaps

IJ5
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actually believed that Sobieski had secretly directed their

attack, this really redoubtable warrior was again sent out

to encounter them. The Cossacks were on their way to

join forces, but Sobieski, by rapid travelling, got between

the two armies and dispelled the Tatars. Then he turned,

and once more disposed of the Cossacks. So the danger

was again averted. But Sobieski knew that the real

danger lay in the Sultan, whose attack must inevitably

come sooner or later, and he tried to rouse the king

to prepare for a struggle. His efforts were worse than

useless ;
he became actually ill from ch^rin, and retired

to his estate at Zohdew to recover. Whereupon his

sympathetic army formed a confederation and succeeded

m forcing the hand of the king, with the result that

Sobieski was in time after all to check the victorious

inroad of the Sultan.

That monarch had marched upon Kamieniec, and

taken it. He then turned on Leopol, when the Polish

army encountered him at Buczacz. Sobieski struck

shrewdly and hard, routing the Turks with great loss,

and was preparing to follow up his success when his

sovere^ made a hasty and ill-judged peace. By the

Treaty of Buczacz he ceded to the Sultan not only

Kamieniec, but all Ukraine and Podolia, and further

agreed to pay tribute in the sum of 22,000 ducats a

year. The Diet, however, encouraged by the indignant

Sobieski, refused to ratify the Treaty, and in 1673 the

unkmented Michael died, setting Sobieski’s hands free—

as it afterwards proved—to save Europe from the Turk.
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CHAPTER XV

JOHN SOBIESKI AND THE DEUVERANCE OF VIENNA

John Sobieski, who was next elected to the Polish throne,

was descended from an ancient Polish family, and had

inherited a large estate from his father. He had enjoyed

the advantage of a good education, his tutor being a

celebrated Polish scholar named Stanislaw Orzechowski.

He had also the advantage of early travel, having spent

some time in Paris and even visited London, a rare thing

for a Polish noble at that time. His wealth, his fine

presence, and his skill in arms gave him very great

influence, and his services to John Casimir against

Charles X. of Sweden were so notable that when the

danger was over the king made him Chmzy, or standard

bearer of the Crown.

His highly successful campaign against the Muscovites

has already been described. It has also been related fliat

he maintained a fighting army from his own private

purse while the Muscovite danger remained urgent. He

subsequently had the misfortune—there is no omer word

for it, thoi^h Sobieski himself appears not to have

suspected it—to encounterJ^ary, the widowed daughter

of the French Count d’Arquien. She was then thirty

years of age, but looked no more than twenty. She was

of a vivacious nature, and bore her widowhood of a

month lightly enough. Encouraged by the Queen,

Louise de Nevers, John Sobieski married her out ofhand

;
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and thereafter could not disentangle himself from the

eternal French intrigues at the Court of Poland.

John Casimir, during his reign, treated SobiesH -with

the distinguished consideration his services merited.

After the exile of Lubomirski he appointed him Grand

Marshal in his stead. On his subsequent return from a

victorious campaign i^ainst the Tatars and Cossacks,

he was made Grand General as well. As Grand Marshal

he was at the head of the administration, received am-

bassadors, and wielded wide dvil powers. As Grand

General, he had absolute control over the army—

a

matter of unparalleled good fortune for Poland.

The election of Michael Wisniowiedd as king, on the

abdication ofJohn Casimir, was distasteful to Sobieski for

two reasons. He was pledged, through the intrigues

ofhis wife, to the selection ofthe Prince ofCond6
; and

the failure of the latter’s candidature involved him in

considerable domestic unhappiness. The jealousy of the

new kii^ tied his hands at die most critical moments

;

and the royal ineptitude diverted much of the benefit

Poland should have derived from the brilliant feats of

arms of Sobieski. His king seemed to be alone in deny-

ii^ him the appreciation that was his due. After the

weat victory over the Tatars at Podhajce the Diet hailed

him as the saviour of Poland. When the birth of his

eldest son James coincided with this success, all the

monardis of Christendom competed for the honour of

acting as godparents ; in the end Louis XIV. of France

was godfrther, and Queen Henrietta Maria of England

godmother. Great honour was ^ain paid him in his

own country when, after the batde of Buczacz, and the

peace (however inglorious) that followed, the Diet

greeted him, amid scenes of unexampled enthusiasm, as

a hero “ who seemed, if the system of Pythagoras be
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true, to unite in his own frame the souls of all the great

captains and good citizens of the past.” The same Diet

did him the more substantial honour of reversing the

shameful peace of Buczacz. To carry on the war they

arranged to raise an army of 60,000 men, and to place

full authority in his able hands. It is quite true that the

money for the army was not forthcoming, but the

confidence his fellow-countrymen invested in him cer-

tainly moved Sobieski deeply.

He expressed his gratitude by draining his own purse

for this purpose ; and the Pope, whom tradition credits

with unfailmg generosity towards warriors against the

infidel, came to his assistance with a substantial sum. A
treasure mamtained at Cracow for extreme emergencies

was also drawn upon, and finally Sobieski went out to

meet the Turks, who were entrenched, 80,000 strong, at

Chocim. The Polish army was outnumbered by three

to one, but the military genius of Sobieski more than

made amends. He succeeded in routing them utterly,

and was engaged in the valuation of the spoils when the

news was brought him of the death of King Michael.

However, there was still work to be done in the field,

and he remained to do it, notwithstanding the fact that

a Diet had been called and had already met for the

election of a new king. Great was the surprise of the

nobles to learn thatJohn Sobieski was not there. Queen
Eleanor, the widow of Michael, was deeply concerned

in the election : she wished to marry Charles of Lor-

raine, and shrewdly conceived that this might be made
a condition of his election. Another candidate was the

Duke of Neuberg, the son of that Philip William who
had been rejected when Michael was elected ; he was
supported by Louis XIV.
The Diet had already descended to demonstrations of
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anger and abuse when the news arrived thatJohn Sobieski

was coming. When it was verified, the whole Diet

went forth to meet him ; and his entry into Warsaw

was truly a notable event. His few but chosen followers

led the procession ; then came sixty-sk banners captured

on the field of Chocim, and brought, as he subsequently

explained, as a present for the future king ; then the

burly figure of Sobieski himself, a man of great girth

and stature, on a great grey horse ; and, last of all, a long

line of captured Janissaries, the first ever seen in Warsaw.

After greeting Sobieski with great warmth and en-

thusiasm, the Diet resumed its dehberations. Many
amiiTin

g assemblies were held atWarsaw, but this one was

perhaps the largest and the most splendid. The nobles

with dieir retainers were said to have numbered 150,000

;

the assembled envoys and princes, with their retinues,

came from every State in Europe. Imposing and pictur-

esque as ever, on this occasion the city gleamed gaily, a

white vista of stone towers and wooden gables, under

the brilliant summer sun. No Pole who attended had

not made every sacrifice to be attired worthily
;

all bore

arms ; aU revelled in the excitement and ostentation of

the occasion, and the pleasures and profits of the victory

against the Turks. Great sums of money were spent in

feasts and tournaments, and the burghers reaped a rich

harvest of gold. ' Nevertheless, the election had its

sinister side, and there were constant wranglings between

the supporters and retainers of the various candidates,

invariably ending in the flashing of swords, and the

letting of blood. More dignified were those quarrels

which were settled by tourneys, conducted with all the

chivalric p^eantry of an age that for almost all other

nations had passed.

Sobieski himself added to the confusion of issue that
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really lay at the root of this fantastic assembly by making

a speech in which he urged the claim of the Prince of

Cond^. It was not possible that he could be chosen, but

the fact that he was supported by Sobiesld was enough to

destroy the chances of any other candidate. The election

was ended at last hy an inspiration of Jablonowski, the

Palatine of Red Russia. “ Poles,” he cried, “ ifwe are

deliberating here on the election of a king, if the most

illustrious dynasties are courting our suffirages, if our

hberty remains secure, to whom do we owe it all > ” The

suggestion was not slow to be seized upon, and the cry of
“ Sobieski !

” came firom a thousand Polish throats.

The deputies recalled his great deeds, his greater charac-

ter ; they remembered that he too was a Piast ; and they

raised the cry of “ Long live King John Sobieski !
”

It

remained, however, for Sobieski himself—hero and

patriot, he was still conservative by instinct and a lover

of caution and custom—to point out that the sun had

now set, and that no election could take place on that

evening. He was urged to set precedent aside. It was

represented to him by his friends that any delay in the

election might be fatd to his chances and to the welfrre

of Poland. He chose to adhere to precedent.

But Poles could be generous, and the Diet proved as

generous as he. His wife was not liked, and it had been

suggested as a condition of his election that he should

divorce her and marry the viddow of Michael The

condition was proposed to him on the following day,

but he indignantly opposed it. His refusal, however,

did not affect the unanimous vote ofhis countrymen, and

when the Diet dissolved, the choice it had made was the

worthiest in all its history.

John Sobieski did not wait to be aowned. His brief

am i6i 11
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abseace from tbe seat ofwar had been die signal for the

return of the Turks and Tatars. They captured a Polish

army at Chocim, the recent scene of his own great

victory, and put every man to the sword. But they did

not abide his coming, and the summer drew to a close

•without his being able to effect an encounter. A winter

campaign was a new experience to the Polish nobles,

but as the king announced his intention of staying in

camp for the winter, his army stayed tvidi him. The

Lithuanians, however, led by Michael Pac, an inveterate

enemy ofSobieski, deserted and went home. Thus it was

•with a small army, but a resolute, that he met the Turb
outside the walls of Leopol. He was oumumbered by

eight to one, but he led his cavalry against die enemy in

a charge whose violence and v^our nothing could •with-

stand. As he advanced, it is told, the summer sky became

overcast, and a sudden storm of cold hail hurled itself

in the feces of the enemies of Poland. The elements

themselves seemed to ride widi Sobiesld’s little band of

horsemen, and the Turb turned and fled. John Sobiesb

chased them aaoss the Danube, then returned reluctantly

to Warsaw and the ctowti that awaitedhim there. “ Like

an eagle he moved to the enemy,” said an old chronicler,

“ like a tortoise to the throne.” He was crowned at

.

Cracow in 1676.

His fint task -was the appointment of officials to the

chiefoffices ofState. Here hechose the most meritorious,

notwithstanding the feet that theywere his old opponents.

Declining to hold the post of Grand General any longer,

he appointed Demetrius Wisniowieeb in his stead. As

Primate he appointed Olszewski
; as Grand Marshal

Lubonurski, the son of his old enemy
; and as second

general Jablonotvsb. Then, in accordance 'with his fixed

determination to see the quarrel •with the Sultan through
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to the end, he asked for a bigger and better army. The

Polish forces consisted mainly of cavalry
;
what infantry

there was had nothing to recommend it. He succeeded

in getting the sanction ofthe Diet to the raising ofa force

of30,000 good foot soldiers, and to bringing the strength

of the army up to 75,000. An attempt to defeat his

proposals he met—and it is characteristic of his tenacity

ofpurpose—by holding a continuous sitting of the Diet

for forty hours, and remaining there all the time.

This army was never actually at his disposal, but he

went out to meet the Turks with something even better.

The battle ofLeopol, and the blinding storm ofhail, had

made for him a sufficient reputation with the Turkish

janissaries, who regarded him as one for whom Allah

was always fighting, against whom, ffierefore, it was

useless to contend. He found his old enemies inclined

to peace, and accordingly entered into a treaty with them

at Zurawno. The Sultan retained Kamieniec and about

one-third ofthe Ukraine ; while the question ofPodolia

was left in abeyance. Such terms were infinitely better

than those made by Michael at Bucaaez, though even

these left something to be desired.

His next Diet, without considering that these were great

advantages for an army of 30,000 at the most to have

wrested from 100,000 ofthe most vigorous and courage-

ous of soldiers, complained bitterly of the cession of

Kamieniec. The King explained diat the recovery of

the dty was only delayed, but the Diet dissolved with

some bad feeling. However, the peace was never really

observed, for a new Grand Vizier had come into power.

Kara Mustaft—^Mustafii the Black—had had no ex-

E'ence of Sobieski and consequendy had no fear of

. He refused to confirm the treaty ofZurawno, and

demanded that Podolia be ceded forthwith.
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This ambitious Grand Vitier was hatching a scheme

which mvolved more than an attack on Poland. He
planned the conquest of the whole of Central Europe.

His first blow was to be aimed at Austria. AsMohammed
took Constantinople so would Mustafii capture Vienna,

and clear the way to a Turkish Empire extending as fer

north as the Baltic. Sobieski, whose apprehensive eyes

were continually turned to the source ofdanger at Con-

stantinople, seems to have probed the plan before it was

even suspected elsewhere, and to have approached the

Pope for aid in averting it. The King’s path was made

easier by the rupmre of his old intimate relations with

France. The Queen, who wished to visit Paris as a

monarch, had been warned that she, the daughter of

a doubtful count and the wife of an elected King, could

not expect royal honours at the French Court. Her wish

that a dukedom should be conferred upon her fother was

not honoured, and she was bitter in her complaints of

French ingratitude. Her humour for once suited the

King, and, with the aid of the Pope, he angled for an

atrai^ement with Austria. The Pope, as ever, was well

disposed towards a Crusade against the infidel
; and was

willing to subsidize it. The Emperor Leopold, who did

not see the danger that threatened him, but was at war

with Prance, was eager to detach a powerful French

adherent. He promised to add 60,000 men to the 40,000

promised by Poland, and to address Sobieski as Majesty,

an honour he had previously withheld fi:om die elected

Kings ofPoland.

Kara Mustafii had gathered 300,000 men at Con-
stantinople, and opened die proceedings with a feint at

Hungary. Duke Charles of Lorraine was thereupon

despatched with 30,000 troops to meet him, when the

attack suddenly turned, and die Turks headed strait
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for Vienna. Lorraine also turned, just in time to make

some preparation for the defence ofthe city.

The inhabitants were in a state ofconfusion and tenor.

On die night before Lorraine’s entry, the craven Emperor,

with his whole court, had abandoned the city to the fiite

that seemed inevitable. “ Nothing was heard,” says the

historian, “ but reproaches against his ministers and the

baneful influence of the Jesuits, and exeaations against

a sovereign who, after drawing on them the enmity of

the Turks, had left them without protection. The dty

was unprepared for resistance, surrounded with an ex-

tensive suburb, the fortifications dilapidated, and the

garrison unequal to its defence. On one side people were

hurrying fiom the country to the capital as to an asylum

;

on the other, die burghen followed the example oftheir

sovereign in flyir^ fiom a place whidi seemed devoted

to destruction. The roads were aowded vntb fugitives

and covered with carriages laden with valuable eSects

;

the churches and public places filled with the aged and

the helpless, imploring Heaven for protection.”

The arrival of the Duke ofLorraine at Vienna effected,

in some measure, a recovery ofequanimity. In conjunc-

tion with Count Stahremberg, the brave and skilful

governor ofthe dty, he hastily prepared for a si^e. The

suburb was destroyed, the fortifications rapidly repaired,

the burghers drilled to assist in the defence. Hnally

Lorraine left 8,000 of his own infintry to reinforce the

garrison, and with his avalry rode out aaoss the Danube,

with a view, as fir as possible, to harassing the movements

and interrupting the communications of the Turkish

army, until a relieving force should arrive from Germany

or from Poland.

Kara Mustafi appeared before Vienna onJuly 14, 1683,

and proceeded at once to the investment of the dty.
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Throughout the siege the most gallant endeavours were

made by the Duke ofLorraine, in spite ofthe inadequacy

of the force under him, to deter and destroy the oiemy.

He succeeded in repelling an attack on Presburg, thereby

savmg an important passage over the Danube, and in

repressing Tatar incursions and risings of malcontents in

Moravia. Notwithstanding, the siege continued with

unabated severity. “ The besieged,” runs the narrative,

“ were driven to the last extremities for want of pro-

visions
;

thinned by sickness and the sword, they saw

the enemy in possession of the principal outworks, and

were in hourly expectation of being taken by storm.

Every hope of relief seemed exdnct, every exertion

unavailing.”

Meanwhile urgent messages were being sent to

Sobieski, who was busy preparing his army at Cracow.

Lorraine sent courier after courier to hasten its movement
by reports of the increasing success of the siege, and the

weakening efforts of the defenders. The Emperor him-

self, in despair at the imminentM ofhis capital, pressed

the Polish King to set out for Viema without waiting

until his own army should be ready. “ My troops,”

Leopold wrote, “ are now assembling
;
the bridge over

the Danube is already constructed at Tulu to afford you

a passage. Place yourselfat their head; however inferior

in number, your name alone, so terrible to the enemy,

will ensure a victory !

”

The invitation prevailed. Sobieski had grown enor-

mously in bulk—indeed, it was common knowledge

that he had to be helped on his horse—and the Turks

were confident that he would never take the field. Even
his own allies, who had offered him the leadership ofthe
combined armies, hardly expected him to accept. But

on the arrival of the Emperor’s message he saddled his
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horse, gave orders to his army to march for Vienna

immediately it was ready, and rode out from Cracow

at the head of 2,000 horsemen. He made the 350 miles

from Cracow to Vienna in ten days.

At Tulu, however, the Polish general found the bridge

unfinished, and no troops assembling, as Leopold had

declared, but those few already under the Duke of

Lorraine. Deeply disappointed and disgusted, Sobieski

is reported to have exclaimed, “Does the Emperor

consider me as an adventurer ? I quitted my own army

to command his. It is not for myself but for him I

fight !
” At the instance ofLorraine—a generous prince

and a fine soldier, who declared his pride at serving under

so renowned a warrior—Sobieski was induced to await

the arrival ofhis own troops, which readied the Danube

on 5th September. Four days later they were joined by

the German reinforcements. With an army increased

in all to about 60,000 men, Sobieski advanced against the

Turks. On the night ofthe i ith the beleaguered garrison

and dozens received encouraging signals from the army

of relief. On the following morning, September 12,

1683, they were moved to tears ofjoy and gratitude by

the sight of the Christian banners raised on the Calem-

berg. The siege was raised.

As we have said, the Turks did not dream foat Sobieski

would stir from Cracow to disturb thdr plans. He fell

upon them at a momait when their last desperate effort

to take the town by storm had been repulsed, and his cool

and intrepid generalship turned a temporary check into

a terrible rout. The Poles were placed on the tight wing,

rmder JablonowskL hr the centre were the Bavarians

and other German forces, commanded by Prince Wal-

deck. The Austrians, led by Lorraine, were on the left.

The advance over broken ground was made in the early
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part of a very hot day, and tte attack preceded by

accurate use ofthe Polish artillery. Then came the whirl-

wind avalry charge, which the Turks had never been

able to withstand. It was delivered at the close ofthe day,

and darkness came on to save the ranks of the infidel.

During the night of nth September Mustafe secredy

withdrew his forces from before the walls of Vienna,

andby the foEowing evening his whole army had reached

the Raab—so preci|)itate was their flight. In the morn-

ing, when Sobieski’s troops burst into the Turkish hues,

they found the enemy gone, but m his place an almost

incredible booty—all the Turkish tents, baggage,

ammunition, and provisions
; one hundred and eighty

pieces of artillery ; the ensigns of the Vizier Mustafii’s

authority ; and even a standard, supposed to be the sacred

banner ofMahomet. The ununaginable splendour ofthe

spoils inspired Sobieski, with clwacteristic geniaHty, to

write to his queen :
“ The Grand Vizier has left me his

heir, and I inherit millions of ducats. When I return,

I shall not be met with the reproach of the Tatar wives,
‘ You are not a man, because you come back without

booty !

’ ” Afterwards, however, when he had muni-

ficendy distributed his own share of the plunder among
those Austrians who complained that the greater part

had fiillen into the hands of the Poles, while they them-

selves had incurred the heaviest losses, he was to write :

“I shall have nothing to bring home to you but the

bufeloes and die camels.”

On the morning of lath September Sobieski entered

Vienna. “ As he passed through die camp and the ruins

of the town,” reads the stirring chronicle, *‘he was
surrounded by the inhabitants, who hailed him with the

tides of Father and Deliverer, struggled to kiss his feet,

to touch his garment or his horse, and testified rhpir

I(S8
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gratitude by marks of affection wliich rose almost to

adoration.” At the Cathedral of St. Stephen a service

ofthanksgiving was held, and a discourse preached from

the apposite text :
“ There was a man sent from God

whose name was John.” The Viennese forgot their own
monarch in their generous haste to pay honour to the

Polish King
;

and to this fret, and to a very natural

pique, must be attributed the sour behaviour ofLeopold.

The meeting of the two monarchs did not take place

until 17th September, and then it was ofthe most formal

description. They met on horseback, between the

Austrian and Polish armies
; the Emperor plainly clad

and meanly mounted, awkward in address and de-

meanour
;

the Polish King, with all the dress and de-

portment ofthe soldier he was, rode easily, in spite ofhis

great size, on a splendid courser. At a given signal the

sovereigns advanced, saluted each other and embraced.

The conversation was brief and embanassed. Leopold

neglected to notice Sobieski’s son James, whom it was

proposed to betroth to Leopold’s daughter
;

and his

thanks for the Polish deliverance of Vienna were ex-

pressed with such apparent reluctance that Sobieski

listened with hardly concealed disgust. “ Brother,” he

cried impatiently at last, “lam glad to have done you
this small service,” and turning his horse he rode away.

In spite ofthe remonstrances ofthe chivalrous Duke of
Lorraine, Leopold appears to have continued in his sullen

humour
;
and this, and the dissatisfretion ofthe Bavarian

and Saxon princes also at the Emperor’s deportment,

prevented me victorious troops from immediatdy
tollovting up their victory. Itwas not until 27th OctoW
diat the^es crossed theDanube to attack a Turkish force

at Parkan. Here Sobieski, galloping with charaaeristic

ardour and impatience at the head of his cavalry, was
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surrounded in an ambush, and only the courage and

devotion of his followers, and the timely arrival of aid

from Lorraine, saved his life. The temporary check the

Christian troops received here was soon overcome. On
the following day the Turks were completely over-

thrown. Seven thousand of the enemy were killed in

battle
;
many fled to the fort ofParkan ; the remainder

were drowned in attempting to cross the Danube. The

fort was then taken by die sword, and the survivors

driven into the river. The strongly-fortified dty of

Gran, which had been heldby the Turks for seventy years

past, and was defended by a garrison of 4,000 men, was

the next to fall to die victorious arms of Sobieski ; and

after it surrendered all the odier Hungarian towns which

had been taken by the invader. The Turks were driven

completely out of Hungary.

The dty of Cracow was white with die snows of a

hard winter when SobicsH made his triumphal entry

on Christmas Eve. He had saved Europe from die Turk.

The Ottoman power never recovered from the crushing

blow he dealt it under the wafts of Vieniu ; and the

Turkish dominion, having now reached the extreme ofits

limits in Europe, entered upon its gradual decline. Kara

Mustafr returned a shamefaced ftigidve to Constan-

tinople, where he received from his master, for sinister

reward, the bowstring. Though the name of John

Sobieski rang dirough Europe as that of the saviour of

Christendom, the remainder of his life was nevertheless

a series of disappointments. He made more than one

attempt to regain Kamieniec, the province he had

previously ceded to die Sultan, but seemed doomed to

Mure. Hnafty he recognized that his days of active

service were over, andwent into a retirement so complete

that it was persistendy rumoured that he had died. But
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he had one other object to live for, and to this he now

devoted all his attention.

None recognized better than he the evils that afficted

Poland as a direct consequence of the elective system of

monarchy. The history ofthe country, and the example

ofother lands,proclaimed to him the superior advantages

of a dynastic system. He had trained his eldest son to

succeed him, and he strove by every means in his power

to provide for that succession while he was still aHve.

His first effort was directed towards an alliance with

Austria, in order that his son might have the powerful

support of the Emperor. In this he was disappointed.

The promised match with Leopold’s daughter fell

through
;
and instead his son married the daughter of

Philip of Neuville. The bride was not pleasing tO' the

Queen, and the King’s private life was embittered by

constant quarrels between his wife and his heir. Hrs

open desire to ensure the succession toJames provided his

enemies with a ready weapon, and set his Senate eternally

at CTOSS purposes. So bitterly did he resent the attitude

of the senators that in 1689 he prepared to abdicate, but

the unanimous and openly-expressed desire of die lesser

nobihty, ever his most ardent champions, had the efiect

of restraining him. His death was followed by a bitter

wrangle between the Queen and James Sobiesm, which

ended in James driving his mother and her supporters

ficom Zolkiew, literally at the cannon’s mouth. The ause

of this quarrel, it may be remarked, was the division of

the King’s treasure.

James SobiesH was the fether ofthat Princess Clcmai-

tina who married the elder Pretender and was the mother

of Charles Edward Stuart
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CHAPTER XVI

POLAND AND HIR NHGHBODRS

The gradual decline of Poland, which began with the

extinction of the Jagiellos, was hastened after the death

of John Sobieski by a variety of circumstances. Most

important of these, naturaEy, were the chaotic con-

stitution of the country, and the undue aggrandisement

of one class of the community at the expense of die

others. But the growth in importance of the szlachta,

and their gradual usurpation of all functions of the State,

was accompanied by die rise in size and strength of two

neighbouring Powers, whose innate vigour, diplomatic

cunning, and poHtical unsaupulousness were presendy to

crush the unfortunate kingdom out of existence.

On the East, Moscow had gathered all the separate

States of Russia together, by force of power or of per-

suasion, and welded them mto a great empire. Ivan HI.,

as we have already seen, had extinguished me old Russian

republics of the north, and to die wide territory he left,

his successor Vasili added Novgorod, Siewierski, and

Ryazan. At Vasih’s death his territory extended from

Cnemigoff to the "White Sea and from Livonia to the

river Kama. His successor Ivan IV., Ivan the Terrible,

subdued the Tatars, and successively annexed Kmti and

Astrakhan. He took the tide of Czar, and desired to be

styled “ Czar of all the Russias,” a tide successfully dis-

puted on behalf of Lithuania by Stephen Batory. By
this time the Russians were all gathered into two king-
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doms : the Eastern Russians under the power that was

Muscovy but was fest becomii^ Russia ; the Western

Russians in the Lithuanian division of Poland. When
Ivan died in 1584 he had ended the power exerted in his

kingdom by the boyars, or great barons ; but the

country was then afflicted for over thirty years by

internal dissensions, which so weakened it that a Polish

prince, Wladislaw IV., was actually able to aown him-

selfCzar at Moscow. A more successful era in the history

of the kingdom was inaugurated by the accession of

Michael Romanoff, who, with his father’s assistance,

ended the internal strife, and laid the foundations of the

great power wielded by his successors, Alexis and Theo-

dore. Subsequently Western culture and custom began

to penetrate into Russia, where they found expression

through the genius of Peter the Great (1689-1725). His

internal reforms and capacity for organization first gave

Russia a place among the great nations ofEurope.

Peter the Great succeeded in building up a powerful

internal administration in his country. There was mudi
for Russia and the Russians to learn, and throughout his

reign the country was highly receptive, largely influenced

by outside nations, but exercising little influence in its

turn, save upon its immediate neighbours of Poland and

Turkey. To Peter, the rapid decay ofPoland was plainly

apparent, and the scheme afterwards elaborated by his

successors, of encouraging the disintegratir^ fecton in

the Polish state and so making Poland in every way
subserviait to Russia, was of Im inception. In earlier

reigns Russia had seriously put forward candidates for

election to the throne of Poland, and several Czars had

been disappointed in the hopes they naturally based on

the support they received, as orthodox rulers, in orthodox

Lithuania, as gainst Catholic princes from Western
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countries. Peter himself, however, was content to sup-

port die claims of some prince who could be made

subservient to Russian interests ; and to aggravate the

weaknesses of the Polish constitution into actual disin-

tegrating forces.

As a result of this poHcy, as we shall see, die Polish

noble who was actually elected by the Poles as King of

Poland was driven from the country, through the

machinations of Russia, and a mere puppet of a prince

of Saxony was established, with the support of Russian

troops, in his stead. Every attempt to reform the Polish

constitution, and to abolish the paralysing Uherum veto,

came to be defeated by Russian agents, who employed

this hindrance to legislation in order to suspend or

dissolve any Polish Diet likely to apply itself seriously to

business beneficial to the kingdom. The legitimate heir

to Peter’s poHcy was Catherine the Great, who broi^ht

it to actual finiition. In the dismemberment of Pomd
that resulted, Russia gained the lion’s share.

Catherine the Great was undoubtedly the most re-

markable woman and the ablest ruler of her time. She

was bom in a petty German principahty, and baptized

as the Princess Sophia Augusta Frederica of Anhalt-

Zcrbst Her early upbringing was that of any of die

thousands of lesser German princesses to be foxmd in

central Europe during that period. The turning point

in her life occurred in 1744, when she was but fifteen

years of age, and she left Stettin with her mother for a

visit to St. Petersburg, there to be betrothed to Peter,

the heir to the Russian throne. In the same year the

marriage took place, and this young girl of fifteen,
“ of

a cold and calcuktii^ disposition,” became the Grand

Duchess Eiatherina Alexeievna. Her husband was re-

ported semi-idiotic, though in truth he was only a very
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brutal aad uninteUigent prince. The mutual aversion of

the two was a strong and a natural one ;
and Catherine,

a stranger to Russia and married to a detested husband,

had a difficult rdle to fill. She first sought to make

fiiends and adherents in her new surroundings. She

applied herself with energy to the task of learning the

Russian language. She cast off her old environment

and everything likely to identify her with it. She

became more Russian than the Russians themselves.

The task of self-education to mfhich she appHed herself

was firom the beginning a congenial one. The range of

her reading and study soon became remarkably wide

;

and she established personal relations with many of the

most advanced thinkers of the day, in every part of

Europe. When she was thirty, and after a series oferotic

adventures, she made Gregori Orloff her favourite for

political reasons ; and with his aid and compliance she

formed a party which cmtred in herself and her am-

bitions. Her husband succeeded to the throne in 1762,

and at once fell under the influence ofFrederick the Great,

King of Prussia. It was notorious, however, that he

intended to divorce Catherine, and send her to spend the

rest of her days in a monastery. A number of persons

and influences, aU adroitly manipulated by Catherine,

engaged in a conspiracy against Peter. It ended in his

deposition and murder, through the instrumentality of

the Orloff family ; and Catherine ascended the throne.

Many portraits, true and traditional, have been left

of this remarkable woman. They are all unanimous in

the matter of her considerable physical attractions, her

intellectual power, and the amazing complexity of her

personality. Her whiteness of skin, her wit, her gaiety,

her vivacity have each furnished subject for praise from

the most fastidious of her age, of whatever sex. Her
(4,886) 177 la
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subtlety, her deliberation and tenacity of purpose, her

clarity of vision, and her utter lack of scruple are attested

by her achievements. Her personaHty was ofso dominat-

ing a quality that by its full exercise she invariably con-

trived to subjugate the men she chose as instruments of

her will. The character and career of one of these, in the

person of Stanislaw Poniatowski, the last King ofPoland,

and one of the ablest and most accomplished of his race,

if lacking in courage of any high order, provides a tragic

testimony to her feminine arts and artifices as to her deep

political ainning. She planned for Russia a new and

successful foreign poHcy, and made the country no longer

a State passively receptive to external influences, but a

Power which might and did impose its will and policy

on great nations. The active mflitary operations of

Russia she contrived to confine to those eastern portions

of Europe where Russia had most to gain, while she

skilfully involved other and rival nations in quarrels

which left her own coimtry free to pursue the aims

dictated by her boundless ambition.

Catherine had need, however, of all the statecraft she

exercised on behalf of her Empire, for her wits were

matched against those of a monarch equally famous and

hardly less remarkable— Frederick of Prussia. The
CTOwth of the power of Prussia out of the lawless

brigandage of the Teutonic Knights furnishes one of the

most important studies in modem history. Indeed, it

is hardly exaggeration to assert, in view of recent events,

that this national growth shaped the destinies of Europe.

It has already been indicated in this work that the

beginnings of the kingdom arose out of and coincided

with the extinction of the Teutonic Order, when Albert

of Brandenburg adopted the Protestant region, and as

the first Duke of Prussia did homage to the Eting of
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Poland for Hs fief of East Prussia. Between that realm

and the Electorate of Brandenburg lay West Prussia,

a portion of the kingdom of Poland, and a desirable

acquisition to the western State, if only on account of

its great port of Danzig. The power of modem
Prussia grew out of the Thirty Years War, and the

gradual weakening of the German Empire by religious

differences which found their expression in those murder-

ous racial conflicts that divided Central Europe into

hundreds of petty principahties. Brandenburg, under

the rule of Frederi<± William, the Great Elector, con-

trived to keep clear of this straggle, and even to derive

profit and advantage fiom it, as also firom the wars

between Poland, Sweden, and Russia. By casting in his

lot with Poland against Swedm he arranged, by the

Treaty ofWehlau in 1657, that the Dukedom of Prussia

should be ceded to him m its entirety, and free of the

homage formerly paid for it to the King of Poland. His

successor, Frederick, who acceded to his throne in 1688,

was the fint King ofPrussia ; and firom him the kingdom

descended to the keeping of Frederick the Great, his

Bom in 1712, Frederick was m his youth the victim of

the capricious sternness of his father Frederick William,

the second King of Prussia. He was brought up on the

principle that anything he desired must be to ms disad-

vantage and undoing. It was of little avail to rebel

against such severity of discipline, such absence of sym-

pathy as he experienced on the part ofhis parents. Once

he planned to leave Prussia and the tyranny to which he

was subject, and, in the company oftwo young officers,

to take refuge at the Court of England. The plot was

discovered, however, and the young Frederick had the

terrible experience of seeing one of his accomplices
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executed before his window. Even he himself did not

escape the threat of death, or the penalty of insubordina-

tion. He submitted then to his father’s will, but was

deprived of his rank in the , army and made to retrieve

his early career by a series of unexampled humiliations.

Like Catherine, he applied himself to the task of self-

education ; and it was at this painful period of his life

that he formed his predilection for the philosophy and

literature of France, later to be commemorated in his

famous friendship with Voltaire. These sympathies were

so marked that he afterwards employed French as his

medium of literary expression, and has left some re-

markable prose and some pretentiously dull poems written

in that language.

Frederidc succeeded to the throne of Prussia in 1740,

and became a monarch as absolute as Catherine herself.

He has placed it on record that he regarded himself as

the “
first servant of the State.” His ministers were his

servants in very fact, and bore no other relation to the

kingdom than that of highly-paid but hard-worked

clerks. His theory ofgovernment and his internal policy

were dear and precise. Prussia was to be raised to the

status ofa Great Powerbysound finance and the organiza-

tion of a strong army. He fulfilled this theory so well in

practice that when he died there were 70,000,000 thalers

in the Treasury, and the standing army of Prussia num-
bered 200,000 highly effident soldiers. In person he was

slightly below the middle height, and even as a young
man inclined to be stout. Tim physical tendency, how-
ever, gave way in his later yean to a disposition to lean-

ness, so reversing the natural habit of his race. The
q^uahties of his mind may be jutted from his written

works. He possessed the dear, colourless intellect of a

man without illusions and without sentiment. like
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Catherine, he maintained intimate relations -with the

greatest thinkers of the day ; and his friendship for Vol-

taire was characteristic of his mental attitude and intel-

lectual sympathies. His policy ofexpansion was directed

for the most part against Austria, and during his reign he

managed to sow die seeds of the strife which toally

robbed that Power of its supremacy among the Teutonic

races. In his own lifetime he deprived it ofthe rich prov-

ince of Silesia, and he was able, single-handed, to wage
a successful war for seven years against the combined

forces of Austria, France, Russia, Saxony and Sweden.

Frederick the Great, like Catherine, foresaw the

eventual extinction of Poland, and like Catherine, he

had a supreme interest in the ultimate possession of the

divided limbs of the victim. The province of West
Prussia, which separated two divisions of his own Iring-

dom, and contained the best port on the Baltic, the half-

German dty of Danzig, was particularly the object of
his envy and desire. Events moved more quickly, how-
ever, than he had originally anticipated

;
and as will

be shown, he was forced to revise his early opinion that

the work of acquiring this province would fall to the

lot of his successor.

These two Great Powers, to the east and to the north-

west of Poland, were both hostile in religious matters

to the Poles. Russia was the greatest surviving sup-

porter ofthe Orthodox Church
; Prussia was the leading

Protestant power upon the Continent ; while Poland^

as we have seen, was the most easterly outpost and

stronghold of Rome. A third and more elderly rival

was ^0 pressing upon the Polish borders, but this was
a power allied to Poland in religious saatiment. Austria

had long exercised a strong influence upon Polish policy

and Ponm government. Like Russia, she had from time
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to time sought to acquire influence in Poland by securing

the elective influence of the Polish nobles. Like the

others, however, Austrian expectations encountered

constant disappointment ; though one Austrian Emperor,

Maximilian, was actually the chosen candidate of the

greater nobility and pursued his claim to the Polish crown

by force of arms. With the growth of Russian and

Prussian influence the waning strength of Austria gradu-

ally revived ; and tins revival coincided •with the com-
paratively harmonious union of the Austrian Empire

with the kmgdom of Hungary under the sceptre of the

young Queen, Maria Theresa. For her sake the Empire

had set aside the SaHc Law, and after a disintegrating

war, setded down to a career of renewed prosperity.

Maria Theresa was a woman of less brilliant qualities

than the two great monarchs whose careers have been

already sketched in this chapter. Her influence with her

people was due in the first place to the chivalrous regard

awakened by her youth, her beauty, and the array of

her enemies in Europe. But she too possessed mental

attributes of no mean order, and moral scruples and a

degree of rectitude ofwhich nonewould willingly accuse

either Catherine or Frederick. She was the senior of

both, and already an old woman when the events that

led to the dismemberment ofPoland occurred. The fact

that enough of ambition for power and territory still

survived in her to quench her religious sympathy and
her qualms of conscience furnished the last misfortune

that could have occurred to the unhappy kingdom of
Poland. Its end was hastened by the abanwnment,
however reluctant, of moral principle and the claims of
justice on the part of a woman whose public reign and
personal career admirably reflected her high qualities and
sympathies.
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CHAPTER XVn

THE SAXON KINGS

John Sobeski’s death in 1696 left unfulfilled the two

great ambitions ofhis life. The first was to found a new

Polish dynasty ; and this he had hoped to accomplish

by assuring the succession of his son, James SobiesH, to

die throne. The other ambition, easier and nearer of

accomplishment, was to drive the Turks out of Podolia

and the dty of Eamieniec.

He had striven to prepare the way to the succession of

his son by contracting for him an ambitious alliance. He

selected for him as spouse the sister of the Emperor of

Austria. And although this plan miscarried, in the

intriguing that preceded the next election the whole

support of Austria was exerted on behalf of the son of

the dead monarch. But there were many other influential

candidates, and each had a strong backing ftom one of

those Powers whose foreign pohcy included a perpetual

intervention in the aftaits of^ Poles.

The first choice of France—for Louis had at least two

candidates—was Prince Henry of Cond^
;
the other was

Prince Louis of Conti Prussia oftered a candidate in the

person of the Margrave Lewis William ofBaden Baden.

Frederick Augustus, the most Protestant Elector of

Saxony, intimated his willingness to sacrifice everything,

even ms Protestantism, to hdp the Polish nation.

The sdf-seddng of the Dowager Queen ruined any
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diance of election that James Sobieski may ever have

possessed. Mary d’Arquien has been described as the

bad angel of Jolin Sobieski’s reign
;
her fatal infliipn ce

penisted after his death to baulk his most cherished

ambition. Her greed, her constant intrigues with France,

and her total lack ofany consideration for PoHsh interests,

effectually stultified the hopes of her son, and reduced

Austrian effort to a determined plan to keep the French

princes off the throne. In this the Emperor received

the support of his neighbours, all of whom preferred a

German to a Frencliman. The Margrave of Baden

received but half-hearted support, and retired firom the

contest, leaving the Elector stiU in the field. Frederick

Augustus had abandoned his army and his Protestantism

at the same moment, and he was well suppHed with

money ;
nevertheless the Diet of 1697 gave a majority

of votes to the Prince of Conti. The Czar had sworn to

invade Poland if a Frenchman were cliosen, and pre-

suming on Peter’s threat the Elector took up arms.

Thereupon Conti fled, and under the title of Augustus 11 .

the Elector was crowned at Cracow.

Augustus had a sovereign recipe for aU the ilk of

Poland—the maintenance of a strong regular army. He
imagined that ifhe were allowed to maintain a st^cient

number of his Saxons under arms he might reform and

even abolish the Constitution. His anxiety to keep his

soldiers near him, however, did not escape the vigilance

ofhis Polish subjects, and he was limited to a bodyguard

of 1,200 in Cracow ; but on one pretext and another he

contrived to retain some 7,000 in Lithuania.. He was

soon to be justified in this step, for he came into open

contact with a very strong Lithuanian noble family, the

Sapiehas. The case of Casimir Sapieha furnishes one of

the most striking illustrations on record ofthe evil effects
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of the Lihermn veto. It proved that the protest of one

noble could protect a high-placed swashbuckler from the

exemplaty punishment nearly every member of his

class desired to mflict upon him. The whole Sapieha

family were characterized in this period by their rapacity

and lack of scrapie, but not one ofthem had ever victim-

ized the Church until Casimir Sapieha quarrelled with

the Bishop ofWiba. This noble took the strong action

of laying waste the whole of his opponent’s diocese ;

scores of churches were burned, and literally hundreds

of manors plundered. At two successive Diets, those of

1693 and 1695, the conduct of Casimir Sapieha was to

have been considered
; but the simple “

I protest ” of

one ofthose present exploded each assembly, and nothing

could be done. Soon after the accession of Augustus

the Lithuanian nobles, fortified by the presence of the

Saxon soldiers, combined agaiust the frmily; and

unable to free the opposition of 1,700 of their class, the

Sapiehas fled, not to return till after the death ofAugustus.

In 1699 the War of the Holy League against the Turk

ended with the Treaty of Karlowitz, and Augustus

enjoyed a triumph that was denied to Sobieski
; he had

the satisfretion of seeing the surrender of Podolia and

Kamieniec to Poland. Now he invented a fresh use for

bis Saxons ; be turned them against Sweden. He was

encouraged by his successes against the Turks to hope to

wrest Livonia from the Swedish sovereign, Charles XII.,

then a youth of eighteen. Augustus accordingly made

a pact with the Czar Peter to attack Sweden. Charles

hastened to show the soldierly qualities that afterwards

made him redoubtable in Europe, and utterly routed

the Russians at the batde of Narva in 1700. Augustus

made an abortive attempt to contest the aossmg of the

Dwina, but suffered a worse reverse. Too late Augustus
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adopted a conciliatory attitude, ofeing to disperse his

Saxons andwithdraw his claims to Livonia. The Swedish

monarch replied that he would only make peace at

Warsaw. On May 8, 1702, he entered the city
; then

turned on Augustus and the Saxons and defeated them

^ain at Klissow. Augustus fled to Saxony, taking with

mmJames Sobieski and his brother Constantine. There-

upon Charles cast about for a new king for Poland.

Among the names (hat occurred to him was that of

Staniskw Leszcaynski, Palatine of Posen, then a young

man of twenty-seven. He had all the charm that char-

acterized the best of the Polish nobility—the grace of

culture, a fine appearance, and a generous chiv^c dis-

position.
“ You shall be King !

” aied Charles, on a

sudden impulse
;
and he set about fulfilling his promise.

He was no man to consider minor difficulties, and when

the Polish primate raised die objection that Stanislaw was

too young, he replied, “ But he is older than I am.” The

election that Mowed was illegal, according to the tenets

of the Polish constitution, though no more illegal than

that whidi elevated At^ustus to the throne. There were

two fictions at the Diet, for diough Stanislaw had many

supporters, the Poles objected that he was a Swedish

nominee. But the Swedes were there in force, and

shouted, “ Long live King Stanislaw.” No notice was

taken ofthe protestors
; and Stanislaw was crowned.

Then Charles turned on the Czar. He had got as fir

as Lwow (Lemberg) when Augustus returned with

20,000 Saxons. The returned exile found Warsaw un-

defended, and the nobles unable or unwifling to rally to

its defence. Stanislaw fled to his protector, who once

more routed the Saxons and installed his nominee on the

Polish throne. Then, determined to end the Saxon

turbulence, he made an incursion into Saxony and
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established himselfat Altranstadt. The humbled Augus-

tus was forced to sign a treaty resigning the PoKsh

crown, setting free the Sobieski brothers, and breaking

off his treaty against Sweden. But the Czar Peter in his

turn invaded Poland, and Charles was roused to another

effort on behalfof Stanislaw. He defeated the Russians

;

and, as with Augustus, carried the war into their own
territory. There, however, the supreme disaster of

Poltava overtook him, and left him completely wrecked.

He was forced to flee into Turkey, leaving Stanislaw at

the mercy of his enemies.

Augustus was not long in seizing the opportunity. He
promptly issued a manifesto again claiming the crown of

Poland. The claim was supported by his Saxon soldiers,

and Stanislaw fled to Pomerania. Unable to find

permanent refuge there, he attempted to join Charles

in Turkey, but was apprehended on the way. Subse-

quendy Charles returned to Sweden, in 1714, and faith-

fiil to liis old fiiendship, established Stanislaw in the little

duchy of Zweibriicken. There he stayed until Charles

died, when he was obhged to take refuge in France.

The marriage of his daughter to Louis XV. ended his

misfortunes for a time, and until the end of the reign of

Augustus he found a comfortable asylum in France.

Augustus resumed the crown in 1709, encountering as

litde opposition from the Polish nobles as Charles had

met when he placed Stanislaw on the throne. Through-

out the dispute the PoHsh mflitary caste had conducted

themselves in no manner to earn our respect. Their

martial spirit had not been displayed to any advantage

;

their inner dissensions had been made more than ever

apparent ; they had only succeeded in making Poland

the plaything of the neighbouring Powers.
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It was now, for the first time, that the influence of

Russia, which had hitherto been tacit and unassertive in

Polish internal affairs, began to be opeiJy displayed. It

was not only in Poland that the growing power ofRussia

caused suspicion, and even fear. But nowhere was it so

cynically manifested as in the Polish capital, and on

occasions in the very Diet of the nation. Impelled by

Russian emissaries, agents appeared to assert the right of

veto at criticaljunctures. The nobles, who were wealthy

and self-indulgent, dreaded the repetition of their ex-

periences in the Northern War, and affected to ignore the

sinister influence of Russia. Augustus was no longer

troubled about his kingdom, except to assure the throne

to his son. To this end he was ready to divide the realm

as the price ofsupport, and he prepared a notable scheme

designed to obtain the support of Russia and Austria,

as well as ofhis native electorate of Saxony. The parti-

tion he proposed would have ensured the bulk of the

kingdom as an hereditary appanage of the Saxon realm,

whue leaving enough to be ivided between Austria and

Russia to constitute a very considerable bribe. On
February i, 1733, however, he died without seeing the

success of his schemes.

The question ofthe suaession supplied a more intricate

problem than had been presented hitherto. The Polish

nobles professed to desire a Polish king, and their choice

fell upon Stanislaw Leszciynski. Foremost among die

adherents of this prince was the Primate, Theodore

Potocki, who as interrex was at the moment the most

powerfulman in the kingdom. He was now an old man,

but wise and purposed beyond the ordinary Polish

standard. His first acts on the death ofAugustus proved

his courage and his purpose. He dissolved the Diet and

caused the Saxon troops of the late king to be dispersed,
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shoiwing no content until die last Saxon liad aossed the

Polish border. When bodies of troops were said to be

massing along the Russian and Austrian borders, he sent

small dttachments to keep them under observation. On
May 8, 1733, Potocki summoned a convocation Diet

which met at Wanaw, and laid down the qualifications

for the new king. He must be a native Pole, a Catholic,

and married to a Catholic wife
;
they would rather have

a gipsy than a German. The opimon was expressed

unanimously enough, but Potocki could not get mem to

swear to their resolution. At almost the same juncture

the Primate received a letter from Russia, the outcome

of a Council held in St Petersburg on die death of

Av^tus. It warned him that Russia would not accept

Leszczynski as king, and that Austria and Prussia were of

the same mind.

Naturally France, with Sweden and Turkey, supported

the Polish nominee. The quean ofLouis XV. was Marie

Leszczynski, daughter of the King Stanislaw, and on

French support both Primate and King relied. France

warned them that Austria was massing troops along the

Silesian frontier with a view to interfering with the

election; while more practically. Count Monti, the

French envoy, was busy purchasing all the support he

could. In this manner Stanislaw Poniatowski, the Pala-

tine of Masovia, and Adam Tarlo, Palatine of Lublin,

were won to the Polish ause ; it had already the support

of the powerful Czartoryski frmily. The Russian

candidate was the son of Augustus, who was also sup-

ported by Austria, though with no great endiusiasm.

The Saxon was known to be opposed to the Pragmatic

Sanction and was suspected by Austria of Frendh ten-

dencies. However, he purebred the support of the

Emperor by professing adherence to die Sanction, and
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won over Russia finally by undertaking not to violate

in any way the Polish Constitution. In other words, he

promised not to free the unhappy country firom the

Uberum veto. Thereupon Russian troops were assembled

to enforce his election.

At this time Stanislaw appeared in "Warsaw, having

travelled firom France in the disguise of a coachman.

The Diet met and issued a manifesto solemnly cursing

all who should offer help to the Muscovite. A nation^

call to arms followed, and 60,000 mounted and armed

noblemen assembled. The old Primate rode firom group

to group asking who should be kin^. The army uttered

cries of“ Long Hve King Stanislaw,” and notwithstanding

the opposition of some 3,000 malcontents, Stanislaw

Leszcrynski was hailed as king. At this the protestors

withdrew, objecting to (he election as null and void.

The new King, however, did not long maintain his

position in the apital ; he called for a gathering of the

armed gentry, but the support accorded him was so

feeble that he fled to Danzig with Potocki and his other

supporters, including the French and Swedish envoys.
“ The Poles will elect me, but will not support me,” he

exclaimed bitterly and with foreboding. Now his only

hope lay in France.

His flight firom Warsaw to Danzig was followed

almost immediately by the appearance of the Russians,

under the command of Generd Peter Lacy, on the right

bank of the "Vistula. The Polish malcontents aossed

(he river to meet them, and in the Russian camp formed

a General Confederation. They consisted of but 15

senators of the total 145, and with them there were only

500 of the szlachta
; and these, on October 6, 1733,

proclaimed Augustus of Saxony as king. From Danzig

Stanislaw looked for aid to France,who in die meantime
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had been encouraging a combination of the southern

States against, among other Powers, Austria. On Sep-

tember 26, 1733, Prance allied henelf to Sardinia by the

League of Turin, which had as its objea a new partition

ofItaly. She also entered into the treaty of the Escurial

with Spain, as against Austria on the one hand and

Great Britain on the other. By the latter Treaty, Spain

was concerned with France in the war of the Polish

succession.

Stanislaw urged upon France an instant invasion of

Saxony as die only way to free Poland ofAugustus. But

he himselfwas frr from safem Danzig, from which place

the Russians desired him to be driven before aid amid

reach him from the sea. At the end of 1733 General

Lacy was dispatched against this port with a force of

20,000 mai at his disposal. He was obliged, however,

to detach troops to hold Warsaw, where Stanislaw could

still count on powerfiJ support ; also it was necessary

to garrison Thom and other Polish towns as he passed

them, and his force had dwindled to 12,000 men when

he arrived before Danzig. The district swarmed with

hostile guerilla bands, and Danzig itself was protected

by good artillery, well served by French and Swedish

gunnen. Lacy himself had no siege guns, and ex-

perienced great difficulty in conducting an mvestment at

alL In March of 1734. he was relieved by General

Munnich, with reinforcements. But now occuned a

difficulty with Frederick of Prussia, who would not per-

mit the necessary siege artillery to pass tbough his

territory ;
and on this account little progress could be

made.

On 2odi May, a French fleet, under La Pfrouse, arrived

to relieve Stanislaw, but it was too small, the total number

of men being but 2,4.00. They were quickly followed
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by the Russian fleet under Admiral Gordon, bringing

the expected siege guns. At Danzig then occurred the

first clash ofarms between France and Russia, die French

having so much the wone of it that they were aptured

and ^en to St. Petersburg. There they were treated

with marked kindness, and were allowed to retain their

arms, even in the presence of the Empress herself

Danzig could not now hold out much longer, and

when the end seemed imminent Stanislaw adopted the

disguise of a peasant and fled to Konigsberg. The city

capitulated on June 30, 1734, and Potocki and Ponia-

towski fell into the hands of the Russians. As a last

resort, Stanislaw issued a manifesto to Poland firom

Konigsberg, and a Confederation on his behalf was

formed by Adam Tarlo. France was again called upon

to mvade Saxony in the interests of Stanislaw, and again

France, in her own interests, refiained.

Nothing more could now be done for Stanislaw by his

fiiends. Potocki and Tarlo acknowledged Augustus,

though with reluctance, as king
;
and on January 26,

1736, Stanislaw abdicated the throne. The reign of

Augustus in. was really the reign of the Czartoryskis,

one of the oldest and wealthiest 6milies of the Polish

nobility. Aumstus himself was a man of complacent

confidence, ofno particular activity, either ofbody or of

mind. The afi&irs of his Saxon kingdom he left largely

to Baron Heinrich von Bruhl, who figured as the actual

ruler of the Electorate. A power equally extensive, or

more so, was delegated to the Czartoryskis in Polmd.

Under their influence the King consented first of all to

disperse all the Russian and Saxon troops assembled in

Poland—a step which did much to placate the Polish

nobles. Then he setded down to the temperate pleasures

ofthe table, and to his only other amusement—^the chase.
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The two brothers, who at this time were at the head of

the Czartoryski femily, were so singularly united in pur-

pose as to be quite literally of one mind on all Polish

questions. Mimael, the Grand Chancellor ofLithuania,

was usually known as the Prince Chancellor
; his brother,

Augustus, Palatine ofRed Russia, was invariably called

the Prince Palatine. The latterwas a bold and courageous

soldier who had fought with Prince Eugene, and been

decorated by him for bravery before the walls of Bel-

grade. He had added considerably to his own influence

and that ofhis femily by his marriage with Pani Sieniaw-

ska, the heiress of two wealthy femilies, the Sieniawska

and the Denhofi. Like all enlightened Poles they under-

stood that the present Polish Constitution was a fetal

bar to any progress or improvement in the position

oftheir country. They also recognized diat reform must

come firom an united Poland, and fliat the young men

must be educated up to the standard of understanding

and action essential for diis reform. Their whole aim

and ambition, therefore, lay in die formationofa nucleus

group of die most promising young men, and their

preparation, by special training, for the work of inspiring

the whole nation with ideas and practical schemes of

reconstruction.

The centre of the new national movement was estab-

lished at their country house ofPulawy in Volhynia, and

there they gathered together all the young Poles of

promise who could be mduced to take an interest in the

sdiemc. The proper training of these propagandists

became the subjea of endless discussions and councils,

to which dieorists and teachers ofevery nationality were

summoned. The Czartoryskis were especially concerned

in producing a new and enlightened type ofschoolmaster,

holdii^ that the teachers of a nation have the widest
(4,986) 193 13
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influence upon national character and development.

At the same time the Czartoryskis threw the weight of

their great influence behind a movement for immediate

constitutional reform. They found the King amenable,

not only to their advice, but to that ofhis Saxon Coun-

cillor, de Briihl. To conciliate dc Bruhl, they obtained

for him a patent of Polish nobility, which opened to his

femily every path to honour and wealth in Poland. De
Briihl, in return, gave the constitutional movement his

support.

Augustus, eminently a man inclined to peace, yielded

to the heavy pressure brought to bear upon him so fer as

to make a promise. He actually gave his word diat he

would abolish the Liherum veto. But Augustus was

accessible to other influences than those of either Czar-

toryskis or de Briihl. He had made fiimily alliances

widi the royalhouses ofFrance and Austria. His daughter

MariaJosepha was married to the Dauphin, who was the

son of Marie Leszczynski and so grandson of the un-

happy King Stanislaw. His son Frederick Christian had

married h^a Antonia Walpurgis, the daughter of die

Emperor Charles YD. The Liherum veto was an excellent

tool in the hands of any foreign Power desirous of

meddling with the intemd affain of Poland, and every

such Power was consequendy anxious for its retention.

Tlcre was, in addition, a strong party among the Polish

nobles jealous of the influence and power of die Czar-

toryskis, and suspicious oftheir plans for reform. At the

head of this party were the Potockis, the flimily to which

belonged the Primatewho had so vigorously opposed die

election ofAugustus. These Poles made it their practice

to defeat the sdieme for constitutional reform by the old

constitutional method ; they exploded any Diet where

the question was even raised. De Briihl also received
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a strong hint which led to the severance of his relations

with the Czartoryskis, and so the latter lost their Sa3a)n

support.

It was in these circumstances, Aen, that the Czartory-

skis actually extended their hands to Russia for help, and

so took the first step toward die situation which ended

the existence of Poland as a nation.
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POLAND IN THE AUGUSTAN ERA

The paralysis of the mainspring of progress and national

development of a country is necessarily reflected in die

life of the people. Some account of Poland in its last

stage of decadence is now due, if only to illustrate the

causes of its decay and subsequent downfell.

In every district all local life and activity naturally

centred in the household ofthe local magnate, who often

owned vast tracts of fertile soil as large as or larger than

many principalities, and reigned as a very monarch among

his serfs and dependents, l^y ofthe houses were verit-

able palaces, maintained with a prodigality of expendi-

ture almost inconceivable in a country the larger part of

whose population were so stricken by poverty. The

magnate had his major-domo, his treasurer, his cupbearer,

his equerries, his gentlemen servitors, and a numerous

retinue of well-born adherents. All lived at his expense,

and drew some small allowance for clothing and neces-

sary expenses. They did no menial tasb
;

they con-

stantly bore dieir swords
;

and no one of them ever

forgot that he was a Polish nobleman at a time when the

PoM nobility were Poland herself.

The Polish writer Henry Rzewuski has left us a very

vivid picture of the gendemen-dependents ofthe period.

His charaaer Sdverin SopHca, a typical member of the

parasitical petite nohlesse, held invincibly to the doctrine
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of the equality of nobles. “ We are all equal among

ourselves,” he would exclaim. “The lord is a rich

gentleman, and the gendeman a poor lord.” But in

sorry contradiction of his principles of equality, Soplia

readny embraced his master’s knees and bowed his whole

body on the ground in return for some gracious mark of

fiivour. In spite of his principles he supported the un-

justifiable actions of his master Radziwill, whose bread

he ate ; and as his patron ordered, so his vote in die Diet

was cast. “This Soplica,” declares a modem Polish

writer, “with all his servility towards his ‘brodier

m^ates,’ his Radziwillian patriotism and his rosary and

paternoster religion—^this was die type achieved by a

nobility so deaf and indifferent to all the thoughts and

feelings ofan otherwise enlightened age.”

A proportion of the peasantry were also retained for

personal service in their lord’s household. They pro-

vided the heydukes, the pydukes, the mllachs, the

huszars, and similar accessories ofthe magnificence ofthe

instate. They were all sumptuously arrayed in livery,

and in time ofwar were considered as soldiers, diough in

die period under notice their utility in this capacity was

doubtful A great landowner might have some thousands

ofthese retainers about his estate. Prince Eiarol Radziwill

is said to have had had 18,000, and Felix Potocki even

more.

The majority of these magnates were bluff, good-

natured, generous patriarchs, with an almost passionate

sense of dieir femily tics and traditions. Noble blood

was in their eyes the only claim to notice ; the most

distant relationaiip was an obligation never dishonoured.

They were blunt and simple in their tastes and habits

to the point of barbarism. They rode hard, drank hard,

and ate heartily. Of occupations or distractions beyond
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diese they were incomprehensibly ignorant “The
handwriting of the most eminent and distinguished

magnates,” writes the historian Bain, “ was generally so

bad that nobody, not even themselves, codd decipher

their letters, '^enever, therefore, the great man had

to write to a relation or a friend with his own hand,

he at the same time dictated it to a secretary sitting in an

adjoining room. The caligraphic copy of the secretary

was then attached, as a sort of key, to the magnate’s

own hieroglyphics, and both documents were forwarded

to their destination. It would have been simpler, no

doubt, to have signed die secretary’s letter, but it would

not have had the same value in the eyes of the recipient.”

Karol Radziwih was able to read but a little
; he cer-

tainly could not write. The same authority fiimishes

an engaging picture of this prince, a typical Polish

m^ate. His tall burly figure was surmounted by a

ruddy free, with clear laughing eyes and a long straight

nose, blue from excessive potations. His scalp was

diaved except for one lock ; his dress was picturesque

;

his habit cleanly to the verge of the lumaous; he

changed his linen two or three times a day. When he

attended the local Diet he came as if to a festival, ac-

companied by half his retinue and twenty or toty
w^ons laden with provisions. At the place of assembly

he would initiate an orgy of jocular junketing, often

ending the day by being drawn through the main street

of the town astride a barrel of wine, with the spigot

running, and the admiring aowd drinking liberty

from to fountain. He would distribute his jewellery

and other personal effects with words of fiicndly abuse

;

and, with tears in his eyes, beg the bystanders not to

let him be robbed. . . . Drink was the sign of fellow-

ship. King Stanidaw was gravely told that he would
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never be popular unless lie got drunk at least twice a

week. A noble named Komarzewski could boast of

emptying a bucket of champagne at a draught ; and he

and a boon companion, Sosiejkowski, were the holders of

the Polish record for hard drinking. Once, on a visit to

Prince Lubomirski, they tapped a butt of old Hungarian

wine, and each provided himself with a beaker. One
drank while die other held his vessel under the unchecked

stream of wine, and so they finished the butt without

allowing any of it to run to waste.

But such rude and Rabelaisian £gures, though they

could be found at this time only in Poland, did not

properly represent the Polish nobihty. As M. Eug^e
Starczewski observes in his shrewd work, VEurope et la

Polo£ne, types like Radziwill, Komarzewski, and others—

landed proprietors more potent than princes, proud,

vain, and generous—were die product of their time, the

representatives of the corrupt and degenerate aristocracy

of the eighteenth century. On the other hand, Poland

at the zenith of her power, under Sobieski and Stephen

Batory, could claim for her court the highest culture

in Europe, the most ardent patronage and practice of the

arts and sciences, the widest tolerance for Lutherans,

Hussites, and Jews. Her name gained distinction from

the patriotism, high courage, and prudent judgment of

such princes as me Czartoryskis, whose estates were

models ofgood management, and whose patriarchal care

was extended to the very meanest of their peasants.

Schools for the children, hospitals for the sick, care for

the aged and infirm, and Hberal bounty to all distmguished

the administration of their territories.

Between August Czartoryski and his wife, the great

heiress, Pani Sieniawska, existed a mutual love, con-

sideration, and chivalrous courtesy rare even in those
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times of romantic traditions. The prince administered

his wife’s estates with scrupulous care, and once a

year the revenues were brought to liim at the great

country centre of Pulawy for his meticulous auditing of

accounts. The money itself was paid in gold, and

brought to him in great barrels. The gold was weighed,

the accounts were checked, and the money was arranged

around him. Then, as Bain describes the elaborate pro-

ceeding, the prince, seated on his dais, with the barrels

of gold in a circle around him, would summon his

major-domo. “ Take to her Highness the Princess,” he

would command, “these revenues from her estates.”

Thereupon a stately procession would form. At the

head walked the major-domo, with his wand of silver

and ebony. A group of gentlemen servitors and pages,

in brilliant uniforms, followed. Then die barrels ofgold,

each borne by a number of heydukes or pajdukes, all in

gaudy livery, widi more noble attendants guarding

me treasure with drawn swords. So they would go in

state to the apartments of the princess. There, as the

annual custom dictated, major-domo would say, “ His

Excellency the Prince sends your Excellency the yearly

revenues from your Highness’s estates.” Whereat the

princess repHed, “ Pray convey my thanb to his Excel-

lency the Prince and ’’—with a sudden delightfuldropping

of convention—“ take this gold back to my husband.”

Such deliberate delicacy of thought and action was

characteristic of the grandparents of Adam Czartoryski,

the most eminent Pole of the end of the eighteenth

century, and the dose personal friend of the Czar

Alexander. A son has left an account of August Czar-

torysH’s deathbed that cannot be read, even in these

prosaic days, and in our prosaic tongue, widiout emotion

—so tenderly touching was the scene, so filial and faithful
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its portrayal. The Polish temper, whether public or

private, has never failed to present such possibilities of

idealism and chivalry ; though it has too often been

nurtured less on necessity than on unavailing hopes.

August Czartoryski died on April 4, 1782. “ To die

very day ofhis death,” wrote his son Adam, “ the Prince

Palatine kept open house and ruled his household. He
was npt ill before his death, but gradually grew weaker

a few days ere the end came, yet he never took to his

bed, nor altered the course of his daily life. On the

morning of the day on which he died he awoke early,

and found that his s%ht was fading him
;
yet he got up

and dressed as usual. He did not sit down to dinner that

day ; but, in the evening, heatiag his children talking

and recognizing their voices, he conversed with them

cahnly and gaily. When the hour arrived at which all

Warsaw had beoi for years in the habit of making a

pilgrimage to the Prince Palatine, he bade his servants

carry him in his chair to his wonted place in the reception

room, wherehe sat down, and recognizing the Nuncio by

his voice he excused himself in a cheery tone for hh
inability to play their usual game of backgammon that

evening. . . . Presently he asked why the candles were

not lighted ; but on the attendant replying that all the

lights were liuming he understood that his mt hour was

approaching. So he sent for the doctor and asked him to

feel his ouIk, and tell him how long he still had to live.

When the doctor was silent, the dying man said :
‘ Think

you I fear death ? Tell me the troth without delay.’

“ During this sad conversation, the room was filling

with visitors and domestics, down to the very snillintK!,

who stood in the doorway. They all desired to bless

him who had beoi their good master for so many years.

On hearing the verdkt of the doctor, and when all who
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were present fell a-weeping, the Prince commanded that

he should be taken to his own apartments, at the same

time begging the Nuncio to be present with him in

his last moments. The Nuncio began recitii^ the

psalms, and at the words ‘Lord, into Thy Hands I

pressed the Nuncio’s

the 87th year of his

The state in which each magnate maintained his

household was no less the prerogative of his wife. She

had her Lady Chamberlain, her tiring women, and her

wardrobe women—all of noble birth. There were also

in every great house ladies of honour, who enjoyed

the lord’s bounty and were brought up with his own
daughters ; they were often die children of poor but

worthy relatives. These were educated and treated as

adopted daughters
;

they were dowered when they

married ; and belonged to the feniily in a very intimate

degree. Slighdy lower in the social scale were the

lesser lords, who also maintained large estabhshments

and administered big areas of land. Their homes, how-

ever, were often huge wooden barracks, where hos-

pitality of rather a primitive order was freely dispensed.

Each guest provided his own bedding and cooking

utaisils, but the simple means of existence were plenti-

fully supplied, and there was no lack ofwilling attendance

and goodwill.

The Polish appear to have been but careless fiirmers,

indifferent to the most elementary rules of husbandry.

Good wheat land was aopped to the verge of exhaustion,

and the simplest means of encircling it were neglected.

The supply of fertile soil was practically inexhaustible

for their purpose
; they had an unrestricted market and
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no dues of any kind to pay, either for their exports or

the dubious luxuries they imported so freely. Their

daily round of hunting, drinking, and dispensing rude

and summaryjustice was occasionally varied by ajourney

to Warsaw, when such opportunities occurred as the

election of a king. Then they came to the capital in

state, expending the income of several years on their

lavish attire, retinue, and entertainment. Every one of

them had a number of lesser gentry dependent upon

him, and the rivalry occasioned by such an event may
well be imagined. Still smaller landowners were the

squires of such duchies as Masovia, each of whom lived

in his Htde village surrounded by his downtrodden

peasantry. There were, of course, thousands of nobles

who had no land at all, but attached themselves to some

E
eater or lesser magnate. But whether landed or land-

is, rich or poor, all the nobles of Poland were equal in

the monopoly they enjoyed ofthe functions of the State.

The peasant, as we have seen, was tied to the land of

his lori He owed no rent for it, it is true, but he paid

in a hundred other ways. So many days of work were

exacted from him every month, and as these days were

apportioned by his master, it is not difficult to guess that

the most profitable and convenient working-times were

chosen. For work on his own farm or holding, the

peasant was left only the bad weather and the wrong
seasons; his aops rotted on the ground while he

harvested those of his master. When he did succeed in

gathering them, a certain part was taken by the noble.

One halfof all the game he took went to the great house,

which he also had to supply by his own effort with

firewood, nuts, mushrooms, and many other things. In

return the noble was understood to supply him with

timber to build his hut, stock for his farm, implements
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to till the soil, and even seed for his harvest. But these

rules were honoured, in too many places, rather in the

breach than in the observance. Too often the peasant

lived in an insanitary hovel ; he counted himself fortun-

ate above his fellows if he had a cow or two, and a

beast of burden. He could seek no protection in law

except in the court over which his master presided, and

it was safer to take no grievances there. His best aid,

counsellor, and protector was generally the priest, who
sometimes succeeded in influencmg an oppressive noble

to penitence and reform.

Nevertheless, in Poland proper, outlined accurately

enough by the cities of Warsaw, Cracow, and Posen, the

peasant appears to have been treated with some show of

consideration,even ofgenerosity. Though tied in theory,

as elsewhere, to the estates of the great nobles, he lived

and laboured fairly contentedly, and in this territory the

landed proprietors seem more or less honestly and

equitably to have discharged their obHgations and re-

sponsibilities towards their serfi or subjects. Here the

patriarchal system flourished in its finest sense. In such

acquired and outlying provinces, however, as Volhynia,

Podolia, and the Ukraine, where the bulk of the popula-

tion was different in race, language, and religion from the

Poles, the peasants were indubitably oppressed. The

great landowners were either Poles, and so of different

race, or native nobles—Cossack, Ruthenian, or Lithu-

anian—who had adopted Polish culture, speech, and

customs, and so abandoned sympathy with their less

fortunate fellows. Here, then, was passionate cause for

protest, and here the hapless peasant, ill-dad, ill-housed,

ill-nourished, dragged out a hopeless existence. “ One
never sees a sm&g peasant in Poland,” wrote an

observer of the period ; and this tr^c testimony tells
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aU that needs to be known about the serfi in Poland.

At the mercy of the sudden anger and seasonable gener-

'

osity of their masters, wbo c^cd them louts (chlopy),

at least one half of the Polish peasantry Hterally sloudied

through hfe, with downcast eyes and backs bent with

toil, too broken in spirit even to cherish bitterness.

The burghers had now disappeared from most of the

Polish. cities, killed as a class by the restrictions the

szhchta had imposed upon commerce. Cracow, the

ancient capital of the country, had degenerated into a

dull provincial town of 20,000 inhabitants at most.

Grass grew in the streets of the once thriving com-

merdal centre of Lwow ; Wilna was become a bare

village. The half-Germanized cities of Thom and

Danag, however, departed from the general rule of

decay ; and Warsaw shone intcrmittcndy, with a fitfol

activity, when the Diets brought great assembhes of

nobles there with their retinues. The garish splendour

of so extravagant a court as that maintained in later days

by King Stamslaw E. furnished a strange contrast to the

gloom and stagnation of the preceding era, when

Ai^tus ni. spent the greater part ofhis time in Dresden,

and Warsaw was only on rare occasions a royal dty.

In these last days of Poland, Warsaw became the para-

dise of all the opportunists, adventuren, and impostors

of Europe. The fallen nobles of France, as penniless as

they were proud, came there to find sympathy, and, it

might be, rich and noble wives. Such adventurers as

Casanova and such cheats as Caghostro flourished in the

Polish capital Caghostro and to beautiful, impudent,

dishonest wife left Wanaw with 20,000 ducats, cozened

from the aedulous nobles. The city had the ghtter of a

gilded coin, and was just as fidse. The conversation, the
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pkys, die politics of the period were envenomed with

the poison that was everywhere infecting the arts and

manners of Europe at the time. At one period, even,

Warsaw might have been pre-eminendy the gay city

of Europe, but for the difficulty of getting there. No-

where, even in those days, was travel so hard and un-

pleasant as in the kingdom of Poland. The best roads

were mere cart-tracks ; the best inns were dirty hovels

kept by dishonest Jews. Horses and vehicles were

dimcult to procure, and the most hardened animals could

make but litde progress on the primitive highways.

Even the traffic facilities afforded by the excellent rivers

were largely neglected. It is not hard to understand,

therefore, how die larger part of Poland was practically

inaccessible to the ordinary traveller.
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CHAPTER XK

THE HRST PARimON

The result of the combination of the forces of de Briihl

and the Czartoryskis was to influence Augustus to a

reform of the Constitution. He promised first to

abolish the Liherum veto; and on this promise (he

Czartoryskis based their plans, obHvious of the strong

latent opposition of the Russian and Prussian Courts.

After several Diets had been dissolved by the Polish

faction, led by the Potocki femily, de Brunl at any rate

became aware of the obstacles to the realization of this

urgent and apparendy simple reform. A hitch occurred

in his fiiendly relations with (he Czartoryskis, and the

latter, finding the king no longer ready to lend car to

their plans, decided that the omy way to their end was

his deposition. For help they turned to the Court of

Russia, in apparent unconsciousness of the contemptuous

indifference displayed there to any poHtical advantage

Poland could offer as a power. Summed up in a phrase,

the offer of the Czartoryskis was the recognition of the

Imperial tide—a concession Poland was then hardly

able to refuse, if Russia chose to demand.

It seems incredible that such clear-sighted statesmen

should not have realized, fi:om the simple signs of the

times, the low prestige into which the internal disorders

and external inactivity ofPoland had brought this power,

once the greatest in Northern Europe. The rights ofthe

nation had been contemptuously ignored by all the
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belligerents in the Seven Years’ War. Poland was made

a thoroughfcre and even a batdefield by the combatant

armies ;
and redress was not even demanded by the

flaccid king and Actions nobility.

None the less the Czartoryskis opened relations with

Russia through die medium of their nephew Stanislaw

Poniatowski, a typical product of their own educative

methods. History has hardly done justice to Stanislaw

Poniatowski. He was the son ofa castellan or governor of

Cracow, who had married a sister ofAugust Czartoryski.

His considerable abilities and his genuine patriotism were

certainly to a large extent obscured by to sensual and

pleasure-loving instincts and to wild extrav^ance. And
to own cold and cautious sanity ofjudgment prevented

him from achieving a permanent and picturesque place

among the world’s leaders of forlorn hopes. Yet con-

temporary opinion held him highly
;

as a young man

he won the esteem and confidence of his patriotic and

fir-sighted uncles, the princes Czartoryski To to great

penonal attractions and the fascinating quality of to
voice he doubtless owed much of die influenrf; he

wielded. “ He has the most beautiful head I ever saw,”

wrote Count Lars von Engelstrom, the Swedish Minister

at Warsaw. The same penonal charm involved him in

the many amorous adventures which helped in no small

degree to to undoing.

At that period one of the ephemeral entertainments

of intellectual salons was the writing of impromptu
delineations ofa guest’s own attributes and characteristics,

in emulation of the habit of selfiexamination so general

at the time. One such delineation made by Stanislaw,

probably before he had yet dreamed of royal (tonity,

has been preserved, and is not without interest for its

curious mixture of self-deprecation and conceit.
(4|956) 209 14
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“
I should be content with my figure,” this inritnaf»

documeut ran,
“ ifonly I were an inch taller, and my feet

were a trifle better shaped, and my nose were not so

much hooked, and my mouth a little smaller. "With

these reservations, I believe diat my fiice is noble and

expressive, my figure not without distinction, and cap-

able of attracting attention. My short-sightedness often

makes me look awkward, but only for an instant. In-

deed, I am rather apt to offend by the opposite extreme

—too haughty a demeanour. An excellent education

enables me to conceal my mental and bodily defects,

so that many people may perhaps expect from me more

than I can really give. I have wit enough to take part

in any conversation, but not enough to converse long

and frequently. However, my natural sympathy and

amiability often come to my assistance. I have a natural

penchant towards art. I have a quick eye for absurdities

and personal defects of every description
;

sometimes

I have even too deep a sense of them. My indolence

prevents me from going as far as I should like in the arts

and sciences. I work either overmuch or not at all ; I

can judge very well of affairs ; I can see at once the

feult of a plan, and the fruits of him who proposes it

;

but I am very much in need ofgood counsel to carry out

my own plans. I am very impressionable, but ftir more

afiected by sorrow than by joy. I am the first to be

depressed, even when I have no anticipation ofimpending

evil or good. I don’t think I was bom to please women

;

I am attracted to them by a general sympathy, but if I

love, I love too passionately. . . .

“ Friendship is to me a saaed thing. I would go very

frr to please a friend. Rather than break with him I am

ready to do or suffer the uttermost. I am not pious

naturally—frr from it—but I venture to affirm that I love
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God and surrender myself to His Will sincerely. I have

also the flattering conviction that He loves to do good

to us when we ask Him so to do. I am not vindictive.

Though in the first moment of irritation I may long to

avenge myself on my enemies, I am never able to carry

out my desire. Compassion always comes between.”

The author of this strange piece of self-revelation was

destined to undergo tests imposed upon few kings, let

alone humbler men. He responded to them in a manner

that revealed his sagacity rather than his devotion—amid

circumstances in which superhuman sagacity might not

have achieved a triumph, though self-devotion might

have averted a tragedy.

In 1755 Stanislaw Poniatowski had been sent to St.

Petersburg in the suite of the British ambassador. Sir

Charles I^nbury. It was on the occasion of this visit

that his distinction of appearance and intellect caught

the errant eye of the Empress Catherine, then a young

Grand Duchess ; and he became the second ofher long

hst oflovers. In 1757 he was appointed Polish ambassadfir

to the Russian Court, but two yean later was accused by
the Empress Elizabeth ofintriguing against her, and sent

back to Poland. In the light of these events, therefore,

it will be readily understood how the thoughts of

Catherine on her accession as empress should turn to her

old lover as a ready and suitable instrument for die

furtherance of designs already conceived of establishing

Russian power in Poland.

The death ofAugustus occurred in 1763, and Catberinp

at once enHsted the aid of Prussia in pursuit ofher plan

to put Stanislaw Poniatowski upon the vacant throne.

The shameful terms ofher pact with Frederick the Great
—^it seems hardly capable of behef or comprehensicai

—
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were these : to preserve unaltered and at any cost diAse

6tal features of the Polish Constitution which the

Czartoryskis and all the most pubHc-spirited men in

Poland were endeavouring heart and soul to abolish

;

namely, the Liberum veto, and the elective system of

monarchy. In ignorance of this treaty, and utterly

unconscious of the perfidy already planned by Catherine

and Frederick, the Czartoryskis supported the cause of

Stanislaw. Among the other canidates for the throne

was Xavier, the Eleaor of Saxony, son ofAugustus M.,

who had a strong following among the PoliSi nobles,

and was also supported by Austria.

Meanwhile the Empress Maria Theresa of Austria,

moved pardy by jealousy of Catherine and fear of

Russian influence in Poland; pardy by her femily’s

traditional fiiendship with the house of Saxony
; and

pardy, it must be admitted, by honest scruples and

sympathies in regard to the Poles, had intervened. In

a spirited manifesto she declared her resolution to

maintain all the rights, prerogatives, and possessions of

the Poles, particularly their privilege of appointing

a sovereign by a fi:ee and voluntary election. This

declaration was supported by France, in equally un-

compromising terms, and the two Powers, who were

then in alliance, threatened to secure the nomination of

the Saxon prince by force of arms.

Catherine and Frederick retaliated by issuing a pro-

clamation exhorting the Poles to elect none but a native

for their king
; and in this appeal, or rather command,

were supported by Turkey. The result of the election,

under the conditions ofcorruption and coercion effected

by Russia, was never really in doubt. Catherine ex-

pended money lavishly in support ofher fevourite
;
and

as an extra precaution, 15,000 Russians and as many
2ia
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Prussian troops were massed on the frontiers. The

election Diet, meeting almost at the cannon’s mouth,

was overawed, and though indignant protests were made

by the deputies, Catherine hadW wnl. On September

7, 1764, Stanislaw Poniatowski was eleaed kmg, and

was crowned under the title of Stanislaus Augustus.

From the outset it was obvious, to Stanislaw as to the

Diet, that Russia’s candidate for the throne of Poland

was designed by that Power to be also Russia’s instrument

and representative, once elected. The positive presence

of Prince Repnin, the Russian minister at Warsaw, now
assumed a different aspect. He was ever at the king’s

right hand to offer counsel that was really coercion, to

make suggestions that were accepted for—what they

were meant—threats. Repnin, as the deputy to enforce

the will of Catherine, now became a sinister figure in

Warsaw, to overawe and dominate, no matter what

diplomat or Diet, by a mere hint of the Russian army

half-hidden on the frontier. Repnin, nominally Russian

ambassador to Poland, became actually Russian viceroy.

Nevertheless Stanislaw chafed under the rigid and

insolent guidance of Russia. He was honestly a passionate

lover of Poland, and his native vanity apart, eager to

achieve his country’s independence of die Russian yoke.

He had no sooner been elected than he endeavoured to

secure the sorely needed reforms in the Constitution

proposed by the Czartoryskis. But notwithstanding his

ardour, his qualities of mind and penon, his numerous

accomplishments, the new king had neither die enduring

strengm of will nor the tenacity of purpose required of

him in the free of so violent and relendess opposition

as was excited on the part of Russia and Prussia. KEs

commendable efforts to reorganize the army, die

finances, and the law courts of the country seemed but
ai3
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to provoke the irritation ofCatherine and the discontent

ofa fiction among his own subjects.

Russia’s first open intervention, after the election of

Stanislaw, was made on behalf of the dissidents, whom
Catherine deliberately incited to insurrection. Under

this denomination were comprised the Orthodox, the

Lutheran, and all other Christian sects who dissented

from the Roman Catholic creed. Originally, as we
have seen, the dissidents had enjoyed freedom of fiith,

and worship, representation in and membership of the

Diet, and all other privileges ofthe Catholics ; and these

rights were embodied in and confirmed by the famous

Treaty of Oliva. Subsequently, however, a Catholic

agitation resulted in the gradual withdrawal of dieir

privileges, and eventually, in 1733, in their total

exclusion from the Diet. Now, however, with the open

cncouK^ement of Catherine, the dissidents clamoured

for the restoration of their rights, and appealed for

support in this claim to Russia, Prussia, England, and

Denmark, as mediatory powers in the Treaty of Oliva.

Russia took the side of the Orthodox, and Prussia that

of the Protestants ; incited them to form confederacies

;

and even supported their claims with a body of troops.

The national Diet of1767 assembled under the shadow

of an armed Russian force. The most obstinate and

demonstratively comageous of the Catholics, among

diem several bishops, were imprisoned or sent to Siberia.

Finally the Diet, under coercion and as a reluctant com-

promise, agreed to appoint a Committee to decide the

points under dispute. The usual methods of bribery or

bullying were employed to suborn the members of this

Committee, and in the end they consented to laws not

only restoring die privileges of the dissidents, but also

perpetuating the Liherum veto, the elective monarchy,
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and all die other glaring and &tal anomalies ofthe Polish

Constitution. These decisions were formally ratified at

an extraordmary Diet convoked in the beginning of

1768 ; and at the same time a treaty was entered into

between Russia and Poland whereby the former guaran-

teed the territorial integrity ofthe latter—a tadt acknow-

ledgment ofPoland's political dependence.

The acquiescence of Stanislaw and the Diet, however

reluctant, m these arlatrary measures aroused im-

mediately die indignation of the majority of the nation.

A large body of Poles assembled in Podolia and seized

the fortress of Bar, and there formed the confederacy

afterwards known as the Confederation of Bar. The

Confederation repudiated the terms of the treaty with

Russia, and pledged itselfto restore die supremacy ofthe

Roman Cafoolicfeidi in Poland. At first the movement

seemed successful The Russians had been taken by

surprise, and the troops of Stanislaw were either

dispersed or induced to Join the insurgents. Stanislaw

himself, deserted by his army and his subjects alike, was

left a mere impotent puppet in the hands ofRussia.

The Confederates tilso gained the support of Austria

—as a Catholic State—and accordingly Austrian troops

entered Poland to support the nationalists. In Octob«

1768, following a Russian incursion into Turkish terri-

tory in pursuit ofsome Polish fugitives, and the burning

of die town of Balta by the pursuen, Tmkey also was

induced to intervene on beb^ of the Confederation,

and declared war on Russia in the interests of Poland.

The diversion this caused threatened to develop into a

European war, especially in view of French sympathies

for the Polish patriots ; and such a sequel was sought

neither by Cadierine nor by Frederick of Prussia. A
combination of Turkey with Austria—Maria Theresa
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was akeady allied with France—was by no means pleasing

to the Prussian king, and he sought some means to

prevent it. The only expedient he could conceive in

order to wean Austria from her espousal of the cause of

the Polish nationahst party took the form ofa consider-

able bribe. In November 1 768, when writing his political

testament, he had assumed that the acquisition of West

Prussia would be left to his successor. The circumstances

now caused him to change his mind, and to determine

that the time was ripe for acquiring this province. He
also realized that Austria must be conciliated with part

of the spoil of Poland.

Early in 1769, therefore, Frederick instructed Baron

Solms, the Prussian ambassador to St. Petenburg, to

suggest to the Empress the partial dismemberment of

Po^d, and to represent that Austria should have a

share. “ If Austria gets no part of Poland,” he wrote,

“
all the hatred of Ae Poles will be turned against us.

They would thus regard die Austrians as their protectors,

and the latter womd gain so much of prestige and

influence with them, that they would have thousands

ofopportunities for intrigue ofall kinds m that country.”

He found, as he expected, that Catherine was quite in

accordance with his views, but that the process of per-

suasion was not so easy in the case of Austria. The

Empress Maria Theresa had definite scruples, and Austria

had religious sympathy with the Polish patriots. Further,

die empress entertained considerablejeflousy and distrust

of Catherine of Russia, so that Frederick had some diffi-

culty in silencing her qualms of conscience. After an

indignant protest at the proposed partition, accompanied

by a burst of passionate weeping, she ventured to yield,

and her ultimate demands were proportional in extent

and importance to the sacrifice of principle required of
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her. Already her son, the Emperor Joseph, a man of

greater ambition if less scruple, had eagerly responded to

Frederick’s diplomatic overtures in regard to the parti-

tion. Maria Theresa finally consented, therefore, to a

treaty between the three Powers, on the understanding

that all were to share equally, and that for the present it

was to be kept a seaet.

The actual tenitorial acquisitions of each Power were

only settled after much bitter controveny, in which the

riaitns of Austria actually exceeded those of her accom-

plices in the crime so calmly and dehberately planned.

Prussia took all West Prussia except the cities ofDanzig

and Thom and their municipal territories. Russia had

the Palatinates of Polock, Witebsk, and Miscislaw, as fer

as the Dwina and the Dnieper. Austria secured part of

Galicia and part of Podolia, and Little Poland as ftr as

the Vistula. The territories diffored greatly in area, but

in population were, roughly speaimg, about equal;

they comprised quite one-fourm of die kingdom of

Poland.

The partition was decided upon by all three Powers in

February 1772, the terms were settled in July, but it was

not until September that the three Powers thought it

advisable to make them public. They then announced

that they had decided to enforce on Poland claims “
as

ancient as they were legitimate.” Russia argued diat

she had not even taken m she was mtitled to ; Austria

advanced obsolete claims on behalf of the crowns of

Bohemia and of Hungary ;
and Prussia referred to the

“ enormous injustice ” Poland had done to the House

ofBrandenburg. In a joint manifesto, dated September

26, 1772, they claimed that a state ofanarchy existed in

Poland and that they were exposed to the prospect ofan

entire dissolution of die kingdom. They were obliged
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to take steps, they declared, to secure the tranquillity of

their own borden. Therefore “ having communicated

reciprocally their rights and claims, and being mutually

convinced ofthe justice thereof, they were determined to

secure to themselves a proportional equivalent, by talring

immediate and effectual possession of such part of the

republic as may serve to fix more natural and sure bonds

between her and the three Powen.”

The King of Poland rephed wifii a manifesto main-

taining Poknd’s just claim to the territory it was pro-

posed to seiae, that claim being based on actual possession

for over two hundred years. He appealed to die treaties

Citeeing the integrity of his kingdom. He was

y ordered by Austria, through her minister at

Warsaw, to summon a Diet in order to hasten a definite

arrangement between Poland and the three Powen,
“ who would not expose their pretensions to the hazard

offuture contingencies, and ofdiose uoubles with which

Poland had been always agitated.” The same instmetions

were issued by die ministers of Russia and Prussia, and

the Diet was accordingly convoked and assembled on

April 19, 1773. The country was practically garrisoned

with the troops of the three Powers. It was very plainly

intimated that if the partition were not endorsed, the

whole of Poland would be divided, and every member

of the Diet was informed that he would be treated as an

enemy if he did not vote for the partition. The Diet

was formed into a Confederation, so that a majority

vote could be taken, and money was fieely expended

in bribing its members. None the less diere was a strong

opposition to the partition treaty, and to the permanent

Council which it sought to create for the government

ofthe country—a council ofcreatures ofRussia with the

King at its head. Eventually, however, the Polish
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deputies, “without hope from abroad and without

strength at home,” as the historian Coxe observes,

indignantly yielded to their &te. The Diet consented

to the Treaty and accepted the joint guarantee of the

three Powers for the future integrity of the kingdom

under its old vicious Constitution. With a kind of

desperate courage, that astonished even his own friends,

the impotent Stanislaw obstinately refused, and swore

to abdicate rather than dishonour himself by sanctioning

the dismemberment of his country. He demanded

asylum in England, and extending his right hand to the

British minister, passionately exclaimed : “I wiU suffer

this hand to be cut off rather than sign the Act of Parti-

tion.” But his opposition was soon overcome. The
same frdle sentiment that rose into indignation at the

frite of his nation, now subsided into fear for that of his

fimily. He succumbed to the menaces of the Russian

ambassador, and attached his signature and seal to the

frtal Act that finally extinguished the name of Poland

from the nations of Europe.

Once the consent to the intended partition had been

extorted from the Polish Diet, the Powers prudently

secured the immediate dissolution of this assembly. A
committee of deputies—^more or less directly nominated

by the partitioners—^was thereupon appointed to adjust

the new frontiers of Poland and to accede to the new

—

or rather the old—Constitution. Before the end of

September 1773, the Treaty of Partition was finally

se^ed, and the dismembered limbs of Poland, already

tentatively occupied by the troops of their new masters,

were fonnally surrendered to them.
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THE ACT OF BEFOSM

All the eyes that from dus time turned towards Poland

—whether in sympathy or in mdifierence—were not

slow to see that the partitioning ofthat unhappy country

had but begun. External influence and interference in

Poland grew steadily greater. The undertaking to with-

draw foreign troops from the mutilated country was not

fulfilled, and the principal cities continued to be garri-

soned by Russians. The King was a phantom ruler, a

mere tool and puppet
;
the real master ofPoland during

the troubled days that followed was the ambassador of

Russia.

In a few years, however, the conditions of Eastern

Europe changed in a manner apparently very fiivourable

to Poland. Frederick the Great died in 1786 and was

succeeded byhis incompetent nephew, FrederickWilliam.

Maria Theresa’s death had already occurred in 1780, and

followed, after a short re:^ of ten years, by that of her

son, the Emperor Joseph, who was succeeded by his

brother Leopold, hi 1787 Russia was again preoccupied

by a Turkish war, and Prussia was attacked by Austria,

beginning a struggle which involved Sweden and the

other maritime Powers. Russia, as an ally of Austria,

was now opposed to Prussia, and both sides sought the

sraport ofPoland. Catherine ofiered another guarantee

of the integrity of the kingdom, and asked permission
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to recruit, for use against Turkey, 30,000 troops from

Polist territory. Prussia offered the same guarantee,

but with her own condition.

And in Poland there was at last a genuine wave of

constitutional reform. Stanislaw himself, powerless

and pleasure-loving as he was, and subdued by the

strong personality of Catherine, had for the first and

perhaps only time in his career fearlessly asserted himself

as a man and a king, and had placed himself at the head

of his people. A Diet met at Warsaw on October 6,

1788, with the majority of its deputies pledged to consti-

tutional reform, and after resolving itself into a Con-

federation to escape the obstacle of the Lihenm veto.

set honestly and eamesdy to work. Catherine’s appeal

for help and offer of a guarantee were countered with a

demand for the instant withdrawal ofthe Russian troops,

and situated as she was she was forced to comply. Then

the permanent council ofRussian nominees was abolished

and the Diet considered the offer of Prussia. It was

then made plain that Prussia wanted something very

substantial for her help, nothing less than Danzig and

Thom. Frederick William suggested that as compensa-

tion Poland eventually would be able to recover some

of her lost territory from Austria. There was a conse-

quent delay in dealing with the Prussian offer, and

when ultimately a treaty was made it did not include

the cession of Danzig and Thom to Prussia. This de-

fensive treaty was signed in 1790.

In the meantime the Diet had spent two valuable years

in discussing the details of the scheme ofreform. There

was a strong dislike manifested among the conservative

szlachta against an hereditary monarchy, though they

admitted that the periodical elections of a king had the

most disturbing effect upon the country. It was also
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necessary to afford die cities representation on the Diels,

and this the nobles found a difficult matter to concede.

The two years which formed the limit for the tenure of

one Diet elapsed, and nothing had been settled. New
members were added without dismissing the old ones,

and a double Diet was found to mean doubled eloquence

and increased disputes.

Some inkling of the tendency of this Diet may be

gatliered from certain of its decisions. It enacted, for

instance, that the principle ofunanimity in voting should

be abandoned. For declarations ofwar, treaties ofpeace,

and poEtical legislation a three-fourths majority should

in future be accepted. For new taxes a two-thirds

majority should suffice. It was also decided that no

Diet should be able to authorize cession of territory.

FinaEy, a Constitution was drawn up and a plan of

action settled. On May 3, 1791, the Kmg attended with

the scheme of reform that had been prepared by a com-

mittee of patriots. The Marslial of the Diet called upon

Stanislaw to prepare measures for saving the State, and he

rose and proposed the Constitution. It was carried with

acclamation, though twelve dissentients marked their

opposition by remaining seated in silence. Then the

King invited the members to aaompany him to the

Cathedral, and there register their oaths in support of

the new Constitution.

The streets of Warsaw were aowded with citizens as

the procession of patriots, with the King at their head,

moved to the Cathedral The new Constitution was

adopted amid circumstances of almost tragic solemnity.

At its head came the words, used on a similar occasion

by the National Assembly of France :
“ All power in a

State emanates from the wiE of the nation.” The Act

provided that after the death of Stanislaw the crown
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should pass to the Elector of Saxony and his heirs, male

or female, thereafter ; thus abolishing the elective

system of monarchy. The King was to have control of

the army, and to nominate the members of the Senate

and the Officers of State. AU executive power was

delegated to the King and a ministry of six members.

The Diet oftwo chambers was to meet every two years,

and was to include deputies from the free towns. All

laws were to be approved by the King. The Liberum

veto and the right of Confederation were abolished as

“ contrary to the spirit of the present Constitution, and

tending to trouble the State.*’ The Roman Catholic

religion was appointed as the religion of the country,

but it was decided that toleration should be extended to

other faiths. Some reform of the conditions of the

peasants was outlined, as well as a measure of fitia-nnal

reform. The army was constituted on a basis of 100,000

men.

The Constitution was approved by the vast majority

of Poles. It had the support of Western Europe and of

the Pope. It was greeted with enthusiasm by the most

liberal statesmen in Europe. Edmund Burke, however
much he hated the Revolution in France, could not but

approve that in Poland. “ Humanity,” he wrote, “ must
rejoice and glorywhen it considers the change in Poland.”

It was ratified by the sejmiki, or local diets. And conse-

quently, almost as a matter of course, it was the object

ofimmediate detestation on the part of the neighbours of
Poland. Catherine regarded it as a defiance of her

power—as it certainly was—since Russia had twice

guaranteed the Constitution it overturned, once in 1768

and again in 1775. She at once prepared to destroy it,

and to take an ample revenge on Stanislaw, whom she

considered to have betrayed her. But first it was neces-
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sary to free her hands from the war with Turkey, and to

occupy die attention of Austria and Prussia so fully that

she might pursue without disturbance her dwign^ on
Poland. Prussia’s attitude to Poland had altered

materially since Frederick Wdliam had so thoroughly

committed himself by a defensive alhance. He had

been disappointed, in the first place, at his fiiilure to

obtain the cities of Thom and Danzig. The prospect

of a combination of the Kingdom of Poland with

Saxony under one ruler was in no way pleasing to him.

On the promulgation of the new Constitution his

counsellors advised him to denounce the treaty, but he

chose to commit himself still more deeply by congratu-

lating Poland on “ the firm and decisive conduct of the

Estates, which he regards as best fitted to give a solid

foundation to the government and prosperity ofPoland.”

Austria had much to gain by the presence of a strong

and verile Poland, acting as a buffer state between her

and the two Great Powers north and east of her. Austria

was, moreover, sympathetic in religion to Poland. The

Emperor Leopold therefore proposed a treaty with

Prussia guaranteeing the integrity ofthe free Constitution

of Poland. The two Powers were to ask the Elector to

accept the succession to the throne, and the treaty was

to contain a clause stipulating that no prince of the

Austrian, Prussian, or Russian royal houses should ever

accept the Polish throne. The Treaty of Berlin, when

executed by Prussia in 1792, after a conference at Pilnitz

between Leopold and Frederick William, guaranteed,

not the free Constitution, but a free Constitution for

Poland. Shortly afterwards Leopold died, and was

succeeded by Francis H., and the Elector of Saxony re-

turned an amb%uous and barely satisfectory answer to

the offer of the Polish succession. And now Catherine
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succeeded in tying the hands of both Austria and Prussia.

The alarm caused all over Europe by the events of the

French Revolution, and the fear that its principles would

spread to other European countries, was nowhere deeper

seated that in these two monarchies. The appeals of the

French royal family for assistance fell upon no more

sympathetic ears than those of Frederick William and

Francis, and encouraged thereto by the astute Catherine,

they embroiled themselves with France in a troublesome

and inglorious war.

Catherine now hastened to make peace with Turkey.

The Peace ofJassy, which she concluded with the Porte

in 1792, left practically all her objects in Turkey un-

fulfilled, but it gave her a firee hand to deal with Poland.

At her instigation all the Polish malcontents who had

taken refuge in St. Petersburg after the proclamation of

the Constitution of 3rd May, now returned to Poland,

and established themselves as‘ the^ Confederation of

Targowica. They promptly issued a manifesto deplor-

ing the anarchy into which Poland had fallen, demanding

the restoration of their ancient Hberties as enshrined in

the old Constitution, and asking for the help of Russia.

Their petition was readily granted. On April 8, 1792,

Catherine gave orders to her army to invade Polmd.

On 18th April Bolgalcoff, the Russian Minister at

Warsaw, delivered Russia’s declaration of war. In a

manifesto issued to Stanislaw at the same time Catherine

claimed the right and duty to intervene in the govern-

ment and affairs of Poland. She complained in forcible

language of the charge made on the Constitution, which

she described as a subversion of the ancient rights and

liberty of the Poles. The manifesto further accused the

Diet of countenancing disrespectful language respecting

Catherine herself, and asserted the new Government to
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be a tyranny imposed against die wishes of the majority

of the nation—the best of which had appealed to her for

protection. Under these considerations, therefore, tie

Empress had decided to restore the ancient order of

government in Poland.

Two Russian forces, comprising in all 80,000 infantry

and 20,000 Cossacks, invaded the kingdom, one entering

Lithuania and the odier penetrating into Poland proper.

The first anniversary of tie reformed Constitution had

hardly passed when the tramp of alien armies was again

heard on Polish soil ! Stanislaw gallantly exhorted the

Diet to prepare to defend the system it had established

;

and it readily responded to the appeal. The King was

entrusted with tie command of the army, and the com-

ilete control of all measures of protection. On his part

le swore to defend Poland and her Constitution with his

! ife. It was attempted, but two years too late, to increase

tie army to the strength enacted in the Constitution;

and, indeed, tie Polish nobihty, for tie first time for

several hundred years, showed, rare unanimity of en-

thusiasm in the national cause. Most of them raised

detachments in their own districts, and themselves

furnished them vitith arms. Even then, however, not

more than 20,000 men could be assembled to oppose the

Russian army in the field. Some 30,000 others were

sattered in garrisons throughout the country. Never-

theless, the Poles, under the command of Prince Joseph

Poniatowski, tie nephew of Stanislaw, achieved several

notable successes against the enemy. But in every case

they were outflanked by the greatly superior force ofthe

Russians and compelled to retreat. One Russian army

occupied Wilna, where tie Confederates of Targowica

were established with due ceremony.

The Diet was in despair. Prussia was appealed to,
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and asked to keep the plec^e she had made in the treaty

of 1790. Frederick William excused himself with die

cynical reply that he had guaranteed the Poland of 1790,

and that me treaty had been rendered null and void by

the new Constitution of 1791. Stanislaw eamesdy in-

voked the aid of Austria, France, and Great Britain, but

with no more success. The Emperor Francis rephed

that he had no reason to oppose the wishes of Russia.

France withheld assistance on the ground that the Polish

revolution was organized by and on the sole behalf of

the aristocracy. The British Minister at Warsaw ex-

plained that his Government could hold out to Poland no

expectation of support from the maritime Powen, and

that “ no intervention on their part could be serviceable

to Poland without much greater exertion and expense

than the maintenance of meir separate interests could

possibly justify.”

In impotent and ineffectual despair, Stanislaw appealed

to Catherine on the score of their past intimacy, not so

much on behalf of his own throne, which he offered to

resign, but on the part of Poland. “
It is important to

you,” he wrote on 22nd June, “ to have influence in

Poland, and to keep the line of march open, whether

against the Turks or gainst Europe. It is important to

us Poles to bring to a close an endless revolution and the

constant interference of our enemies. We need, more-

over, a stronger and better regulated Government than

we have hitherto possessed. There are means of uniting

all these advantages. Give us your grandson, the Grand

Duke Constantine, as our king; give us likewise an

eternal alliance and an advantageous commercial treaty

with your country. I will say no more
: you need no

instruction and no guidance.”

Even this plea friled. Catherine had other designs on
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Poland ; and, besides, this plan would provoke the bitter

hostility of Prussia. She replied to Stani&law counselling

him to prove his patriotism by giving immediate support

to the Confederates of Targowica. Meanwhile the

Russian armies were continually advancing. On 17th

July, in spite of a gallant resistance, the Polish forces,

under the command of the patriot Kosciuszko—concern-

ing whom more will be said later—were dispelled at

Dubienka, on the river Bug. There was now nothing

to impede the Russians’ victorious advance to Warsaw.

At the advice of Stanislaw the regular national Diet,

by the vote of a large majority of its members, agreed

to dissolve and to recognize the rival Confederation at

Targovrica as the only Government of the country. The

Constitution of 1791 was revoked
;

its notorious pre-

decessor was re-established, and the army was advised

to yield to the Russians. The leading members of the

nationalist movement, who had introduced the Act of

Reform, fled to Vienna and Dresden, and only Stanis-

law of them all remained, a desolate and defeated

monarch, in his surrendered capital ofWarsaw. He too

had recognized the malcontents of Targowica, who now

alone, by grace of Catherine, held the reins of govern-

ment in their hands.
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THE SECOND PARimON

Apologists for die first partition of Poland may point,

and with some degree ofjustification, to die numbers of

Russians and Germans originally under Polish, rule, to

the religious disabilities inflicted upon them—though by

no means more stringent, it must be admitted, than those

sufiered by Roman CathoHcs and Jews in Great Britain

at the same period—and to die danger proceeding firom

the general anarchy into which Poland was (rating.

They may be answered, in general terms, by the in-

controvertible statement that the partitioning Powers

imposed upon Poland the system of government firom

wHch this misrule proceeded, and for the sinister end

of spoliation, kept the unhappy kingdom in the shackles

of its own evil Constitution.

But no writer of modem times has been able to con-

tend that the second partition of Poland was anything

but a monstrous crime, committed against a nation ripe

with the fulfilment of the most excellent intentions of

rcfomi. “ The theft of territory,” declares one writer

of the second partition,
“

is its least offensive feature. It

is the forcible suppression of a national movemait of

reform, the hurling back into the abyss of anarchy and

cormption of a people who, by incredible efforts and

sacrifices, had struggled back to liberty and order, which

makes this great political crime so wholly infimous.
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Yet here again the methods of the Russian empress were

less vile dian those of the Prussian king. Catherine

openly took die risk of a bandit who attach an enemy

against whom he has a grudge ; Frederick William H.

came up, when the fight was over, to help pillage a

victim whom he had sworn to defend.”

It has already been described how Catherine induced

Austria and Russia to go to war widi France on behalf

ofthe French royal fanmy and in defence of the rights of

monarchies generally. Frederick William had consented

on certain conditions, and Catherine had conveyed to

him her intention of effecting a further dismemberment

of Poland. The old Constitution was to be restored,

and if Prussia would only effect the diversion in France,

Prussia should share in the spoil. Catherine dehberately

planned to ignore the young Emperor Francis in the

fulfilment of this scheme. Austria would declare war on

France in the ultimate hope of being able to exchange

the Austrian province of Belgium for the more ardendy

desired Kingdom of Bavaria. It must be remembered

that Frederidk William had not only bound himself by

treaty to maintain the integrity of Poland, and con-

gratulated the Poles on the reform of the Constitution,

he had also entered into a treaty with Austria to main-

tain a free Constitution for Poland. Now, however, he

threw all his promises to the wind, and in reality entered

into the scandalous arrangement with Catherine. His

perfidy was proved even more profoundly treacherous

during the coune of the war with France, in which he

behaved with the most cynical disloyalty towards his

Austrian ally.

Even before the war with France had begun there

were serious differences between the allies, for Austria

demanded as her indemnity that Prussia should cede
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Anspach aad Bayreuth, as well as Bavaria, in exchange

for Be^um. This Frederick Williain refused to do in

so uncompromising a fashion as to cause considerable

friction—to the maliciousjoy of Catherine, who profited

from every difference between her confederates. Prance

precipitated matters by declaring war on Austria. Then

r.iifTipritie denounced the Austro-Prussian treaty guaran-

teeing a free Constitution to Poland, and as already

related, sent two armies of conquest into the distracted

Irmgdfitn. Polish resistance was overcome ; KingStanis-

law accepted the Confederation ofTargowica ; and then

FrederickWilliam showed his hand. He issued a mani-

festo proclaimii^ his intention of sending an army into

Great Poland because of the growth of revolutionary

doctrines there.
“ The principles ofJacobinism are gain-

ing ground in that country,” he declared. “ The spirit

of French deinoaacy and the principles of that atrocious

sect, which seeks to make proselytes on all sides, begin to

take root in Poland, so that the manoeuvres ofthe Jacobin

emissarisi are powerfully supported there, and there are

already formed there several revolutionary dubs which

make an open profession of their sentiments.”

Cafliprinff, ironically enough, made the same excuse

for ignoring her treaty obligations to assist her parmers

in the French war. In a letter to the philosopher Grimm

she wrote :
“ You seem to think that the Polish afiair

is not on the same lines as that of France. You ignore

apparently die 6ct that the Jacobins of Warsaw are in

dose correspondence with diose of Paris. You wish

me to neglect die interests of my allies in Poland in

order to occupy myself with the Jacobinism of Paris.

No ! I will %ht the enemy in Poland, and in so doing

I shall not the less occupy myself with the afiEdrs of

France.”
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It should be clearly understood that from the negotia-

tions for die second partition of Poland, Austria was

totally excluded. Prussia’s share ofthe spoil was granted

as an indemnity for her losses in the war against Prance,

which at this time (November 1792) had begun to go

very badly for the champions ofmonarchical principles.

Austria was eventually to get a very desirable exchange,

but as she was frst losing the province she proposed to

barter, her position was not very secure. In the hard

bargainin| mat had begun between Prussia and Russia,

Cayenne’s methods were simple in the extreme ; for

every exaction by Prussia she quadrupled her own
demands. Frederick WilHam desired Thom, Danzig,

and the provinces ofPosen, Kalisz, and Plock, all valuable

acquisitions. Russia’s final share consisted of the Pala-

tinates of Kieff, Minsk, Braclaw, and the greater part of

Volhynia—a total area of 90,000 square miles, with a

population of 3,000,000. Prussia took territory 15,000

square miles in extent, and with a population of from

1,000,000 to 1,500,000. The partition treaty was signed,

in circumstances of the utmost seaecy, on January 23,

1793 -

To enforce it Frederick WilHam witiidrew his army

of tile Rhine, 40,000 men in all, and at once occupied

his prospective provinces ; thus perpetrating a treble

treachery—to Austria, to Poland, and to a recent treaty

with England and Holland, the maritime Powers. On
25th March the terms of the partition treaty were made

pubHc, and Francis learned how thoroughly he had bem
duped. He embalmed his grievance in an autograph

letter to Catherine. “
I insist penistentiy,” he wrote, “ in

demanding for Austria an absolute equality ofacquisition

and other advantages -with Russia and Prussia.” Cynical

as ever, Catherine replied that Pmssia had certainly got
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too much, and left him to draw his own conclusion as to

the consequences to Austria.

"When four or five milHon Poles were blundy told diat

in future they were to consider themselves Prussian or

Russian subjects, aaording to the new firontiers drawn

by the treaty, Poland was stricken dumb and powerless

widi dismay. The Confederates of Targowica showed

that they had fully trusted Catherine’s guarantee ofPolish

integrity, and refused to call a Diet, replying that they

had sworn an oath to maintain the integrity of the king-

dom. Germanized though it was, the town of Danzig

alone resisted, and essayed a gallant resistance to the

Prussian army. A few hours’ bombardment ended the

defence, however, and Frederick William was soon in

possession ofhis booty. The two Powers now proceeded

to torture their victim into acquiescence in the new dis-

memberment. Catherine began with the wretched

Stanislaw, who by now had lost the confidence of his

own people as well as the contempt of Europe. On
April 23, 1793, he wrote wishing to abdicate, and was

told that he had not been made a king in order that he

might resign at the very time when his services were

required. He must go to Grodno, where the Con-

federation of Targowica had now been removed, and

preside over the Diet that was being convoked ; and

accordingly he went.

Since die Confederates had refused to summon a Diet,-

it became necessary to revive die old and pernicious

permanent Council ofState, in the pay ofRussia. Itvras

diis body, therefore, under the direction of Sievers, the

Russian ambassador, that arranged for the elecdon ofthe
Diet. The Assembly had been called at Grodno in order

to be more completely subject to Russian influence and
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coercion. The stolen provinces were excluded from

representation, and the elections were conducted by

Russian staffofficen, whose instructions were to “ drive

out all those not ffvourable to the matter in hand, and

only admit compliant persons.” Bribery was ^ain

employed, and to a considerable extent. No candidate

was sanctioned who had been a member ofthe Warsaw

Diet which had framed the Constitution of 1791. In

brief, every conceivable precaution was taken, every

possible means employed, to bribe or bully the Assembly

into s^ning away one-halfof the country.

The Diet of Grodno met on June 17, 1793, and die

envoys of Russia and Prussia, who were in attendance,

prompdy presented notes, couched in each case in

idendcal language, asking the Diet to appoint a com-

mittee to arrange treaties with Russia and Prussia ceding

the stolen provinces. In return the two Powen wore to

give the old guarantee of integrity, and to undertake to

maintain the old Consdtution, with die “ advantages
”

of the Liberum veto and elective monarchy restored.

The deputies, however, while they were inclined to

compliance with the demands ofCatherine, were inspired

with nothing but contempt and avenion for those of

Prussia. To Russia, therefore, they addressed an appeal

for magnanimity and justice. To Prussia they repHed

with a curt demand for the withdrawal ofher troops from

the violated provinces.

This response was hardly to die liking of Sieven, who
proceeded to apply measures of coercion. He arrested

seven deputies who had displayed too much independence

of Russia, and confiscated the property of a number of

other “ malcontents,” as he sucdncdy described them.

Even now King Stanislaw might have redeemed his

tarnished reputation by some demonstiation ofcourage,
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however doomed to defeat. The Diet was surrounded

by Russian troops, but with a leader capable ofinspiring

courage and confidence the deputies would have resisted

to the utmost. “ They want to send us to Siberia !

”

exclaimed one speaker. “ Let them do so, the threat has

no terrors for us. You, sire, conduct us, if it must be so,

into Siberia. Let us go fi:om here, where we are menaced,

into those melancholy wastes. There, at least, our virtues

will cover with confusion those who conspire our ruin.”

And at this a large number of members took up the cry

“ Let us go to Siberia !
” But Stanislaw was ingloriously

aware of the uselessness of further resistance, and after

many eloquent but ineffectual protests, the Diet, by

a majority of 6i to 23, appointed a Committee to treat

with Russia. On July 23, 1793, the treaty with that

Power was accordingly signed, surrendering the provinces

already seized by her. It was approved by the Diet, on

2nd September, “ under compuLion.”

In the meantime Prussia pressed very earnestly for the

appointment of a similar committee, and the Diet

appealed once more to the generosity of Catherine.

The answer was an instruction to appoint a committee,

but was worded in such terms that the Diet felt en-

couraged to persist in its contumacy. It sent a message

to Frederick WilHam asking him whether, as a man of

honour, he did not feel himself bound by his treaty of

1790; if so, let him at once withdraw his troops.

Catherine watched the predicament of Prussia with her

habitual malicious humour, and allowed the difference

in the Polish attimde to both Powers to be emphasized

for the benefit ofan attentive Europe. At last, however,

when the Poles were showing signs of too marked

independence, she interfered brusquely on behalf of her

partner in brigandage. Sievers received his instructions,
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and passed them on to the assembly at Grodno. “ Any
longer delay,” he intimated, “ and the refusal to grant

full powers to delegates will be regarded as a refusal

to treat, and a dedbiration of hostdity. In that case

troops will enter into military occupation of the land

and dwellings ofthose members ofthe Diet who oppose

the general will of the nation.” And more to the same

effect. But still the Diet remained unwilling to treat widi

Prussia.

On September 23, 1793, it was necessary to resort to

sterner measures. The Diet was surrounded by Russian

troops and four ofits leaders were arrested and deported.

The assembly demanded their liberation, protesting that

they were now deprived of all fieedom of speech and

decision. They were told to sign he treaty, and further

threats were made. An attempt to coerce thf^m further

was met by a resolution proposed by the deputy for

Cracow, protesting against the violation of their Hberties

by the Russian ambassador, and proposing complete

silence as theirs^ ofprotest. Accordingly, the Assembly
sat for hours in an ominous siloice. It was useless for

the Russian ambassador to wait for some opoi expression

of opinion that could be tortured into a punishable

offence. Against that dead wall of silence his threats fell

harmless.

In the end Sievets was reduced to the expedient of
declaring that their silence implied consent. On this

plea the Prussian treaty was cMmed to have been sanc-

tioned, and Prussia took full and formal possession of
hw provinces. A last protest was signed by the

king and Diet. “
I, the King of Poland,” it ran, ‘'en-

feebled by age and sinking under the accumulated
weight of so many misfortunes, and we members of the

Diet, hereby decl:ire that, being unable, evoi by the
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sacrifice of our lives, to relieve our country from the

yoke of its oppressors, consign it to posterity, trusting

that means may be found, at some happier period, to

rescue it from oppression and slavery
; such means

unfortunately are not in our power, and other nations

abandon us to our fate/' The last indignity infliaed

on the Diet of Grodno was to force it to revoke the

Constitution of 3rd May, and to make a treaty which

placed the poor remnant of die kingdom in more abject

dependence on Russia than ever before. Russia was

granted the right of sending troops into Poland, and of

maintainine them there ; Poland pledged herself to

remain frithfiil to its old Constitution, and to change it

in no way without the consent of Russia.

Stanislaw’s lament that die other nations had aban-

doned Poland to its fate was true; but nevertheless

that neglect and desertion were ahnost inevitable.

Catherine had known how to seize the very exceptional

opportunities then existing in Europe in order to plunder

Poland without incurring the risk even of remonstrance

from the ‘Western Powers. France, engaged in a most

violent internal revolution, and at die same time fighting

for her national existence against Prussia and Austria,

could only express sympathy. Great Britain was drawn

into hostilities by the French violation of treaty rights

in declaring the river Scheldt open to the navigation

ofall the world—an infiringemeut ofprivileges secured to

Holland. There was no nation with its hands free to

oppose this cynical rapacity on the part of the Eastern

Powers, and Poland was perforce abandoned to her &te.

Indeed France actually benefited, though indireedy,

from the partition of Poland. The anxiety of Frederici

William to secure his share of the spoil, and the chagrin
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of Erands at being so secretly and successfully excluded,

a dissension among tie allies from which Prance
'

gained enormously, both in time and opportunity. It

is not the purpose of this work to enter with any detail

into the circumstances of the war with Prance. The

point it is sought to naake has already and admirably

been made. “ No one who surveys carefully the whole

field of European politics, and the military movements

of this time,” observed Lord Eversley, in his work on

the partitions ofPoland, “ can doubt that Poland was the

salvation ofFrance. It was the apple ofdiscord between

Austria and Prussia. It distracts the attention of both

these nations from the main objective of dieir campaign

in Prance. It was the cause of greed for territory being

substituted for hostility to the Revolution. If Poland

was the salvation of France from its enemies, who were

gathered together ostensibly to overwhelm die Revolu-

tion, the Revolution in France may be said to have been

the cause ofthe undoing and dismemberment ofPoland.”

Sievers, after his success in bringing the Diet ofGrodno

to die required degree of submission, was now relieved

ofhiswork inPoland. Subde and unscrupulous diplomat

as he was, he was too mild-mannered a man for the events

that were to follow. General Ingelstrom, with a garrison

of 30,000 Russian soldiers, was left to represent the will

of Catherine in the poor remnant ofwhat was once the

kingdom of Poland. Many ardent patriots fled the

country, to wait fiir better days in such refuges as the

Continent afforded. A good many of them gathaed

at Leipsic. Their eyes were turned for help to France,

but France was already opposed to half the Powers of

Europe, and for the next quarter of a century was pre-

occupied with perpetual war. But encou]^;ement

from the French, if no help. The Polish pastion 6>t
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liberty was stimulated by reports of French successes in

the field. The Polish temperament, Polish patriotism,

Polish courage were all aw^ened and kept aUve by the

young republic’s struggle for existence. The word went

round that Russia was again entrapped into war with her

old enemy Turkey. By exactions and indignities beyond

all credence or conception, Ingelstrom and his soldien

were provoking the people ofPoland to rebellion. “ Not

yet !
” cried the wiser patriots and the more patient souls

;

“ wait until the enemy is well in the toils of die war with

Turkey.” But the impatience of the zealots could not

abide, and the order issued by Catherine for the im-

mediate disbanding of the remains of die Polish army

precipitated the revolt that in any case could not have

been long delayed.
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HE IHIED PARimON

“ The governing classes in England in the eighteenth

century,” declared the Polish critic, Julian Klaczko,

rnuceming theM ofPoland, “ were perhaps even more

corrupt and were certainly no better than those in our

own country at the same period. Disaster after disaster

came upon the English nation. America was lost, never

to be recovered. Unrest was rife among die people,

fomented by ^tators and demagogues. The war widi

France incessandy eicacted new saoifices. The heir to

the throne was the object ofgeneral scorn and contempt.

The King was a madman. Such was the condition of

England at die end of the eighteenth century. Yet only

then appeared the greamess and the wisdom of her

Constitution, which persisted in spite of all the terrible

corruption of the aristocracy, die loss of America, die

European war, the agitated pubhc opinion, die violence

ofthe Opposition, the dissipation ofthe heir-presumptive,

and the insanityofthe King. Widi herown Constitution,

on the other hand, and though she possessed the greatest

citizens, die sublimest heroes, the most devoted patriots,

Poland could hardly maintain a national existence. And

when she lost these men, she fell irretrievably, unable to

find in her national institutions any support, any source

ofstrengthand life, butonly the fetal cause andinstrument

ofher own fill.”
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With the eclipse and extinction of Poland, however,

a star flashed suddenly into flame and flime that was called

Kosciuszko. Thaddeus Kosciusako, more perhaps than

any chivalrous figure in chivalric Polish history, unifpfl

in his person the quahties ardently enumerated by the

writer cited above. He was a great citizen, a devoted

patriot, and is enshrined by his admiring countrymen as

a sublime hero. Kosciuszko was bom in 1740 of an old

flumly of Lithuanian nobles. He left his country for

America during (he depressing reign of Augustus HI.,

and fought wim Washington in the War of Indepen-

dence. He acted as aide^c-camp to La Fayette, and

afterwards displayed so much military abflity that he was

made a Brigadier-General. He returned to Poland in

1783, and enjoyed a high reputation among his fellow-

countrymen. The part he played in die resistance to

Russia that preceded the second partition has already

been related. He now became the life and soul of the

Polish revolution.

For it was a revolution that followed the refusal ofthe

Polish army to disband at Catherine’s behest. It is quite

possible that she provoked it ;
it is almost certain that she

expected it. A brigade of Polish cavalry, under Mada-

linslri, set fire to the parched field ofPolish feeling. They

not only refused to &pene, but defied dispersion. They

moved on Cracow like a whirlwind ; drove out the

Russian garrison, and set the whole country aflbime.

Kosciuszko, though he bitterly lamented the premature

banning of the revolt, could not refuse the part in it

accorded him by public damoor. He hastened to

Cracow ftom Dresden, where he had been in exile, and

was appointed Commander-in-Chief.

Kosciuszko had gadiered more than military ex-

perience during his sojourning in America. He had
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learned to know and trust the people, and had gloriously

demonstrated that the soul ofdie patriot and the courage

ofthe warrior burned as ardently in the despised peasants

of his native land as in any of the nobility. To the

common people of Poland, Kosduszko was more than

a general and a patriot ; he was the man sent from

heaven to lead them. He was the first Polish noble to

regard the peasant as anything better than a superior

brute ; he wore dieir dress, and led them where the

Polish nobles, with all the inherited mihtary traditions

of ceilbries, might well have blenched to follow. To
them he was Father Thaddeus, the brave constant friend

who inspired their undying confidence. They swore

to follow him even in the free of certain death. Many
thousands of them, rude, half-barbarous, wholly

courageous and passionately loyal to their leader and

their country, “ drank deam like wine ” in the bitter

days that fallowed.

In all Kosduszko commanded the support and con-

fidence of the dtizens, the remnants ofme army, and a

proportion of the squires or lesser nobility. But the

great nobles held aloof; diey did not believe in the

possibility of success for the revolution ; and they well

knew that die price of partidpation would be, at the

very least, the confiscation of their land. They also

distrusted Kosduszko’s democratic tendaidcs, and were

alarmed at the prospect ofan emandpation ofthdr serfi.

Eosduszko’s first military exploit was performed with

a force onehalfofwhichwas composedofpeasants armed

with scythe blades. The other half vras the brigade of

Madalinski, which had first set die revolt afoot by refiis-

ing to disarm. This force, 4,000 men in all, attadred die

Russian general Thomasson, who was no stronger m
numben, butwas enforced with artillery. The insurgents
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succeeded in annihilating the Russians at Raclawiec.

At this General Ingelstrom entered Warsaw, and at-

tempted to disarm the populace, but after two days’

fierce fighting he was driven out. A provisional govern-

ment was thereupon formed at Warsaw widi Kos-

duszko as Dictator. Wilna, the capital of Lithuania,

followed Warsaw’s example and drove out its Russian

garrison. In Prussian Polmd, too, die fire of revolt was

Hghted.

To free her hands, Catherine at once set about con-

cluding the war with Turkey. In the meantime the

Prussians made a determined attempt to end the rising

on their own account. Frederick WilHam deserted the

ause of monarchical institutions in Western Europe

to secure die final spohation of a kingdom in die East.

He had already 50,000 men in Poland, whereas the total

forces of Russia and Austria combined were not more

than 3 0,000. It seemed to oifor an excellent opportunity,

and he determined to conduct the military operations m
person. On June 3, 1794, therefore, he joined his army

near Cracow, and united with a force of 12,000 Russians

under the command ofGeneral Fersen. The joint armies

at Frederick William’s disposal were thus 37,000 strong.

Kosduszko sallied out from Cracow with 17,000 men,

more dian halfof them peasants with primitive weapons,

and offered batde at Rawka. The result was hardly for

a moment in doubt ; the Poles, though diey fought with

desperate cours^e, were s^pally defeated. Cracow fell,

and had Frederick William but moved swiftly on War-

saw, that dty too had been at his mercy. The batde of

Rawka was fought on 6th June
;

yet it was 2nd July

before the invaden appeared before Warsaw. The

interval gave Kosduszko time to rally his forces, and to

prepare a last despairing defence of the capital.
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The difficulties of Kosduszko’s dictatonhip, ia the

meantime, had not been light. His peasant supporters

had supposed that he could abolish serfdom with a stroke

of the pen. His most judicious attempt to gather the

more conservative section of his countrymen to the

support of the national ause had involved him in unjust

suspicion on all sides. The trust of the peasants was

imphcit, but the pessimism of the King, who nominally

adhered to the provisional government, was only typical

of the despair—almost amounting to indifference-

general among the greater Polish nobility. He'had now
to defend an open city against a vastly superior force,

and his Httle army accorffingly prepared boldly for the

shock of attack. But the attack never came. Instead of

storming the city, Frederick WilBam sat down before it

and proceeded to an investment planned on the latest

principles of military science. Li this he was artfully

encouraged by the Russian General Fersen, who on

Catherine’s suggestions endeavoured to delay the capture

of the dty as long as possible. The plan succeeded

almost beyond expectation. Posen flamed out again in

open revolt, and Frederick became alarmed at the pros-

pect of being caught between two forces of insurgents.

On 6th September, therefore, he decided on the igno-

minous coune of raising the siege.

By this time the Russians were ready to act On
6th August they had captured the dty of Wflna

; and

now, on 15th September, Suvaroff arrived at Brresc, on

the river Bug, with an army of 8,000 men, having

marched 370 miles in three weeks. SuvarofiP was one

of the most able, determined, and relentless of Russian

generals. At Brzesc he found a Polish force of 10,000,

which he attacked and almost annihilated. Then he

marched stra^ht for Wanaw. Kosduszko went out to
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meet him with an army of 8,000 men, but turned aside

to attack Fersen, whom he hoped to account for before

Suvaroff could arrive. They met at Maciejowice on

October 9, 1794, but the Poles were outnumbered and

outfought. Of the whole 8,000 only 2,000 returned to

Warsaw. Kosciuszko himself had three horses killed

under him, and was finally wounded and taken prisoner.

The exclamation, “ Finis Polonice ! ” attributed to him,

though incorrectly, as he lay on the battlefield, docs not

over-exaggerate the impression made on his countrymen

by Kosciuszko’s defeat. His peasant followers heard of

his capture with the profoundcst dismay
; in many cases

they abandoned their scythe blades and fled in disorder.

It is hardly conceivable that a victory instead of a

defeat at Maciejowice would have been followed by any

other consequences for the Polish cause, or would have

affected anything but a delay of the inevitable dihacle.

The tragedy of this disaster on the Bug, however, is only

intensified by the tragic fact that contributed to and

perhaps caused it. The Polish General Poninski, whom
Kosciuszko had urgently summoned to his aid, was an

inveterate gambler. He was playing cards when the

first courier brought the earnest request for reinforce-

ments. He continued to play. When at last he gave his

army the order to march, it was already too late. The

batde was lost while the reinforcements were on the

road.

Poland made one other, an even more desperate, stand

for fireedom. Suvaroff appeared before Warsaw, and

attacked the suburb of Praga. “ Warsaw shall cease to

exist !
” he had promised in a letter to the Prussian

General Schwerin. “ To see the insurgents wandering

on the bank, to annihilate them, and to plant the standard

ofthem^ty Empress as a fearful warning to the fiithless
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city—that is my object.” The capital was defended by

Generals Dombrowski and Madalinski, and the most

desperate gallantry was displayed. In Praga there were

but 8,000 trained soldiers in all, and some 3,800 citizen

volunteers. The assault was begun in the early hours of

5th November. By noon the suburb of Praga had been

taken. By 7th November Warsaw itselfhad capitulated.

Then followed the riot of ruthless and unreasoning

massacre which opened the most bitter era of blood and

tean in Polish or indeed in any history. The victorious

Russian troops had evil memories of their previous

expulsion from the Polish capital, when they suffered

heavily from the insurgents. They now began indis-

criminately to butcher all whom they found in the

streets of the surrendered city. Soldiers and citizens, old

men, women, and children were slaughtered alike. The

streets ofWarsaw ran with blood like a shambles. Ten

thousand lay dead in them ; 2,000 more were driven

into the river and drowned. In ten days from the fall

of Warsaw the flame of revolt in Polmd was utterly

quaiched. Dombrowski, Madalinski, Potocki, and other

patriots who had laid down their aims, were sent in

captivity to St. Petersburg, where Kosciuszko was already

confined.

By thus seizing Warsaw almost under the nose of her

Prussian rival, Catherine had considerably strengthened

her hand in the game of intrigue and bargaining that

now began. Widi the first news of the rising she had

resolved to make an end ofPoland. Now her one con-

cern was to yield as htde as possible of the victim to her

partners, and especially to Prussia. At the second par-

tition Austria had been duped and befooled wim a

hypothetical exchange of Bavaria for the province of
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Bc^ium, which she had since lost in the French war.

Ca&erine now made an excuse out of his conduct in

the same French war for denying Frederick William

what he conceived to be his share ofthe residue ofPoland.

And indeed, the behaviour of Prussia to her allies in that

adventure against France does not survive with success

any close scrutiny. Frederick William had paltered with

Austria ; he had accepted subsidies from Great Britain

on condition that he should put an army of 60,000 men

in the field, and had neglected to fill his share of the

bargain ; he had run away fiom the field of war to

conduct operations against the Poles ; and finally, he

made a separate peace with France in defiance of j.1 his

treaty obligations. Catherine did well to remind him

that he lacked somewhat in good faith. In one letter she

declared :
“ The Empress thinks that Prussia’s renown

is engaged in the French war ; she thinks that Prussia

ought not to show herself so dependent on English

money ;
and she sees how right she was not to place

any Russian troops at the disposal of so inharmonious

a coalition.”

Long before Warsaw had fillen the three Powers began

to discuss the division of the remainder of Poland. On
23rd July Catherine had written that the fiite of Poland

should be settled by an arrangement made by the three

Powers ; and Frederick Wimam, then confidendy en-

gaged in the siege ofWarsaw, had outlined his own de-

mands. He wanted all the country between the Vistula,

Silesia, and West Prussia ; and he instructed his am-

bassador at St. Petersburg, Tauenzein, to advance these

claims by ofiering to set aside small principalities for

ZuboflF, then Camcrine’s fevourite, and for Nassau-

Siege, die Russian Ambassador at Berlin. In other

words, Austria was again to be excluded from partidpa-
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tion in the plunder. When die time of partition

actually arrived, Prussia was not in so strong a position

as her kmg had fondly hoped when he formulated these

demands ;
but he certainly held possession of Cracow

and the Palatinate ofSandomir, the territory most desired

by Austria. Unfortunately for him, Catherine had

already independendy come to terms with Austria, and
nothing that he could do would turn her from thprn

,

On 30th October she intimated to Tauenzein that

Cracow and Sandomir must be given up to Austria
;

while she herself would be content with the territory

north of the Vistula and the Bug. Thus Prussia would

receive Warsaw and the territory south of the Vistula.

Frederick WiUiam insisted on retaining Cracow, how-
ever, and a conference was accordingly arranged at St.

Petersburg to discuss the matter. There Tauenzein found

himself in a minority. Ostermann, the Russian Chan-

cellor, and Coblenz, die Austrian Ambassador, madp

common ause against him. He protested that Prussia

would never give up possession ofCracow, and that the

only alternative to a -withdrawal of the Austrian dpmanfl

was to leave Poland in statu quo. Then there was talk

between die odier two of a treaty from which Prussia

might be excluded altogether if she did not choose to

subscribe to it. When the conference ended, without

the semblance of an agreement, Catherine carried out

her threat of a separate agreement -with Austria. On
January 3, 1795, a treaty was signed between the two
Powers relating to Polmd, and anodier dealing -with

their future relations. The preamble to the Polish

treaty declared “ that Poland having been entirely sub-

jected and conquered by the arms of the P.mprp« of
.Russia, she has determined to arrange -with her Allies

for a complete partition of that State, which has shown
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an absolute incapacity to form a government wbich •will

enable it to live peaceably under me la'ws or to rnainfqin
itselfin independence.”

Russia was accordingly to take die territory between

the rivers Vistula, Bug, and Pilica, with a population of

about 1,250,000 ;
Austria was to have Cracow and the

Palatinates of Sandomir and Lublin
;
and Prussia was

to be ofiered the remainder, with the dty of Warsaw,

if she chose to take it. Each of the Powers guaranteed

the possessions ofthe others. This treaty, like the others,

was seaet. On the instructions of Catherine, her

Chancellor now wrote an add letter to Frederick

William, exposing the futility of his suggestion diat

Poland could be retained on the old footing. “We
may boldly affirm,” he declared,

“
dhat the tide of the

Empress to her portion of Poland is not die work of a

moment or of chance, but the aeation of thirty years of

labour, cares, and colossal efforts ofevery kind
; we may

affirm that, in comparison with these Austria and

Prussia have received as an unbought gift all the advan-

tages which they have received and will receive in

Poland.” Reading between the lines ofthis letter, it was

not difficult for the King ofPrussia to see that his previous

eimetience over Poland had now been reversed ; that

whereas in the second partition he had participated in a

bargain at the expense ofAustria, it was now his turn to

be left out in the cold.

It was in these circumstances that Frederick William

concluded the negotiations which he had initiated for a

separate peace with France—a step which aroused the

Empress to extraordinary indignation. She at once

concerted steps with Austria for die ejection of the

Prussians from Cracow, and no time was lost in putting

them into operation. She sent a large number oftroops
aso
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into Poland, and at her instigation die Austrians massed

80.000 men on the Bohemian frontier. The terms ofthe

treaty of 3rd January were communicated to Berlin, and

Prussia was coldly invited to agree to them. On 3rd

September a fiirther conference was held at St. Peters-

burg, and there Austria consented to yield a small strip

of territory between the Vistula and the Bug
; and with

this Prussia had to be content. On apih October the

latter Power signed the third partition treaty. Prussian

troops were withdrawn from Cracow and Sandomir,

and the Russians handed over Warsaw to Prussia. One
condition of the division was that the three Powers,

“recogniang the necessity of abolishing everything

which may recall the memory of the existence of a

kingdom ofPoland,” pledged themselves to refrain from

using that tide. The total territorial gains of Russia

from the three partitions constituted an area of 181,000

square miles, with a population of some 6,000,000

;

Austria’s share was 45,000 square miles in extent, with

3,000,000 new subjects
;

Prussia’s new territory was

57.000 square miles in area, and its population 2,500,000.

Catherine did not long survive the completion of the

ruin of Poland, for she died on November 16, 1796.

Her victim Stanislaw, the last King ofPoland, was forced

to abdicate on November 25, 1795. It was provided that

his debts should be paid, and that he should enjoy a

considerable pension, whidi was contributed by the

three Powers which had profited so gready from his

incompetence. He went to live in St. Petersbui^ after

the death of Catherine, and died in that city in 1798.

Catherine’s death called to die throne ofRusaa the Czar

Paul, who showed some sympathy for the Poles. He
actually released some 12,000 ofthem from their Siberian
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exile, aad generously repatriated them. He visited the

patriot Kosduszko in his prison, and embraced him

;

then liberated him vvith due honour and ceremony.

Kosduszko afterwards travelled, and was recdved with

acclamation both in Great Britain and Ameria
; eventu-

ally he took up his abode in Switzerland. During the

Polish enthusiasm for Napoleon he was invited to return

to Poland and take part in tlie affairs ofthe Grand Duchy

of Warsaw. But he wisely shook his head. “ The

Poles,” he said,
“ have enough despotism at home, wiff-

out going so far to purchase the price of their blood.”

The Emperor Alexander also wrote to him, when he was

busy in re-estabhshing the kingdom of Poland, a letter

as honourable to the writer as to him who recdved it.

But Kosduszko never saw his native soil again
; he died

in Switzerland in 1817.

It is a matter of considerable difficulty, even after this

long interval, to apportion widi justice die immeasurable

guilt for the inglorious conspirades, quarrels, cruelty, and

criminality that constituted the partitions of Poland.

Where each was almost inaedibly infemous, it is difficult

to accord degrees in infamy—either to one or other of

the three despoilers ofPoland. Nevertheless the supreme

guilt, perfidy, and callousness of Prussia, as demonstrated

during the whole period of the partition, seem at once

condusive, consummate, and incontestable. The policy

and actions ofRussia, hardly less unjust, cruel, or criimnd

diough they were, were at least redeemed by the quality

of an unabashed and almost brutal candour. “ Russia,”

observed Lord Evenley, “ was all along, and had been

for years past, the open and declared enemy of Poland.

There was no seaecy in her policy. The Empress

Catherine carried out the designs of Peter the Great,

and ft)r durty years was engaged in the avowed task of
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subjecting and dismembering her unfortunate neigh-

bour. . . . However much we may condemn the pubhc

morality of Catherine’s actions, it is impossible not to

accord a tribute of amazement to the sm with which

she punued her objects. . . .

“With Prussia it was very different. Her course

throughout these transactions was pursued vrith under-

hand perfidy, treachery, lying, and fraud, without

example or precedent in history. . . . Whatever excuses

may be urged for Frederick, no plea can possibly be

urged on behalf of his successor, Frederick William, in

abatement ofhis perfidies. In drawing Poland away fi:om

alliance vrith Russia, entering into a treaty, offensive

and defensive, with her, promising support to her new
Constitution, and then, when the ink of his treaty was

hardly dry, turning round and throwing over dl his

treaty obligations,and agreeingwith Russia to dismember

Poland, his course was perfidious and disgraceful to a

degree almost inaedible. . . . We may affirm that at

die bar ofhistory the destruction of the Polish kirigdnm^

and the partition of its territory, were poHtical crimes of
the gravest kind, unequalled in the past of Europe. In

apportioning the blame for them, we are justified in die

conclusion that the condua of Prussia was the most
perfidious and mendacious, that of Russia the most
cunning and deadly, and that of Austria the most mf^n
and treacherous.”
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CHAPTER XXIII

THE GRAND DUCHY OF WARSAW

“When Liberty goes out of a place,” cried Walt Wbit-

man, “ it is not the first to go, nor the second or third to

go. It waits for all the rest to go, it is the last.”

Poland had been blotted out from die map of Europe,

but there remained 11,000,000 Poles, ashamed and

grieved at their loss of a national existence. They

looked around for help, and no help was in sight,

unless it should come from France. Thousands of

Poles had volunteered to serve in the army of the

struggling Republic, but the French law of the time

did not permit their enrolment. They were able,

however, to give their services to Lombardy against

Austria, and fought hard and bravely against at least

one of the despoilers of Poland.

When Napoleon was proclaimed First Consul, an

alteration in the kw of France permitted the enlistment

of foreign soldiers, and the Polish Legion of the French

Army became an accomplished fret. Poland was made

a French recruiting-ground, and in spite of its heavy

losses, the Polish Legion was maintained at full strengtL

At the time of the peace of Luniville, made between

Austria and France in 1801, there remained 15,000

members of the Legion, and these were dispatched by

Napoleon to St. Domingo in the West Indies to suppress

the revolt headed there by that extraordinary negro
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Toussaint I’Ouverture. Ttus die aspirants for freedom

were employed, however reluctandy, in an effort to crush

a kindred movement. Their frte was a melancholy one.

Unable to resist the rav^es of yellow fever, they died

in thousands, and only a wretched and disease-racked

handful returned to tell the tale.

The Poles had more cause for hope and courage in

1806, when war broke out between France and Prussia,

and Napoleon carried the operations into Prussia itself

The battle ofJena, on October 14, 1 806, provoked a revolt

in Prussian Poland ; the patriots were joined by a force

of Lithuanians, and the Prussians were driven from the

country. Napoleon entered Posen in triumph, and was

received with enthusiasm by the Poles. Hopes were

formed ofa new national eastence for die dismembered

kingdom.

But Napoleon had no Polish policy
; he was concerned

with affairs much nearer to himseff. He issued a vague

and evasive proclamation, suggesting that Poland was on
the eve of a new birdi. “ Shall the throne of Poland,”

he asked, “ be re-established, and shall this great nation

resume its eidstence and independence ? Shall it spring

from the abyss ofthe tomb to life agam >.
” But the only

answer he could supply for this self-asked question was

bitterly disappomting :
“ God only, who holds in His

hands the issues of all events, is die Arbiter of this great

political problem ; but certainly diere never was a more
memorable or a more interesting event.” Napoleon

succeeded in driving the Prussians out ofPoland, and on

January 14, 1807, after the batde of Poltusk, his army
entered Warsaw in triumpL Then war broke out with

Russia.

It was now, if he had ever intoided to consider the

aspirations of die unfortunate Poles and die fiiture of
355
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the destroyed kingdom, that Napoleon might have

restored Poland and given it a new lease of ufe. But

now, as afterwards, he played for his own hand only,

and made haste to conclude peace with Russia. On

June 14, 1807, he defeated the Russians at Friedland, and

made peace with Russia and Prussia immediately after.

By the terms of the Treaty of Tilsit Prussia was ^owed

to retain West Prussia, and die provinces of Posen and

Warsaw were constituted a Grand Duchy, with the

Elector of Saxony as its Grand Duke. The new Grand

Duchy ofWarsaw, as it was called, had a population of

ofabout 3 ,000,000 inhabitants. It was, however, a mete

appanage of France. After liis custom, Napoleon pro-

vi^d a hberal Constittition, freed the serfr, established

the Code Napoleon with its severe but equal justice for

all, and provided for an administration ofPoHsh ministers,

and a Diet elected on open and equitable conditions. In

1809 Napoleon was again at war with Austria, and in

that year the Grand Duchy was invaded by an Austrian

army of 30,000 men under the Archduke Frederick, who

captured Wanaw. In return Joseph Poniatowski, the

Commander-in-chief of the army of the Duchy, and

one of Napoleon’s most redoubtable marshals, invaded

Austrian Poland, called a Polish revolt in Galicia, and

drove the Austrians out of their Polish provinces, as well

as drawing them away from Warsaw. On 6th July,

Napoleon inflicted on Austria the crushii^ defeat of

Wagram, and again peace was made. By the Treaty of

Vienna part of Austrian Poland—about two-diirds of

Galicia—was incorporated with die Grand Duchy ;
die

remainder of this province was handed over to Russia.

The history ofthe Grand Duchy during die remaining

five years ofits existence bears much resemblance to that
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of all the other kingdoms and principalities set up hy

Napoleon. The nobles and wealthy dasscs complained

of the exactions of the government, the poorer subjects

had not time My to appreciate the even-handed justice

administered under the Code. Newworb were initiated

—such as roads and bridges—the benefit ofwhich could

not for some time he felt, though the cost of their con-

struction impoverished the whole people. The able-

bodied men of the country were constantly called upon

for service in one or other of Napoleon’s innumerable

armies or expeditions, and industry was paralysed by

war.

And yet, as in Italy, Napoleon left behind him in

Poland a lasting memory ofme blessings offireedom and

equity. The poverty of Poland was extreme
; she had

neither the time nor the opportunity yet to recover from

the centuries of repression under which the peasantry

and the burgher classes had groaned. But the Froich

era left its indelible mark on the people. In spite oftheir

several disappointments die hopes ofthe Poles were raised

to die highest pitch by Napoleon’s last great war with

Russia, and the invasion ofthe Grande Armfe. He made
every bid for Polish support, and announced his intention

of restoring to Poland her M territory and ancient

privileges. At the same time, however, he had entered

into a secret treaty with the Emperor ofAustria, disposing

of Galicia, and otherwise stultifjting his promises to the

Poles. But they were not aware of this. They dis-

regarded a proclamation of the Czar guaranteeing the

autonomy of Lithuania, and rallied to die cause of die

French.

Napoleon was invariably majestic in promise. A
meeting of the Diet was addressed at Wanaw by the

French ambassador, who encouraged die Poles to hope
(4.9M) 257 17
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for the fullest measure of national life. An army of

80,000 Poles thereupon assembled, and marched on

Moscow with die Grande Armfe. In Lithuania Napoleon

could not succeed in arousing the same enthusiasm as m
his own Duchy ofWarsaw. The Lithuanians unfiivour-

ably compared his windy and unsubstantial promises

widi the clear-cut offer or autonomy made by the Czar

Alexander. Napoleon actually treated Lithuania from

his entrance into the province as hostile territory, and

his army’s progress through the countrywas accompanied

by all the devastation ofwar.

The French army entered Wilna, the capital, on June

9, 1812, and a deputation from the Diet presented to

Napoleon an address of welcome drafted by himself.

His reply on this occasion was even less satisfretory than

before. “In my situation,” he said, “I have many

interests to conciliate and many duties to perform. If

I had reigned at the time of the fint, second, or third

partitions of Poland, I would have armed all my people

to support you. I love your nation. During the to
sixteen years I have seen your soldiers at my side in the

fields of Italy, as well as those of Spain. I applaud all

that you have done
;

I will do everything in my power

to second your resolutions. ... I have ways used die

same language since my first appearance in Poland. I

must add here that I have guaranteed Austria the integrity

of her States, and that I cannot authorize any design or

step that may tend to disturb her in the peaceable

possession of the Polish provinces which remain under

her power. Let Lithuania, Samogitia, Witebsk, Polock,

Mohilew, Volhynia, the Ukraine, and Podolia be ani-

mated with the same spirit which I have wimessed in

Great Poland, and Providence will crown with success

the purity of your cause, and will reward the devotion
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to your country, which has so much interested me in your

behalf, and has given you so many claims to my esteem

and protection, on which you may depoid under all

circumstances.”

Napoleon’s Polish Volunteers, under Poniatowski,

fought with the utmost courage. They formed die fifth

corp of the Grande Arm6e, and distinguished themselves

at die batdes of Smolensk, Borodino, Ealouga and else-

where. They suffered most in the disastrous retreat that

Mowed, and of the total 80,000 not more than 3,000

returned to Poland. The Russians aptured Warsaw

;

the Grand Duchy was extinguished; and the Czar

took possession of its territories. Neverdieless Ponia-

towski, who remained fiithful to Napoleon, succeeded

in raising a firesh Polish force of some 15,000 men,

who fought in all his succeeding campaigns. The re-

mainder of them were even present at Waterloo. But

before then they had lost their courageous and resourceful

leader, Poniatowski, who died after die disasterofLeipsic,

and only four days after he had received his baton as a

Mar^d de France, hi the retreat after the batde the

bridge over the river Sster had been blown up, leaving

the main body ofthe Poles on the wrong side. Many of

them attempted to escape by swimming the stream, and

Poniatowski was drowned. It is believed that he desired

death, and found it in this ftshion. “ God,” he is said

to have exclaimed, “ has given the honour of the Poles

into my keeping, and only unto God will I give it up !

”

The whole ofPoland was now in the hands ofRussia,

including bodi die Austrian and the Prussian provinces.

The Czar Alexander lost no time in making it known

that his intentions towards die Poles were of the most

generous nature. In April 9, 1814, the veteran Kbs-
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ciuszko made the following appeal to Alexander on behalf

of his countrymen

:

“
I request three favours ofyou : the first is to grant

a general amnesty to the Poles without any restriction,

and that the serfi scattered in foreign countries may he

regarded as firee if they return to their homes
; the

second, that your Majesty will proclaim yourself Kii^

of Poland, with a free Constitution approaching that

ofEngland, and that you cause schools to be established

there for the instruction of the serfi
;
that their servi-

tude be abolished at the end often years, and that they

may enjoy the fiiU possession of their property. Ifmy
prayers are granted, I will go in person (ill though I

am) to throw myself at Your Majesty’s feet to tknk

you, and to be the first to render homage to my
sovereign.”

To this the Emperor replied in the following autograph

letter :

“
I feel great satisfection. General, in answering your

letter. Your wishes shall be accomplished widh the

help of the Almighty ! I trust to realize the regenera-

tion of the brave and respectable nation to which you

belong. I have made a solemn engagement, and its

welfiure has always occupied my thoughts. . . . How
satisfiictory it would be to me. General, to see you my
helpmate in the accomplishment of these salutary

labours ! Your name, your character, your talents,

will be my best support.”

Alexander accordingly offered the Polish remnant of

the Grande Arm& a oioice between serving Russia and

disbanding. To a deputation fi:om Lithuania, in July
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1814, he declared that all the past was forgotten and for-

given, and that the future ofPoland would be his peculiar

care. In fulfilment ofhis promises, he went to the Con-

gress of Vienna accompanied by Prince Adam Czar-

toryski, the most eminent Pole ofthe day. In considera-

tion ofthe events that followed, it is curious to reflect that

the chiefhindrance to the generous intentions ofthe Czar

really lay in the attitude of Great Britain. This attitude,

one ofunpardonable short-s^htedness, was due in a large

measure to the invincible stupidity of Lord Liverpool,

and of the British representative at the Congress, Lord

Castlereagh. Liverpool began by assuming that it would

be impossible to obtain autonomy for Poland, though the

whole of it was already in the hands of the Czar, who
was set on retaining it for the Poles. Casdereagh’s literal

interpretation of a memorandum from Liverpool on

the subjea completed the confusion. The memorandum,

drafted for Castlereagh’s guidance, ran as follows

:

“ There can be no doubt that the restoration of die

Kii^dom of Poland, such as it was in the year 1792,

under an hereditary, independent, and limited mon-

archy, would be the measure most just in itself, and

most satisfoctory to the people of this country.

“ Have we any right, however, to call upon Russia,

Austria, and Prussia to give up those provinces of

Poland which they have annexed to their own
dominions, and which continue to form part ofthem f

Certainly not. We may recommend it, but we can

do no more. For however unjust the partition of

Poland may have been, if firom consideration of

pradence we eidier found it impracticable, or did not

deem it expedient to oppose them at the time diey

were noade, we can have no r^t at the distance of
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five, ten, or twenty yean, to require of tie above-

named Powers to dismember tie provinces which

they then annexed, and which formed part of their

dominions during a period in which we were at peace

with ail of them, and in alliance with some of them.

“The only portion, therefore, of ancient Poland

about whose fete we have now a r^ht to take a de-

cisive part is the Duchy ofWarsaw. The fete of that

Duchy is suhjudice.

"
It is obvious diat an arrangement may be made

with respect to the Duchy ofWarsaw upon either of

die three following principles

:

“ (i) It may be divided between die three great

Powers, and so made to constitute a part of each of

dieir dominions.

“
(2) It may be preserved as an indepoidcnt State

under an independent Prince.

“
(3)

It may be assigned to one of the three great

Powers as an independent State, which under the pre-

sent circumstances must be Russia.”

hi conclusion Lord Liverpool expressedtheopinion that

the third of these methods was most to the interest of

Europe. This memorandum •wilfully ignored the exist-

ing circumstances, to which the Czar very forcibly called

the attention of the Congress. He held all Poland in his

hands, and all Saxony too. He was minded to constitute

ethnographical Poland—or that part of the original

kingdom which was actually inhabited by Poles—^into

an autonomous kingdom under the suzerainty ofRussia.

Prussia he proposed to compoisate by die gift ofSaxony

;

but Austria was to get notmng. “ I will not give Austria

a village,” he declared. Casdereagh supported the

objections of Austria ;
and Talleyrand, out of pure
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malice, supported Great Britain on behalf of Prance.

Nevertheless Alexander stood firm. He ordered the

surrender of Saxony to Prussia, and took steps to have

himself proclaimed at Warsaw as King of Poland. But

a secret treaty, to which all dhe Powers at the Congress

except Prussia and Russia subscribed, was made to pre-

vent this. Europe seemed on the brink of another great

war; and at last the pressure became so great that

Alexander yielded. Thus it befell that Poland was agam

divided.

Austria regained all Galicia with the sole exception of

the province of Cracow, which was established as an

independent republic, guaranteed by the Powers.

Danzig, Thom, and the province of Posen were restored

to Prussia, which also took part ofSaxony in recompense

for Warsaw. Russia took the rest of the Grand Duchy,

which she undertook to maintain as an independent

kingdom. Each of the three Powen guaranteed to the

Poles the preservation of their autonomous institutions,

and respect for their rights of firee assembly, worship,

and speedi—a pledge confirmed by all the Powen con-

cerned in the Congress. There seems to have been no

doubt in the minds ofthe delegates diat diis promise was

dear and unequivocal. Casdereagh took occasion to

emphasize it when he returned to London, and explained

to Parliament the result of his labours. “ The main

object of conciliating the Poles,” he said, “ will not be

lost sight of. They will be relieved from the local

dfficuldes and personal disqualifications under which

they have hitherto laboured. Whatever system ofpolicy

may have formerly existed, the Poles will now be

governed as Poles.”

However this may have been, it is incontrovertible

dia,t when the chance was offered ofuniting all the people
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of Polish nationality under one autonomous rule, die

craft of Mettemich, the malice of Talleyrand, and the

inairahlft stupidity of Liverpool and Castlereagh aused

it to be thrown away. The Poles were now split into

four sections : those ruled by Austria ;
those ruled by

Prussia ;
those ofLithuania and the other parts ofPoland

now incorporated with Russia; and mose who in-

habited the Grand Duchy of Warsaw. The Treaty of

Vienna was signed on June ii, 1815, a few days before

die battle of Waterloo. Its provision for the Poles was

worded as follows

:

“ The Poles who are respectively subjects of Russia,

Austria, and Prussia shall obtain a Representation and

National Constitution regulated according to the de-

gree of pohtical consideration that each Govemnaent

to which they belong shalljudge expedient and proper

to give them.”

The Duchy ofWarsaw was incorporated as a kingdom

under die su2erainty of die Czar ; and its future was

rigidly defined in the following clause :

“ The Duchy ofWanaw, with the exception of die

provinces which are otherwise disposed of, is united to

the Russian Empire. It shall be irrevocably attached

to it by its Constitution ; and be possessed by His

Majesty the Emperor of all the Russias, his heirs and

successors in perpetuity. His Imperial Majesty reserves

to himself to give to this State enjoying a distina ad-

ministration the interior improvements which he shall

diink proper. He shall assume with his other titles

that of Czar, King ofPoland.”

There can be no doubt ofthe interpretation put by die

Czar upon the first of these clauses. He fiirmly believed
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that die Congress had provided some measure of au-

tonomy for all the Polish nation. He plainly indicated as

much in a letter he addressed to the Senate at Warsaw.
“ The Kingdom of Poland,” he wrote, “ will be united

with Russia by the bond of its own Constitution. If

the great interests of general tranquillity have not per-

mitted die union of all the Poles under the same sceptre,

I have at least endeavoured to alleviate as much as possible

the pain ofseparation, and to obtain for them everywhere

the peaceful enjoyment of their nationality.”

In the same sense the treaty was interpreted by the

King of Prussia, whose proclamation to the people of

Posen tan as follows :
“ Inhabitants ofthe Grand Duchy

ofPosen, you are incorporated with my monarchy, but

without being obliged to renounce your nationality.

You will participate in the Constitution which I intend

to give to my feithfial subjects, and you will have a

provincial Constitution like die other provinces of my
kingdom. Your religion shall be maintained. Your

personal r%hts and your property shall remain under

the protection of the laws upon which you will also be

called upon in future to deliberate. Your language shall

be used with the German in all public transactions, and

evaj one of you, according to his abilities, shall be

eligible to public appointment in the Grand Duchy and

to all the offices and dignities in my kingdom.”
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THE CZAR AS EEN6

A NEW era began in Polish history when the Czar Alex-

ander of Russia entered Warsaw in November 1815.

He was received with acclamation by the people of the

city, whose hopes had been raised by the attitude he

adopted at the Congress of Vienna. The promised

Constitution for Poland was drawn up by Prince Adam

Czartoryski, who enjoyed the close feiendship of Alex-

ander, and was accepted by the Czar, subject, however,

to certain modifications introduced by Novosiltsoff, a

reactionary and ambitious Russian, who now took an

increasingly active interest in Polish affairs.

The Constitution was signed on November 27, 1815.

It provided for an hereditary monarchy, the crown to be

the inahenable possession of the Russian royal ffmily.

The person of the monarch was sacred and inviolable,

and Ae government was vested in him. He had the

power of summoning, dissolving, or adjourning the

Diet, and confirming or rejecting its enactments. The

Diet should consist of a House of Deputies of 128

members, ofwhom seventy-seven were elected by nobles

only ;
and fifty-one were elected by the burghers and

other classes of the community on a limited franchise.

This franchise included all owners of land paying taxes

;

all master workmen, manuftcturers, and merchants with

a certain property qualification ; and parish priests, vicars,
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and professional men. The members were eleaed for

six years
;
the Diet was to be summoned every two years

and to sit for thirty days. A simple majority was sufficient

to make its decisions valid.

The Senate should consist ofhalfas many members as

the House of Deputies. These held their appointments

for life, on the nomination ofthe Crown. The Ministry

was composed of five members : the Ministen for

Finance, War, Education, Home Affairs, and Justice,

and the Viceroy presided over its meetir^s.

The Roman Catholic feith, though not recognized

as the official State religion, was to receive the special

protection of the government. The army was con-

stituted on a peace footing of 30,000. The Polish

language was to be used m the affairs of administration,

law, and the army. Personal liberty, religious tolerance,

and the freedom of the Press were guaranteed.

Such was die Uberal Constitution drawn up by Prince

Adam Czartoryski—a Constitution perpetuating the

Polish nationality and the Polish language
; and a M

and complete realization of the promises made by the

Czar. But it was revised by the reactionary Novosiltsoff,

who riddled it with textual loopholes that were after-

wards used to infiinge the rights which the Constitution

was intended to embody. For instance, the old clause

of the Polish Constitution which read, “We will im-

prison no one, save by law,” was altered to “We
permit no one to be imprisoned ”

;
and this alteration

afterwards availed the Viceroy in his illegal arrests and

long imprisonments without tmJ. Similarly the financial

clauses were so mutilated that no budget was actually

presented during the whole of the fifteen years in which

the Polish Constitution was operative. The right of

adjourning the Diet was similarly misused.
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It was generally expected in Poland diat Prince Adam

Czartoryski would become tbe first Viceroy, but an un-

fortunate misunderstanding occurred at this time in his

intimacy with the Czar, and the appointment was given

to General Zaionezek. Zaionezek, thoi^h himself a

Pole, proved but a tool in the hands of the Commander-

in-Chief, the Grand Duke Constantine, who was a man

of overbearing temper, arbitrary disposition, and the

most reactionary and illiberal instincts. Worse still, he

was ill-disposed towards Poland. Even more unfortunate,

however, was the attachmoit of Novosiltsoff in some

mysterious capacity to the Polish administration. Os-

tensibly he was only a member of the Administrative

Council, but it was afterwards apparent that firom the

very first he had been the evil genius of Poland. It is

indubitable that his reports on Polish afiain, furnished

first to Alexander, and afterwards to his successor,

Nicholas, were inspired by nothing but malice and

mendacity.

The new kingdom of Poland had an area of about

one-sixth that or the original Poland, and a population

of 3,200,000 in 1815 ; by 1830 the latter had increased

to 4,000,000. It was constituted of eight provinces

;

Masovia, Plock, Kalisz, Sandomir, Lublin, Podolia,

Augustow, and Cracow ; the last province being so

called in the expectation that some day the city of that

name should be added to the kingdom. The Church had

emht similar dioceses, the Primate being the Archbishop

ofWarsaw. After the death ofArchbishop Woronicz in

1829, however, no successor was appointed for many

years. Administration be^ fevourably and without

much difficulty. True to their traditions, the Poles paid

great attention to education and the arts. The University

of Warsaw was founded with the most modem equip-
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ment and on die most modem principles; and the

country was endowed with good schools, well dis-

tributed. Music and the drama were subsidized
;
good

roads were made ;
and Warsaw itself was improved by

the erection of some very beautiful buildings, and the

removal of some very bad ones. Mining was renewed

under less primitive conditions
;
industries were estab-

lished ;
the navigation of the great rivers was improved,

and new facilities for trajfic were provided.

The hope and ambition of the nation, as manifested

both in the new kingdom and in Lithuania, was that the

latter provinces should be incorporated under the new

Constitution ; and this hope was encouraged by the

Czar himseE In i8i8 he opened the first Diet at War-

saw ; his speech on this occasion was generous, fitiendly,

and optimistic, though it said nothing definite concem-

ing the future of Lithuania. “ Your hopes and my
v^es are being realized,” he said. “ You have given

me the opportunity of disclosing to my own country

that which I have long been preparing for it, and which

it will obtain as soon as this important work can reach

maturity. You have proved yourselves equal to your

task The result of your labours will teach me whether,

true to my undertaking, I shall be able further to extend

what I have already done for you.”

The finances of the new kingdom were weak
; and

dhe modest revenue received by the State was almost

all dissipated on the army, the expense ofwhich was very

considerable. But in this and in other questions that

came before it for discussion and decision the new Diet

acted with remarkable firmness and fidelity to the

principle of the new Constitution, and among the earliest

and most useful measures it passed were the Land Laws

and the Criminal Code—all of which, however, suo
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ceeded in arousing the resentment of the Grand Duke

Constantine and Novosiltsoff. Serious friction soon

arose among the army as a consequence of the severe

discipline imposed by Constantine. Vielhorski, the

highly respected Minister for War, handed in his resig-

nation ; and many Polish ofEcers even sought escape in

suicide rather than submit to the indignities offered^m.
Nevertheless, the Poles still entertained hopes of the

ultimate incorporation of Lithuania m the kingdom, and

their aspirations were at this time encour^ed by the

extension of the military authority of Constantine over

frve Lithuanian provinces.

But 1819 saw the inevitable reaction. In that year a

censorship of all Polish newspapen and periodicals was

begun ; by May it had become more rigorous
;
and in

July it was extended to boob. The Diet assembled in

the followii^ September, and at its opening the Czar,

in a speech of vague import, referred ominously to the

“evil spirit whia was moving over Europe.” The

Diet rejected the measures proposed by Constantine, and

was dissolved. In his spe^ of dismissal the Czar told

them :
“ You have delayed in its progress the work of

restoring your country. That heavy responsibility will

rest upon you.” For five years, from 1820 to 1825, there

was no Diet summoned, and during that period the evil

activities ofNovosiltsoff continued and multiplied.

Then came a quarrel between the Minister of Educa-

tion, Stanislaw Potocki, and the Church. Potocki had

dosed forty-five monasteries, three abbeys, and eleven

seminaries, a measure that naturally aroused the bitter

hostility of (he bishops. Subsequently the influence and

opposition of the latter compelled his resignation, and he

made way for GrabowsH, a aeature of Novosiltsoff.

Popular (^satisfaction at the r%id Press censorship now
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found its expression in the growth of secret societies.

These assembles had their origin in the freemasonry

recently established with the consent and encouragement

of the Czar and the Grand Duke Constantine in the

kingdom. The chief society was that of the National

Freemasonry of Poland, whose principles and organiza-

tion extended throughout Prussian Poland as well as the

Russian division. Originally each lodge had its bust of

the Czar in a place ofhonour ; in Prussian Poland even,

the bust of Frederick William had been taken down and

that of die Czar established in its place. At the instigation

of the Grand Master Lukasinski, who was a major in the

4th regiment of die line, this organization became a

seaet society on much die same lines as the Carbonarist

societies of Italy
;
and out of it grew the secret Patriotic

Society, controlled by a Committee of which Luka-

sinski was chairman. The existence of this Society

became known to the government, and suddenly Luka-

sinski and his fellow-committeemen were arrested. For

two years they were kept in prison "without a trial, and

then Lukasinski was removed to the fortress of Schlussel-

burg, where he remained in an underground cell until his

deam forty years later. The control of the Patriotic

Society was then assumed by KrzyzanowsH, a lieutenant-

genersd of the Polish Guards, who was soon in com-

munication with a number of Russian societies of the

same nature. Krzyzanowski behaved with great caution

and restraint, refusing to give any information concern-

ing the membership of his o"wn society
;

and when

the Russians began to discuss the assassination of high

dignitaries he indlgnandy discontinued his correspond-

ence "with them, protesting that “ Poles had never stained

their hands -with the blood of their monarchs.”

And now an arbitrary measure knovm as the Ad-
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ditional Act of 1825 was applied to Poland, suppressing

the free and public nature of the proceedings of the

Diet. Niemojevski, the leader of the Opposition, was

forbidden to come to Wanaw ; and when the town of

Lalisz elected him as Deputy, the election was cancelled.

When the Diet opened, a cordon of Russian troops

surrounded the building, and the speech of the Czar was

curt and forbidding. At this time the Ministry of

Finance was in the hands ofLubecki, an able but unpopu-

lar Pole who appHed himselfwith vigour to straightening

the comphcated affairs of the kingdom. By great firm-

ness and dose attention he contrived to eliminate the

ever-recurring defidt, and obtained a great deal of

influence with the Czar ; so much, indeed, that he was

able to counteract in some measure the machinations of

Novosiltsoff.

The Diet, too, behaved with great restraint, and

accepted without undue demur the measures proposed

by the government, induding one for the establishment

ofaLand Bank, which existed for many years in Russian

Poland, and was of the greatest benefit to the agricul-

tural industry. The session closed onJune 13, 1825, with

a sign of approval from the Czar. “ You have carried

out the expectations of your country and justified my
confidence,^’ he addressed them. “

It will be my earnest

desire to convince you what an influence your action

will have on your future.” This was his last speech,

however, in Poland. In the same year he died, and was

succeeded by his younger brother Nicholas, the Grand

Duke Constantine being passed over as notoriously

unsuitable for the throne.

Nicholas at once proclaimed his attitude towards

Poland by proceeding to undo the preparations made

by his pred^sor for incorporadr^ Lithuania with the
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new kingdom. The military control was taken away

from Constantine, an action which provoked a quarrel

between the brothers, the Grand Diie being by now a

convert to the scheme for assembling aU the Polish

nation under one rule. The next reactionary step t-alrpn

by the new Emperor was to order a number of arrests.

Among the victims was Krzyzanowski. An illegal

inquiry followed into the affairs of the Patriotic Society,

with the result that all its ramifications were laid hare.

Krzyzanowski and seven other penons were indicted for

treason, and tried before a court consisting of five

senators. A sentence of three years’ imprisonment was

passed on Krzyzanowski, and lesser punishments were

awarded to three of the others ; the rest were acquitted.

These judgments, however, were by no means rigorous

enough to please Nicholas, who through his agents

pressed for a death sentence in every case. EventiMy,

however, by the exertions ofLubedd, who still enjoyed

a very considerable influence, the decision of the court

was confirmed.

The subsequent war with Turkey induced Nicholas to

relent in his attitude of severity towards Poland, and to

make efforts to conciliate the Poles. In May 1829 he

visited Warsaw, taking with him his son and heir,

Alexander, afterwards the Czar Alexander H., who wore

the Polish uniform and had beoi taught very successfully

to speak the PoHsh language. The Emperor opened the

Diet with a very conciliatory speech, but the assembly

was in a sour humour, and the proposals of the govern-

ment came in for very severe criticism, to the great

annoyance of Nicholas. The place of the Patriotic

Society had been taken by a new seaet society, founded

by Wysocki, an instructor in the school of ensigns at

Warsaw. The new conspirators were not conspicuous
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by their qualities of intellect, thot^h they were certainly

sincere, courageous, and devoted
;

also they were not

ill-advised ofthe sinister intentions ofthe Imperial Court.

An immense stimulus to discontent and revolt was soon

furnished by die French Revolution of 1830, not'dnly

in Poland, but in every country oppressed by reactionary

government. The same spirit was at work in Spain,

and still more vigorously in Italy. The autocracies grew

alarmed, and the means they employed by combination

to suppress separate struggles for feedom are part of

the hhtory ofEurope.

No one was more alarmed at the revolutionary

tendencies of the day than the Emperor Nicholas, who
desired to make war on the French Republic and planned

to employ not only the Polish army, but also Polish

money, for this purpose. In diis pm he encountered

an unexpected but firm opponent in the Grand Duke

Constantine, who by this time had grown more liberal

and to some extent sympathetic with Polish ideals.

Nicholas had also approached Prussia to the same end,

and of this the Polish revolutionaries were correcdy

informed. The most popular leader in Poland at the

time was General Chlopicki, a veteran of the Napoleonic

wars and a soldier of the old school EQm the secret

societies accordingly approached and invited to become

their leader ; but Chlopicki refused to be an accomplice

to (heir plans. Nevermeless the conspirators were not

deterred. Two separate surprise attacb were made on

the night ofNovember 29, 1830, one upon the Belvedere

Palace, and the other on the Russian cavahy barracks.

In the first only eighteen men took part. They succeeded

in killing a Russian general, but Constantine, the real

object of the attack, concealed himsdf and ultimately

escaped. The other attack, in which a larger body took
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part, was a failure. After their repulse the conspirators

marched through die streets of Warsaw, calling on all

to rise in the popular cause. They received but scanty

support, however, and alienated pubhc sympathy by

killing several prominent Polish soldiers whom they

suspected of Russian sympathies. Meanwhile Constan-

tine had joined his army outside the walls of Warsaw,

where he had 7,000 troops. Prince Adam C2artoryski

and the Minister Lubecki were sent out by the Adminis-

trative Council to conciliate him. He replied that the

matter was now in the hands of the Poles themselves,

who must find a way out of the difficulty.

On 30th November the Administrative Council issued

a proclamation to the people in the name of the Czar

Nicholas, enjoining upon them the necessity for remain-

ing orderly and quiescent. They also appointed Chlo-

picki Commander-in-Chief of the Polish army, but this

honour the old soldier refused to accept and remained

discreedy in retirement. A fresh deputation now ap-

proached Constantine ; it consisted of Adam Czar-

toryski, Lubecki, Lelewel, and OstrowskL Lubecki and

Czartoryski urged the Grand Duke to remain in Poland

and help to restore order ; the others advised him to

depart to Russia. Constantine took the latter counsel

and left immediately for St. Petersburg. Afterwards the

Poles realized the extent of their mistake in permitting

him to go, for if the wont came to the worst he would

have been at least a valuable hostage in their hands. His

departure was followed by the proclamation ofan interim

government of seven, composed as follows : Adam
Czartoryski, Kochanowski, Pacs, Lelewel, Ostrowski,

Dembowski, and Niemezewiez. General Chlopicki now
emerged from his hiding to command the army, and on

5th December was proclaimed dictator. A number of
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ineffectual missions were sent to the Czar, but nobody

seemed to realize that a conflict with Russia was now
inevitable.

One man, by name Chrzanowski, advocated bold

measures. He urged that there was a good Polish army

and an abundance of money in the treasury. It was

advisable, therefore, to march on Lithuania, induce the

Lithuanians to take up the cause ofa flree Poland, capture

Wilna, and give the Russians no time to organize a

systematic campaign. But Chlopicki preferred to wait

;

eventually in 1831, he resigned his dictatorship, and was

succeeded in the command of die army by SkrzyneckL

The last-named was a man who had earned a reputation

by the possession of undoubted abilities he was too idle

and procrastinatory to exercise. His scheme for the

defence of Poland was based upon the strength of a

fortified triangle, into which he withdrew his army to

await the oncoming Russians.

In 1831 the Diet declared the deposition of the Czar

and the formation ofa Repubhc ; and a national govern-

ment was established. Nicholas retaliated by deaeeing

the whole of Poland under martial law, and issued a

proclamation throi^h his Commander-in-Chief, Die-

bitsch, ordering the Poles to submit. A very large

Russian army was assembled, and a force of 114,000

men entered Poland under the command of Diebitsdi,

and marched on Warsaw. In preliminary skirmishes

at Stoczck and Dobre the Poles achieved a temporary

success, and thereupon hazarded all iheir chances on a

decisive encounter at Grochow. The battle ofGrochow

was fought on February 25, 1831, and all that day the

tide of batde swung backwards and forwards. In the

end the Poles were forced to retire, though they had

actually inflicted greater losses than they themselves had
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sustained, and so disorganized the Russian army that, if

they had but realized it, the result might have been a

victory instead of defeat.

The battle was followed by a panic at Warsaw, and

the army was hurriedly increased to die strength of

100,000 men. The assistance of the peasants was invoked

with promises of small holdings in land, and this proc-

lamation Nicholas countered with an offer of aboHdon

of serfdom. Whatever effect these had, it is certain that

in this revolt the peasants played but a minor rdle in

comparison to dieir part in Kosciuszko’s rebellion. On
26th May the main Polish army, wliich was recruited

chiefly from the ranks of the lesser gentry and the

burghers, under the command of General Skrzynecki,

encountered a decisive defeat at Ostrolenka. Not long

after the battle Marshal Diebitsch and the Grand Duke
Constantine bodi died ofcholera, and Marshal Paskievich,

a soldier of great energy but brutal and relendess in

temperament, was appointed to the command of the

Russian army.

Meanwhile Adam Czartoryski and the National

Government had resigned
;
and other members of the

Diet reassembled, but could decide on no useful course

ofaction. On 6th September the Russian army stormed

the lines in front of Warsaw ; by 8th September the dty

had capitulated ; and by 21st October the last flame of

revolt had been extinguished in Poland. Nicholas then

proceeded to inflict retribution for the iU-ftted rising

with unprecedented and ruthless •vigour and cruelty.

On February 14, 1832, the Constitution conceded by

Alexander was annulled and replaced by a new organic

statute. The Polish forces were incorporated with the

Russian army
; all electoral institutions were abolished

;

Russians were appointed to all the important posts in the
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govemmoit departments, and to educational institutions

in particular ;
the Russian language was made com-

pulsory everywhere. Marshal Paskievich was appointed

Viceroy, and with his new dignity entered upon a career

ofoppression and gross tyranny which lasted for a quarter

of a century.
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CHAPTER XXV

TRIPARTITE POLAND

The combination of misunderstanding and malevolence

wbicb brought Poland to sucli an unworthy end were

due, at the very outset, to the thwarting of the generous

schemes of Alexander by the Congress ofVienna. Only

one-fourth of the Poles in Europe were included in the

experiment which the Czar finally tried ; and the king-

dom so constituted was too small to bear the burdens

of an autonomous existence. It was disturbed and dis-

contented at the very beginning by its separation from

Lithuania, and only inflamed by the hopes held out of

that desirable but never accomplished federation. The

initial appointments were, to say the least, unfortunate

;

some of them, as in the case of Novosiltsoff, were very

much worse than that. The newly formed kingdom was

pursued by misrepresentations and misconceptions
;

the

inducement to conspiracy was supplied by the separation

of the Poles under four systems of government. For

the errors that wrecked the last hopes of Polish national-

ism the Vienna Congress was deeply to blame, and a

liberal share of the blame must be apportioned to Great

Britain.

None of the Powen that guaranteed so solemnly the

autonomy of the Poles afterwards lifted a finger to pre-

vent the disaster that overtook them. Prussia and Austria

assisted in the work of suppression by every means in
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dieir power. As shall be shown, both these Powers

worked deHberately and silently to thwart the escpressed

intentions of the (ingress, and eagerly snatched at the

excuse the revolt provoked by Russia afforded for their

purpose. France, when appeded to by the Diet, simply

coquetted with the question
; Great Britain bestowed

some useless and irritating sympathy upon die suppressed

nation. It is, indeed, no misrepresentation to assert that

the Powers who had undertaken to secure the autonomy

of the Poles looked on when they were deprived of it in

dishonourable indifference.

The insurrection of 1830 in the kingdom of Poland

was followed by a ruthless suppression of the most

ordinary rights and privileges of the Polish people.

Those of the rebels who were unable or unwilling to

flee the country were visited with rigorous penalties.

Many ofthem were shot or hanged out ofhand. Many
thousands of them, less fortunate, were condemned to

exile in the salt mines of Siberia. Their estates were

confiscated and sold at auction, when only Russian

bidders were permitted. In pursuance of the Russian

policy ofexpatriation, no fewer dian 45,000 penons were

transported to the Caucasus and other remote parts of

Russia ; and Russian Emihes were introduced into

Poland in their stead. The use of the national flag was

prohibited ; the use ofthe Polish language in every way
discouraged. The Church, always in Poland the hmwark

ofher institutions, traditions, and sentiments, came in for

particular attack, and much of its property was confis-

cated and sold.

These persecutions continued throughout the reign of

Nicholas, who died in 1855 ; and for some years in the

reign of his successor, Alexander H. Then a milder

r^gune was initiated, and with the aid of Widopolski,
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an eminent Polish noble, Alexander set about undoing

the worst of the work of his predecessors. In i86i the

ban on the Polish language and religion was removed,

and a system of local councils inaugurated, with a right

of appeal to the Russian Government. These reforms

were announced as the forerunners of further liberal

concessions by Alexander, but the bad work of the past

quarter of a century was bearing its bitter fruit. Every

district was honeycombed with secret societies, and the

Poles had now set aside their generous horror of assas-

sination. The country swarmed with spies and agents

provocateurs. The intentions of the conspirators were

reported in exaggerated terms to die Russian Govern-

ment, and in 1863 Russia retorted with a law enforcing

conscription in Poland. Under this law some thousands

ofyoung men belonging to the best Polish families were

seized and sent as conscripts to military depots in Siberia.

The sequel had been foreseen, and probably planned,

by the Russian authorities. The disaffection already rife

in Poland came suddenly to a head, and burst mto

insurrection.

It was a hopeless, pathetic, if heroic affair from the

outset. The risings of 1863 were not organized with any

eye to combination ;
they broke out here and there

among a freedom-loving people exasperated beyond all

tolerance by a relendess regime of cruel oppression and

dcnationalrktion. Each was crushed in turn with

revolting brutality. Many victims ofRussian retribution

were utterly innocent of complicity in the revolt

Nevertheless for the better part of the two bitter years,

1863-64, the youth of Poland, destitute of money or

adequate arms or efficient organization, fought gallandy

and desperately against the whole force of Russia. The

names of Langiewicz, Traugutt, and Hauke, all heroes of
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that hopeless rebellion, may be partictilarly mentioned

among the many that those desperate days engraved on

PoHsh history.

The Poles relied principally on their hopes of foreign

intervention, and especially on the help ofGreat Britain.

At the head of the British Government at that time was

Lord Palmerston, and the moral support he had given

to Viaor Emmanuel had been practically the salvation

of the national cause in Italy. The case of Poland was

debated by a very sympathetic House ofCommons, and

the view was freely maintained that the treatment of

Poland by all three partitioning Powers was a direct

violation of the Treaty of Vienna. It was decided that

a remonstrance should be addressed to the Russian

Government. The diplonutic correspondoice which

followed is of considerable importance and interest.

LordJohn Russell, the English Foreign Minister, directed

the attention ofthe Russian Government to the following

points

:

(i) That a complete amnesty should be accorded to all

concerned in the outbreaL (2) That national representa-

tion should be given to Polmd. (3)
That Poles should

be appointed to public offices and that there should be

full liberty of conscience. (4) That the Polish language

should be used in the administration oflaw and education.

(5)
That there should be a regular and legal system of

conscription.

The answer returned by Prince Gortchakoff, on behalf

of Russia, was conciliatory but evasive, and the corres-

pondencewas concluded by the Czar’s earnest declaration

that “ to provide for the welfrre of his subjects of all

races and of every regions conviction is an obligation

which he has accepted before God, his consciaice, and

his people.” Lord Palmerston explained to Parliament
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that Great Britain was entitled, but not ob%ed, to take

action on the breach of the Treaty of Vienna
; and as

neither tliis country nor France was eager for active

intervention on behalfofPoland, in both countries official

interest in the Polish question soon dwindled to in-

difference.

The aftermath of the revolt of 1863-64 was terrible in

the extremities to which both parties proceeded. The

Russians, under General Berg, resorted to wholesale

hangings and banishments ;
the Poles replied by seaet

assassinations. In all 30,000 Poles lost their lives and

150,000 more were exiled to Siberia. In 1864 the govern-

ment ofPoland was placed k the hands of a Constituent

Committee, the lea&g spirits of which were Prince

Cherkassky and Nicholas Milyutk, whose policy was

to create a division between the peasants and the nobles,

and to gak the confidence and support of the former.

An extensive scheme of land reform was ktroduced

:

the peasants were granted their holdkgs of land k per-

petuity, and it was enacted that land could only be

bought by Russians. As before, the Roman Catholic

Church was bitterly attacked ;
its bishops were exiled

;

three-fourths of its monasteries were suppressed and their

lands confiscated. The attempt to estrai^e the peasants

from their nationalism Med, however, and the con-

sciousness of Mure provoked Russia to new severities.

In 1869 the Russian language was made obHgatory k
official correspondence and university lectures ; and later

the primary and secondary schools were similarly

Russianixed by Apuchtk, me Curator of Education.

A very large number of primary schools were actually

closed, and heavy penalties were inflicted on persons who

attempted to evade the stringent eduation laws. As a

result, it may be remarked, there were actually fewer
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sdiools in Russian Poland at the beginning ofthe present

century than at the end of the fourteenth—five hundred

years before ! The Russian speech was used even in the

teaching of the language and literature of Poland, and

Poles were excluded from all government appointments.

The Russian legal system was introduced in 1876, and

in 1885 the Poles were forbidden to sell their land to any

foreigners—a restriction that was abolished twelve years

later, but only because ofthe retaliatory measures adopted

by Germany.

Even from the Russian standpoint, however, this

regime of repression proved singularly ineffective.

Excluded from the government and public service, the

Poles turned their attention to commerce, and a Polish

middle class arose in Poland for the first dme in her

history. This class was, and remains, as strongly national

and patriotic as any other class of the Polish community,

and it brought the cold sanity of common sense to aid

the national cause. Freedom oftrade, and the advantage

of the Russian markets, notwithstanding die heavy and

unequal taxes imposed on the Poles, encouraged the

manufrctuiit^ industries in a way certainly never con-

templated by the Russians themselves. In some industries

the number of Polish workmen was multiplied tenfold

;

Warsaw became a thrivir^ dty, and Lodz, in the manu-

fiicture of cotton textiles, grew to occupy a place in the

world’s output second only to that ofI'^chester. The

valuable mines of the country were developed, and only

in regard to roads and railways, which the Poles were

stead&dy discouraged and even forbidden to build,

was Russian Poland commercially at a disadvantage.

The population grew with amazing rapidity, and even

doubled in less than a century. It says much for the

fiirdtude of the Polish spirit that notwithstanding die
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bitter oppression ofthe last hvmdred years hardly a sii^le

Pole coidd be said to have become denationalized, or to

have lost any of the character, courage, and aspirations'

of his race.

The conduct of Prussia towards her Polish subjects

differed but in manner and niotive from that of Russia.

The Prussian regime certainly opened with finer promise.

Prince Radzi-sm was appointed Viceroy of Prussian

Poland, and another able Pole, Zerboni de Sposetd, was

made governor. The government appointments were

given to Poles, and the Polish language was used in all

State affairs. A Land Bank was established in the prov-

ince, which was still operating with advantage to the

agricultural community when die War of 1914-18 broke

out. In 1823 means were devised whereby the Polish

peasants could obtain land at reasonable terms, and the

peasants benefited immediately and permanently by the

change.

As early even as 1817, however, die attempt at de-

nationalization had begun. German officials were intro-

duced, the schools were gradually Germanized, and the

use of the Polish language was more and more dis-

coursed. In 1827 the promise of autonomy was

redeemed by the institution of a mock Diet at Posen,

composed of four nobles, twenty-two deputies elected

by the noble class, shrteen by burghers, and e^ht by

peasants. Three yean later a very thorough campaign

of Getmanization ms initiated by a new governor

named FlottwelL This continued in a modified form,

but without much success, until 1873. Then Bismarck

himself grew alarmed at the increase in the number and

prosperity of the Poles in German Poland, and began to

institute severely repressive measures. His fint step was
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the expulsion from German Poland of all Polish subjects

of foreign powers. No complaint was or could be

levelled against them except that they were Poles and

insisted on remaining Poles ; but in consequence of a

ministerial deaee dated March 26, 1885, nearly 40,000

were expelled from the country widiout reason or

compensation.

Bismarck followed this, in 1886, with an attempt to

colonize the Polish countryside widi German fermen.

On April 26, 1886, the Prussian Diet passed the Coloniza-

tion Bill, which established a Royal Commission for the

“ Colonization ofthe Eastern Marches,” and empowered

it to purchase Polish lands and provide frdlities for their

cultivation by German setden. For this purpose—which

was no less than the expatriation of the Polish farmers

and peasantry-^ sum of 100 million marb was at first

voted. This amount was later inaeased, by successive

instalments, to no less than 1,000 million marb.

The measure reacted upon its originaton, however, in

a frshion almost frrdcal. High prices were paid by the

Germans for the land bought and divided into forms, and

widi the money so realized, the patriotic vendon settled

die expropriated Poles on fresh and better holdings.

Private enterprise was organized to check and defeat foe

designs offoe Royal Commission. Land Banb were set

up which lent money to Polish formers for foe purpose

ofrepurchasing land from foe Germans setded in Posen.

It actually happened at last that foe Poles were buying

out foe Germans fiister dhan foe latter could buy out foe

Poles. Between 1897 and 1900, for instance, foe Germans

bought 32,697 hectares of Polish land
;

foe Poles re-

purchased 63,314 hectares—a net gain of 30,617. The

Polish workman, too, began to establish himself more

securely in the foctoiies of East Prussia, taking the place
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of the Gennans, who were lured westward to 'Westphalia

by the prospect of li^her wages and better conditions.

The PoHsh population of Prussian Poland continued to

increase out of all proportion to the German population,

and in 1907 Prince von Biilow was driven to me extreme

step of expropriation. In his work, Imperial Ger-

many, von Biilow attempted a lengthy and ponderous

defence of diis policy. “No concern for the PoHsh

people,” he wrote, “ must hinder us from doing all we
can to maintain and strengthen die German nationaHty

in the former PoUsh provinces. Nobody dreams of

wishing to thrust our Poles outside the borders of the

Prussian kingdom. It is the duty, however, and the

right ofthe Prussian government to see that the Germans

do not get driven out of the East of Germany by the

Poles. The object is to protect, maintain, and strengthen

the German nationality among the Poles. Consequendy

it is a fight for German nationaUty.”

Accordingly the Prussian government proceeded for-

cibly to dispossess Poles of dieir land at prices fixed by

itself, and against the wish of the holders. A new Law

of Exception was voted on June 30, 1907, which pro-

hibited the Poles from building on their own land

without ofi&cial permission. Such permission, in a very

great number of cases, was withhdd, and the operation

of this extraordinary measure led to the curious circum-

stance—not rare in Prussian Poland—of a smallholder

being obliged to seek shelter for himself, his family, and

his diattels and effects in a cave rudely dug from the

soil of his own farm—the erection of die simplest form

of house having been denied to him.

The practical success of this poHcy was no greater,

however, than that of its predecessors, and in March

1908 von Biilow secured the passing—by a narrow
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majority of28—of his Expropriatioa Bill This author-

ized the forcible dispossession of a Pole of his estates,

and their transfer to German settlers, and notwith-

standing the storm of indignant protest raised in Poland

and in liberal Europe generally at the time, the measure

passed into operation.

Germany dho made exceptional exertions to suppress

the Polish language. A law of 1872 forbade the use of

Polish in the secondary schools, substituting for it the

German tongue. On September 7, 1887, this prohibition

was extended to the elementary schools
; and in 1905

the teaching of the catechism, which had hitherto re-

mained exempt from the rigorous measures, was included

in the general restriction ofthe use ofthe Pohsh language.

So hardly was this law pressed that a general strike of

Polish soiool children was organized, and over 100,000

ofthem refused to be taught their national religion in an

alien and—to many of them—unintelligible tongue.

The harshest measures were taken to repress the move-

ment. The parents of the strikers were fined, and the

children themselves were flogged with inconceivable

brutality ; some were crippled for life, and at least one

was killed outright. The elder among them were sent

to reformatory schools in the company of youthful

malefactors.

The Prussian regulations gainst die use of the Polish

langu^e in everyday life were stringent in the extreme.

A ht^ant who wished to plead his cause in Polish in

the law courts was not heard
;
public meetings of Poles

might only take place under police supervision ; and in

every way the use of the Polish speech was discouraged.

As is generally the case among oppressed peoples, how-
ever, the strong spirit of Polish nationality was only

the more encouraged by this persecution, and the lan-
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guage and customs of the race stubbornly continued-

even if in the silence and seclusion of shuttered houses in

side streets.

The Austrian rdgime began in Galicia with more

severity than was at first employed by either Russia or

Prussia. In accordance with the Treaty of Vienna, some

shadow ofautonomy was conceded to the Austrian Poles,

and a Diet of Estates was set up in which magnates,

squires, clergy, and burghers were all represented. But

its legislative functions were considerably limited
; it

had to content itself with confirming the Imperial

Postulates, and with drawing up petitions to which no

attention was ever, by any chance, paid in Vienna.

The commerce of the country was taxed almost to ex-

tinction, and the privileges secured to the Poles by the

Treaty of Vienna were cynically ignored. As in Prus-

sian Poland later, the Polish language was suppressed in

every possible way
;
the use ofdie word “Pole ” innews-

papers or books or in street signs was even forbidden.

Instruction in the University of Lwow was given

through the medium of Latin, and all the schools were

Germanized.

Taaffe, who succeeded Hauer as Governor of Galicia,

contrived to set die Ruthenians against the Poles, and

in all the legal proceedings that arose from the frequent

racial quarrels me Poles found die courts against (hem.

In rehgious matters alone, professing with Poland the

Roman Catholic frith, Austria forbore to interfere.

On one occasion when disaffection in Galicia seemed

likely to result in an armed rising, her ministers, following

their Macchiavellian motto, “ Divicle et impera,” instigated

a division among the Poles themselves. The Polish

peasants, brave and generous but easy victims ofintrigue,
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were secretly provided by die Austrian audiorities with

arms. Led by a man named Szela, a notorious brigand

and agent provocateur, a section of the peasantry rose in

revolt against their Polish masters ; and in die indis-

criminate and disastrous struggle which foEowed over

2,000 men, women, and chEdren ofthe Polish aristocracy

were kiEed. As a consequence, many Polish patriots of

aE classes were imprisoned or executed.

The r^ime of Taaffe’s successor in office, Lobkowitz,

happEy saw a notable relaxation in the severity hitherto

employed, and this more tolerant tendency was mam-

tained for nearly twenty years. In 1846 the repubEc of

Cracow, established as independent by the Treaty of

Vienna, was absorbed without remonstrance by Austria,

and the equanimity with which the Poles accepted this

action undoubtedly did much to improve the treatment

accorded to them. A stiE more marked improvement

in thdr condition foEowed the appomtment of Staneyki

as governor in 1859, and graduafly the privEege of

autonomy was extended to me provmce of Galicia. A
Diet was aeated in 1866 in whim, by Imperial sanction,

both the Polish and the Ruthenian Imguages were

offidaEy used.

In Galicia, however, as in the ancient kingdom 300

years before, the Polish nobEity secured a monopoly

ofParliamentary representation. In consequence of this,

and of the severe commercial restrictions and heavy

taxation imposed by Austria on the Poles, Galicia was

the only division of Poland in which the old feudal

distinctions between prince and peasant, landowner and

tenant, remained, and a new and more ardentiy national

and industrious middle class was not aeated. In this

sense, at least, it may be said diat the oppression endured

in the other divisions of the country resulted m actual
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advantage—morally and commercially—to the Pola
Nevertheless, until the outbreak of the first European

War ui 1914, Galicia, as enjoying comparative fireedom

and tolerance, afforded the nationalists of Russian and

Prussian Poland a ped-a-terre firom which they could

carry on the propaganda which kept the national cause

clear and clean, a sacred thing, above all party claims and

petty politics.

The new nationalist movement in Poland had its

origin in the Socialist party founded by Szimanski in

1878 in Warsaw. Its detection by the Russian authorities

resulted in many ancsts, and the apparent extinction of

the party. Its place was taken by a party called the

Proletariat, and that also was suppressed in 1885, with

penalties of even greater r%our. But a workmen’s

union for social purposes could not well be suppressed,

and that, rallying to the remains of the Proletariat, de-

veloped into the PoHsh Socialist Party. The ultimate

object of this organization was the separation of Poland

firom Russia, but its policy was mainly one of economic

reforms, and preoccupied especially with improving the

Pohsh worker’s conditions of life and labour. During

the period firom 1895 to 1899 this body organized nearly

200 strikes, more than half of which it carried to a

successful issue. In opposition to the Polish Socialist

Party was then formed an organization to which the

wealthy landed gentry belonged to a man. Their policy

was one of conservatism and conciliation ; but they did

not succeed in overcoming the profound distrust of

Russia, or evading the opposition of the Polish people.

The most important national organization in Poland

towards the end of the century was the National League,

which grew out of the Polish League, formed in 1886.
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It became the National League in 1895, and through its

newspaper The Voice addressed Poles in all the three

divisions of their country. The aim and work of the

League are ably described in Roman Dmowski’s work,

Thoughts of a Present-^ay Pole, published in 1902. M.
Dmowski, who was formerly Chairman of the Polish

group in the Russian Duma, was the controlling force

in the League, which aimed at developing the cohesive

spirit of nationality among all Poles, and keeping active

among them their aspiration for all things Polish. Its

task was to establish centres of national thought, and to

perpetuate the Polish language, Polish literature, and

the moral strength of PoHsh nationahty. The League

publicly asserted its belief that Polish nationality had

most to hope for from Russia, though its propaganda

continued to be more generally anti-German than pro-

Russian. When war broke out in 1914 the wisdom of

its pohcy seemed to be vindicated by the attitude of the

Czar. Most fortunate of all achievements ofthe National

League was its success in contriving to bridge the social

gaps in the ranks of the Polish people. It appealed, with

some success, for the support of the lesser gentry, the

peasants, and a large proportion of the artisan class.
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CHAPTER XXVI

POLAND AND THE WAR OF 1914-1918

The European War, wliich threw the armies of three

great nations in conflict on the dismembered soil of

Poland, broke out on July 28, 1914, with the Austrian

declaration ofwar on Serbia. On ist August Germany

declaredwar on Russia
;
andon die 6th Austria-Hungary

followed suit. The troops of all three Powers were

already massed on the Polish feontier—-in some cases

they had already crossed. There were Polish soldiers,

to the number of 600,000, in all these armies, and the

question of the loyalty and support of these, as well as

of the dvil subjects of the respective belligerent Powers,

became suddenly a matter ofthe most urgent importance.

Immediately after the outbreak of war the three par-

titioning Powers, sensible of the value of Polish support,

issued almost identical proclamations to the Poles. They

promised a new kingdom of Poland, reuniting the

Polish territories now under their own and their enemy’s

rule, and mentioned more or less vaguely measures of

autonomy and tolerance of religion and speech. These

manifestos were received with no great confidence and

with no more enthusiasm—in the case ofPrussian Poland

particularly—than was discreet in view of the helpless-

ness of the Polish subjeas of the three Powers in the

fice of a great nationsd tragedy. The most unexpected

and spontaneous demonstration of Polish opinion and
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of the attitude adopted by the Poles towards the war,

occurred in respect of Russian Poland. On August 9,

1914, M. Victor Jaronski, Deputy for Kielce, made a

notable declaration in the Duma in the name ofthe Polish

group.

“In diis historic moment,” he said, “when the

Slavonic world and the German, led on by that im-

memorial foe ofPoland, Prussia, are standing up against

one another in decisive encounter, the PoHsh Nation,

bereft of independence and of the power of manifesting

its own will, finds itself in a tragic situation. The

tragedy is accentuated by the fiict not only that Polish

ground is the theatre ofwar, but that the Polish Nation,

tom into three, beholds her sons in three camps hostile

to one another.

“ Territorially divided, we Poles nevertheless in feeling

and sympathy for the Slav must stand as one. We are

inclined hereto not only by thejustice ofthe cause Russia

has embraced but also by political reasons. The world-

wide significance of the present moment relegates to

the background all domestic reckonings. God grant

that Slavdom, under the leadership of Russia, may resist

the Teuton, even as, five centuries ago, Poland and

Lithuania resisted him at Grunwald (Tannenberg). May

the blood shed by us, and the horrors of tms to us

fratricidal war, lead to the reconstitution of the dis-

membered Polish nation.”

This utterance, which evoked a certain enthusiasm in

tfre Duma and in the Russian Press, had an even more

notable sequel. On i6th August, a Proclamation was

issued by the Grand Duke Mcholas, Commander-in-

Chief ofthe Russian armies, to the Poles. lie full text,

which has been literally translated from the Polish

original, is as follows

:
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“Poles

!

“The hour has struck in which tlic sacred dream of

your fatlicrs and forehithcrs may find fulfilment.

“A century and a halfago, the living flesh ofPoland
was torn asiuidcr, but her soul did not die. She lived

in hope that there would come an hour for the resur-

rection of the Poh'sh nation and for sisterly reconcilia-

tion witli Russia.

“The Russian Army now brings you the joyful

tidings of this reconciliation. May the boundaries be

annulled wliich cut die Polish nation to pieces ! May
diat nation rc-unite into one body under the sceptre

of the Russian Emperor. Under this sceptre Poland

shall be rc-born, free in faith, in language, in self-

government.

“ One thing only Russia expects ofyou : equal con-

sideration for the rights of those nationalities to which

history has linked you.

“With open heart, with hand fraternally out-

stretched, Russia steps forward to meet you. She

believes that the Sword has not rusted wliich, at

Griinwald, struck down the enemy.
“ From the shores of the Pacific to the North seas, the

Russian armies are on the march. The dawn ofa new

life is breaking for you.

“May there shine, resplendent above that dawn, the

sign of the Cross, symbol of the Passion and Resur-

rection of Nations

!

“ (Signed) CmmankrAn-ChiefandGeneralAdjutant,
“ Nicholas.

“Petersburg, Au^st 14, 1914.”

The Russian manifesto found a quick response in the

kingdom of Poland. On 17th August, the day after its
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publication, four of the leading political organizations

of Russian Poland-—the Democratic National Party,

the Polish Progressive Party, the Realist Party, and the

Polish Progressive Union—issued the following state-

ment :

“The representatives of the undersigned political

parties, assembled in Warsaw on the i6th August, 1914,

welcome the Proclamation issued to the Poles by His

Imperial Highness the Commander-in-Chief of the

Russian Forces as an act of the foremost historical

importance, and implicitly believe that upon the

termination of the war, the promises uttered in that

proclamation will be formally fulfilled, that the dreams

of their fiithers and fcrefithers will be realized, that

Poland’s flesh, tom asunder a century and a half ago,

will once again be made whole, that the frontiers

severing the Polish nation will vanish.

“ The blood ofPoland’s sons, shed in united combat

against the Germans, will serve as a sacrifice, ofiered

upon the altar ofher Resurrection.”

Subsequently a new Polish National Council was

formed in Warsaw of representatives of a large number

of political and other institutions in all parts of Poland.

The Executive Committee of the Council comprised

such eminent Poles as Count Wielopolski, Chairman of

the Polish group in the Russian Imperial Council;

M. Roman Dmowski ; Prince Zdzislaw Lubomirski

;

Prince Sevezyn Czetwertynski ; and M. Zygmunt

Balicki, editor of Przeglad Narodowy (the National

Review). On November 25, 1914, the Council ad-

dressed the following Manifesto to the Poles in all three

Empires

:
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** Countrymen !

“When the present war broke out, our nation in-

stantly became aware that an important page of her

history was being turned, that her future hung in the

balance.

“ Poland’s most dread foe, who had vowed her com-

plete annihilation, who with approved cunning had,

tlirough widespread influence, armed all forces against

us, suddenly stood forth as the enemy not only of

ourselves but of almost the whole of Europe. And

we who hitherto alone in desperate daily strife had

defended against tliis enemy die domains of our

fadicrs, all at once saw lifted against him the arms of

the world’s great powers : Russia, France, England.

“ We had always understood on which side our place

would be. This was now indicated without hesitation

by the thought ofall sections ofthe community, by the

healthy instinct of die people dicmsclvcs.

“ Germany’s defeat in diis struggle meant victory for

us.

“ Our attitude was responded to by Russia through

the Proclamation of the Commander-in-Chief of the

Army, a proclamation announcing the fulfilment of

our most sacred desires, the jommg togedaer of the

dismembered body of the nation, her freedom ofbeing

and of growth. This proclamation found an echo

among Russia’s western allies : the restoration of

Poland was seen to be one of the great tasks of this

bloody war, a task crying for accomplishment. And

our nation itselfreceived the proclamation with all the

more ardour. There stood clearly expressed before

the world that purpose which a new dawn had illu-

mined for us at the very outbreak ofwar.
“ In presence of this purpose, ofthe efforts and sacri-
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fices necessary to its realization, aU the conflicts and

tortures of yesterday faded into the past. One object

alone confronted the nation : the overthrow of

Germany’s sinister power, the unifiation of Poland

under die sceptre of the Russian monarch.

“ Upon this object our nation concentrated herself,

towards this end turned all her endeavours.

“Fromthevery first itwas recognized bythe majority

that ifsingleness ofpurpose were to find expression in

unity ofaction, it must fint find pilotage. We under-

stood that the historic magnitude of this moment

thrust aside all the programmes for whichwe had been

combatir^, that in time of war party must cease to

speak. The nation, acting as a whole, was bound to

produce one national organization competent to give

expression to the manifest will of the immense

majority. The aeating of this organization, of this

pilotage, had to be undertaken by those who above

all were responsible for the country’s politics.

“ The undersigned, deputies from die Kingdom of

Poland to both legislative bodis ofthe Empire, former

deputies, and leaders of social work in this country,

have united with the object of drawing together

around the common cause all our countrymen irre-

spective of views or convictions, unanimous only in

the possession of one purpose and herein expressing

to-day the dear will of the nation. Not being able,

owing to present conditions, to assemble all those

whom they would desire to see in their midst, and

purposing to fill out the flame according to die

measure of their work’s progress, they realize diat

further delay in setting about that work would carry

detriment to the cause. Therefore the undersigned

this day unite to form a Polish National Council, thus
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laying the foundation ofPoland’s political organization,

giving expression to her leading tendencies, making
her one in purpose and in deed.

“ The nation is at tliis moment -with die whole ofher
strength helping to secure victory over the Germans.

Our youth has rushed with ardour mto the rankii of

that Russian anny in which the sons of our land are

fighting in hundreds of thousands for the great cause

;

the Polish civil population has zealously co-operated

with tliat army, doing all in its power to assist in die

struggle against our mighty foe
; and whereas war

has carried to our territory unevaded devastation, ruin,

and destiftition, we arc bearing the calamity with

calm, confident in a luminous morrow for the land of

our fathers. The foe did not terrify us by his strength,

even when he appeared at the gates of our capital

:

nor did he deceive us by his promises : the mass of

the people preserved an unmoved composure in the

presence of danger and replied to his protestations by

contempt.

“ This unshaken attitude was maintained not only in

those parts of the country which the enemy did not

actually invade, but also there where he took possession,

proclaiming his occupation as definite.

“The enemy’s expectationswereequally disappointed

in the case ofthe Polish detachments formed in Austria,

to which a certain portion of our ignorant youth was

drawn, beguiled by patriotic watch-words. These de-

tachments, destined to decoy the population of the

Kingdom into alliance with Austria and Germany, met

with ill-will and opposition in all grades of a society

possessing clear knowledge of its aims in this porten-

tous hour.

“ Unavailingwere the skilful intrigues ofthe Austrian
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Government, which sought for a while by deceptive

appearances to prove that this armed movement had

the support of the jpolitical elements of Galicia. It

stands clear to-day that the detachments of sharp-

shooters have against them not merely the judgment

of the Kingdom and of Prussian Poland, but ^so of

the majority ofour fellow-countrymen in the Austrian

provinces.

“ Even to the least enlightened minds it became evi-

dent that the few whose hopes were fixed on Austria,

as the only State in which our national rights had met
with a measure of recognition, overrated her inde-

pendence, not having yet discovered that she had

stooped to so low a part as to become the mere com-
pliant tool ofPrussian policy.

“ To-day, in fece of the manifest will of the Polish

Nation, which has with all the strength ofits soul come
forward against Germany, in fece moreover ofthe feet

that Germany alone is the opposing force, independent,

conscious of her aims—whereas Aose who fight with

her are simply the mstrument ofher schemes—in fece

ofall this, any help wilfully given by Poles to Germany

or her allies must be looked upon as a transgression

against Poland.

“ The Russian army has, in Austria, already set foot

upon earth Polish in pith and marrow, and we are

now expecting its advance into those immemorial

fastnesses of our nation which Prussia possesses.

“In this grave moment there lies before our fellow-

countrymen in those parts the solemn duty ofaffirming

that in thought and deed they are one with the rest of

Poland. It behoves them to see to it that the enemy

shall not impose upon them even the semblance ofan

act contrary to the purposes of our nation. Such
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would be accounted any opposition whatsoever of the

population against die Russian army, an opposition

which Germany will infalhbly attempt to rouse m
many places.

“ Qiuntrymen ! For a hundred years, boundaries

have divided us which the circle of events has left

untouched ; to-day, the sons of our soil are being

forced to spill the blood of brothers, fighting in the

ranks of their own enemies. This war, great, epoch-

making, abolishes those boundaries and opens out a

radiant morrow of re-union to our nation which in

spirit never suffered itself to be divided. This our

unity we to-day irrefutably confiirm ; for the national

attimde bears testimony to the fict that in all parts

ofdie great land ofour fiithers we Poles have one idea,

one purpose : the unification ofPoland and the laying

of foundations for the firce development of the nation.

“Warsaw, Novemherzs, 1914-”

The authors of this manifesto, although they claimed

to speak for a united Poland, did not in fact succeed in

establishing unanimity among their countrymen. A
rival Polish national council, the Supreme National

Committee (N.K.N.), had been formed in Cracow, had

proclaimed as its programme a struggle against Russia,

and had begun to organize a Polish armed force. As

early as August 6, 1914, the so-called skeleton company

of this armed Polish legion had been raised and sent into

Russian Poland by a remarkable man who was subse-

quendy to play a dominant r6le in the history of his

country, Joseph Pilsudski.

Pilsudski was bom in 1867 on an estate near Wilna,

the son of small Lithuanian gentry. While studying

medicine he became involved in revolutionary agitation
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against Russia. In 1887 he was arrested and sentenced

to exile in Siberia on suspicion of complicity in the plot

to HI the Czar Alexander HI. One ofhis brothers, also

arrested, was hanged. In 1893 Pilsudski returned from

Siberia and became the editor of the Marxist Socialist

paper Robotnik (The Worker). For seven years he lived

the underground life ofa revolutionary, under an assimied

name, perpetuahy in fortivc movement. In 1900 he was

again arrested and imprisoned, this time in Warsaw.

Feigning insanity, he was sent to an asylum in St. Peters-

burg, from wliich he escaped with the connivance of a

Pomh physician. In 1905, the year of the abortive

revolutionary movement m Russia, Pikudski began to

organize armed insurrection against the Czarist rdgime.

He called his movement “ The Association of Active

Struggle,” and out ofit formed a series ofsecret riflemen’s

associations, which were the nucleus of the future Pil-

sudski legions. In 1908 he planned the hold-up and

robbery of a Czarist government train loaded with

bullion.

Upon the shoulders of this powerfiil, courageous, and

indomitable patriot fell, in 1914, the burden ofanimating,

organizing, and aeating the new Poland. With the

outbreak of war he shed his socialism and became

exclusively a Polish Nationalist, ready to accept help

from any source so long as it enabled him to overthrow

the oppressor and free his country. By instinct and

tradition he was Russophobe. While other Polish

patriots placed their hopes in the sympathy of the

Western allies, or the promises ofRussia, Pilsudski relied

upon his own, at first meagre, strength.

Nevertheless, the resurrection of Poland, when it

came, was due to a number ofevents by which the Poles

profited, but over which they had little control First
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of these was the Russian Revolution in 1917. That

great ataclysm, in liberating die peoples directly and

indirectly under the government of St. Petersburg from

the oppressive rule of the Czars, also gave a great liberat-

ing impulse to the war aims of the AlHes. Neither

France nor Great Britain had placed any feith in the

promises made to Poland by the Czar’s government at

the outbreak ofwar. And loyalty to their Russian ally

forced them to treat with scant sympathy, during the

first years ofthe war, the activities ofthe PoHsh emissaries

who sought in Paris and London to obtain pledges of

support for the resurrection of Poland. The proclama-

tion ofPolish fireedom issued by the provisional govern-

ment set up in Russia in March 1917 relieved the Western

Powers of the scruples which had hitherto influenced

their relations towards the Poles. For the first time a

Polish committee in Paris received some kind of official

recognition from the French, and pledges to create an

independent Poland began to appear in the public

declarations of the war aims ofthe Allies.

Yet in 1917, and for many months to come, the

liberating impulse of the Russian Revolution was to

remain, so fer as Poland was concerned, largely academic.

Since die summer of 1915 all three parts of Poland had

been occupied by the German-Austrian armies. The

military power of Russia had collapsed, and the new

government in Petrograd, for all its benevolent inten-

tions, had litde prospect ofimplementing its promise to

the Poles. The German and Austrian governments,

since 1914, had firom time to time issued vague pro-

clamations to the inhabitants of the war-devastated

territory, and had even gone so fer as to set up a regency

council of Poles in Warsaw, the nucleus of die govern-

ment of a future Grand Duchy. But it was clear to
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most enlightened Poles tliat neither Germany nor

Austria intended to liberate any part of the Polish

territory administered by them since the third Partition,

and that their generosity extended merely to the Polish

territory, but recently wrested from Czarist Russia, i.e.

the so-called Kingdom of Poland. Moreover, not all

that limited region was offered in scmi-indcpcndencc to

the Poles, for Austria claimed one province of tire old

kingdom, and the Germans proposed to advance their

own eastern frontia farther eastwards to take in yet

anotlier strip of Polish territory.

This was the situation in 1917 when Pilsudski, who had

organized a Polish legion against Russia, and whose aid

was further sought by Germany in the hope that Polish

man-power might be recruited for use on the western

front, resigned from the Polish Council of State and from

the Polish Military Commission. His legionaries, on his

instructions, refused to take the oath of ilcgiancc to the

German and Austrian Emperon. Hie Gennan High

Command retaliated by incarcerating Pilsudski in the

fortress ofMagdeburg (July 22, 1917) and interning five

thousand of liis followers.

Meanwhile a second event of great importance to the

future of Poland had occurred. The United States had

entered the war against die Central Powers, and President

Wilson, who before diis time had been sympadictically

impressed by the claims ofPoland, as expounded to him

by the great Polish musician Ignacc Paderewski and the

Polish Nationalist leader, Roman Dmowski, included

the' re-creation of a free and independent Poland, with

access to the sea among his first and subsequent statements

ofwar aims.

In the autumn of 1917 the resistance of the Russian

army had completely collapsed. The November
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Revolution, which brought Lenin and Trotsky to power,

finally climmated Russia from the war. A few months

later, in March 1918, die Germans and Russians signed

a German-dictated peace at Brest-Litovsk, under which

not only Russian Poland, but also large territories purely

Russian, ame under German or Austrian sovereignty.

But diis further dismemberment of Poland was not to

prove oflong duration. The German armies freed from

the eastern front enabled Germany to break the long

stalemate in the West in one last desperate blow for

victory, die March offensive in 1918. When this Med
the collapse was near, a collapse which led to the with-

drawal ofthe German and Austrian armies from Poland,

and enabled the Poles to reconstruct, from the ruins of

dircc empires, their own long-oppressed state. On the

very day of die signature of the Armistice, November ii,

1918, Pilsudski, liberated from his German prison by die

revolution in Germany, returned to Warsaw and formed

the first independent Polish government. A inondi later

he sent a Polish delegation to the Peace Conference wliich

was begmning to assemble in Paris, and widi it a letter

addressed to Manhal Foch, dated December 18, 1918.

“
I know, and I must tell you,” wrote die Polish chief

of state to the Allied generaUssimo, “ that it is to your

armies that I owe the freedom of my country, and I am
full of grarimde. . .
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CHAPTER XXVII

POLAND RESURRECTED

The Poles had not waited for the victorious AlHes to

proclaim their independence. At the beginning of

November 1918, when it was clear that the end of the

war was in sight, the Polish inhabitants ofWarsaw and

odier cities m the occupied area began to disarm the

war-weary German and Austrian troops. In Russian

and Austrian Poland the work of liberation met with

little resistance. In German Poland, where the enemy

armies were not yet disorganized by defeat, hunger, and

war-exhaustion, some fighting occurred before die Poles

could overthrow the German power. For a moment it

seemed that the confusion existing among the German

and Austrian authorities in Poland would be replaced

by political confusion among the Poles. In addition to

the Polish National Committee existing in Paris, and

recognized by the Allied governments, there was a

Regency Council in Warsaw composed ofrepresentatives

hostile to the methods, ifnot the aims, ofthe Paris com-

mittee. Both Regency Council and National Com-

mittee claimed to exercise the fiinctions of a provisional

government. And to this rivalry was now added that

ofa third party, the Socialists, who had aeated a govern-

ment in Lublin, the quarters of the Austrian military

occupation, and were attempting to outbid the promises

ofthe Bolshevik propagandists aaoss the Russian border
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in the hope of securing the support of die starving Polish

workers and peasants.

In tliis liistoric moment, when Poland, like Russia,

might have been plunged at the moment of liberation

from an oppressive regime into a long period ofanarchy

and civil war, Pilsudski’s arrival in Warsaw was provi-

dential. Under his imperious leadership and stem

disciphne the various warring elements in the country

became united. The Lublin government almost im-

mediately submitted to his authority, and die Regency

Council followed. The difficult task of reconciling the

new administration in Poland, largely composed of

anti-Czarist revolutionaries like Pilsudski, with the com-
mittee in Paris headed by Roman Dmowski and odier

more conservative Polish leaders, who had placed their

hopes in Russia, was overcome by a fortuitous colla-

boration between Pilsudski and Paderewski. The great

musician, who had so ably represented the cause ofPoland

in America, returned to Warsaw soon after the liberation

ofPilsudski, and was greeted with hardly less enthusiasm.

Paderewski was invited to become the first Prime

A4inister of an independent Polish government, wliile

Pilsudski remained Chief of State. In February 1919

a Constituent Assembly met in Warsaw to vote a pro-

visional Constitution. To this assembly Pilsudski for-

mally relinquished his powers, but was re-entrusted with

them, and he continued to act as Chiefof State until the

first regularly elected Polish Parliament assembled in

1922.

Meanwhile the frontiers of the new Polish State were
being drawn in Paris. The lifelong dispute between

Pilsudski and Dmowski had arisen partly from their

different attitudes towards Germany and Poland, and
their different conceptions of the policy of a restored
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Poland. Dmowski, who had always held that Germany

was the most dangerous enemy of Poland, was mainly

conccnicd to straigdicn die new State on its western

borders. He insisted that Poland must be economically

and strategically independent of Germany. To this end

he desired die incorporation of the industrial region of

Silesia, whicli had been lost to Poland in the fourteenth

century, and incorporated in Prussia during the eight-

eenth. He advocated die securing of Poland’s access

to die sea by way of Danzig through the possession of

the territory on both banks of the Vistula, including all

or part ofEast Prussia, wliicli contained a certain number

of Polish inliabitants, and had at one dnie been a vassal

ofPoland.

On die eastern frontiers ofPoland, on die other hand,

Dmowski was prepared to sacrifice a large portion of

die territories included in Poland before the Partitions,

arid inhabited largely by non-Polish populations which

claimed a distinct national culture. % surrendering

the Ukrainians in East Galicia, and the White Russians

on die border of Soviet Russia, by granting a separate

existence to die Lithuanians in Wilna and other cities

which had in the middle ages freely entered a union with

Poland, butwhich since the fall ofCzardom aspired after

independence, Roman Dmowski would at once have

secured Poland on the cast from any future ferment of

minorities, and left the door open to an ultimate under-

standing with Russia, leaving Poland strong and united

on the west for any future conflict with Germany.

Pilsudski, on die other hand, held with all the tenacity

of his strong and violent character to a totally different

conception ofPoland’s strategic necessities. He had been

bom in the eastern borderlands of Poland, and had

inherited not only a bitter suspicion and hatred ofRussia,
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but also a vivid sense of Poland’s dcstin)^ as the crucible

of the various nationalities on Russia’s western border,

Lithuanian or Ruthenian or Ukrainian. He was un-

willing to sacrifice tlicsc populations to Iris Iristorical

enemy, whether that enemy bore the name of Czardom

or Sovietdom, and when he had pushed the frontiers

of the new Poland as frr eastwards as he dared, he con-

templated the creation of a series of small buffer States,

which would naturally be drawn into the orbit of

Poland’s superior culture, and economic and administra-

tive efficiency. This eastern pre-occupation of Pilsudski

thus satisfied, he would have been content to accept the

restitution of die Polish-German frontier as it existed

before die first partition in 1772.

In the event, however, die Paris Peace Conference

proved only willing to settle the western frontiers of

Poland, since Russia was unrepresented at the Conference,

and except for the future of the Ukrainians in Eastern

Galicia, the whole question of Poland’s eastern borders

with its vexed issue of rainorities was left to be setded

between Poland and Russia themselves. Circumstances

ordained, therefore, that it should be Dmowski’s con-

ception of Poland’s historic r6lc, and not Pilsudski’s,

whicli prevailed at the Peace Conference, and die frrt

is not without importance in the light of later events.

Thus the western frontiers were drawn largely, although

not entirely, on ethnological lines. The Polish-speaking

province of Poznan (Posen) was restored to Poland.

The maritime province of Poniorze, inhabited since the

earliest times by a Slav population speaking a Polish

dialect, was also returned to the Poles, although strips

of territory on its fringes inhabited by a mixed German
and Polish population were left to Prussia. East Prussia,

the Baltic domain of the Teutonic Knights, although
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once a vassal to Poland, and economically and strategi-

cally important to Poland’s independent existence, was

left in German hands. By the creation, or more precisely

the re-aeation, of the corridor to the sea. East Prussia

became once again a German island, separated from the

main body of Prussia as it had been before the parti-

tions ofPoland. Two million Polish-speaking Protestants

living in the Mazurian lake region to the south of East

Prussia were to decide their frte by plebiscite. A similar

method was chosen by the Peace Conference to decide

the ftite ofUpper Silesia, in which region also the German

and Polish populations were inextricably mixed. A
dispute with the Czechs over the Duchy of Teschen

(the Polish Ciescyn) which, although largely Polish-

speaking, was bistoiically a provmce of the Bohemian

crown, was decided in ftivour of the new State of

Czechoslovakia.

The most difficult of all the problems raised by the

resurrection of Poland was that of the status of Danzig.

Danzig had been for centuries Poland’s natural outlet

to the sea. Although largely German in population, it

had in Hanseatic times been a free city owning allegiance

to the Kings of Poland. Economically dependent upon

its PoHsh hinterland, it could not be divorced from the

new Polish State without ruin to itself and grave em-

barrassment to the Poles. The city lies at the mouth of

the Vistula, and is thereby of the utmost strategic im-

portance to the country through which that river flows.

Without possession of Danzig, or at least the assurance

of its permanent neutrality, Ae viability and economic

independence of Poland would have been insecure.

Even the narrow strip ofPolish territory running north-

wards to the Baltic between East Prussia and the port of

Danzig, on the coast of which the Polish port of Gdynia
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was afterwards to be built, was not in itself sufficient to

assure Poland of diat free and secure access to the sea

promised in the Thirteenth of President Wilson’s Four-

teen Points. Around the future of the old Hanseatic

city, therefore, began in Paris in 1919 a long and fiercely

contested controversy wliich was to bear its bitter fruits

a generation later.

There is evidence that President Wilson himself was

at first disposed to attribute Danzig to Poland. After

Dmowski’s first exposition of the Polish case before the

Supieme Council of the Allies in Paris on January 29,

1919, Wilson conveyed to the Polish spokesman, through

Colonel House, a message that he “ was henceforth con-

vinced that Danzig must be Polish, and that in this

affair he would be with Poland.” The Polish commission

of the Peace Conference, presided over by M. Jules

Cambon, and containing Sir William (later Lord)

Tyrrell as the British representative, reported unanimously

in favour of the attribution of Danzig and of the pro-

vince ofPomorze (the Corridor) to Poland. The reasons

for this decision were set forth as follows

:

**
(i) The legitimate aspirations of the Polish people

for an outlet to the sea, as endorsed by Allied

statesmen, cannot be fulfilled unless Danzig be-

comes a Polish port.

“ (ii) The so-called Polish Corridor to the sea should

become a part of the Polish State, because the

interests of 1,600,000 Germans in East Prussia

can be adequately protected by securing for them

freedom of transit across the corridor, whereas

it would be impossible to give an adequate outlet

to the inhabitants ofthe new Polish State (number-

ing some 25,000,000) if this outlet had to be
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guaranteed across the territory of an alien and

probably hostile Power. Finally, die fact must be

recognized that 600,000 Poles in West Prussia

would by any alternative plan remain mider

German rule.

“ (iii) The interests of the German commercial

population of Danzig will be best served by the

development of Danzig as a Polish port.

“ (iv) Widi the exception of the neighbourhood of

Danzig itself, every district in the proposed

Polish Corridor contains a Polish majority.”

The Camhon Commission had reduced the territorial

demands of the Polish delegation by one-third. Never-

theless, the proposal to attribute Danzig to Poland

aroused bitter opposition by the British delegation to

the Peace Conference. Mr. Uoyd George, although

he recognized the justice and necessity of Poland’s claim

to the Corridor, criticized the transfer ofso large a number

of Germans to the new Polish State. The Cambon

Commission
,
with the concurrence ofits British member,

maintained its original recommendations, and justified

them on the ground that no modification ofthe boundary

could avoid the inclusion of a German minority in

Poland, so intimate was the racial distribution along the

border.

Mr. Lloyd George maintained his opposition to the

transfer of Danzig, and the dispute continued in the

meetings of the Supreme Council for some months,

Clemenceau and Wilson supporting the Polish claim,

and the British Prime Minister vigorously opposing it,

with the Italian representative neutral, although privately

in sympathy with the Poles.

Finally President Wilson was mduced to yield on the
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question. The British Prime Minister had represented

to him that if Danzig were given to Poland the town

of Fiume could not reasonably be withheld from the

Itahans, and Wilson, who was firmly bent on dcnymg

Hume to Italy, yielded to this argument, although the

very economic interest which influenced him to allocate

Fiume to Jugoslavia—i.e. the union of the port with its

hinterland—was at least equally valid in Evour of the

union of Danzig with Poland.

The American President having now reached the con-

clusion that Danzig must be “ eifber free or international

or independent,” a firesh controversy arose within the

Supreme Council over the cjact status ofthe port. There

was httle support for a suggestion that it should be left in

German hands, and although the British Prime Minister

urged that a regime should be created in the Danzig area

similar to diat proposed for the Saar basin, that is to say,

a League of Nations administration for fifteen years,

with a plebiscite at the end of that period, tliis solution

was not very ardently pursued. An historical precedent

already existed for a regime of semi-independence.

Danzig had been a Free City for centuries. Napoleon

himselfhad revived the old status of the city. And upon

this compromise the Supreme Council, despite PoHsh

opposition, reached agreement. The territory of

Danzig was to become a Free City, autonomous in its

administration, governed by an elected Senate, with

complete fireedom for the Polish minority. The interests

ofPoland in the dty and its port, which then represented

the sole Polish access to the sea, were recognized by

granting the Poles control of die customs and the

diplomatic relations of the Free City. The details of the

aistoms union between the Free City and Poland, and

ofthe future administrationoftheharbourandwaterways,
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the railway, postal, telegraphic, and telephonic com-

munications between the city and its Polish hinterland

were subsequently incorporated in a treaty signed in

November 1920 by representatives of the two parties.

The Treaty of Versailles was signed on June 28, 1919,

and among the signatories were Dmowski and Paderew-

ski on behalfof Poland. Article 87 of this Treaty reads

:

“ Germany recognizes, as has already been done by the

Allied and Associated Powers, the complete independence

ofPoland.”

In February of the following year Polish troops, under

General Joseph Haller, who had commanded the Polish

legion raised in France during the last years of the war,

entered the territory of the Corridor, henceforth to be

known by its old Polish name of Pomorze. When he

reached the shores of the Baltic, near die village of

Wiclka Wies, afterwards called Hallcrowo, the general

cast into the sea a gold ring, thus symbolizmg Poland’s

renewal ofher union with diat element.

VThile the western frontiers of the new Poland were

thus being setded, her borders on the east and die south

were still fiercely disputed. The Ukrainians in Lwow,

with the aid of remnants of die German and Austrian

armies ofoccupation, and encouraged by the plans made

by the Central Powers during the war to carve a great

Ukrainian protectorate out of the rich lands seized from

Russia, bitterly contested Polish claims to the city. Only

after long and sanguinary fighting did Lwow ^Lemberg),

which had been the capital ofAustrian Poland, pass widi

the province ofEastern Galicia, to which it is the key, into

possession ofthe Poles.

In the east Haller’s army was occupied, during 1919

and the first months of 1920, in aeating a more or less

stable Polish frontier on the fringe of the confusion,
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anarchy, and bloodshed aeated by the counter-revolu-

tionary wars in Soviet Russia, hi the spring of 1920

Pilsudski decided that the time was ripe to fulfil his

dream of a scries of buffer States between Poland and

Russia, under Polish protection. The Hetman Petliura

had formed an anti-Bolshevik government in the Russian

Ukraine. Pilsudski joined forces with the Hetman,

secured his recognition of Poland’s claims to die

Ukramian province of Eastern Galicia, and with the

Hetman’s army swept into southern Russia as far as the

ancient city of Kiev.

This daring advance well nigh proved fetal to Poland.

The Polish capture of Kiev aroused non-Bolshevik as

well as Bolshevik anger in Russia. A lull in the counter-

revolutionary fighting on die north and the cast allotted

ofa concentration of Russian forces in the south. Kiev

was recaptured, the Poles were drivai out of the

Ukraine, Wilna in the north was taken, and the Russian

General Budienny’s crack cavalry corps menaced Lwow.
In the summer of 1920 the Russian armies had reached

the outskirts of Warsaw, and the fete of the country

seemed settled. The Allies in the west were preoccupied

with their own after-war problems : economic collapse,

social discontent, war-weariness, unemployment. There

was little inclination to aid Poland. Transport worken
in England, France, Germany, and even in Danzig,

refused to permit the passage of munitions. Hungary
alone sent war materm to Poland’s assistance. When
the Bolshevik armies were on the point of entering

Warsaw, and a provisional Soviet government had

already been created in anticipation of the capture of

die capital. General Weygand, Marshal Foch’s chief of

staff, arrived "with a Frentn military mission, and almost

simultaneously the tide ofinvasion b^an to turn.
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Encouraged by this gesture of French sympathy, the

Poles now showed desperate courage in their extremity.

Marshal Pilsudski, with great audacity, launched a

counter-offensive with the object of halting the Russian

advance on the banks ofthe Vistula. He withdrew some

ofhis troops from the positions in front ofWarsaw, and

sent them to attack the Soviet armies m their flank and

rear. The Soviet front was broken and the Red army

retreated in disorder. The victory, described afterwards as

“ the miracle of the Vistula,” was hailed m Poland and

in western Europe with enthusiasm, and was compared

with the Battle of the Mame which saved France m
1914, and even with King John Sobieski’s deliverance

of Vienna from the Turks in 1683. Henceforth Pil-

sudski’s title of Liberator was solidly established.

The Polish-Russian war was now nearly at an end.

The Poles secured another victory over the Russians

at a battle fought on the Niemen in September, and a

month later an armistice was signed, followed by the

opening of peace negotiations at Riga. The Treaty of

FLiga, concluded on March 18, 1921, ended the long

period of disorder and bloodshed which had marked

eastern European relations since the collapse of the

Central Powers. In it the Poles, although the victors,

showed tolerance and a spirit of compromise. Pilsudski

abandoned his concept ofa series of buffer States between

Poland and Russia. The White Ruthenian and Ukrainian

populations were divided between the two countries,

largely to the advantage of Russia. Poland was content

widi the territories which had been left on her eastern

border after the second Partition in 1793. In Eastern

Galicia the Austro-Russian frontier of 1914, along (he

river Zbruez, was adopted. Many Polish landowners

in the ceded territories lost their possessions, and for some
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years, until a strong Polish frontier force was created, the

White Ruthenian and Ukrainian populations surrendered

to Russia became centres of anti-Polish propaganda and

even of raids into Polish territory.

The financial and economic clauses of the Riga treaty

were more favourable to Poland. Soviet Russia resigned

all claim to Poland’s share of the Imperial debt, and

agreed to pay reparation to Poland to the extent oftliirty

million gold roubles, although this agreement was never

fulfilled. Many objects ofart and liistorical reHcs carried

out of Poland by Czarist agents after the Partitions were

restored, and as much as could be traced or recovered

of the industrial equipment requisitioned in Russian

Poland during the war was returned.

The city of Wilna, the anciait capital of Lithuania,

but for many centuries more Polish than Lithuanian in

character, had been captured by the Russians during

their invasion ofPoland in 1920, andwhen they evacuated

it the city was occupied, widi Russian consent, by the

Lithuanians. The end of the Polish-Russian war found

Wilna still in Lithuanian hands, and this situation was

accepted by the Poles in a treaty signed with Lithuania

at Suwalki. The renunciation of Wilna aroused dis-

content in the Polish army, however, and particularly

in die division commanded by General Zeligowski and

recruited from the Wdna region. A few days after the

Suwalki Treaty was signed Zel%owski mardhed at the

head of his division into Wiha and proclaimed a pro-

visional government in the dty. The Polish government

at the moment disavowed all responsibility for the

general’s action, but later Pilsudski, on resigning his

ofEce as Chiefof State, confessed to foreign diplomatists

in Warsaw diat Zeligowski had acted upon his orders.

In 1922, after an election held in the province of Wilna,
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a majority of the population voted for incorporation in

Poland, and the following year the Ambassadors’ Con-

ference formally ratified the new frontier between Poland

and Lithuania. Relations between the two countries,

however, were irremediably impaired as the result of

Zel^ovtrski’s coup de main, and disputes frequendy broke

out. Lithuania fell more and more completely under

German influence, and despite the Lithuanian annexation

of the once-German port of Memel (re-annexed by

Hidcr in the spring of 1939) and the periodical agitation

of the Germans in Memel against Lithuanian rule, the

Lithuanian government showed no disposition to seek

protection against Germany in any closer union with

Poland.

Meanwhile the methods decided upon by the Allies

for the settlement of the Silesian dispute had not been

entirely successful. The plebiscite ordered in Upper

Silesia threatened to plunge the country into even worse

disorder than had prevaSed since 1918. Two armed

risings ofthe Polish peasants in the country distrkts took

place against the Germans in the towns. The plebiscite

was carried out under the eyes of an International

Commission, supported by Allied troops, and the result

in general was a majority in frvour ofGermany, although

in some districts a solid Polish vote had been recorded.

The results of the plebiscite led to a third Polish rising,

under the leadenlup of the Polish deputy, Korfiinty,

who had been the first Pole to represent Silesia in (he

pre-war German Reichstag. The rising lasted several

months, and provoked a counter-rising by the Germans

under General Hoefer. It ended in July 1921, after much

patient mediation by the Allied commissioners, and only

then were the frontiers of Germany and Poland deter-

mined in accordance vitith the results of the plebiscite.
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Poland received the agricultural districts in southern

SOesia, where a very considerable PoHsh population

existed, and also a considerable portion of die industrial

area around Kattowice. In the town of Kattowice itself

a number of Germans were transferred to Polish rule.

Germany, on the other hand, retained over halfa million

Polish peasants in the district of Oppeln (the Polish

Opole), which, with Breslau and all north-western

Silesia, remained German. Poland took possession of

the new Polish section of Silesia inJune 1922, but under-

took to set up a legislative assembly for the new province

in which the Pohsh and German populations were re-

presented on equal terms, and a special arbitration com-

mission was created to settle disputes between the two

populations.
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POLAND UNDliK PIISIIDSKI

The frontiers ofPoland were now settlcil, aiul two years

after the signature of the Versailles Treafv the resurrected

nation was at last at peace. Many j>rohlenis ficed the

new State, and not tlic least the task ol (Tearing a system

of constitutional government, founded upon the prin-

ciples of liberty, etpial siilfrage, and democracy. For

a century and a half, a peri(»d during whielwhe world

had seen the rise of the great demtHTaeies of the West,

the industrial revolution, the transfer of power from

hereditary landowning clasiies, first to the tannmercial

middle class, and ultimately, in some countries, to the

peasants aitd trade unions, I’oland had lain bound and

silent under die heel of the last eliaminons (sf despotic

rule in Europe. The collapse of these des]infisms luid

liberated Poland. But die very duration, stihtlety, .and

harslnicss of the rule of the oppressor had left the new

State crippled at birth, ine.Kperieneed in popular govern-

ment, in administration, in die problems of industry,

social reform, finance, and political eeonomy. The land

had been overrun for four years by tluee armies, and the

two years after die war had been years of straggle,

unsetdement, ftminc, disease, and invasion, An adiniii-

istradon had to be created out of the ruins of the three

imperial bureaucracies which luul governed Poland.

Land liad to be pen to starving jvasants inflamed by

the great revolutionary experiments in agrarian reform
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proceeding in the countries on Poland’s eastern and

southern borders. A currency had to be created out ofa

mass ofworthless paper roubles and German and Austrian

marks inherited from the past. Industries had to be

created, export markets fomid, schools built, hospitals

founded to dam the tide of femine, plague, illiteracy, and

despair. And first, a constitution had to be given to

Poland, the restored Rzeczpospolita Polska.

The form of the State presented no difficulty. Poland

had always been a republic, even when die elected head

of the State was a kmg, and wore a crown. The new
Poland continued under die old title, but its head wasnow
a President. Hie Constitution was promulgated on the

day before peace with Bolshevik Russia was signed at

Riga. It was based in many respects on the Constitution

of the third French Republic, and resembled that given

in 1931 to die Spanish Republic. It included all the

principles of a modem democratic state—adult suffrage

(male and female), proportional representation, a lower

house and a senate, parliamentary immunity, a presi-

dent elected by bodi houses in joint assembly for seven

years, with no power to dissolve parliament or to

enact deaees except with the counter-signature of a

minister. The Constitution had, in fiict, the inherent

weaknesses of other democratic constitutions, and these

were not slow in becoming apparent. The system of

proportional representation erdianced the natural ten-

dency in all continental European democracies to multiply

small political groups and parties, and made the formation

of a parliamentary majority dependent upon temporary

coalitions in which each group demanded and obtained

its conditions as the price of support. Parliament made

and unmade governments with astonishing frequency.

Neither government nor President had any real power.
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The vital interests of the State v?ere subordinated to

party intrigues and personal ambitions. The existence

of large national and racial mitiorities—the Ukrainians,

the Germans, the Lithuanians, the White Ruthenians,

the Jews—added to the complexity of government and

to the confusion of parHamentary coalitions.

For four years successive Pohsh governments attempted

to tackle urgent problems of land reform, of financial

stabiliaation, of foreign poHcy without the support of

a homogeneous majority in the Sejm, or Parliament.

The Peasant party, which formed the Centre of the

legislative Chamber, formed coalitions alternatively

with the Socialists of the Left and the Nationalists of the

Right, now supported, now opposed, by die various

minority groups. Land reform bills were passed,

ordering the break-up of agricultural estates over a

certain ftirly generous maximum aaeage, and their

sale to landless peasants under State supervision. In an

attempt to finance the lavish State expenditure, two

successive levies on capital were introduced, the first

by Professor Michalski, as Hnance Minister, the second

by his successor, W. Grabski. A heavy property tax

and a forest tax were also enacted, but neither levies

nor taxes sufficed to halt the grooving inflation.

Foreign financial advisen called in by the Polish

government, from Sir Hilton Young (afterwards Lord

Kennet) to the American Charles Dewey, recom-

mended drastic cuts in State expenditure, but their

advice was fruitless in fece of the all-powerful parlia-

mentary system, under which government was only

possible by a poHcy of concessions to all its sup-

porters, and expenditure without stint. The Zloty (the

old Polish guilder) was twice stabilized at levels twice

abandoned. Trade slumped, unemployment grew, there
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were strikes aid labour troubles. And thai, as in an

earlier moment of crisis, die powerful figure of Pilsudski

returned to the scene.

Since 1922 Pilsudski had been out of ofBce. He
despised parliamaitary politics ; he was no orator, and

had none of the qualities necessary to success as a demo-

cratic leader. He had lived for four years in retirement

on a small estate near Warsaw, raising his voice occasion-

ally m conversation with groups of his admirers in the

army or in the trade unions (which had generally re-

mained loyal to him in spite of his departure from rigid

Socialist doctrines), to grumble, to threaten, or to de-

nounce. In May 1926, when the government of the

Peasant leader Witos was in office, and a scliism had

broken out among die Nationalists as the result of a

section of that party agreeing to support Witos and Iiis

programme of agrarian reform, Pilsudski carried out a

coup de min. Followed by several regiments ofgarrison

troops he appeared at die entrance to Warsaw. The

President ofthe RepubHc met him in person on a bridge

across the Vistula and appealed to liim to withdraw.

Pilsudski demanded the resignation of the government.

Upon the President’s refusal, Pilsudski ordered an assault

upon the capital. There was some street fighting, but

many of the troops of the Wanaw garrison rallied to

the insurgents. Regiments summoned by the govern-

ment from the provinces were prevented firom arriving

in the dty by a railway strike, declared in sympadiy with

Pdsudski. Two days later the capital and the provinces

were in Pilsudski’s hands. The Witos government

resigned with the President of the Republic. A Presi-

dential election took place in due constitutional form,

and Pilsudski was elected against a Nationalist candidate.

The marshal then surprised both his fiiends and his
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enemies by refusing the office. Instead he nommated a

candidate who was duly elected. The new President

was a man unknown in poHtics, a distinguished scientist

and industrial chemist, highly respected for his capable

management of the great chemicd works at Chorzow

in Upper Silesia. His name was Ignace Mosddd.

Pdsudski himselfaccepted the post ofWar Minister and

Inspector ofthe Army, a title he held, with but two brief

interludes as Prime Minister, until his death in 193 5. From

this comparatively modest office he directed the destinies

of Poland, during the next ten years exercising a virtual

although tolerant dictatorship over the country, naming

and deposit^ prime ministers, and occasionally exercising

his veto over questions offinancial and economic policy,

but on the whole limiting himself to the organization

ofPoland’s defences. His first act as dictator was to revise

the Constitution. The new consdmtional law, passed

in June 1926, left the form of the State and the liberties

of the citizens in general unchanged, but it radically

modified the relations between the President and parlia-

ment. It authorized the head of the State in the event

of a dispute between the Sejm and the government

to dissolve the lower house arid to order new elections.

It also permitted the President to legislate in an emergency

by presidential decree, as is done in France. Finally, the

new Constitution limited parliamentary discussion of the

budget to four months, after which, even if not passed

by the House, the measure became law.

Poland, under Pilsudski’s authoritarian rdgime, now

experienced a period of internal calm, financm stability,

and even economic prosperity. A series of presidential

deaees during the first year of the new dispensation

introduced order in a number of fields, loi^ neglected

during the period of parliamentary confusion. The
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export trade of the country increased, and a new port,

entirely Polish, was built on the Baltic coast at Gdynia

as a rival to Danzig, which had for some years disputed

Poland’s privileges in the Free City. Both ports shared,

however, in the growing external conmicrcc of Poland,

and Danzig experienced a prosperity uninowia in pre-

war times.

hi the field offoreign policy, Poland’s influence steadily

increased under Pilsudski. The country was now the

eighdi in size, and the sixth in population in Europe.

Its inhabitants mcrcascd by half a million a year, a rate

of growdi unsurpassed in the Italy of Mussolini or the

Germany ofHitler. As a natural consequence of the war

of T914-18, and of tlie geographical and cultural position

of Polaitd, die new State had inevitably become a barrier

to German expansion eastwards and to Russian expansion

westwards. The constant pre-occupation of Poland’s

foreign ministers, from Coimt Skrzynski in the pre-

Pilsudski era to August Zalcski and Colonel Joseph Beck

fi:om 1926 onwards, was to maintain a position ofequili-

brium between these two great Slav and German

populations, hr the immediate post-war era Poland

was the natural ally of France in eastern Europe
; she

also maintained exceedingly cordial relations with

Hungary, Rumania, and Italy. Her relations with pre-

Hiderian Germany were cool, but despite the incessant

German agitation for die return to Germany of Danzig

and the Corridor, no incidents occurred to disturb the

peace between the two countries. An attempt had been

made by Skrzynski at the Locarno Conference in 1925

to secure from the Western Powers a guarantee of the

German-Polish frontier, but without success. Germany
agreed, however, under Stresemann, to submit any

future disputes with Poland to arbitration.
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In January 1934, a year after Adolf Hitler became

German Chancellor, and die National Socialists found

it expedient to secure for some time to come their

eastern frontiers, in order to leave their hands free for

action in the West and the already contemplated re-

militarization of the Rhineland, Germany offered Poland

a ten-year pact of non-agression based on mutual

recognition of the existing frontier between the two

States, and Pilsudski accepted the offer. From that titne

imtil the spring of 1939, the relations between Poland

and Germany were correct and even cordial, and the

agitation for the return of Danzig and the Corridor was,

on official Nazi orders, suspended. The death of Pil-

sudski occasioned no change in Poland’s relations with

Germany, and his policy was continued by Marshal

Smigly-Rydz, his successor as Inspector-General of the

army and virtual dictator, and by Colonel Beck, the

Foreign Minister,who had been Pilsudski’s aide-de-camp,

and had for some years been in the confidence ofthe old

marshal.

After the invasion and destruction of Czechoslovakia

in March 1939, Hitler suddenly revived the German

demands on Poland, and presented Colonel Beck with

a virtual ultimatum exacting the return of Danzig

and the cession to Germany ofa nanow strip ofterritory

across the Corridor to East Prussia, wide enough to

carry an autostrade and a railway. These demands were

rejected, although Poland intimated her willingness to

negotiate a peaceful settlement of the Danzig problem.

Thereupon a German campaign began against Poland,

which repeated in sinister siimtude the phases of the

campaign a year earlier against Czechoslovakia; and

Great Britain and France, now fully aware of the danger

of permitting further unchecked aggression by Naa
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Germany, gave guarantees to Poland tloat were eventually

merged in a full treaty of defensive alliance.

During the last days of August 1939 it became clear

that Germany intended to invade Poland and seize by

force the territories claimed as German. Last-minute

attempts at mediation proved fiuitless, and after the

German Chancellor had made a pretence of offering

Poland a peaceful alternative to war in a declaration

which was not even conveyed to the Polish government,

the Nazi dictator himself destroyed this pretence of

negotiation by ordering, a few houn later, the

advance of Gemian troops across the Polish frontier.

The German invasion of Poland began at dawn on

September i, 1939, and within a few weeks was fol-

lowed by a new JBolshevik invasion of Poland from the

east.

The Polish army, faced now by enemies on two

fronts, outnumbered and entirely cut off from assistance

from its allies in the west, offered a desperate but vain

opposition to the invaders. The city ofWarsaw resisted

to the end, and only surrendered when supplies of food

and munitions were nearly ejchausted and die wrecked

city was threatened with famine and pestilence. The

President of the Republic and the Government took

refuge in Rumatua, and the last administrative act of

President Moscicki was to nominate his successor, in

order that a legal Polish government might be created

in Allied territory pending the restoration of Polish

independence. In the meantime the German and

Russian armies had occupied Poland, and in conformity

with the secret understanding reached on August 23,

1939, when a Pact of Non-Aggression was suddenly

signed in Moscow between representatives of Germany

and Russia, another Partition of Poland was achieved,
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Soviet Russia and National Socialist Germany dividing

their victim between them.

Thus the European War of 1939 began, like the

European War of 1914-18, with Poland invaded by

foreign armies, devastated and mutilated in body if

not in spirit, the victim of insensate ambition, greed for

power and cynical betrayal, and once more placing her

hope of ultimate Uberation in a defeat of despotism and

the triumph ofdemocracy.
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CHAPTER XXIX

POUSH UTERATURB

“ Life needs not to be happy, but to be heroic !

”
exclaims

the Polish poet Leopold Staff
;
and the later and greater

Polish hterature, denied by die mihappy political con-

dition of Poland of other attitude and outlook, motive

and inspiration, is the complete expression of this

courageous gospel. The heroic idealism of her four

greatest singers—Mickicwicz, Slowacki, Brodzinski,

Krasinski—above all the diveKions and disaffections of

later schools, was and remains the splendid inspiration

of Polish literature.

Alone among European literatures, diat of Poland

unites most consciously in itself die opposite but not

incompatible elements of the Slav and die Latin. The

former compose its basis and background, the living

blood and bone of its being
;
the latter are its speech and

attire, its vestments, the maimer of its life. Themselves

the most westerly and most representative branch of the

great Slav tree, the Poles, in sJl their forms of thought

and feeling, could not but take on the colour of the Latin

culture of the West. Thus their literature has all the

patience, the pity, the fidelity to form and colour, and

the almost passionate directness that characterize those of

other Slav peoples
;
but also it is tempered by something

—that else esapes definition m mere words—very much

like that whole-sighted and healthy perception of pro-
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portions wliich we English caE a sense ofhumour. Un-

like the Germans, unlike even the Russians, the Poles

can write passionate and profoundly national songs, can

sing them with the deepest sense of injury and injustice

suffered ; and then can turn quite naturally and with

equal and grave attention to the description of a delicate

shoe on a pretty dandng-mistress’s foot. In Germany

that would be called a bad lapse ; in Poland it is called

a good joke.

The most indubitable if indefinable impression one

has of Polish literature, more particularly in respect of

its last years, is ofan extraordinary atmosphere ofmental

excitement. One is influenced by it as strongly and

subtly as if one were suddenly removed to a region at

once high and rare. Its air is electric, emotional, inspir-

ing, heroic ; its thoughts are physical throbs ; its rhemes

are mental thunderstorms. But whether expressed in

the apocalyptic delirium of Mickiewicz’s Feast oj the

Dead, in that Dantesque n^htmare of Krasinski called

The Undivine Comedy, in the megalomaniac soliloquies

of Conrad Wallenrod—whetheT in the transcendental

romanticism ofMickiewicz and Slowacki, or the satirical

symbolism of Wyspianski—its effect is always rather

mental and spiritual than physical and national. The

consequence is unavoidable in a country whose material

history so long remained its past, whose national present

and future were only held aHve and real in the spiritual

consciousness of the people.

Unlike other Slav peoples, and rich as their later

literature is m poetry, the Poles are poor in early popular

songs and legends. There were a goodly number of

both these, of course, but owing probably to the feet

that all the early writers and chroniclers used the Latin
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language, the popular minstrelsy of the country did not

pass into, and was therefore not preserved in, the popular

tongue—Polish. The chronicler Callus, however, trans-

lated an eleventh-century poem on Boleslaw the Brave

into the Latin ; and a few other old Polish songs have

thus been preserved. As we have said, all the early

literature of the country is in Latin. The first known

specimen of die Polish specdi that remains to us is Queen

Margaret’s Psalter (conjecturally called after the wife of

King Louis of Hungary), which was discovered in 1826

in the Ckinvent of St. Florian. In date it is roughly of(he

middle of the fourteenth century, and probably is only

a copy of a much older text. Then there is the “ Piesn

Boga Rodzica,” an ancient Polish batde-hymn addressed

to the Virgin. The oldest MS. copy extant is dated

1408, and is preserved at Cracow. The authonhip ofthe

hymn was subsequendy, though incorreedy, assigned to

St. Adalbert (i. 997).

Other monuments ofdie Polish language ofolder date

than the sixteenth century are (i) the imperfect Bible of

Queen Sophia, or Bible of Szaroszpatak—said to have

been written for Sopliia, the fourth wife ofJagicUo, about

the year 1455 ; (2) five religious songs dating from (he

fifteenth century and ascribed to Andrew Slopuchowski,

prior ofthe monastery ofthe Holy Cross on Lysa Cora

;

(3) a fragment ofa hymn in praise ofWydiffe, composed

when the latter’s doctrines first made their way into

Poland ; and
(4) the prayer-book of one Waclaw, a

sermon on marriage and a number of Polish glosses.

Most of these are preserved to-day in Cracow.

Several of (he Latin chroniclers in early Poland

achieved a reputation that extended far beyond the

frontiers of their own country. Martin Callus, whom
we have already mentioned, is variously described as a
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Walloon, a Frenchman, or an Italian. He lived in

Poland between mo and 1135 and transcribed a number

of the legends of the country in a rich and rhythmic

prose. lis works had a wide following. Callus was

succeeded by Matthew Cholewa and Vincent Kadlubek,

two bishops of Cracow, and by Bogufel or Boguchwal,

bishop of Poznan. Kadlubek enjoyed for many years

a considerable popularity as a chronicler. He was bom
in 1160 and educated at the University of Paris ; he

became a Cistercian monk and died in Poland in 1223.

He was a spirited writer and commentator on the events

of his time. Among succeeding writers of note may

be mentioned Martin Polonus, who died about 1280

;

and Jan of Czamkow, historian and panegyrist of Casi-

mir the Great, who died a hundred years later. With

the exception of the few works we have mentioned,

Poland has no early literature in the native language

;

the reason doubtless being that at first national education

was almost entirely in me hands of ecclesiastics, most

ofwhom were strangers to the country, and unfamiliar

or impatient with its speech.

The first book printed in Poland was issued in 1474

by Gunther Zainer, who set up a press in Cracow.

Some forty years later a Silesian named Hieronymus

Wietor began printing in the Polish tongue. The first

complete work so published was issued at Cracow in

1521. It was called The Speeches of the Wise King Soh-

mon; the translation, as the printer announces in a

preface, being executed by one Jan Koszyeki, and

dedicated to Anna Wojnicka, wife of the castdlan of the

dty. In the following year a Life of Christ, translated

into Polish by Balthasar Opec, and adorned with wood-

cuts, appeared fi:om the same press. Among other

printers who achieved some repute in Poland during the
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sfactcentli and earlyseventeenth eenturymay be mentioned

the names of Sybciieiclicr and Piotrkowc2yk.

Several interesting and even important histories ap-

peared in Poland towards tlic end of tire fiftcentli

eentury. At this time flourislied the famous historian

Jan Dlugosz, bishop of Lwow, who wrote under the

Latin name of Longinus. His work on Poland is most

valuable, and distinguished alike by its style and seholar-

ship. It deals most intimately and faithfully with the

period 1386-1480. About the fint year of the sixtcentli

century appeared die brief but interesting Memoirs of a

Polish Janissary. These were written in Polish, dioiigh

die audior was no Pole but more probably a Serb. They

acliieved some renown both in Poland and abroad for

their pictures of Polish life.

Lacking though it is in records of early popular

poetry, Polish Htcrature, in die prime of its later periods,

is incomparably and inestimably endowed with die

poetic tradition. It has no Chaucer—at least, no con-

temporary equal to Chaucer—but it has many Chatter-

tons. It has no Milton, but it lias a Molibre and a Mar-

lowe. It has, on the whole, less of occasional genius than

of general merit ; though it has many honourable names

that fall under either heading. In those early days in

her history when the nation spirit and aspirations of

Poland had not yet learned to clodic dicmsclvcs in the

national language, thae were many writers, like Clement

Janiski (1516-43), who cultivated Latin poetry with

some success. But there was no native poet in the native

tongue worth mentioning before Rej of Naglowice.

Rej was a Protestant, and was bom in 1505. After a

somewhat dissipated youth he turned soberly to translat-

ing religious works into Polish—among them die Psalms.

His best work was undoubtedly that curiously called
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The Mirror of the Life of an Honourable Man. He also

wrote a mystery—after the manner popular in Poland

from very early times—entitled The Life ofJoseph in

Egypt. He died in 1569.

The next notable name in Polish history is that of

Jan Kochanowsld—“ the Prince of Polish Poets.” Ko-

chanowski was bom in 1530, of a family distinguished

for dieir contributions to their country’s literature. He

studied at the universities of Padua and Paris, at which

latter town he became intimate with Ronsard. In

1564, after his return to Poland, he became the secretary

of ]^g Sigismund August ;
at his death, twenty years

later, he left a number of poetical works of note. His

play, The Despatch of the Greek AnAassadors—i one-act

piece in twelve scenes, written in rhymeless iambic

pentameters—is a typical product of me Renaissance

period. It was performed at the marriage of Jan Za-

moyski and Christine Radziwill, in the presence ofKing

Stephen and his Queen, at UJazdowo, near Wanaw, in

1578. His most popular work, however, is his Lamenta-

tions (Treny) written on the death ofhis daughter Unula.

These exquisite elegies won the praise even of Mickie-

wicz; they raise their author into the intimate and

exclusive circle, the rare atmosphere of real and living

poets. Thot^h his manner was classical and largely

imitative, his matter was Polish and original and real.

He was the first of the national poets of Poland.

Szarzynski, who died young in 1581, may be

mentioned as the first writer to introduce the sonnet

in Polish poetry—a form afterwards developed to its

most perfect design by Mickiewicz and GaszynskL

Many Polish poets attempted, though generally with

but indifferent success, the pastoral songs of Theocritus.

The pastoral was a literary form that found itself flourish-
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ing in. Poland rather as an ephemeral and artificial result

of the Renaissance titan as any expression of a vigorous

and robust rural life. Of the latter there could be but

a hollow and hypocrital mockery while the whole
peasant-class was enslaved in Poland. Pastorals, how-
ever—and good pastorals too—were written by a poet

of genius called Szymonowicz. He was bom in 1554
and died in 1624 ; and lias been considered by so reput-

able a judge as Mickiewicz himself as a singer of dis-

tinction and a worthy follower of Tlieocritus. He cer-

tainly redeemed the coldly classic and merely imitative

manner of his works with much virile description of the

national life of his comitry. For his period die songs

of Szymonowicz—among diem may be cited “The
Lovers,” “The Reapen,” and “The Cake”—were
unusually instbet with sympathy for the wretched con-

dition of the peasantry. They were, as was almost

general at that time, sometimes ludicrously artificial and

turgid in manner ; but the tone and motive rang true.

Another poet of this period who wrote pastorals was

Zimorowicz, a native of Lwow, whose promising life

was abrupdy terminated at the age oftwenty-five. There

is one lyric of his beginning :

Ukochma Lamlloto I

Ciehie nie prosze 0 zhto I

—“ Beloved Lancelot, I ask thee not for gold !
”—that

even to alien English ears has unmistakably the true,

elegant lilt of our own Herrick.

Many Polish authors of repute still confined their

works to the medium of the Latin tongue. Of these

Casimit Sarbiewski, or Sarbievius, as his Latin surname

ran, was even held to have approached more nearly

than any other intervening poet the hi^h standard of
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Horace. Sarbiewski died in 1640. Another poet ofsome
eminence was Sebastian Fabian Klonowicz (1545-1602).

He wrote both in the Polish and the Latin (under the

name of Acemus) and aroused the hostiHty of the clergy

by his reformist doctrines. In his fVorek Judaszow and

Victoria deorutn he satirizes the contemporary struggles

of nobility and clergy in Poland under the obvious dis-

guise of a mythical conflict between the gods on Olym-
pus. In the early part of the sixteenth century appeared

the first historical work m Polish—Kronika polska. Its

author, Martin Bielski, a Protestant, was bom in 1495

and was educated, like most other illustrious Poles of his

time, at the University ofCracow. He was a pronounced

Calvinist, and on this account die success of his history

suffered somewhat from the general suspicion attached in

that age to the works of heretics. On his death his son

Joachmi (1540-99) continued his work on Poland.

The spread of Protestantism in Poland, though it

never really menaced or uprooted—as in some other

countries—the dominion of the Roman Church, never-

theless made its influence felt on the literature of this

and later periods. As early as 1530, for instance, Lutheran

hymns were sung in the Polish language at Thom. In

1553, at Brzesc, appeared a Protestant translation of the

whole Bible, published at the expense ofNicholas Radzi-

will. A less wholesome influence, however, was that

of the so-called macaronic period, which lasted from

1606 till 1764. This time is diiefly distinguished by die

deliberately degraded, foolish, and artificial forms and

effects affected by most Polish writers, under the influence

probably of the foreign notions and habits of mind and

mamier that were now firmly establishing themselves in

Poland. Only one name stands out from the riot of

ridiculous and by no means robust buffoonery in full
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blast at this period—that of Waclaw Potocki, whose

War of Chocim remained the most faithful epic of Polish

national life until the Pan Tadeusz of Mickiewicz. An
extraordinary number of personal memoirs and diaries

have been preserved, in manuscript or in print, from this

time of transition
;
among diem must be mentioned

diose of John Chrysostom Pasek, a Masovian noble.

Pasck, after a life of varied and vivid adventure, died

near Cracow about the year 1700.

The reign of the last King of Poland, Stanislaw Ponia-

towski, saw rise and wane the second great period of

Polish Hterature. By this time Polish writers were almost

entirely under French and Western influence ; and this

period produced no worb of truly national feeling. A
national theatre, it is true, was founded at Warsaw in

1765, largely, of coune, under the direction of the

court ; but there was no really national drama until a

mucli later day. The most prominent of the poets of

this time was Ignatius Krasieki, bishop of Warmia

(1735-1801), Krasieki wrote a number of fair comedies

and some dull poetry, and enjoyed the friendship of

Frederick the Great. Without doubt the best writer of

Polish comedies, however, was Count Alexander Fredro

(1793-1876), who introduced the real spirit of comedy

into Poland. His plays, which are still popular in the

country, clearly show tlie influence of Moherc, though

retaining much native vigour and originality. The third

and greatest period of Polish literature is that now about

to be discussed.

As a French writer has declared, they were her poets

who saved Poland. Her poets ardently flinned the

national flame into a steady fire, preserved the national

spirit when the national body bd been dismembered,
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preached unceasing courage and sacrifice and sober

endurance when even the memory of material happiness

seemed lost. The national endeavour of extinguished

Poland, as expressed in song and saga, is best remembered

by four redoubtable names—Mickiewicz, Brodzinski,

Slowacki, Krasinski. PoHsh history since the first

Partition boasts, and rightly, of other poets, and other

poets ofhardly less merit. But in all this unhappy but

heroic period there are no writers, whether of prose or

poetry, who so ably, nobly, and intimately express and

reveal the spirit of PoHsh nationahty—in all its momen-

tary moods ofpassion, patience, revolt, retribution, hope,

and fear—as these we have named. The memory ofone

of them, Brodzmski, has fiillen on some obscurity even

in his own country ; his fellows, in company with others

less worthy, have achieved all the honour, dignity, dis-

tinction, and reverence their works deserve. They were

all noble and exalted singen of a nation Men on evil

times.

Casimic Brodzmski was historically the first poet of

the Polish revolt. He was bom of humble peasant

parentage in 1791, the year of the great but unavailing

Constitution. In 1812, together with many of his

countrymen who were confident, like himself, of the

fulfilment of Napoleon’s promise to restore Poland,

he joined a regiment of artillery in the army which

entered Russia in that year. After suffering all the horrors

of that horrible retreat, he was wounded at Leipsic and

taken prisoner by the Prussians. On his release he

returned to Poland and became professor of Polish

Hterature at the University ofWarsaw, where he might

have remained all his life an humble if charming dis-

courser on letters, a self-deprecatory singer of deHcate

minor songs, a heart in exile and sighii^ for his native
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mountains of Tatra, if the revolution of 1830 had not

suddenly and gloriously broken out. The revolt, which

proved fetal for lus country, was nevertheless fortunate

for Brodzinski. It saved mm from mediocrity. In his

Popular Songs of th Polish Peasants, composed in a

moment of national and individual crisis, of enthusiasm,

passion, and reawakened hope, he gave spontaneous

utterance to the simple yet noble and fervent emotions

of the common people. Through tliem all pulsed the

feelings ofa great and generous heart.

While diis message moved his humbler countrymen

to unparalleled heights ofheroism, the appeal Brodzinski

uttered before the savants of die Society of Friends of

Science in Warsaw, on May 3, 1831, succeeded equally

in stirring the intellectuals. But the fete of the insurrec-

tion proved also the fete of its chief singer. His friends,

alarmed at the feebleness of his bodily constitution,

dispatched him to Carlsbad and later to Dresden to

recuperate. At the latter place he was die guest of

Odyniec, friend ofMickiewicz, and there the latterwrote

:

“ If Brodzmski is still with you give him my compli-

ments. Althou^ 1 am not acquainted with him person-

ally, you know I hold him in very high esteem a

mark ofaffection that moved the modest peasant-poet to

tean. He died at Dresden on October 10, 1831, and was

buried there. “ The Divine Peasant ” Brodzinski has

been called by that sweet singer of the Ukraine, Bohdan

Zaleski, and the tide is not inapt. He was the embodi-

ment of the Polish peasant—robust, courageous, gende,

humbly heroic and honest, with heart and hearm and

home rooted deep in the regenerating earth.

There is a monument in an old square in Warsaw on

the occasion of whose unveiHng, some yean ago, the

audiorities had forbidden any form of public demon-
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stration. A great concourse of people assembled for the

ceremony, but it assembled in silence. No speeches

were delivered, no word in diat whole crowd was

spoken. Only at the critical moment of the actual

unveiling of the statue did some over-tense nerves break,

and deep sobs make themselves heard here and there

in the crowd. It was a monument to Adam Mickiewicz,

the greatest poet of Poland. Mickiewicz was bom neat

Nowogrodek, in Lithuania, on December 24, 1798. His

youth, like that of other patriotic sons of his time, was

nourished on the alternate hopes and fears that attended

the passage of la Grande Annie in its disastrous adventure

through Poland. At the Univenity ofWilna the young

Mickiewicz became the leader of a series of successive

nationalist societies, most ofthe members ofwhich were

eventually arrested and imprisoned. A number were

sent to Siberia in chains ; Mickiewicz himself suffered

imprisonment. By this time he had already published

several poetical works of great beauty and merit—

Ballads and Romances, Grazyna, and Dziady—bat

the period preceding his arrest had seen him reduced

to an inactive and unprofitable despair, a melancholy

brooding over his own misfortunes. The r%ours ofhi

incarceration, strangely enough, had die happy effect of

diverting his thoughts to less personal subjects, of in-

ducing the concentration of hi mind on die national

sorrow and oppression of his country. Thenceforward,

it is related, hi work took on a nobler, national aspect

;

from a poet he became a propagandist, a patriot, even a

prophet.

He was eventually released from prison and removed

to St. Petenburg ;
here, however, his intimacy with

Russian reformen caused his expulsion
;
and in turn he

stayed at Odessa and Moscow, finally venturing again
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to return to the capital. At St. Petersburg he had the

daring to publish his famous work Conrad Wallenrod.

Wallcnrod, a patriotic Lithuanian, lived at the time ofthe

tyrannous rtigime of the Teutonic Knights in Lithuania.

Inspired with the passion for revenge and retribution,

he joined the Order, became its head, and then seized

the first opportunity to lead it deliberately to disaster.

The Poles were quick to grasp the suggestion ofMickic-

wicz’s poem, and enlisted in large numbers in the army
ofthe Grand Duke Constantine, then Viceroy ofPoland.

The training and information thus acquired they used

to good purpose in the rising of November 39, 1830,

when diey drove the Russian governor and his troops

out ofWarsaw.

Meanwhile the author ofthe inspiration himselfat fust

escaped arrest, owing to the fiict that the Russians but

tardily realized the import ofthe book. When die order

for his arrest was issued, friendly influence in high

quarten delayed its execution, and Mickicwicz was given

time to flee the country. For the rest of his life he lived

abroad, the most noted of many notable exiles from his

afflicted native land. He travelled in Germany, Switzer-

land, and Italy, and fiaiially in France. At Weimar he

met Goethe, in company with his friend and eulogist

Odyniec ; at Geneva he made die acquaintance of Sigis-

mund Krasinski, a fellow poet of hardly less repute
; at

Venice he abandoned himself entirely and passionately

to the influence ofByron
; at Paris he became the leader

and^ prophet of the growing group of Polish exiles—

dedicating to them his Book oj the Polish Pilgrims and
arousing at tic same time their reverent endiusiasm for

the master himselfand their ardour for the cause of rbsir

country. At Paris, too, he received from tie French

Government the Chair of Slavonic Literature at the
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College of Prance ; and there his lectures drew daily

a devoted aowd of students, eager Hsteners, disciples,

volunteers.

It was at this time that nostalgia for his native Lithu-

anian plains and forests—the same forests that drew from

him in earlier years the cry :
“ Lithuania ! thy murmur-

mg forests sang to me more sweetly than the nightingalp;

of Baidar, dian the virgins of Salghir ’’—moved him to

recreate in the epic Pan Tadeusz, his greatest and most

greatly prized work, their singing brooks and sighing

trees, the simple, patriarchal life ofthe peasantry he knew

and loved well. On November 26, 1855, after an attack

of cholera, this greatest of the poets ofPoland died. He
was buried in die cemetery at Montmorency, the last

resting-place ofmany another ofhis exiled countrymen.

Later his country claimed his ashes, and to-day they lie

among the tombs of the Polish kings in Cracow.

Julius Slowacki, who in poetry and philosophy, and all

save the passionate cult of Poland, was as unlike his

countryman Mickiewicz as two patriotic poets of the

same era can be, was bom at Krzemieniec in Volhynia,

on August 23, 1809. From his father, a professor of

Polish hterature and in his way a poet of some merit, he

inherited a devotion to the works of the ancient world.

The passionate tears of childish pity seared his cheeb as,

a boy ofnine, he read for the first time the twenty-fourdi

song ofthe Uiad, where Priam Ms at the feet ofAchilles.

His early environment—of soft mists and tender land-

scapes, as subdy appealing to vague senses as a Polish

countryside can well be—he has gracefully described in a

Utde poem, “The Hour of Reflection.” “ There, among

the mountains,” he exclaims, “the eyes of memory

discern my own beautiful town, its towen rising from

the valley into the narrow vault of blue. There is no
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town more entrancing than this, when the jewel-like

lights of her homes shine softly through the valley-mist

at night ; or when in die morning sunlight, her rows

of little white houses gleam like pearls among the

emerald of her meadows.” Later the poet describes his

own youth in that town among the liills :
“ In this valley,

among die poplars diat rise like colunms, imagine a

child, pale but with warm sentiments. How he dreamed

of die future
; how he flew as lightly on his thoughts

as the fragrance ofthe flowers
; how he sought to divine

by instinct the character ofdie world which had hitherto

been denied to him ; and how, years later, the old dreams

returned to him, and he saw them again widi his own
eyes and recognized the faded ghosts of diem. He was

nourished upon dreams ; diey were each day’s daily

bread ... but to-day the bread is bitter . . . only

wormwood is left in the cup.”

While Slowacki was still engaged in his studies at

Wilna, the Polish romantic movement had reached its

zenidi. For Slowacki, as for Mickiewicz, Byron was the

god of his literary universe
; Gocdic and Scliiller made

a humble second and third. He was in Warsaw when
the fomous revolt of 1830 flamed out, and his songs, like

those of Brodzinski, gave courage and inspiration to his

heroic, hapless countrymen. It was on this occasion that

he composed the celebrated Polish hymn “ Boga
Rodzica,’’ an invoation of the Virgin Mother. “ Hear

us, Queen of Heaven !
”

it ardently exclaimed. “
It

is the song of our fothers
; for now flames the dawn of

freedom, now sounds the tocsin ofliberty, now flows the

blood of a free people—Modicr of God !
” This song

of the Polish battlefield was speedily followed by stun

masterpieces as “ Kulik ” and the “ Song of the Lithu-

anian Legion,” in the last-named of which he cried,
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“ How many hearts heat for Lithuania [his own country]

!

For her sake how many hearts have ceased to beat !

”

Slowacki was sent by the revolutionaries on a diplomatic

mission to London ; during his stay there the news

arrived drat the revolt was over, that the red dawn of

Pohsh freedom had set more bloodily than it rose, that

Siberia and the salt mines awaited him at Warsaw. He
turned, therefore, to Paris, where were many other

melancholy exiles
; and later, weary of the incessant

intrigue and turmoil of the Polish frctions there, to

Geneva. Here he wrote “Kordian,” a dramatic poem
which provided a quite new revelation of his genius,

and aeated a half-heroic, half-human, mystical and

emotional character whom the poet called, after a quaint

conceit, Kordi-an, Man of Heart. Later he published

diat sombre and terrible, if sometimes obscure, work

called “Anhelli a symboKc vision, simply and almost

baldly written in a prose Biblical in its austerity, of the

hell and horror of Siberia. Concerning this work the

brilliant poet Krasinski himself wrote, on the occasion

of the death of its creator :
“ Inscribe on his tomb

To the Author ofAnhelli. These words alone will ensure

him a lasting glory for the future.”

His travek in Italy and Greece were the cause and

inspiration of a number of noble works, now in the

vein ofByron, now in dut ofDante. Among the poems

published at this time may be mentioned “The Pestilence

in the Desert,” “Wenceslaus,” “In Switaerland,” “The

lufemo of Dante,” “ The Spititual Birth,” “ The Master

Thinker,” “ Samuel Zborowski,” and “ Balkdyna,” a

tragic ballad.

In 1848 he made a desperate attempt to return to

Poland, where a fresh revolution was impending ; but

before he could reach his native country die insurrection
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had broken out and been in its turn defeated, and nothing

remained for him to do but to return disconsolately, a

spirit likewise broken, to his exile in Paris. And there,

on 3rd April of the following year, he died.

Si^ismund Krasinski, whose name has been already

mentioned here, is generally known in Poland as the

“Anonymous Poet.” The title arose from his long

reluctance to sign his works, overwhelmmgly popular

though they were in Poland even during lus lifetime.

His reason it is not hard to understand : his father, a

brilliant officer under Napoleon, had since turned

renegade and become a puppet in die hands of the Czar.

His grandfather was a leader ofdie frmous Confederation

of Bar, and with his heroic fellows struggled for years

against the oppressor ;
laterjoining Lafayette in America

and felling honourablyon the battlefield before Savannah.

The Anonymous Poet liimsclf was bom in Paris on

February 9, 1812, and the Emperor Napoleon agreed to

stand sponsor at his baptism. His entry into literature

as a smdent in Warsaw, lay in the writing of historical

romances in the style ofour own Scott. Later the shame

that came upon him at the apostasy of his fether drove

him into exile at Geneva, where the struggle between his

filial instincts and his fidelity to the cause of Poland first

inspired him to poetry. One of Ids earliest and best

known works he called, in noble parody of the great

Italian, The Undivine Comedy. Of his work Iridion,

the story of a Greek slave’s hatred, resentment, and

straggle against the Empire ofRome, one critic has said

:

“
It is a whole world of antiquity carved m the marble

ofParos by the hand ofa Michael-Angelo.” Its pubHca-

tion at once raised its unknown author into the first rank

ofcontemporary poets. The appearance of “The Psdms

ofthe Future,” of“The Dawn,” and “The Uncompleted
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Poem,” established his reputation as a singer of great

sweetness, a poet of noble and lofty ideals. Krasinski

died at Paris in 1858, only a few months after his un-
happy parent. He was followed to die grave by the

sad company ofexiles among whom, since ^e red setting

ofthe sun that gleamed fitfully for the Poles in 1830, the

anonymous poet and patriot had made his home.

Widi the death of Krasinski ends the full splendour

of Polish literature—the great, almost heroic, names of

passionate lovers who not infrequendy put down the

pen of revolt to take up the sword of insunection. In

later years, neverdieless, there are many notable and even

noble names associated with the practice of letters m
Poland. Bohdan Zaleski, who has already received

mention here, was the accompHshed leader of the so-

called Ukrainian school ofromanticism. He was bom m
1802, and like most of his contemporaries was a student

at the University of Warsaw. Like many of diem, too,

he was forced to seek refuge abroad during the turbulent

’thirties
; and he was still an exile in France when death

overtook him at the age of eighty-four. The best-

known work of this “ sweet singer of the Ukraine,”

as he has been called, is his poem, “ The Spirit of the

Steppe.”

Among Polish historians ofnote there is Szujski (1835-

1882), whose worb, A Glance at Polish History and

The History of Poland, gained for their author a well-

deserved reputation. Schmitt, who died in the same

year, was another historical writer of merit. He played

an active part in the nationalist risings of his youth, and

was even condemned to death, though the sentence was

subsequently commuted by Ae Austrian Government

to a term of imprisonment. The worb of S2ajnoc|ia

(1818-1886) have been compared, for their vigour and
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vivid colouring, to those ofMacaulay ; and other Polish

liistorians who must be mentioned arc Lelcwcl and

Tatomir.

In philosophy the Poles, like all the Slav nations, have

few names of European importance. In science and

mathematics, of course, they have the astronomer

Copernicus, but there is no sucli eminent figure among
the abstract philosophical writers of Poland. John

Sniadecki, and his brother Andrew, Goluchowski,

Trentowski, Liebelt, and Kxemer are the only names of

any note.

Modem Polish literature is chiefly represented by the

novel, the writing of which, it must be admitted, Polish

authors have cultivated with distinction. This branch

of literary creation can claim the greatest of living

adherents in Poland—Sicroszewski, Sienkiewicz, Eliza

Orzeszko, and Gabriclle Zapolska. Waclaw Sieros-

zewski, even better perhaps dian his more famous

colleague Sienkiewicz, has caught and expressed the

modem Polish spirit—a spirit at once robust yet sensitive,

simple yet subtle, passionate yet chaste. His novels

even where they treat ofthe Siberian torments die author

himself suflFered in youdi, are notably free from the

hatred, ifnot from the horror, ofdie outrages ofoppres-

sion, Sieroszewski’s most interesting work is without

doubt that called. Twelve Years in the Land of the YahUs,

a valuable addition to Slavonic folklore. Madame
Gabrielle Zapolska has been called the Polish Zola, from

die force and realism of her pictures of modem life.

She has published many plays and novels of considerable

note, and enjoys a well-reserved popularity in Poland.

Eliza Orzeszko, the only other Polish woman who has

succeeded in establishing a reputation as a writer, is a

5ever and fricile novelist whose tales have entertained
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the readers ofmany contemporaryjournals and magazines

in Poland.

But die only Polish novelist of the nineteenth century

to achieve an international reputation, is that one named

last in our list—Sienkiewicz. Henry Sienkiewicz, best

known to the English public as the author of Quo

Vadis? was born in 1846 in the province of Siedlce,

in Russian Poland. He studied philosophy at the

University of Warsaw, and in 1872 pubhshed his tint

work, a humorous novel entided, A Prophet in His

Own Country. In 1876 he visited the United States, and

the vivid narrative of his experiences there, as published

in the Warsaw Journal Gazeta Polska, won him an im-

mediate reputation in Poland. Subsequendy his fame

as an historical novelist reached the remotest parts of

the world. His most femous work. Quo Vadis ? a power-

ful study ofRoman life and manners under the Emperor

Nero, was first published in 1895, and has since been

translated into over thirty languages. His real master-

piece, however, is rather the magnificent trilogy. With

Fire and Sword, The Delude, and Pan Michael—

i

series

of novels centring around Polish life in the seventeenth

century. Sienkiewicz, who in 1905 received the Nobel

Prize for Literature, may be compared without exaggera-

tion to the elder Dumas, whose rich and vigorous

imagination, erudition, and industry he incomparably

shared.

A generation after Sienkiewicz anodier Polish novelist,

writing in the English language, under a pseudonym

which was merely a shorter Anglicized form of his

native Polish name, gained international celebrity. But

the achievement of Joseph Conrad in the domain of

letters belongs to English literature rather than to Polish.

Among Conrad’s contemporaries, the purely Polish
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school of novelists, perhaps the most notable is Joseph

Wcyssenlioff (1860-1933), the autlior of The Life and

Opinions of Sigismmid Potjilipski, The Girl and the Badger,

The Affair of Dolenga, Night and Dawn, John Lackland,

and lulf a dozen other novels justly celebrated in his own
and odicr countries.

As we Lave said, the novel has been the most successful

form adopted by Polish writen since the Revolution of

1863. There have been, notwitlistanding, a number of

novelists who have attained distinction as poets and

dramatists. Among tliem arc Adam Asnyk (1838-1897),

whose poems and dramas approacli most narrowly in

manner die work of die modem realistic school
; the

painter and dramatist Wyspianski; the Nobel prize-

winner Reymont, audior of die great pastoral prose epic

The Peasants
;
and Maria Konopnicka—all poets uncom-

promisingly Pohsh in character, style, and inspiration.
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KINGS OF POLAND

Mieszko I

Boleskw I. the Brave ....
Mieszko II

Casimir I. the Restorer

Boleslaw II. the Bold ....
Whdislaw I. Herman . . . .

Boleslaw III. the Wry-mouthed
' Wladislaw .

Boleslaw the Curly .

Mieszko the Old (i) .

Casimir II. the Just .

Mieszko the Old (2) .

Wladislaw Longshanks

Leszek the White

Henry the Bearded .

Henry the Pious .

Boleslaw the Modest

,

Leszek the Black

.

Henry Probus ,

Przemyslaw .

Wcncclaus or Waclaw

Wladislaw the Dwarf

Casimir III. the Great

^
Louis ofHungary

Wladislaw njagicllo , . .

Wladislaw III, of Varna

Casimir IV

John Albert

Alexander

Sigismund I

Sigismund II. . .

Henry of Valois ....
Stephen Batory ....
Sigismund III

Wladislaw IV

John Casimir

Michael Korybut ....
John Sobicski ....
Augustus II

Stanislaw Leszczynski (i) . .

Staiiislaw Leszczynski (2) . .

Augustus III. . . .

Stanislaw Poniatowski

.
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962-992

992-1025

. . 1025-1034

. . 1040-1058

. 1058-1079

. . 1079-1102

. . 1102-1138

. . 1138-1159

. . 1146-1173

. . 1173-1177

. . 1177-1194

1194-1202

. . 1202-1206

. . 1206-1227

1231-1238

. . 1238-1241

. . 1243-1279

. . 1279-1288

. . 1289-1290

. . 1295-1296

. . 1300-1305

. . 1306-1333

. . 1333-1370

. . 1370-1382

. . 1386-1434

. . 1434-1444

. . 1447-1492

. 1492-1501

. . 1501-1506

. . 1506-1548

. . 1548-1572

. Feb. to June 1574

. 157^1586

. . 1587-1632

1632-1648

. . 1648-1668

. . 1669-1673

, , 1674-16^

. . 1697-1733

. , 1704-1709

. . 1733-1734

. . 1734-1763

. . 1764-1795
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Poland and the Poles—Ethnography, Industry,

Religion

The Polish nation forms the western division of the Slav

race, and of all the branches of that great free it remains

perhaps the nearest in tradition, tongue, and temperament

to its original. The Polish people arc mostly of die

middle height, with rounded skull, dark hair, and fresh

compladon. In temper they are frank, hospitable, and

vivacious, readily responsive to the sensuous influences

of colour and sound
;
and possessed of a lively wit and

intelligence. Their belief in ultimate and ahstrart

principles becomes almost a passion. like most deeply

ideahstic peoples they are little practical. At their zcnitii

they were a nation of knights and heroes, of painters

and poets. They loved honestly and passionately the

soil that gave them birth
;

but they disdained the serf

who laboured to give them bread. Beside and almost

because of their ardent chivalry, their intense idealism,

their elaborate culture, there grew in them a strain of

extravagance, a vein ofintellectual vanity, an aristocratic

contempt fi)r things common and (diey said) unclean.

Thus it occurred that though they could fight hard

battles and lose them
;
codd sing heroic songs and

compose them
; could attain brilliantly to all the dis-

tinctions of art and refinement in thought and culture,

the Poles could never—until it was too late—setde down
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soberly to the business of self-government. When they

did attempt this, and even seemed likely to succeed at

it, their ruin had already been planned by avaricious

neighbours. Their most earnest attention to the re-

storation and reconstruction oftheir disordered dwelling

could not then stave off the roof and walls that already

fell shattering about their shoulders.

The Polish language, a most flexible, soft, and musical

speech, is eminently adapted to the arts and artifices

which have aeated ofit—as we have seen elsewhere—

a

great and living literature. Like the Czech or Bohemian

tongue, wifli which it was very similar until the sixteenth

century, the Polish forms part of the westem-Slavonic

group oflanguages. It may be most easily distinguished

from other Slavonic languages by its strongly pro-

nounced nasal sounds, its greater flexibility, and greater

number of variations. Many influences may be traced

in its development—Latin, Italian, French, German, and

to a very minute extent even Turkish and Hungarian—

but the Slav stock ofthis language was too deeply rooted

to be much mutilated even under the alien storms that

swept from time to time aaoss Central Europe. Thus

it happens, happily enough, that Polish works of the

thirteenth century are read and undentood with little

difficulty in the Poland ofto-day.

The ethnographical Poland may be said, accurately

enough, to form a rude irregular square with one comer

at Jablunkow (in Silesia), one comer in the Carpathians,

and others at Suwalki, Sanok, and Ujsde on the Notec.

It is mainly a flat shallow country, ^ly moist, with a

moderate climate and variable temperature. The soil

is very fertile and is particularly adapted to die production

of wheat. For many hundred years Poland was die

greatest wheat-growing country in Middle Europe,
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sliipping grain cvai to Engknd from its pon of Danzig.

Odicr products arc salt, oil, wax, coal, lead, and zinc.

Tire old Polish capital, Cracow, and diat ofmore recent

growdi, Warsaw, arc both situated on the Vistula, which

has its source in die Carpadiians and its outlet in die Baltic

Sea. On the north-west, between the Vistula and die

Oder—which aiclosc between them the heart and cradle

of Poland—arc found the following towns : Gniezno

(Gncscu), the scat of the Archbishop and Primate of

Poland, and Poznan (Posen). On the soudi and south-

west arc situated Kijow and Lwow (Lemberg) ; and on

die north-east Wilna, the fonner capital of the Grand

Dukes of Lithuania. Finally, in die triangle between

Gniezno, Cracow, and Warsaw is Czestochowa, the

second important religious capital ofPoland, which holds,

on a hill without the town, Poland’s most holy shrine.

The ancient Kingdom of Poland, before the first parti-

tion in 1772, included territory lying outside this square

and inhabited by peoples not strictly Polish in lanpage,

race, or reUgion. The area of diis original kingdoni was

730,752 square kilometres or 275,263 square miles
;

its

population was roughly 16 millions. It contained the ten

governments ofthe prc-1914 Kingdom ofPoland and die

nine governments of Lithuania and Little Russia—viz.,

Wilna, Grodno, Kovno, Mohilcw, Minsk, Vitebsk,

PodoUa, Volhynia, and Kieff—togcdicr with the whole

of Gaheia, die duchy ofPoznan, West Prussia, and sonic

districts of East Prussia.

In 1911, the year of the last census before die war of

1914.-1918, the ancient territory of die Kingdom of

Poland held a population of 40,646,000. Ethnograph-

ical Poland, however, does not now include the nine

governments of Lithuania and Ukraine, although even

in these the Poles still form a considerable minority.
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According to the figures of the 1911 census, which
were alone available to the drafters of the Treaty of
Venailles in 1919, the Poles were in an overwhelming
majority in the follo-wmg territories

:

Area (sq. kil.). Polish population.

Kingdom of Poland . 127,684 9,300,000

Galicia .
• 78,497 4,700,000

Austrian Silesia 5,060 240,000

Duchy ofPoznan . . 29,991 1,291,000

West Prussia . . 29,628 850,000

Opole . 13,230 1,338,000

East Prussia . • 36,989 278,000

Total • 319,079 17,997,000

In addition there was an important and homogeneous

Polish population in many neighbouring districts, viz.

:

Lithuania and Ukraine . . . 2,300,000

The rest of Austria .... 450,000

Westphalia 535>ooo

Total . . . 3,285,000

Pohsh populations in other countries comprised

:

The rest of Russia .... 520,000

United States 3,500,000

Other parts of the world . . . 500,000

Total . . . 4,520,000

At the outbreak of war in 1914 the number of Poles

the whole world was computed at about 25 millions.

Europe, where it numbered roughly 21 nulhons, the
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Polish population was scventli in order of size—greater

tlian that of Spain, and about dircc-fourdis tliat of Italy.

When die Polish State (Rzeczpospolita Pohka) was

reconstituted after die war of 1914-1918 and its frontiers

were finally settled, as described in a preceding chapter,

die new Poland comprised an area of 139,868 square

miles, and a population which, roughly estimated at

35 millions at die end of the war, had increased to

31,927,773 at the census of December 9, 1931. At the

outbreak of the second European war in 1939, die

population had grown to between 34 and 35 millions.

The principal cities of the new republic, widi dicir

populations, were the following

;

Warsaw . . 1,178,211

Lodz 605,287

Lwow . . .’i 161,177

Poznan .... . . 346,574

Cracow .... 321,360

Wihia • • 197,049

Kattowicc .... . . 127,841

Article 114 of the Polish Constitution proclaimed

Roman Cadiolicism die dominant religion of the

country, aldiough there was no established cliurch and

all denominations enjoyed equal rights. In 1930 there

were in Poland 23,023,000 Catholics (74.9 per cent.),

3,802,000 Russian Orthodox (3.4 per cent.), 2,978,000

Jews (9.7 per cent.) and 842,000 Protestants (2 per cent.).

All education was free, and elementary education

compulsory. Defence was secured by compulsory

military service for all men between the ages of 21 and

40, two years being spent in the active army and eighteen

in the reserve. The peaco-time strengdi of the army was

roughly 18,000 officen and 230,000 other ranb; in
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war-time an army of 1,250,000 men could be mobilized.

The Polish Air Force consisted of about 8,000 ofiScen

and men. A small fleet was maintained in the Baltic

consisting of six destroyers and a number of smallpT

armed vessels.

The newly reconstituted Poland continued to be

mainly an agricultural country, exporting large quantities

of wheat, rye, barley, potatoes, and sugar beet. The

principal industries of the country were textiles, tnitiing,

paper-making, chemicals, oil The unit of the national

currency was the zhtj, subdivided into 100 In

1924, when the zlotj was created, it had the vdue of the

goU franc. In 1927 the gold content of the currency was

reduced.

Since the future of Poland is once again in

question, in consequence of the Germano-Russia in-

vasion ofPoland in September 1939, and the subsquent

partitioning of the country between the two invading

Powers, it may be of interest to examine in detail the

state of Poland during the last partition, and on the eve

of its reconstruction in 1918.

Russian Pound

The territory defined by the Treaty of Vienna as the

Kingdom of Poland, and thereby conceded to Russia,

comprised ten governments with a total area of 127,684

square kilometres. In 1911 the total population was

12,467,000. As the census ofnationaHties, however, was

taken in 1897 and was notoriously inaccurate, there was

no direct means of ascertaining the precise proportion of

Poles contained in this population. Nevertheless, firom

the statistics ofreHgions it may be taken for granted that

all the Catholics, as well as the members ofthe small sect
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of Mariavitcs, were Poles. In the official statistics 99 per
cent, of the Catholics in Poland were considered by die
Russian audioritics as Poles, while in 1897 10 per cent, of
the Protestants and about 50,000 Jews also acknowledged
themselves as such.

The figures are as follows

:

Roman Catholics

Mariavitcs

Orthodox

Protestants

Jews

.

Odicrs .

Total Number of Polish
number. adhcrcuta.

. 9,001,349 9,001,349

• 73.033 73.033

47<>,865

. 634,649 63,000

• 1,747,655 50,000

1,787 . .

Hius in pre-1914 Russian Poland there was a Polish

population of at least 9,200,000, or 76 per cent, of the

total. The Russian population (of which 205,405 arc

soldien and 24,714 civil servants) was not considerable,

although die official statistics included in these 335,357
little Russians and about 30,000 White Russians, who
form, of course, a distinct race.

Besides these tai governments of die Kingdom of
Poland, the following nine governments of Russia also

formed part of the ancient Polish Kingdom—Wilna,
Grodno, Kovno, Moliilew, Minsk, Vitebsk, Podolia,’

Volhynia, and Kieff. This territory is 180,901 square
miles in extent, and the Poles arc scattered over the whole,
in greater numbers, of course, on the borders of the
Russian Kmgdom of Poland. The Pohsh population in

these provinces was roughly about two milling s , The
proportion of Poles was especially high (about 30 per
cent.) in the government of Wilna. In the town of
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Wilna, out of a total of 205,203 inhabitants there were,

according to Russian official statistics, 109,808 Poles, or

53 per cent, ofthe total. The Poles in these nine govern-

ments mainly represented die intellectual and wealthy

classes.

The population of the Kingdom ofPoland was chiefly

engaged in agriculture. The 1909 census divided it as

foffows

:

Urban 2,618,859

Rural 9,320,459

There were in 1914 43 towns in the Kingdom widi a

population of over 10,000, the largest being Wanaw

(922,000) and the next Lodz (508,330). In 1931, after

twelve years of PoHsh independence, Wanaw had a

population of 1,178,211 and Lodz 605,287. In 1939,

when Poland was again partitioned between Germany

and Russia, the popmation figures were even greater.

The following table shows the distribution ofproperty

in land in former Russian-Poland

:

Per cent.

Russian State lands 5.8

Confiscated and distributed among Rus-

sian colonists 3.0

Polish estates (large) 31.8

Polish estates (sm^ holdings) . . . 55.0

Town estates 4.0

Miscellaneous 0.4

100.0

As we have seen, the main industry is agriculture, and

die main agricultural product is wheat, h 1911 the net
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production of wheat in the Kingdom of Poland was

205,208 thousand pounds—an average of 1647 pet head.

In the same year there were 1,231,769 horses in die

Kingdom (9.8 per too inhabitants), and 2,301,106 head

of cattle (29.5 per too inhabitants). In connection with

agriailture arc die flourishing industries of brewing

and distilling (two-thirds ofthe products being exported)

and that of beet-sugar.

All industries showed a marked increase in activity

in the years which preceded the outbreak of war in

1914. The progress in mining is perhaps particularly

worthy of mention. In 1910 there were 10,953 mines

of varying size employing nearly lialf a million men

and yielding an annual income of about ^87,000,000.

The Knigdoin produced 26 per cent, of die total coal

output of the Russian Empire, and no less than 83 per

cent, of the total output of zinc. It is also ricli in iron,

copper, and salt. After agriailture the textile industry,

centred in the growing town of Lodz, was midoubtcdly

the first in importance, and its annual output was valued

at ^21,000,000.

Austrian Poland

Tlic total area of Galicia is 78,497 square kilometres.

The population, according to die census of 1913, was

composed as follows

:

Poles 4,700,000

Rudicnians 3,308,090

Germans 90,110

Others 9,770

Total . . . 8,007,970
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Although the Poles formed no more than 58.55 per

cent, of the total population of GaHcia, the western part

of Galicia was practically all Polish. Out of the 85

districts (Bezirke) into which the whole of Galicia is

divided,

25 were inhabited by more than 95 per cent, of Poles.

7 >» )i » 80 „ „

3 » »> It ^5 ,, ,,

5 >» » II 50 „

The population of these districts, where the Poles are

in an overwhelming majority, was 4,301,180.

However, the numben of Poles iidiabiting odier dis-

tricts were still considerable.

The Poles represented more than—

40 per cent, of the total population in 9 districts.

3^ >> >> II 18 „

11 It It ^ II

while only in seven districts they are less than ao per cent.

Thus the Poles formed a big majority in the whole

country, while they inhabited uniformly Western Galicia

and were a very important minority in Eastern Galicia,

where the greatest part of the townspeople are Polish.

In Eastern Galicia, also, most of the landed property

was in Polish hands.

In Galicia there were 36 towns of more than 10,000

inhabitants, of which the two largest are Lwow (Lem-

berg), with a population of 208,100, and Cracow, with

180,000. The rate ofinaease ofthe population in Galicia

is one of the highest in the world ; the birth-rate being

39.55 per thousand, and the natural increase 14.59. The

Polish population increased more rapidly than any

other nationality in the country. The em%ration from
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Galicia to America was very considerable, however,

and amounted in tire years 1901-1909 to 591,031, of

wliich 337,672 were Poles. The population (as in Russian

Poland) was principally rural, and was divided up as

follows

:

Town population .... 1,595,028

Rural population .... 6,430,647

Landed property was divided as follows

:

Area ocaipicd by estates of—

Over 5,000 hcct. (State property in- Hcct.

cluded) 728,484

Over 2,000 hcct 474,408

00 790,774

Less dian 500 hcct 407,496

Smallholdings 4.932,533

Public estates 505,374

Total . 7.839,069

By fiir die greatest part of the wealth of Galicia

was derived from agriculture : dius taxation on land

brought 10,461,361 crowns (;^400,ooo) annually to the

Austrian Exchequer. Galicia possessed 858 distilleries

and breweries and 2,384 mills, besides exporting large

numbers of cattle and horses. The comitry was, as it

remains, very rich in minerals, and particularly in oil.

The coal output amounted in 1911 to 12,301,998,000

kilograms ;
the zinc output for the same year being

26.068.000 kilograms. The salt mines of Galicia rank

with the famous Salzburg industry as die centre of the

salt production in Austria ;
in 1911 the output was

1.627.826.000 kilograms.
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Prussian Poland

In the following Prussian territories the Poles formed

the majority of the population :

Area (sq. kil.).

Duchy ofPoznan (Posen) . 38,996

West Prussia .... 25,521

East Prussia .... . 12,026

Silesia 13,230

Total area . 71,842

The distribution of die nationalities, according to the

census of 1910, is as follows

:

Distrirt. Total population. Poles. Others.

Poznan (Posen) . 1,337,291

Bydgoszcz (Brom-

berg) . . . 758,314

Olsztyn . . . 543469
Marienwerder . 960,855

Opole . . . 2,207,981

900,059 427,232

378,631 379,488

267,633 274,320

394,934 565,921

1,169,340 1,037,754

Total . . 5,797,910 3,1x0,596 2,684,715

In addition .there were 309,189 Poles in the district of

Gdansk (Danzig) ;
which number, together with those

in various other districts of East and West Prussia and

Silesia, brought the total Polish population to a little over

four millions. The proportion ofJews in this territory

was very small—only 1.5 per cent.

The largest Poli^ towns in Prussia were Poznan

(Posen) with 156,700 inhabitants, Bytom (Beuthen)

with 67,700, Gniezno (Gnesen), and Opole (Oppeh).
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The population, divided equally between town and

country, with die exception of Silesia, which is the

richest coal district in Germany, was not engaged in any

mdustry ofnote, although trade was in a very flourishing

condition, especially in the banking branch. Some
twenty-five years before the outbreak of war in 1914

more than a himdrcd small banks were anialgam^H
into a syndicate, for the protection of Polish interests,

which carries on business to the extent of more than

1,500 million marb (^75,000,000).
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